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CURE FOR CANCER: THE RICK SIMPSON PROTOCOL

 พธิสีารรกิ ซมิป์สนั

“     เริม่ตน้คนดว้ยปรมิาณเล็กนอ้ย เชน่ ขา้วเมล็ดสั ,นแหง้ขนาดครึง่เม็ด แมว้า่นำ,ามันจะไมเ่ป็นอนัตราย แตน่อ้ยกวา่มากสำาหรับ
     นำ,ามันทีเ่ริม่การรักษา ในชว่งเริม่ตน้ ใหใ้ชจ้ดุเล็กๆ ของสารทีน่่าอศัจรรยน์ี,ทกุๆ แปดชัว่โมง จากนั,นใหเ้พิม่ปรมิาณของคณุทกุๆ

   สีวั่นเป็นประจำา และในไมช่า้ความอดทนของคณุก็จะเพิม่มากขึ,น ถา้คนๆ นั,นบอกวา่เขาหรอืเธอไมรู่ส้กึถงึผลกระทบของมัน
  หรอืวา่พวกเขารูส้กึเพยีงเล็กนอ้ยเทา่นั,น ฉันจะถอืวา่นีเ่ป็นปรมิาณทีด่สีำาหรับมอืใหม่ คณุแคต่อ้งการไดรั้บยาเล็กนอ้ยในระบบ

ของพวกเขาเพือ่ทีพ่วกเขาจะไดเ้ริม่ชนิกับมัน

     คณุไมม่ทีางรูแ้น่ชดัวา่บคุคลนั,นจะตอบสนองอยา่งไร ดงันั,นใหค้อ่ยเป็นคอ่ยไป และเพิม่ขนาดยาทกุ ๆ สีวั่น จนกวา่ผูป่้วยจะ
 กนิเขา้ไปทั ,งหมดหนึง่กรัมทกุ 24   ชัว่โมง วธิทีีด่ทีีส่ดุในการบรรลสุ ิง่นี,คอืใหพ้วกเขากนิยาทีเ่ทา่กบัหนึง่ในสามของกรัมทกุๆ

   แปดชัว่โมง เมือ่พวกเขาคุน้เคยกบัการใชง้าน ถงึกระนั,น ฉันอยากจะเตอืนผูท้ีป่ระสบปัญหาวา่สามารถเพิม่ขนาดยาไดช้า้กวา่
 แตเ่พือ่ผลลัพธท์ีด่ทีีส่ดุ ควรบรโิภคใหเ้ร็วทีส่ดุ

 นีค่อืคำาแนะนำาในการใชย้าที่ Rick     แนะนำา หากผูป่้วยสามารถสรา้งความอดทนไดเ้ร็วพอ หากปฏบิตัติามโพรโทคอลนี, ผูป่้วย
 จำานวนมากสามารถทำางานไดจ้นถงึจดุภายในสามสปัดาหว์า่สามารถกนิเขา้ไปไดห้นึง่ในสามของกรัมทกุๆ 8   ชัว่โมง แตโ่ดย

  เฉลีย่แลว้ ผูป่้วยสว่นใหญม่ักใชเ้วลาสีถ่งึหา้สปัดาหก์อ่นทีพ่วกเขาจะไดรั้บปรมิาณนี,ตอ่หนึง่โดส หลังจากนั,นพวกเขาสามารถ
กนิตอ่ไปไดห้นึง่กรัมตอ่วันจนกวา่พวกเขาจะหายขาดหรอืควบคมุอาการได ้

   รกิชอบทีจ่ะจัดหายานี,ในกระบอกฉีดยาพลาสตกิซ ึง่ไมม่เีข็มฉีดยา แทนทีจ่ะมเีพยีงชอ่งเล็กๆ ทีน่ำ,ามันสามารถบบีผา่นได ้ เขา
กลา่ววา่การใหน้ำ,ามันในลักษณะนี,ทำาใหผู้ป่้วยสามารถวัดขนาดยาไดง้า่ยขึ,นและจะหยดุสารแปลกปลอมจากการปนเปื,อนยา

 วธิทีีง่า่ยทีส่ดุทีค่นสว่นใหญเ่ขา้ใจถงึปรมิาณทีค่วรรับประทานคอืการเปรยีบเทยีบกบัขา้วเมล็ดสั ,นแหง้ ปรมิาณสำาหรับผูเ้ริม่ตน้
 ควรมขีนาดประมาณครึง่หนึง่ของเมล็ดขา้วเหลา่นี,หรอืยาวประมาณหนึง่ในแปดของนิ,ว ปรมิาณนี,จะเทา่กบัประมาณหนึง่ในสี่

  ของหยด ในบางกรณี ผูท้ีม่คีวามอดทนตำา่มากอาจถงึกบัพบวา่สิง่นี,อาจมากเกนิไปสำาหรับพวกเขาทีจ่ะรับมอืไดอ้ยา่งสบายใน
   ชว่งเริม่ตน้ ดงันั,น หากจำาเป็น พวกเขาอาจเริม่ตน้ดว้ยนอ้ยกวา่นั,นอกี

    ปรมิาณขนาดนี,ควรกนิวันละสามครั ,ง เชา้ตรู่ ในชว่งบา่ย และประมาณหนึง่ชัว่โมงกอ่นทีผู่ป่้วยจะเขา้นอน ผูเ้ริม่ตน้ตอ้งทำา
ทั ,งหมดคอืบบีขา้วแหง้ครึง่หนึง่จากหลอดฉีดยาพลาสตกิในปรมิาณเทา่กบัขา้วแหง้ครึง่หนึง่และน่ันคอืปรมิาณของพวกเขา

   แมว้า่เราจะพดูถงึในปรมิาณทีน่อ้ยมาก และจะไมเ่ป็นอนัตรายตอ่ผูป่้วย เนือ่งจากความแรงของสารนี, สารนี,จงึตอ้งใชด้ว้ยความ
เคารพ

  หลังจากใชข้นาดยานี,เป็นเวลาสีวั่น จะเพิม่เป็นสองเทา่ของขนาดยาทีเ่ทา่กบัขนาดของเมล็ดขา้ว หรอืขนาดยาทีย่าวประมาณ
  หนึง่ในสีข่องนิ,วเมือ่บบีออกจากกระบอกฉีดยา จากนั,นสีวั่นตอ่มา ปรมิาณจะเพิม่ขึ,นเป็นสองเทา่อกีครั ,งและจะดำาเนนิตอ่ไปทกุ

  ๆ สีวั่นจนกวา่ผูป่้วยจะรับประทานขา้วได ้ 16    เม็ดตอ่หนึง่โดส ปรมิาณนี,เทา่กบันำ,ามันประมาณแปดถงึเกา้หยดตอ่โดส ซึง่
ประมาณหนึง่ในสามของกรัม

หนึง่มล.    มนีำ,าหนักมากกวา่หนึง่กรัมเพยีงเล็กนอ้ย ดงันั,นหากผูป่้วยตอ้งการ พวกเขาสามารถใชก้ารวัดนี,เพือ่กำาหนดปรมิาณ
  ของพวกเขา เมือ่ถงึจดุนั,น ผูป่้วยมักจะใชย้านี,ตอ่ไปจนกวา่พวกเขาจะบรรลผุลตามทีต่อ้งการพรอ้มกบัเงือ่นไขทางการแพทย์

   ของตน จะมผีูป่้วยทีไ่มส่ามารถเพิม่ขนาดยาไดเ้ร็วนัก แตร่กิแนะนำาใหพ้วกเขากนิใหเ้ร็วทีส่ดุเทา่ทีจ่ะทำาได ้ เพือ่ใหน้ำ,ามัน
    บรรเทาความทกุขท์รมานได ้ นอกจากนี, จะมผีูท้ีส่ามารถใชย้านี,ไดเ้ร็วกวา่ และรกิก็ไมม่ปัีญหากบัเรือ่งนี, ตราบใดทีผู่ป่้วย

 สบายใจในการรับยาไดเ้ร็วยิง่ขึ,น ก็หมายความวา่พวกเขาจะหายเร็วขึ,น

 ในความเป็นจรงิ Rick  รูส้กึวา่ผูป่้วยควรอยูใ่นเขตสบายของตนเองเมือ่ตอ้งใชย้านี, แตเ่ขาก็ยังคดิวา่ทกุคนทีม่อีาการรา้ยแรงไม่
ควรเลน่เกมทีม่สีารนี,เพราะหากไมไ่ดรั้บอยา่งถกูตอ้งก็อาจไมส่ามารถเอาชนะสภาพทีต่ั ,งใจจะรักษาได ้

  เนือ่งจากยานี,มคีวามปลอดภัยในการใชง้าน ปกตเิราจงึไมไ่ดวั้ดขนาดยาอยา่งแมน่ยำา แตส่ำาหรับผูท้ีช่อบการวัดทีแ่มน่ยำาและมี
  ตาชัง่ทีม่คีวามแมน่ยำาเพยีงพอ ใหเ้ริม่ดว้ยประมาณ 0.01  กรัม (10  มก.)   หรอืนอ้ยกวา่สามครั,งตอ่วันในครั,งแรก สีวั่น.  จากนั,น

  หากทำาได ้ ใหเ้พิม่เป็น 0.02  กรัม (20 มก.)   เป็นเวลาสีวั่น จากนั,นใหเ้พิม่เป็น 0.04  กรัม (40 มก.)  เป็นเวลาสีวั่น 0.08  กรัม (80
มก.)  เป็นเวลาสีวั่น 0.16  กรัม (160 มก.)   เป็นเวลาสีวั่น และจากนั,น 0.32  กรัม (320 มก.) นีจ่ะเป็นตารางการจ่ายยาในอดุมคติ

  สำาหรับผูท้ีส่ามารถกลนืกนิสารนี,ไดอ้ยา่งรวดเร็ว นอกจากนี,ยังควรทราบดว้ยวา่ปรมิาณ 1-5 มก. มักจะทนไดโ้ดยไมม่อีาการ

  เมือ่คณุสามารถนำาดอกอนิดกิาคณุภาพสงูมาใชง้านได ้ นำ,ามันทีผ่ลติไดจ้ะเป็นยาระงับประสาทอยา่งทีส่ดุ นีค่อืผลกระทบที่
 “  ”   นำ,ามันจะไดรั้บหากคณุไดผ้ลติ นำ,ามันรคิ ซมิป์สนั ตวัจรงิและไมม่อีะไรตอ้งกังวล ผูป่้วยเพยีงแคผ่ล็อยหลับไปและในทีส่ดุ

   พวกเขาจะตืน่ขึ,น บางคนอาจรูส้กึวา่ถกูขวา้งดว้ยกอ้นหนิเล็กนอ้ยในตอนแรก แตจ่ะไมเ่ป็นอนัตราย และโดยปกตภิายในหนึง่
   ชัว่โมงหลังจากทีพ่วกเขาตืน่ขึ,น ความรูส้กึงว่งนอนนั,นจะหายไป หากนำ,ามันผลติจากป่านพันธุ์ sativa  ใหค้าดหวังปัญหาและ

sativa     ทีใ่หพ้ลังงานสงูเป็นเวลานาน คณุไมต่อ้งการใหผู้ท้ีม่ภีาวะรา้ยแรง เชน่ มะเร็งพยายามกนินำ,ามันโดยมอีาการเหลา่นี,
 และผูป่้วยจะไมไ่ดรั้บผลประโยชนท์างยาที่ indica   ดสีามารถใหไ้ด ้ ไมใ่ชท่กุคนทีช่อบอยูส่งูและไมใ่ชป่ระเด็นทีจ่ะถกูขวา้ง

ดว้ยกอ้นหนิใสส่ารนี,มากเกนิไป
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   ประเด็นคอืการนำายาเขา้ผูป่้วยวันละสามครั ,ง ผูป่้วยสามารถวางลงบนนิ,วแลว้ขดูออกบนฟันได ้ จากนั,นใหด้ืม่นำ,าหรอืชาเย็น ๆ
   และพวกเขาน่าจะกลนืไดง้า่ย บางสายพันธุผ์ลติสารสกดัทีไ่มม่รีสชาตทิีถ่กูใจ แตง่า่ยตอ่การจัดการ เพยีงวางยาของผูป่้วยลง

   บนขนมปังชิ,นเล็กๆ แลว้พับ จากนั,นป้อนเขา้ปากและใหน้ำ,าดืม่แกผู่ป่้วย เชน่เดยีวกนัสามารถทำาไดด้ว้ยการใชก้ลว้ยหรอืผลไม ้
  ประเภทอืน่ๆ แนวคดิคอืการนำานำ,ามันเขา้สูร่่างกายผูป่้วยโดยเร็วทีส่ดุ แตร่คิยังคงชอบทีจ่ะเห็นวา่พวกเขาอยูใ่นเขตสบายของ

ตน

   ทกุคนมคีวามแตกตา่งกนั และความอดทนของเราสำาหรับยานี,จะแตกตา่งกันไปในแตล่ะบคุคล ดงันั,น ตรวจสอบใหแ้น่ใจวา่ผู ้
    ป่วยพอใจกบัปรมิาณทีก่ลนืเขา้ไป ดว้ยสภาวะทีร่า้ยแรงหลายประการ ผูป่้วยจงึควรรับประทานยานี,อยา่งรวดเร็ว ดงันั,น พวก

   เขาอาจมโีอกาสรอดชวีติไดด้ขี ึ,น ดงัทีไ่ดก้ลา่วมาแลว้ถงึแมน้ำ,ามันจะไมเ่ป็นอนัตราย หากรับประทานมากเกนิไป ผูป่้วยมักไม่
  ชอบประสบการณ์ ดงันั,นใหเ้พิม่ปรมิาณอยา่งชา้ๆ ดว้ยวธินีี,พวกเขาจะคุน้เคยกบัการใชง้าน

    อยา่งทีเ่ราชอบพดู การเจ็บป่วยทีร่นุแรงควรไดรั้บการปฏบิตัอิยา่งจรงิจัง ดงันั ,น หากฉันมบีางอยา่งทีค่กุคามชวีติ ฉันจะกนิสาร
  สกดัใหม้ากทีส่ดุเทา่ทีฉั่นจะทำาไดใ้นระยะเวลาทีส่ั ,นทีส่ดุ ฉันคดิวา่มันคุม้คา่ทีจ่ะเตรยีมตวั ดงันั ,นผูท้ีส่ามารถเริม่คุน้เคยกบัผลก

  ระทบของนำ,ามันไดโ้ดยเร็วทีส่ดุ เพราะพวกเขาจะรูว้า่ควรคาดหวังอะไร หากพวกเขาจำาเป็นตอ้งรับประทานในปรมิาณทีม่ากขึ,น

 การรักษามาตรฐานในการรเีซต็รา่งกายใหม้สีขุภาพทีด่คีอืนำ,ามันคณุภาพสงู 60  กรัมทีก่นิเขา้ไปภายในระยะเวลาสามเดอืน
  สำาหรับผูท้ีไ่ดรั้บเคมบีำาบดัและการฉายรังสี ควรกนินำ,ามัน 120  ถงึ 180   กรัมโดยเร็วทีส่ดุ โดยปกติ 60 กรัมสามารถรักษามะเร็ง

  ทีร่า้ยแรงได ้ แตส่ำาหรับผูท้ีไ่ดรั้บความเสยีหายจากระบบการแพทย์ มักจะตอ้งใชม้ากกวา่นั,นเพือ่ป้องกันไมใ่หม้ะเร็งกลับมา
และเพือ่ยกเลกิความเสยีหายทีก่ารรักษาเหลา่นี,ทิ,งไวเ้บื,องหลัง

 เมือ่ผูป่้วยมสีขุภาพแข็งแรงอกีครั ,ง คณุสามารถลดขนาดยาลงเหลอืหนึง่หรอืสองกรัมตอ่เดอืนหรอืมากเทา่ทีผู่ป่้วยตอ้งการรับ
   ประทาน จากมมุมองของเรายิง่ดี อยา่ขา้มปรมิาณการบำารงุรักษาเนือ่งจากเป็นสิง่สำาคญัในการรักษาสขุภาพทีด่ี ปรมิาณกรัม

  ตอ่เดอืนหรอืหนึง่หยดตอ่วันหลังเลกิงานในตอนเย็นอาจฟังดไูมม่ากนัก แตต่ามคำาบอกของ Rick  คณุควรรักษาร่างกายให ้
แข็งแรง

    นอกจากนี, เขาชอบใหผู้ป่้วยใชข้องธรรมชาตอิืน่ๆ เชน่ เมล็ดแอปเปิลและตน้ขา้วสาลรีว่มกบัการบำาบดันำ,ามัน จากประสบการณ์
  ของฉัน ฉันจะใหผู้ป่้วยกนิเมล็ดป่านดว้ย เนือ่งจากนำ,ามันทีม่อียูใ่นเมล็ดนั,นมคีณุคา่ทางโภชนาการและดตีอ่รา่งกาย

 รกิยังเชือ่วา่ผูป่้วยควรพยายามเพิม่คา่ pH     ของรา่งกายใหเ้ร็วขึ,นโดยการบรโิภคสิง่ตา่งๆ เชน่ แตงโมหรอืนำ,ามะนาว เป็นตน้ เขา
 กลา่ววา่สิง่นี,มคีวามสำาคญัทีส่ดุ และการทำาเชน่นั,นจะชว่ยใหผู้ป่้วยมโีอกาสรอดชวีติมากขึ,น

  ผูป่้วยควรเริม่กนิผักและผลไมด้บิมากขึ,น และกนิเนื,อสตัวใ์หน้อ้ยลง โดยเฉพาะพันธุท์ีผ่า่นกระบวนการซ ึง่มสีารพษิมากกวา่
Rick เชือ่มั่นอยา่งมากในการใชเ้ครือ่งคั ,นนำ,าและเขารูส้กึวา่วติามนิซใีนปรมิาณมากก็มปีระโยชนเ์ชน่กัน

 นีค่อืโปรโตคอลของ Rick Simpson   และเป็นเหตผุลทีช่ ือ่ของเขาจะเป็นทีรู่จั้กไปชัว่นรัินดร์ อาจเป็นการคน้พบทีส่ำาคญัทีส่ดุ
 ตลอดกาลและผลดขีองสิง่ทีช่ายผูน้ี,มอบใหเ้ราไมอ่าจพดูเกนิจรงิได ้ ยาและเทคโนโลยสีมยัใหมม่ปีระโยชนอ์ยา่งไรเมือ่ไมไ่ด ้

ผล?   ถา้คณุตอ้งการเห็นผล ใหล้องใชว้ธิกีารรักษาของ Rick

 เราถกูวพิากษ์วจิารณ์วา่เรยีกนำ,ามันนี,วา่ยารักษา แตอ่ะไรอกีทีค่ณุเรยีกวา่สารทีส่ามารถนำามาใชอ้ยา่งประสบความสำาเร็จในการ
รักษาปัญหาทางการแพทยม์ากมายได?้   บางคนดเูหมอืนจะคดิวา่คำาวา่ Cure-all   หมายความวา่นำ,ามันนี,จะใหช้วีตินรัินดร์ แต่

 น่ันไมใ่ชเ่จตนาของ Rick    แน่นอน ยานี,สามารถยดือายขุยัของคณุได ้ และคณุอาจมชีวีติยนืยาวขึ,นเมือ่ใชย้านี, ซ ึง่ไมต่อ้งสงสยั
  เลย ถงึกระนั,น นีไ่มไ่ดห้มายความวา่จะใหช้วีตินรัินดร์

 นำ,ามันนี,ยังไมส่ามารถใชไ้ดต้ามกฎหมายสำาหรับคนสว่นใหญ่ ดงันั,นจะใชเ้วลานานมากในการพจิารณาวา่จะสามารถใหน้ำ,ามัน
   เพิม่ไดอ้กีกีปี่ ถงึตอนนี, เราไมไ่ดม้องวา่ยานี,เป็นยาอายวัุฒนะแหง่ความเป็นอมตะ และเราเชือ่มั่นวา่ยานี,ไมไ่ดท้ำาใหค้ณุกนั

   กระสนุได ้อยา่งทีร่คิบอก หากเราพบกญุแจสูค่วามเป็นอมตะ เขามั่นใจวา่ป่านจะเป็นสว่นผสมหลัก

     โปรดอยา่คดิวา่เมือ่คณุใชง้าน คณุไมส่ามารถตดิไวรัสได ้ คณุยังอาจจับสิง่ตา่งๆ เชน่ ไขห้วัดได ้ แตผ่ลกระทบของมันจะลดลง
   อยา่งมาก และคณุจะฟื,นตวัเร็วขึ,นมาก ในกรณีทีเ่กดิโรคระบาดหรอือะไรทำานองนั,น หากคณุกนิเขา้ไปหรอืกนินำ,ามันทีพ่ชืชนดิ

 ”  นี,สามารถใหไ้ดอ้ยูแ่ลว้ โอกาสรอดของคณุจะเพิม่ขึ,นอยา่งมากอยา่งแน่นอน Jindrich  Bayer   จาก Phoenix  Tears:  The
Rick Simpson Story

ขอ้มลูการใหย้า

มโีปรโตคอลสำาหรบัการรกัษาหรอืไม?่
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“  มรีะเบยีบวธิแีละควรปฏบิตัติามเพือ่ใหแ้น่ใจวา่การรักษานั,นมปีระสทิธภิาพ นำ,ามันจำานวนเล็กนอ้ยสามารถใชรั้กษามะเร็ง
   ผวิหนังและอาการอืน่ๆ เฉพาะที่ หรอืจะระเหยและสดูดมเพือ่ชว่ยรักษาสภาพปอด นำ,ามันอาจถกูดดูซมึเขา้สูร่า่งกายไดห้ากใช ้

  ในรปูของยาเหน็บหรอืแน่นอนวา่สามารถรับประทานไดโ้ดยตรงทางปาก ในการรักษามะเร็งภายใน ผูป่้วยควรกนินำ,ามันโดยเร็ว
    ทีส่ดุ โดยทั่วไป คณุตอ้งการใหย้านี,ไปยังบรเิวณทีเ่ป็นสาเหตขุองปัญหาดว้ยวธิทีีเ่หมาะสมทีส่ดุเสมอ ตวัอยา่งเชน่ หากคณุ

 กำาลังรักษามะเร็งลำาไส ้วธิรัีกษาทีม่ปีระสทิธภิาพมากทีส่ดุน่าจะเป็นการใชน้ำ,ามันในรปูแบบยาเหน็บ

 ผูป่้วยโดยเฉลีย่สามารถรับประทานการรักษามะเร็งขนาด 60  กรัมไดเ้ต็มทีใ่นเวลาประมาณ 90  วัน ผูท้ีเ่คยไดรั้บความเสยีหาย
  จากรังสแีละเคมบีำาบดั หรอืผูป่้วยทีเ่ป็นโรค MS   มานานหลายปีและภาวะรา้ยแรงอืน่ๆ จะพบวา่ในบางกรณีปัญหาทางการ

แพทยข์องพวกเขาอาจใชเ้วลาพอสมควรในการรักษา

Those who have suffered serious damage from the medical system and are just starting treatment must realize
that this natural oil does not produce an instant cure. Often, such patients require much more oil and it will need
to be taken over a longer period. Such patients should try to ingest 120 to 180 grams over six months to undo
the harm all the chemo and radiation has left behind and to repair damage caused by other long-term illnesses
and what was used to treat them. Once the patient is cured and all the damage has been undone or the condition
has been brought under control, I recommend they then continue to take a maintenance dose of 1 to 2 grams of
oil per month to maintain good health. For an adult, this would equal about a drop a day, and once they are
accustomed to its use, they do not even feel its effects, so I really cannot imagine that this is too high a price to
pay for good health.” Rick Simpson, Hemp: The Most Medicinal Plant

ทำาไมปรมิาณการบำารงุรกัษาจงึมคีวามสำาคญัมาก?

“  ทกุคนควรไดรั้บปรมิาณการบำารงุรักษาเพือ่ใหร้า่งกายของพวกเขาไดรั้บการลา้งพษิและมสีขุภาพทีด่ี ทั ,งหมดทีจ่ำาเป็นคอื
 นำ,ามัน 1  ถงึ 2   กรัมตอ่เดอืน เพยีงแคก่นิในเวลากลางคนืประมาณหนึง่ชัว่โมงกอ่นนอน วธินีี,จะชว่ยใหค้ณุนอนหลับฝันดแีละยัง

ชว่ยป้องกันรังสทีีเ่ล็ดลอดออกมาจากประเทศญีปุ่่ นและทีอ่ืน่ๆ

 นำ,ามันทำางานรว่มกบัรา่งกายของคณุเพือ่ใหค้ณุมสีขุภาพแข็งแรงและใหก้ารปกป้องจากปัญหาสขุภาพทีห่ลากหลาย ฉันจะไม่
 ปลอ่ยใหล้กูของฉันฉีดวัคซนีและช็อตทีน่่ากลัวเหลา่นี,ซ ึง่คนอยา่ง Bill  Gates   พยายามจะยัดเยยีดคอของเรา ถา้ฉันตอ้งการ

      ปกป้องลกู ๆ ของฉันจากสิง่ตา่ง ๆ เชน่ไขห้วัดใหญ่ ฉันจะวางใจในนำ,ามันกญัชาทีผ่ลติอยา่งถกูตอ้ง เนือ่งจากฉันรูว้า่มันมี
 ประสทิธภิาพและจะไมก่อ่ใหเ้กดิอนัตรายใด ๆ

  ฉันแนะนำาใหผู้ป่้วยเริม่ตน้ดว้ยสามโดสตอ่วันเกีย่วกบัขนาดของขา้วเมล็ดสั ,นแหง้ครึง่เม็ด ปรมิาณเชน่นี,จะเทา่กับประมาณ ¼
   ของการหยด ดงัทีค่ณุเห็น ในกรณีสว่นใหญ่ ผูเ้ริม่ตน้ควรเริม่ตน้ดว้ยปรมิาณทีน่อ้ยมาก

ครั,งเดยีวทีฉั่นจะแนะนำาใหผู้ป่้วยเริม่ตน้ดว้ยปรมิาณทีม่ากขึ,นคอืการกำาจัดยาแกป้วดทีเ่สพตดิและเป็นอนัตรายอยา่งรวดเร็ว
  หรอืหากพวกเขาอยูใ่กลป้ระตมูรณะ เมือ่ผูท้ีใ่ชย้าดงักลา่วเริม่การรักษาดว้ยนำ,ามัน พวกเขามักจะลดยาแกป้วดลงครึง่หนึง่

วัตถปุระสงคค์อืการกนินำ,ามันใหเ้พยีงพอเพือ่ดแูลความเจ็บปวดและเพือ่ชว่ยใหผู้ป่้วยเป็นอสิระจากการใชย้าเสพตดิทีเ่ป็น
  อนัตรายเหลา่นี, การทานนำ,ามันทำาใหผู้ป่้วยทำาภารกจินี,ไดง้า่ยขึ,นมาก และพวกเขาจะประสบปัญหาการถอนตวันอ้ยลงเพราะ

นำ,ามันทำางานไดอ้ยา่งยอดเยีย่มในการชว่ยเลกิการเสพตดิ

  สำาหรับผูท้ีอ่ยูใ่นสถานการณ์นี, ฉันคดิวา่เข็มแรกของพวกเขาควรจะประมาณสองเทา่ของทีผู่เ้ริม่ตน้โดยเฉลีย่จะกนิเขา้ไป จาก
 นั,นควรเพิม่ขนาดยาใหเ้ร็วทีส่ดุเทา่ทีจ่ะเป็นไปไดจ้นกวา่จะถงึจดุทีไ่มต่อ้งใชย้าอืน่เพือ่ควบคมุความเจ็บปวด เมือ่นำาคนออก

     จากสิง่ตา่งๆ เชน่ มอรฟี์น คณุอาจประสบปัญหาบางอยา่ง บางครั ,งเมือ่คณุผสมนำ,ามันกบัมอรฟี์น มันสามารถทำาใหผ้ลของ
 มอรฟี์นเดน่ชดัยิง่ขึ,น และผูป่้วยอาจเริม่เห็นภาพหลอน

   นีเ่ป็นเพยีงขอ้เสยีเปรยีบในระยะสั ,น เนือ่งจากเมือ่ผูป่้วยไดรั้บมอรฟี์นลดลง ภาพหลอนจะลดลงจนไมเ่กดิขึ,นอกี ในกรณีสว่น
   ใหญ่ การนำาผูป่้วยออกจากสารเหลา่นี,มปัีญหาเล็กนอ้ย ดงันั,นอยา่คาดหวังวา่จะมปัีญหามากเกนิไป เมือ่เพิม่ปรมิาณยาอยา่ง

   ตอ่เนือ่ง ผูป่้วยจะพัฒนาความอดทนทีส่งูขึ,น และในไมช่า้พวกเขาก็จะไมรู่ส้กึถงึผลกระทบของนำ,ามันอกีตอ่ไป เมือ่เกดิ
 เหตกุารณ์นี,ข ึ,น พวกเขาสามารถกนินำ,ามันปรมิาณเทา่ใดก็ไดท้ีต่อ้งการอยา่งรวดเร็วจนกวา่จะหายดี

   หลังจากรับประทานยาสำาหรับผูเ้ริม่ตน้สีวั่น คนสว่นใหญส่ามารถเพิม่ปรมิาณทีก่ลนืเขา้ไปได ้ ฉันแนะนำาวา่ควรเกดิขึ,นทกุๆ สีวั่น
 เพราะจะชว่ยใหผู้ป่้วยมเีวลาทีจ่ะสรา้งความอดทนตอ่สารนี, คนทั่วไปตอ้งใชเ้วลาสีถ่งึหา้สปัดาหก์วา่จะถงึจดุทีส่ามารถกนิ

  เขา้ไปไดห้นึง่กรัมตอ่วัน ซึง่หมายความวา่ผูป่้วยจะกนินำ,ามันคณุภาพสงู 8  ถงึ 9  หยดทกุๆ 8   ชัว่โมง เมือ่ถงึปรมิาณนี,แลว้ ผูป่้วย
สามารถดำาเนนิการตอ่ในอตัรานี,จนกวา่อาการจะหายไปหรอือยูภ่ายใตก้ารควบคมุ

 ผูป่้วยจำานวนมากพัฒนาความอดทนตอ่ยานี,ไดอ้ยา่งรวดเร็วและสามารถรับนำ,ามันไดใ้นอตัราทีเ่ร็วกวา่มาก หากคณุเป็นหนึง่ใน
   คนเหลา่นี, โปรดอยา่ลังเลทีจ่ะกนิสารนี,โดยเร็วทีส่ดุเทา่ทีต่อ้งการ เพราะผลลัพธท์ีไ่ดค้อืคณุจะหายเร็วขึ,นมาก ฉันมักจะเตอืน
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  ผูป่้วยใหอ้ยูใ่นเขตสบายของตนเองดว้ยการใชย้านี, แตถ่า้สามารถรับประทานนำ,ามันไดเ้ร็วกวา่ จะทำาใหผู้ป่้วยมโีอกาสทีจ่ะอยู่
รอดไดด้ขี ึ,น

  วธินีี,ชว่ยใหร้า่งกายสรา้งความอดทนไดช้า้ และหลังจากสีถ่งึหา้สปัดาห์ คนสว่นใหญไ่มม่ปัีญหาในการบรโิภคกรัมตอ่วันหรอื
      มากกวา่นั,นในบางกรณี สำาหรับคนทั่วไปทีเ่พิม่ปรมิาณยาทกุ ๆ สีวั่น มักจะพบปัญหาเล็กนอ้ย อนัทีจ่รงิ ฉันมรีายงานจากผูท้ี่

  ทานนำ,ามัน ซึง่ระบวุา่พวกเขาไมเ่คยไดรั้บสงูเลยในระหวา่งการรักษา เราทกุคนมคีวามคลาดเคลือ่นทีแ่ตกตา่งกนัสำาหรับยาใด
 ๆ ดงันั,นฉันจงึรูส้กึวา่เป็นการดทีีส่ดุทีจ่ะอนุญาตใหผู้ป่้วยกำาหนดปรมิาณของสารนี,ทีพ่วกเขาสบายใจในการรับ

 ขนาดและนำ,าหนักตวัของคณุแทบไมส่มัพันธก์บัความทนทานตอ่นำ,ามันกญัชา ฉันเคยเห็นมอืใหมท่ีเ่ป็นผูช้ายตวัใหญก่นินำ,ามัน
   นี,เพยีงหยดเดยีว และภายในหนึง่ชัว่โมง พวกเขาไมส่ามารถแมแ้ตจ่ะลงจากสนามเชสเตอรฟิ์ลด์ ในขณะทีภ่รรยาของพวกเขา

  ทีเ่ล็กกวา่มากก็สามารถกนิยาเทา่เดมิและไมรู่ส้กึอะไรเลย ดงัทีค่ณุเห็น ขนาดไมใ่ชปั่จจัยสำาคญัในการพจิารณาวา่ผูป่้วย
 สามารถรับนำ,าหนักไดม้ากเพยีงใด แตม่ันเป็นเรือ่งของตวัผูป่้วยเองมากกวา่

  ระวังเมือ่เริม่การรักษาดว้ยยานี,วา่มันจะลดความดนัโลหติของคณุ หากคณุกำาลังใชย้าลดความดนัโลหติ ใหต้รวจสอบความดนั
 ของคณุบอ่ยๆ เพราะเป็นไปไดม้ากทีค่ณุจะไมต่อ้งการอะไรอกีแลว้นอกจากนำ,ามันเพือ่ควบคมุความดนัโลหติของคณุในเวลา

     อนัสั ,น นอกจากนี, หากผูป่้วยเป็นเบาหวาน ควรตรวจสอบระดบันำ,าตาลในเลอืด ในกรณีสว่นใหญ่ ความตอ้งการอนิซลูนิจะลด
ลงและบางสว่นไมต่อ้งการสารนี,อกีตอ่ไป

   เมือ่มคีนกนินำ,ามัน ฉันชอบทีจ่ะเห็นพวกเขาอยูใ่นขอบเขตทีคุ่น้เคย แตค่วามจรงิคอืยิง่รับไดเ้ร็วเทา่ไหร่ โอกาสรอดก็จะยิง่ดขี ึ ,น
เทา่นั,น

  ฉันมชีายคนหนึง่ทีม่คีวามอดทนตำา่มาก ใชเ้วลาเจ็ดเดอืนในการกนิทรตีเมนต์ 60g  มันรักษามะเร็งตอ่มนำ,าเหลอืงระยะสดุทา้ย
 ของเขาได ้แตฉั่นคงจะชอบมันมากกวา่นี,ถา้เขาสามารถทำาการรักษาทั ,งหมดไดเ้ร็วกวา่นี,

  โชคดทีีฉั่นไมค่อ่ยพบผูป่้วยทีก่นิยารักษานานนัก แตก็่เกดิขึ,นแลว้ ฉันเคยเห็นผูป่้วยทีไ่ดรั้บการรักษาทั ,งหมดภายในหนึง่เดอืน
 และสามารถรักษามะเร็งระยะสดุทา้ยได ้ ดงันั ,นอตัราการกนินำ,ามันสว่นใหญจ่งึขึ,นอยูก่ับตวัผูป่้วยเองและขึ,นอยูก่บัวา่พวกเขา

สามารถสรา้งความอดทนไดเ้ร็วแคไ่หน

    เมือ่ส ิ,นสดุการรักษา คนสว่นใหญย่ังคงใชน้ำ,ามันตอ่ไป แตใ่นอตัราทีล่ดลงมาก ดงัทีฉั่นไดก้ลา่วไวก้อ่นหนา้นี, ประมาณหนึง่ถงึ
  สองกรัมตอ่เดอืน ซึง่เทา่กบัประมาณหนึง่หยดของนำ,ามันกอ่นนอนในแตล่ะคนื จะเป็นปรมิาณการบำารงุรักษาทีด่ี

   ฉันไมช่อบเห็นคนใชย้าเกนิขนาดกบันำ,ามัน แตก่ารใชย้าเกนิขนาดไมเ่ป็นอนัตราย ดงันั,นอยา่ตกใจหากสิง่นี,จะเกดิขึ,น ผลขา้ง
  เคยีงหลักของยานี,คอืการนอนหลับและพักผอ่น ซึง่มบีทบาทสำาคญัในกระบวนการบำาบดัรักษา โดยปกตภิายในหนึง่ชัว่โมง

   หลังจากรับประทานยา นำ,ามันจะบอกคณุใหน้อนลงและผอ่นคลาย อยา่ตอ่สูก้บัความรูส้กึงว่งนอน เพยีงทำาใหต้วัเองรูส้กึสบาย
   และปลอ่ยใหน้ำ,ามันใหส้ว่นทีเ่หลอืตามทีค่ณุตอ้งการ ในกรณีสว่นใหญ่ ภายในหนึง่เดอืน ความเหนือ่ยลา้ในชว่งกลางวันที่

 เกีย่วขอ้งกับการรักษานี,จะหายไป แตผู่ป่้วยยังคงนอนหลับสบายในเวลากลางคนื

ฉันบอกผูป่้วยทีเ่สยีชวีติดว้ยโรคมะเร็งวา่นำ,ามันจะทำาสิง่ใดสิง่หนึง่จากสองสิง่:  มันสามารถรักษามะเร็งของพวกเขาและพวก
   เขาก็จะมชีวีติอยูต่อ่ไป หรอืในกรณีทีส่ายเกนิไปทีจ่ะสง่ผลตอ่การรักษา นำ,ามันจะบรรเทาลง ทางออกของพวกเขาและอยา่ง

นอ้ยพวกเขาก็สามารถตายไดโ้ดยปราศจากความทกุขท์รมานและรักษาศกัดิศ์รขีองตนไว ้

  นำ,ามันกญัชงมอีตัราความสำาเร็จสงูมากในการรักษาโรคมะเร็ง และสว่นใหญม่แีนวโนม้ทีจ่ะอยูร่อด น่าเสยีดายทีห่ลายคนทีม่า
  หาฉันไดรั้บความเสยีหายอยา่งรนุแรงจากระบบการแพทยด์ว้ยการทำาคโีมและการฉายรังสี ฯลฯ ความเสยีหายทีเ่กดิจากการ

 รักษาดงักลา่วมผีลยาวนานและผูท้ีไ่ดรั้บความเดอืดรอ้นจากการรักษาทีเ่รยีกวา่การรักษาเหลา่นี,ยากทีส่ดุ แตอ่ยา่สิ,นหวัง
  แมว้า่คณุจะไดรั้บความเสยีหายอยา่งหนัก นำ,ามันนี,ยังมอีตัราความสำาเร็จ 70  ถงึ 80%

    หากผลติและใชอ้ยา่งเหมาะสม ยากญัชาเป็นยารักษาธรรมชาตทิีย่ ิง่ใหญท่ีส่ดุบนโลกใบนี, ไมม่เีลย ไมว่า่คนๆ หนึง่จะทกุข์
   ทรมานจากอะไรก็ตาม พวกเขาควรลองใชน้ำ,ามันและดวูา่สามารถชว่ยอะไรพวกเขาไดบ้า้ง หากคณุเบือ่กบัความทกุขจ์รงิๆ ให ้

  หยดุพักและลองทำาสิง่ทีไ่ดผ้ลจรงิๆ เมือ่คณุไดส้มัผัสกบัสิง่ทีย่านี,ทำาได ้ คณุจะเขา้ใจวา่ทำาไมประวัตศิาสตรแ์ละฉันตา่งก็เรยีก
”    ยากญัชาวา่เป็นยารักษาทั ,งหมด รกิ ซมิป์สนั จาก Hemp: The Most Medicinal Plant

 สิง่ธรรมชาตอิ ืน่ๆ ทีค่ณุชว่ยได้

“   เมือ่คนไขม้าหาฉันเพือ่ซื,อนำ,ามันเพือ่รักษามะเร็ง ส ิง่แรกทีฉั่นบอกใหพ้วกเขาทำาคอืเปลีย่นอาหาร พยายามหลกีเลีย่งโปรตนี
  จากสตัวใ์หม้ากทีส่ดุ เพราะโปรตนีชนดินี,สง่เสรมิการเจรญิเตบิโตของมะเร็ง หาเครือ่งคั ,นนำ,าแลว้เริม่กนิผลไมแ้ละผักดบิใหไ้ด ้

  มากทีส่ดุ เพราะโปรตนีจากพชืตอ่สูก้บัการเตบิโตของมะเร็ง หยดุใชน้ำ,าตาลและแทนทีด่ว้ยสารใหค้วามหวานตามธรรมชาติ
 เชน่ นำ,าผึ,งดบิ
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 ใหค้า่ pH     ของผูป่้วยเพิม่ขึ,นโดยเร็วทีส่ดุโดยการบรโิภคสิง่ตา่งๆ เชน่ แตงโมและนำ,ามะนาว เป็นตน้ มะเร็งชอบสภาพแวดลอ้ม
  ทีเ่ป็นกรด และเมือ่คณุเพิม่คา่ pH ของรา่งกายจะทำาใหเ้ซลลม์ะเร็งอยูร่อดไดย้าก

  ทศวรรษทีผ่า่นมา นักวจัิยมผีลการรักษามะเร็งดว้ยวติามนิซปีรมิาณมหาศาล ซึง่ถกูฉีดเขา้สูก่ระแสเลอืดของผูป่้วยโดยตรงใน
   ลักษณะเดยีวกบัทีแ่พทยฉี์ดคโีม แตไ่มม่ผีลขา้งเคยีงทีร่า้ยแรงซ ึง่อาจทำาใหผู้ป่้วยเสยีชวีติได ้ ดงันั,น ฉันคดิวา่วติามนิใน

  ปรมิาณมากอาจเป็นประโยชน์อยา่งมากตอ่ผูป่้วยทีเ่ป็นโรครา้ยแรง เชน่ มะเร็ง

   นอกจากนี, ใหผู้ป่้วยเริม่กนิเมล็ดจากแอปเปิ,ลสองผลทกุวัน ซึง่จะทำาใหไ้ดรั้บวติามนิบี 17   ในปรมิาณทีด่ตีอ่วัน ซึง่เรยีกอกี
 อยา่งวา่ laetrile    หลายปีกอ่น มกีารโฆษณาชวนเชือ่มากมายเกีย่วกับการรักษานี,ทีไ่มป่ลอดภัย แตข่อ้กลา่วหาเหลา่นี,พสิจูน์

  แลว้วา่เป็นเท็จ ในความเป็นจรงิ B17   ในสทิธขิองตนเองมปีระวัตทิีด่ใีนการรักษาโรคมะเร็ง นอกจากนี,ยังมสี ิง่ทีเ่ป็นธรรมชาติ
    อืน่ๆ เชน่ ตน้ขา้วสาลแีละสาหรา่ยสเีขยีวแกมนำ,าเงนิทีค่ณุอาจพบวา่มปีระโยชนเ์ชน่กนั เมือ่สองสามปีกอ่น แพทยใ์นอติาลถีงึ

 กบัรักษามะเร็งบางชนดิดว้ยการใชเ้บกกิ,งโซดา เราจงึตอ้งเปิดใจรับความเป็นไปไดท้ั ,งหมด

 หลายคนทีใ่ชน้ำ,ามันเพือ่รักษาโรคมะเร็งของพวกเขาไมไ่ดเ้ปลีย่นแปลงอะไร แตน่ำ,ามันยังคงใชเ้วทยม์นตรแ์ละพวกเขาก็หาย
      เป็นปกติ อยา่งไรก็ตาม หากคณุมภีาวะรา้ยแรง เชน่ มะเร็ง ฉันคดิวา่ควรนำาสิง่ทีเ่ป็นธรรมชาตอิืน่ๆ ทีอ่าจชว่ยใหน้ำ,ามันกำาจัด

มะเร็งและใหโ้อกาสคณุมชีวีติรอดไดด้ขี ึ,น

 สิง่ทีส่ำาคญัทีส่ดุคอืผูค้นตอ้งตระหนักวา่สว่นใหญส่ิง่ทีร่ะบบการแพทยใ์หนั้,นทำาอนัตรายมากกวา่ผลดี น่ันเป็นเหตผุลทีฉั่นบอก
 คนทีต่ดิตอ่ฉันวา่ถา้พวกเขาตอ้งการอยูร่อด ทางทีด่ทีีส่ดุคอือยูห่า่งจากระบบการแพทยใ์หม้ากทีส่ดุ

 น่ันคอืสภาวะทีน่่าเศรา้ทีร่ะบบการแพทยท์ีเ่รามอียูใ่นปัจจบุนันี, และมันจะไมเ่ปลีย่นแปลงจนกวา่คนทีท่ำางานในระบบนี,จะ
  ตระหนักวา่สารเคมแีละยาพษิไมห่ายขาด เทา่ทีฉั่นกงัวล ส ิง่ทีแ่พทยส์ว่นใหญป่ฏบิตัใินปัจจบุันแทบจะไมส่ามารถถอืเป็นยาได ้

 มันจะแมน่ยำากวา่มากถา้จะเรยีกมันดว้ยชือ่จรงิของมัน ความบา้คลั่ง

   จากมมุมองของฉัน ใครก็ตามทีเ่ป็นมะเร็งควรทำาทกุอยา่งทีท่ำาไดเ้พือ่เพิม่โอกาสในการอยูร่อดของพวกเขา ดงันั ,น ไมว่า่
   อยา่งไรก็ตาม ใชน้ำ,ามันกญัชาเพือ่รักษามะเร็งของคณุ แตฉั่นคดิวา่ควรรวมการรักษาทีเ่ป็นประโยชนต์ามธรรมชาตอิืน่ๆ ไว ้

”    ดว้ย รกิ ซมิป์สนั จาก Hemp: The Most Medicinal Plant

คำาแนะนำาเพิม่เตมิสำาหรบัผูป่้วยมะเร็งปอด

ถาม:   อนันี,ใชน้ำ,ามันมาระยะหนึง่แลว้และยังตอ้งใชย้าแกป้วดอยู่ เราจงึมองหาวธิชีว่ยเหลอืผูป่้วยเพิม่เตมิ

A.1)    ทำานำ,ามันอกีชดุหนึง่แลว้ลองผสมกบันำ,ามันทีค่ณุมี มองหานำ,ามันทีม่ยีาระงับประสาทมากทีส่ดุเทา่ทีจ่ะเป็นไปได ้ คณุไม่
ตอ้งการใหผู้ป่้วยมพีลังงาน

2)     พยายามผลตินำ,ามันจากหลายสายพันธุใ์นแตล่ะครั ,ง ถา้เป็นไปได ้ นำ,ามันมักจะมผีลดกีวา่พรมในลักษณะนั,น ใหม้องหาพลัง
ทีโ่หดรา้ยและยากลอ่มประสาททีส่ดุของวัสดตุั ,งตน้และนำ,ามันอกีครั ,ง

3)    จะดกีวา่ถา้เธอหยดุใชน้ำ,ามันในแคปซลู คณุตอ้งการบางอยา่งในปากของเธอสำาหรับการดดูซมึใตล้ิ,นเพิม่เตมิ (มันมผีลยา
แกป้วดทีด่กีวา่ในวธินัี,น)

4)   ทำายาเหน็บ 0.3-0.5   กรัมกบัเนยโกโกแ้ละใหเ้ธอใชม้ันอยา่งนอ้ยวันละสองครั ,ง เธอสามารถใชม้ันวเิคราะหเ์ชน่เดยีวกบัวธิี
  อืน่ ๆ

5)     ใหเ้ธอระเหยนำ,ามันหลาย ๆ ครั ,งตอ่วัน -  ตอ้งการใหไ้อเธอตอ้งการไอสิง่ทีไ่มอ่ยูใ่นปอดของเธอรวมถงึเนื,องอกเหลา่นั,น
(พวกมันจะหดตวัแลว้กระจยุและเธอจะไอออกมา)

6)  ทำาทงิเจอรน์ำ,ามันดว้ยแอลกอฮอล์ (20-30-50%   ขึ,นอยูก่บัปรมิาณนำ,ามันทีค่ณุมี นำ,ามัน 1-2 มล.  ใน 4 มล. ของแอลกอฮอล์
96-99%)    และนำาไปใชก้บัจดุทีเ่ธอทำา ดว้ย eyedropper   หรอื dropper  -  โดยปกตหินึง่หรอืสองหยดจะทำาและคณุสามารถ

   ประหยัดนำ,ามันไดม้ากดว้ยวธินีี, แน่นอน คณุสามารถทานำ,ามันตรงจดุและปิดดว้ยผา้พันแผลและทำาซำ,าทกุๆ สามวันหรอืเมือ่ผา้
พันแผลหลดุออกมา

7)     ทำาขี,ผ ึ,งดว้ยเชยีบตัเตอรห์รอืละลายนำ,ามันในนำ,ามันเมล็ดป่านอุน่ ๆ หรอืนำ,ามันมะกอกบรสิทุธิค์ณุภาพสงู แลว้ถบูรเิวณนั,นวัน
   ละหลายๆ ครั ,ง สิง่นี,จะชว่ยขจัดความเจ็บปวดในซีโ่ครงของเธอ และคณุยังสามารถใชส้ำาหรับแผลบนเตยีงและอะไรก็ไดบ้น

ผวิหนังของเธอ

8)   รวมเมล็ดป่าน หัวใจ hemp  และนำ,ามันเมล็ดป่านในอาหารของเธอ - อยา่งนอ้ยหนึง่กำามอืของเมล็ดพชื/  หัวใจหรอื 1-3 ชอ้น
 โตะ๊นำ,ามันเมล็ดป่าน
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9)  เพิม่ pH    ของรา่งกายดว้ยแตงโมและนำ,ามะนาว ฯลฯ ใหเ้ธอกนิเมล็ดจากแอปเปิ,ลสองผลทกุวัน (B17) 

10)     พยายามเปลีย่นยาแกป้วดและแผน่แปะดว้ยนำ,ามันโดยเร็วทีส่ดุ หากคณุเริม่ทานำ,ามันเฉพาะที่ มันน่าจะชว่ยไดม้าก เหน็บ
  ยังทำาสิง่มหศัจรรยส์ำาหรับสภาพปอด ยิง่เธอกนินำ,ามันมากเทา่ไหรแ่ละยิง่กนิเร็วเทา่ไหรก็่ยิง่ดเีทา่นั ,น เธอควรอยูใ่นปรมิาณกรัม

 หรอืมากกวา่ตอ่วันจนกวา่เธอจะเอาชนะโรคไดแ้ละจากนั,นอยูใ่นปรมิาณการบำารงุรักษา 1-2g   ตอ่เดอืน อา่นและปฏบิตัติามคำา
   แนะนำาอืน่ๆ ทั ,งหมดบนเว็บไซตข์องเราดว้ย ดว้ยความปรารถนาดี JB  และ RS

เสน้ทางการบรหิาร

คณุแนะนำาเสน้ทางการบรหิารนำ 1ามนัแบบใดและมขีอ้ดอียา่งไร?

“   ฉันมักจะแนะนำาใหผู้ป่้วยกนินำ,ามันทางปากสำาหรับสภาวะภายใน หรอืเพือ่ใหร้า่งกายของพวกเขามสีขุภาพทีด่ี หลังจากใช ้
  เวลาสองสามทศวรรษในการสมัผัสกบัสารพษิในชวีติประจำาวันของเรา แมแ้ตผู่ท้ีค่ดิวา่ตนเองมสีขุภาพทีด่ี ก็ควรพจิารณารับ

 ประทานทรตีเมนต์ 60 กรัมเพือ่ลา้งพษิในรา่งกายกอ่นทีส่ารเหลา่นี,จะกอ่ใหเ้กดิปัญหากบัสขุภาพ

      ในการรักษาโรคตา่งๆ เชน่ รดิสดีวงทวารหรอืมะเร็งลำาไส ้ เป็นตน้ ควรใชน้ำ,ามันในรปูของยาเหน็บ คนสว่นใหญไ่มท่ราบ แต่
การนำานำ,ามันเขา้สูร่า่งกายของคณุในลักษณะนี,เป็นหนึง่ในวธิทีีม่ปีระสทิธภิาพทีส่ดุในการทำางานใหส้ำาเร็จ

 ฉันคดิวา่มันเป็นประโยชนส์ำาหรับผูป่้วยในการบรหิารนำ,ามันใหใ้กลเ้คยีงกบัเนื,องอกหรอือะไรก็ตามทีก่ำาลังรับการรักษา ดงันั,น
   หากคณุมปัีญหาเกีย่วกบัลำาไส ้ยาเหน็บน่าจะไดผ้ลดทีีส่ดุ แตถ่า้คณุมบีางอยา่งเชน่มะเร็งในลำาคอ ฉันจะกนินำ,ามันทางปาก

 เป็นเวลาหลายปีทีแ่พทยแ์ละนักวจัิยไดฉี้ด THC   ใหก้บัเนื,องอกในสตัวท์ดลองและพวกเขาก็ไดรั้บผลลัพธท์ีด่ี แตน่่าเศรา้ที่
 พวกเขาจะไมท่ำาแบบเดยีวกนักบัผูป่้วยมะเร็งทีก่ำาลังจะตาย ดงันั,นอกีครั ,งนี,เนน้ใหเ้ห็นถงึความลม้เหลวของระบบการแพทย์

  ของเราในการทำาสิง่ทีถ่กูตอ้งสำาหรับผูป่้วย หากแพทยจ์ำาเฉพาะยาทีน่่าอศัจรรยน์ี,และเริม่ทำางานอยา่งถกูตอ้งกบัสารนี, หลาย
คนทีก่ำาลังจะตายก็อาจไดรั้บการชว่ยเหลอื

  บอ่ยครั,งทีผู่ป่้วยมาหาฉันดว้ยโรคมะเร็งปอดและภาวะปอดอืน่ๆ สำาหรับคนเหลา่นี, ฉันแนะนำาใหใ้ชเ้ครือ่งทำาไอระเหยนอก
  เหนอืจากการกนินำ,ามัน การทำาใหย้านี,กลายเป็นไอไปพรอ้มกบัการกนิเขา้ไป อาจมปีระโยชนอ์ยา่งมากสำาหรับผูท้ีเ่ป็นมะเร็ง

  ปอดหรอืโรคปอดอืน่ๆ ผูป่้วยทกุคนตอ้งทำาคอืกลนืกนิยาปกตแิลว้อุน่เครือ่ง vaporizer   และสดูดม cannabinoids  ทีร่ะเหย
     เขา้ไปในปอด สามารถทำาไดท้กุ ๆ แปดชัว่โมงเมือ่กลนืกนิปรมิาณปกติ และผูป่้วยจะตอ้งสดูดม cannabinoids ทีร่ะเหยเป็นไอ

   สองครั,งในแตล่ะการตั ,งคา่ ดว้ยวธินีี, มะเร็งปอดจะถกูโจมตจีากทั ,งสองทศิทาง และสามารถเพิม่ประสทิธภิาพในการรักษาได ้
อยา่งมาก

   ในกรณีสว่นใหญ่ เนื,องอกจะหายไป แตฉั่นไดย้นิมาวา่ผูป่้วยบางรายไดไ้อเป็นช ิ,นๆ ทีต่ายแลว้ของเนื,องอกทีพ่วกเขาตอ้งทน
   ทกุขท์รมาน ฉันแน่ใจวา่นี่ไมใ่ชป่ระสบการณ์ทีใ่ครๆ ก็อยากเพลดิเพลนิ แตเ่ป็นวธิธีรรมชาตทิีป่อดของเรากำาจัดสิง่ทีไ่มค่วรมี

อยู่

   นอกจากนี, ฉันรูว้า่ผูป่้วยทีผ่า่นเนื,องอกระหวา่งการเคลือ่นไหวของลำาไส ้ แตแ่น่นอนวา่สิง่นี,ก็เป็นเรือ่งธรรมชาตเิชน่กนั ในบาง
  กรณี เนื,องอกทีห่อ่หุม้เซลลท์ีต่ายแลว้เหลา่นี,อาจตอ้งผา่ตดัเอาออก หากเนื,องอกนั,นใหญเ่กนิกวา่จะผา่นวธิทีางธรรมชาตไิด ้

 ดงันั,นในสถานการณ์เชน่นี, จะตอ้งไปพบแพทย์

 เมือ่พจิารณาจากผูท้ีฉั่นไดใ้หน้ำ,ามันแกผู่ท้ีท่กุขท์รมานจากโรคมะเร็งรปูแบบตา่งๆ ฉันไมท่ราบวา่เป็นมะเร็งชนดิใดทีน่ำ,ามันนี,ไม่
    สามารถรักษาได ้ สำาหรับฉัน มะเร็งทกุรปูแบบสามารถรักษาได ้ ไมว่า่มะเร็งจะเลอืกปรากฏทีใ่ดในรา่งกายของคณุก็ตาม ยิง่ผู ้

   ป่วยไดรั้บความเสยีหายนอ้ยลงจากระบบการรักษา โอกาสการฟื,นตวัของพวกเขาก็จะยิง่ดขี ึ,น ดงันั,นในความคดิของฉัน ผูท้ี่
”     ตอ้งการรักษามะเร็งควรใชว้ธิกีารทางธรรมชาตทิีไ่ดรั้บการพสิจูนแ์ลว้นี, รกิ ซมิป์สนั จาก Hemp:  The  Most  Medicinal

Plant

ใชเ้ฉพาะ

“       สำาหรับการใชเ้ฉพาะที่ นำ,ามันสามารถผสมกบัครมีทาผวิ โลชัน่กนัแดด ฯลฯ อยา่งไรก็ตาม สำาหรับสภาพผวิทีร่า้ยแรง ฉัน
   แนะนำาวา่ควรใชน้ำ,ามันในรปูแบบบรสิทุธิท์ีส่ดุเทา่นั,น การผสมนำ,ามันกบัอะไรก็ไดจ้ะลดประสทิธภิาพของยานี, ถงึกระนั,น ยา

กญัชาในรปูแบบทีอ่อ่นแอเหลา่นี,จำานวนมากก็คอ่นขา้งมปีระสทิธภิาพในการรักษาปัญหาผวิ

   บอ่ยครั,งสำาหรับผูท้ีม่สีภาพผวิทีเ่ลวรา้ยมากซึง่กระจายไปทั่วสว่นตา่งๆ ของรา่งกาย ฉันขอแนะนำาทงิเจอรก์ญัชา ทงิเจอรเ์ป็น
  เพยีงนำ,ามันผสมกบัแอลกอฮอลห์รอืสารพาหะบางชนดิ เมือ่ใชย้าหยอดตาเพือ่ทาทงิเจอรก์บัสภาพผวิ แอลกอฮอลจ์ะทำาให ้

  หยดหนึง่หยดกระจายไปทั่วพื,นทีท่ีค่อ่นขา้งใหญ่ แอลกอฮอลจ์ะระเหยออกในเวลาเพยีงไมก่ีว่นิาที ทำาใหบ้รเิวณนั,นปกคลมุ
ดว้ยฟิลม์นำ,ามันบางๆ
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 ทงิเจอรเ์ป็นวธิทีีคุ่ม้คา่ในการบรหิารนำ,ามันบนพื,นทีข่นาดใหญ่ และผูป่้วยเองก็สามารถปรับความแรงของสดีงักลา่วใหเ้หมาะสม
  กบัความตอ้งการของพวกเขา หากใครตอ้งการใหท้งิเจอรเ์ขม้ขึ,นก็เตมินำ,ามันลงไป ถา้พวกเขาตอ้งการทำาใหอ้อ่นลงก็ใหเ้ตมิ

แอลกอฮอลเ์พิม่

คณุคดิวา่ทงิเจอรก์ญัชาอาจมศีกัยภาพเทา่กบันำ 1ามนักญัชาของคณุหรอืไม?่

  โดยปรมิาตร เป็นไปไมไ่ดท้ีท่งิเจอรป่์านจะมศีกัยภาพเทา่กบันำ,ามันบรสิทุธิ์ ผูป่้วยสามารถรับประทานยาทีผ่สมแอลกอฮอลไ์ด ้
   แตผู่ป่้วยจะใชย้านี,รว่มกบัแอลกอฮอลไ์ดด้เีพยีงใด นำ,ามันเป็นยาและผสมกบัแอลกอฮอลห์รอืสารพาหะอืน่ ๆ ในความคดิของ

ฉันไมม่ปีระโยชนส์ำาหรับการใชภ้ายใน

 ปัจจบุนัมบีรษัิทยาขายทงิเจอรท์ีใ่ชก้ญัชาราคาแพงทีเ่รยีกวา่ Sativex    ซึง่ฉีดพน่ใตล้ิ,นเพือ่บรรเทาอาการปวด ฯลฯ ฉันได ้
   จัดหานำ,ามันใหก้บัผูป่้วยทีใ่ชส้ารนี,และหลังจากประสบกบัผลกระทบของนำ,ามันแลว้ พวกเขาไมม่ี จำาเป็นตอ้งซื,อ Sativex  เพิม่

  เตมิเนือ่งจากพบวา่นำ,ามันทีฉั่นใหไ้วม้ปีระสทิธภิาพมากขึ,น สำาหรับสภาพเฉพาะที่ สามารถใชท้งิเจอรเ์พือ่ทำาใหน้ำ,ามันทำางาน
  ตอ่ไปได ้แตส่ำาหรับสภาพผวิทีร่นุแรงหรอืการตดิเชื,อ ฉันตอ้งการใชน้ำ,ามันบรสิทุธิใ์นการรักษา

   อะไรคอืการใชง้านหลกัสำาหรบัทาเฉพาะที่ และคณุเคยเห็นอาการแพใ้ด ๆ กบันำ 1ามนัหรอื
ไม?่

 ฉันพบวา่ทงิเจอรม์ปีระสทิธภิาพในการรักษาสภาพผวิหลายอยา่ง และการใชน้ำ,ามันในลักษณะนี,จะเป็นการสิ,นเปลอืงนอ้ยกวา่
  มาก สำาหรับผูท้ีก่งัวลเรือ่งผวิพรรณ เพยีงแคผ่สมนำ,ามันกบัครมีทาหนา้ทีพ่วกเขาชืน่ชอบและใหใ้บหนา้ทีด่กีบัตวัเองก็สามารถ

ใหผ้ลลพัธท์ีน่่าทึง่ได ้

      เรมิ มะเร็งผวิหนัง หดู ไฝ และสภาพผวิอืน่ๆ สามารถรักษาไดด้ว้ยนำ,ามันบรสิทุธิโ์ดยไมม่ปีฏกิริยิาการแพท้ีฉั่นรู ้ ในความเป็นจรงิ
  ปฏกิริยิาเดยีวทีฉั่นไดเ้ห็นเมือ่ใชน้ำ,ามันทานั,นเกดิจากผา้พันแผลทีใ่ชปิ้ดมัน เมือ่คณุใชผ้า้พันแผลเป็นเวลานาน อาจทำาให ้

 บรเิวณทีพั่นดว้ยสว่นทีเ่หนยีวของผา้พันแผลเกดิการระคายเคอืงได ้ เพยีงแคห่ยดุใชผ้า้พันแผลหนึง่หรอืสองวันและอาการจะ
หายไป

   อกีอยา่งทีต่อ้งพดูถงึคอื นำ,ามันไมใ่หผ้า้พันแผลตดิแผลหรอืการตดิเช ื,อทีก่ำาลังรักษาใหห้าย นี,อาจฟังดไูมส่ำาคญั แตถ่า้คณุเคย
 ผา่นความเจ็บปวดจากการเอาผา้พันแผลทีต่ดิอยูก่บัแผล คณุจะเขา้ใจส ิง่ทีฉั่นหมายถงึ

   เมือ่ตอนทีฉั่นอยูท่ีแ่คนาดา ฉันมักจะผสมนำ,ามันจากพันธุต์า่งๆ กนั เพราะมันมคีวามแตกตา่งกนัอยา่งมากในดา้นคณุธรรม
     ทางการแพทย์ ดว้ยการทำาเชน่นี, ฉันพบวา่นำ,ามันผสมเหลา่นี,มผีลการรักษาโดยรวมทีด่ขี ึ,นในหลาย ๆ เงือ่นไข ดงันั,นหากคณุ

 ”     วางแผนทีจ่ะผลตินำ,ามันในปรมิาณทีม่ากขึ,น คณุอาจจะพจิารณาทำาเชน่เดยีวกนั รกิ ซมิป์สนั จาก Hemp:  The  Most
Medicinal Plant

 คณุสามารถรวมการบรหิารนำ 1ามนัประเภทตา่งๆ ไดห้รอืไม?่

“   วธิกีารตา่งๆ ในการบรหิารนำ,ามันสามารถใชร้่วมกบัไมม่ผีลขา้งเคยีงทีเ่ป็นอนัตราย และการทำาเชน่นั,นอาจเป็นประโยชน์อยา่ง
    มากในบางสถานการณ์ ตวัอยา่งเชน่ ถา้ฉันเป็นมะเร็งปอด ฉันสามารถรวมการกนินำ,ามันเขา้กบัการใชเ้หน็บ และฉันก็จะทำาให ้

  นำ,ามันกลายเป็นไอเพือ่ทีจ่ะไดส้ดูเขา้ไปในปอดของฉันโดยตรง การกลนืกนิทางปากและยาเหน็บรักษามะเร็งปอดไดด้ี และ
การระเหยของนำ,ามันก็อาจเป็นประโยชนส์ำาหรับผูท้ีเ่ป็นโรคนี,

 วรรณกรรมทางวทิยาศาสตรก์ลา่ววา่รา่งกายไมส่ามารถประมวลผล THC ไดเ้วน้แตจ่ะ
 ละลายในไขมนัสตัว ์ การใชน้ำ 1ามนัดว้ยวธินี ี1จะไมม่ปีระสทิธภิาพมากขึ1นหรอื?

 ฉันมคีวามกงัวลเพยีงเล็กนอ้ยเกีย่วกับส ิง่ทีว่รรณกรรมทางวทิยาศาสตรก์ลา่ว และไมค่ดิวา่ไขมันจากสตัวนั์,นดสีำาหรับผูป่้วยที่
     ป่วยดว้ยโรคตา่งๆ เชน่ มะเร็ง จากประสบการณ์ของผม นำ,ามันไมต่อ้งผสมอะไรถงึจะไดผ้ล เนือ่งจากฉันไดท้านยาหลายครั ,ง

  โดยไมรั่บประทานอาหารและยังรูส้กึถงึผลกระทบของมัน ฉันคดิวา่มโีอกาสดทีีส่ ิง่ทีเ่ราไดรั้บแจง้มาจะไมถ่กูตอ้ง ถา้รา่งกาย
 ไมส่ามารถประมวลผล THC  โดยไมผ่สมกบัไขมันสตัว์ ทำาไมฉันถงึยังรูส้กึถงึผลกระทบของนำ,ามัน?   นอกจากนี, เมือ่สบูกญัชา

  แลว้ ไมม่ไีขมันสตัวใ์นขอ้ แลว้คนจะสงูไดอ้ยา่งไร?

 ดว้ยการใชก้ระบวนการทีล่ะลาย THC       ใหเ้ป็นไขมันสตัว์ เนย นำ,ามันหมู ฯลฯ ฉันรูส้กึวา่ประสทิธภิาพของยาลดลง เป็นนำ,ามัน
   ทีท่ำาการรักษา ไมใ่ชเ่นยหรอืไขมันสตัว์ ฉันคดิวา่ยานี,ควรใชใ้นรปูแบบทีบ่รสิทุธิท์ีส่ดุเพือ่ใหไ้ดป้ระสทิธภิาพสงูสดุ ถา้ฉันเอา

   คนทีเ่ป็นมะเร็งผวิหนังมาสองครั ,ง และฉันรักษาตวัหนึง่ดว้ยนำ,ามันบรสิทุธิ์ และอกีตวัหนึง่เป็นไขมันสตัวผ์สม ฉันไมส่งสยัเลยวา่
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”     มะเร็งทีรั่กษาดว้ยนำ,ามันบรสิทุธิจ์ะหายเร็วขึ,นและมปีระสทิธภิาพมากขึ,น รกิ ซมิป์สนั จาก Hemp:  The  Most  Medicinal
Plant

สบูกญัชา

คณุสามารถเปรยีบเทยีบคณุคา่ทางการแพทยข์องการสบูบหุรีแ่ละการกนิกญัชาไดห้รอื
ไม?่

“   เมือ่คนสบูบหุรีข่อ้ตอ่ กวา่ 90%  ของลักษณะทางยาของวัสดจุากพชืก็มแีตค่วัน เป็นเรือ่งน่าขนัสำาหรับฉันทีไ่ดเ้ห็นผูป่้วยทีใ่ช ้
  ยาเคมบีำาบดัในการสบูกญัชาเพือ่ลดอาการคลืน่ไส ้ เพราะพวกเขาสบูบหุรีใ่นสารทีส่ามารถรักษาใหห้ายได ้ หากไดรั้บอยา่ง

เหมาะสม

 สำาหรับฉัน มกีารเปรยีบเทยีบเพยีงเล็กนอ้ยหรอืไมม่เีลยระหวา่งการสบูกญัชากบัการบรโิภคนำ,ามันหอมระเหยจากพชืชนดินี,
   เพือ่รักษาสภาพทางการแพทย์ หากคณุเพยีงตอ้งการบรรเทาอาการเล็กนอ้ย การสบูกญัชาอาจมปีระโยชน์บา้ง แตถ่า้คณุ

  ตอ้งการรักษาสภาพอยา่งเหมาะสม การกนินำ,ามันเป็นวธิทีีด่ทีีส่ดุในการบรรลเุป้าหมายนี, ไมม่คีำาถามวา่แมแ้ตก่ารสบูกญัชาก็มี
 ประโยชนท์างยาบางอยา่ง แตอ่ยา่คาดหวังวา่จะรักษาอาการรา้ยแรงในลักษณะนี,

กญัชารมควนัมปีระโยชนอ์ยา่งไรในมมุมองทางการแพทย?์

  จากมมุมองทางการแพทย์ การสบูกญัชามคีณุคา่ทางการแพทยท์ีจ่ำากดัเมือ่เทยีบกบัการบรโิภคนำ,ามัน การสบูบหุรีม่ักสง่ผลตอ่
  ระดบันำ,าตาลในเลอืดของผูป่้วยโรคเบาหวาน และยังชว่ยลดความดนัตาสำาหรับผูท้ีเ่ป็นโรคตอ้หนิไดอ้กีดว้ย เราทกุคนทราบดี

ถงึความสามารถของกญัชาในการลดอาการคลืน่ไสแ้ละการสบูบหุรีส่ารนี,มักจะชว่ยตอ่สูก้บัความเจ็บปวดทีเ่กีย่วขอ้งกบั
เงือ่นไขทางการแพทยม์ากมาย

 แมแ้ตก่ารสบูบหุรีส่ายพันธุ์ Indica    ทีด่ก็ีมักจะทำาใหค้นผอ่นคลาย ซึง่ในตวัมันเองก็มปีระโยชนท์เีดยีว หมอ้สบูบหุรีส่ามารถ
   ชว่ยลดอาการของหลาย ๆ เงือ่นไขเชน่ MS   และมักจะเป็นประโยชนอ์ยา่งมากกบัผูท้ีม่อีาการกระตกุ ไมม่กีารขาดแคลนหลัก

 ฐานทีแ่สดงใหเ้ห็นชดัเจนวา่แมแ้ตก่ารสบูกญัชาก็สามารถชว่ยสวัสดภิาพของคนนับไมถ่ว้นทั่วโลกไดม้าก แตจ่ากมมุมองของ
 ฉัน เหตใุดจงึลดอาการเมือ่รักษาหรอืควบคมุปัญหาไดด้ขี ึ,นมากอาจเป็นไปไดห้ากใชย้าอยา่งถกูตอ้งในรปูของนำ,ามัน?

 มกีารเปรยีบเทยีบเล็กนอ้ยระหวา่งกญัชาทีส่บูบหุรีก่บันำ,ามันกญัชาทีก่นิเขา้ไป การสบูบหุรีเ่ป็นวธิทีีม่ปีระสทิธภิาพนอ้ยทีส่ดุใน
  การใชก้ญัชาเป็นยา พลังบำาบดัของกญัชงจะเพิม่ขึ,นหลายครั,งเมือ่มกีารผลตินำ,ามันหอมระเหยเขม้ขน้ของตน้กญัชง หากคณุ

   ตอ้งการเห็นเวทมนตรแ์หง่การรักษาทีแ่ทจ้รงิในพชืชนดินี, ใหเ้ริม่กนินำ,ามันกญัชาคณุภาพสงู เมือ่มคีนเริม่กนิ THC ทีย่ังไมเ่ผา
 ”     ไหมด้บิและสารแคนนาบนิอยดท์ีเ่กีย่วขอ้ง ปาฏหิารยิท์างการแพทยม์ักจะเป็นผล รกิ ซมิป์สนั จาก Hemp:  The  Most

Medicinal Plant

งานวจิยัควรเนน้ไปทีอ่ะไร?

“   ในอนาคตอนัใกล ้ ส ิง่ทีส่ำาคญัทีส่ดุทีต่อ้งทำาคอืขยายสายพันธุย์าทีด่ทีีส่ดุเทา่ทีจ่ะเป็นไปได ้ เพือ่ใหเ้ราสามารถกำาหนด
  คณุธรรมทางการแพทยท์ีแ่ทจ้รงิได ้ เนือ่งจากยานี,ไมม่อีนัตราย เราจงึสามารถทำาการวจัิยทกุอยา่งทีจ่ำาเป็นในขณะทีเ่รากำาลัง

รักษาผูค้น

  กญัชาบางสายพันธุม์ปีระสทิธภิาพมากกวา่ชนดิอืน่ในสถานการณ์ทางการแพทยท์ีแ่ตกตา่งกนั ในระยะเวลาอนัสั ,น เราควรจะ
   สามารถระบสุายพันธุท์ีด่ทีีส่ดุเพือ่รักษาอาการใด ๆ ทีก่ำาหนด และสิง่นี,จะชว่ยใหค้วามผดิปกตเิหลา่นี,สามารถรักษาไดอ้ยา่งมี

   ประสทิธภิาพมากขึ,น นอกจากนี, เราตอ้งวางรปูแบบการควบคมุคณุภาพบางอยา่งโดยเร็วทีส่ดุ และพัฒนามาตรฐานที่
  ซพัพลายเออรต์อ้งยดึถอื ปัจจบุนัผูป่้วยไมม่คีวามรูเ้กีย่วกับคณุภาพหรอืประสทิธภิาพของนำ,ามันทีซ่ ื,อจากผูอ้ืน่ แทจ้รงิแลว้ยัง

  ไมม่กีารวจัิยมากมายเกีย่วกับคณุสมบตัทิางยาของพชืชนดินี, แตถ่า้เราดำาเนนิการอยา่งถกูตอ้ง ฉันคดิวา่เราสามารถเรยีนรูไ้ด ้
”    มากมายในเวลาอนัสั ,น รกิ ซมิป์สนั จาก Hemp: The Most Medicinal Plant

“  วันนี,เพือ่นอายุ 28    ปีของฉันเขา้รับการผา่ตดัมะเร็งเตา้นม พวกเขาบอกวา่มะเร็งนั ,นหายไปแลว้ แตย่ังตอ้งการทำาคโีมกบัเธอ
   อยู่ เราเคยคยุกนัแลว้ ฉันบอกใหเ้ธอปฏเิสธการใหค้โีมและเพยีงแครั่บ RSO  ฉันถกูตอ้งเกีย่วกบัเรือ่งนี,หรอืไม?่  จากสิง่ทีฉั่น

 อา่นเกีย่วกับ Phoenix Tears   ฉันคดิวา่สิง่นี,ถกูตอ้ง แตต่อ้งการความชว่ยเหลอืจากคณุในการตอบคำาถามนี, ขอบคณุ." จัสตนิ

--      ทำาไดด้มีาก จัสตนิ ไมม่คีโีมหรอืสแกน การผา่ตดัก็ไมจ่ำาเป็น ใหเ้ธอกนินำ,ามัน 120-180 กรัมในชว่งหกเดอืนขา้งหนา้และทำา
 ตามคำาแนะนำาบนเว็บไซตข์องเรา เจบี
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“ …   ลองนกึภาพการพยายามสอนใหผู้ค้นสวมกางเกงของพวกเขา ดเูหมอืนงา่ย จะเกดิอะไรขึ,นถา้มคีนสง่ขอ้ความหาคณุทกุ
วันเพือ่ถามคณุวา่ตอ้งใสก่างเกงอยา่งไร?  (เจ็บใจ)  เหมอืนวันหมปู่า!   ถา้ฉันใสก่างเกงและกางเกงเรยีบรอ้ย ฉันก็จะแสดงให ้

  “   คนอืน่ดู ฉันอาจจะหัวเราะเยาะคนทีอ่ยากจะลองใสก่างเกงกลับหลังแลว้พดูวา่ เฮ ้ พวกเขาเขา้กันไดด้ี แตม่ันไมไ่ดเ้ปลีย่น
ความจรงิทีว่า่พวกเขาอยูข่า้งหลัง! (มันใชไ้ดก้บัครสิครอส)”

  เจบแีคบ่อกเราวา่อะไรใชไ้ดผ้ลและจะไมบ่อกเราดว้ยวธิอีืน่เพราะไมต่อ้งการวธิอีืน่ ทำาตามคำาแนะนำาหรอืเดนิไปรอบๆ โดยหัน
  หลังใหก้างเกง แตอ่ยา่โกรธ JB  เมือ่คณุรูว้า่เขากำาลังแสดงใหค้ณุเห็นวธิทีีถ่กูตอ้ง!  เราไมไ่ดพ้ยายามเปลีย่นขอ้ความใน

 หนังสอื เราแคไ่ปคน้ควา้หนังสอืเลม่อืน่!” ชาด

--       ขอบคณุ ชาด นีเ่ป็นคำาอธบิายทีด่มีาก และใช่ คณุพดูถกู ยา RSO  ฉบบัสมบรูณ์นี,เรยีบงา่ยมากจนทำาใหซ้บัซอ้นขึ,นจรงิ มัน
งา่ยเกนิไปสำาหรับคนทีจ่ะเชือ่คอืเมือ่พวกเขาไมส่ามารถลองยาเองไดแ้ละตอ้งอา่นเกีย่วกับยาเทา่นั ,น

  และสิง่ทั ,งหมดก็คอืชวีติของผูค้นตกอยูใ่นอนัตราย ฉันคยุกบัพวกเขาแบบตวัตอ่ตวั ฉันเห็นความเจ็บปวดบนใบหนา้ของพวก
    เขา อยา่ถามวา่มันทำาอะไรกับฉันหลังจากหลายปีทีผ่า่นมา สำาหรับผม ไมค่อ่ยมทีีว่า่งสำาหรับการแสดงดน้สดทีน่ี่ ไมม่เีวลา

 สำาหรับ bebop    เดีย่วหรอืแจ๊สฟรี นีเ่ป็นเพลงบลสูส์บิสองแทง่ทีจั่บเวลาแบบเกา่และยาวสบิสองแทง่ Rick  ใหแ้นวทางแกเ่รา
 ในการปฏบิตัติาม แตท่กุคนตอ้งการสรา้งวงลอ้ใหมเ่นือ่งจากปัญหาอตัตาหรอืส ิง่ทีเ่ป็นอยู่

 ทั ,งหมดทีฉั่นพดูเกีย่วกบัเรือ่งนี,คอื "  เชีย่วชาญหมอ้หงุขา้วและพัดลมกอ่น RSO   กอ่น แลว้ตามดว้ยยากญัชารปูแบบอืน่ๆ (ทีม่ี
ศกัยภาพนอ้ยกวา่)    ทั ,งหมด เพราะความแรงนั,นสำาคญั ยิง่นำ,ามันมฤีทธิแ์ละยากลอ่มประสาทมากเทา่ไรก็ยิง่ดสีำาหรับผูป่้วย

    เทา่นั,น คณุไมจ่ำาเป็นตอ้งทดสอบสภาพภายใน ลองใชก้บัสภาพผวิกอ่น และดวูา่มันหายเร็วขึ,นดว้ย RSO  ทีม่ฤีทธิแ์ละยา
   กลอ่มประสาทจรงิ ๆ ทีม่ี 95-98% THC   หรอืสิง่อืน่ใดทีจ่ะตอบคณุได ้ จากนั,นใหรู้ว้า่ส ิง่เดยีวกนัทีเ่กดิขึ,นบนผวิหนังของคณุ

กำาลังเกดิขึ,นภายในรา่งกายของคณุเมือ่คณุกนิยานี,

  เมือ่คณุทำาเชน่นั,น คณุจะหมดความสนใจในรปูแบบยากญัชาทีม่ฤีทธิน์อ้ยกวา่ ไมใ่ชเ่พราะพวกเขาไมส่ามารถชว่ยไดใ้นบาง
 กรณี แตเ่ป็นเพราะเหตใุดจงึบนิชั ,นสองหรอืสามในเมือ่คณุสามารถบนิชั ,นหนึง่ดว้ยเงนิเทา่เดมิและชว่ยชวีติคณุไดอ้ยา่งรวดเร็ว

และเชือ่ถอืไดใ้นเวลาเดยีวกนั?

RSO     เป็นยาคณุภาพเยีย่ม และวธิทีีฉั่นมองดู สว่นทีเ่หลอืไมใ่ชย่าคณุภาพเยีย่ม และอยากไดย้าชั ,นดี ทำาไมฉันถงึตอ้งการยา
เจอืจางแทนของจรงิ?    ยิง่ยากลอ่มประสาทและมฤีทธิร์ุนแรงมากเทา่ไร นำ,ามันก็ยิง่ออกฤทธิไ์ดด้เีทา่นั,น และสิง่นี,จะไม่
เปลีย่นแปลงเลย" เจบี

“  RSO   ทีด่ทีีส่ดุคอื 95-98% THC    และมฤีทธิแ์ละยากลอ่มประสาทอยา่งยิง่ ส ิง่อืน่นอกเหนอืจากนั,น (  กญัชาดบิ นำ,าผลไม ้
  ของกนิ นำ,ามัน CBD  สงู BHO     ทีไ่มผ่า่นการสลายคารบ์อกซเิลต ทงิเจอร์ ยาหมอ่ง สว่นผสม macerates คณุเรยีกมันวา่) เป็น

  รปูแบบยากญัชาทีม่ศีกัยภาพนอ้ยกวา่ ยากญัชาทกุรปูแบบมปีระโยชนใ์นระดบัหนึง่แน่นอน แตอ่ยา่เดมิพันชวีติของคณุกับรปู
” แบบยากญัชาทีม่ฤีทธิน์อ้ยกวา่ เจบี

 กระบวนการผลตินำ 1ามนักญัชงของ Rick Simpson

“  ฉันมักจะใชห้น่อหนึง่ปอนดห์รอืมากกวา่นั,นจากกากบาท sativa   ทีโ่ดดเดน่ของ indica   หรอื indica   หน่อดี 1  ออนซม์ักจะ
 ผลตินำ,ามันคณุภาพสงู 3  ถงึ 4   กรัม และปรมิาณนำ,ามันทีผ่ลติจะแตกตา่งกนัไปในแตล่ะสายพันธุ์ คณุไมม่ทีางแน่ใจไดเ้ลยจรงิๆ

    วา่คณุจะไดน้ำ,ามันมามากแคไ่หน จนกวา่คณุจะไดแ้ปรรปูวัสดทุีค่ณุใชง้านอยู่ โดยเฉลีย่ หน่อดี 1  ปอนดม์ักจะผลตินำ,ามัน
 คณุภาพสงูไดป้ระมาณ 60  กรัม และบางครั,งคณุอาจไดรั้บนำ,ามันบางชนดิมากขึ,นดว้ยซำ,า

 หลายคนดเูหมอืนจะเชือ่วา่นำ,ามันตอ้งเป็นสเีหลอืงอำาพันและคณุควรจะมองเห็นได ้ บอ่ยครั ,งทีน่ำ,ามันทีฉั่นผลติมลีักษณะเหลา่นี,
   แตไ่มเ่สมอไป สแีละเนื,อสมัผัสของนำ,ามันทีค่ณุผลติขึ,นอยูก่บัความเครยีด วธิกีาร และตวัทำาละลายทีค่ณุใชใ้นการผลตินำ,ามัน
   เป็นอยา่งมาก อยา่กงัวลหากนำ,ามันทีค่ณุผลติมสีเีขม้ขึ,น ไมไ่ดห้มายความวา่นำ,ามันดงักลา่วไมใ่ชย่าทีม่ศีกัยภาพ อนัทีจ่รงิ

 นำ,ามันทีแ่รงทีส่ดุเทา่ทีฉั่นเคยผลติมานั,นมสีเีขม้ แตก็่ยังมผีลทางยาตามทีต่อ้งการ

  ฉันคดิวา่คำาแนะนำาเหลา่นี,น่าจะทำาใหก้ารผลตินำ,ามันนี,เป็นเรือ่งงา่ยสำาหรับทกุคน แตก่อ่นทีค่ณุจะเริม่ ตรวจสอบใหแ้น่ใจวา่คณุ
     มทีกุสิง่ทีจ่ำาเป็นในการทำาอยา่งถกูตอ้ง สิง่ทีต่อ้งมคีอืวัสดตุั ,งตน้ ตวัทำาละลาย ความยาวของไม ้ ถังพลาสตกิสองถัง ภาชนะ

     ขนาดเล็กสองสามใบพรอ้มกรวยและตวักรองกาแฟ หมอ้หงุขา้วไฟฟ้า พัดลม ถว้ยตวงสแตนเลส ทีอุ่น่กาแฟ และเข็มฉีดยา

  กระบวนการทีฉั่นกำาลังจะอธบิายเกีย่วขอ้งกบัการลา้งวัสดตุั ,งตน้สองครั,งดว้ยตวัทำาละลายทีด่ี เชน่ แนฟทาอะลฟิาตกิแสง
 บรสิทุธิห์รอืไอโซโพรพลิแอลกอฮอล์ 99%   เพือ่ขจัดเรซนิทีม่อียูอ่อกจากวัสดพุชื ไลทแ์นฟทาไดพ้สิจูนต์วัเองแลว้วา่เป็นตวั

  ทำาละลายทีด่มีากในการผลตินำ,ามัน อกีทั ,งยังมรีาคาถกูมากทีจ่ะซื,อเมือ่เปรยีบเทยีบกบัตน้ทนุของตวัทำาละลายอืน่ๆ มันมาใน
  รปูแบบทีแ่ตกตา่งกนัและภายใตช้ ือ่ทีแ่ตกตา่งกนั แตต่วัทำาละลายทีฉั่นใชเ้รยีกวา่ไลทแ์นฟทาในแคนาดา และในยโุรปมัก

เรยีกวา่เบนซนิ(e)    มกีารขายในหลายชือ่ แตถ่า้คณุไปทีผู่จ้ำาหน่ายเชื,อเพลงิ คณุไมค่วรมปัีญหามากเกนิไปในการตดิตามบาง
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 สว่น หากคณุขอตวัทำาละลายอะลฟิาตกิแบบเบาทีเ่ตมิไฮโดรเจนดว้ยแนฟทา/ปิโตรเลยีมอเีทอร/์เบนซนี/ตวัทำาละลาย
 ไฮโดรคารบ์อนทีม่จีดุเดอืดทีใ่ดก็ไดต้ั ,งแต่ 40  ถงึ 100°C (140 - 212°F)  หมายเลข CAS 64742-49-0

   แนฟทาเบามปีระโยชนใ์นอตุสาหกรรมมากมาย และมักใชเ้พือ่ขจัดคราบไขมันชิ,นสว่นเครือ่งยนตห์รอืสบีางๆ เป็นตน้ ดงันั,นฉัน
  แน่ใจวา่คณุควรมปัีญหาเล็กนอ้ยในการคน้หาสิง่ทีค่ณุตอ้งการ เพือ่ใหค้ณุไดท้ราบถงึการใชง้านหลายอยา่ง มันเป็นสารชนดิ

 เดยีวกบัทีใ่ชเ้ป็นเชื,อเพลงิกบัตะเกยีงและเตาของโคลแมน แตน่่าเสยีดายทีม่กีารเพิม่สารยับยั ,งการเกดิสนมิในเชื,อเพลงิของ
   โคลแมน ดงันั,นฉันจงึไมแ่นะนำาใหใ้ชเ้ชื,อเพลงินี,ในการผลตินำ,ามัน นอกจากนี,ยังมแีนฟทาเกรดทางการแพทย์ (เฮกเซน)  ทีม่ี

  จำาหน่ายในหลายประเทศทั่วโลก แตร่าคาแพงกวา่เล็กนอ้ยและมักจะหาซื,อไดย้ากกวา่ และฉันไมพ่บความแตกตา่งทีม่นัีย
 สำาคญัระหวา่งแนฟทาแสงบรสิทุธิก์บัเวอรช์นัเกรดทางการแพทย์ .

  บวิเทนสามารถผลตินำ,ามันได ้ แตฉั่นไมแ่นะนำาใหใ้ชเ้ป็นตวัทำาละลายในการผลติยานี, เนือ่งจากมสีารระเหยไดม้ากและตอ้งใช ้
  อปุกรณ์ราคาแพงเพือ่ขจัดอนัตราย นอกจากนี, การใชบ้วิเทนในการผลตินำ,ามันไมไ่ดท้ำาใหผ้ลติภัณฑส์ำาเร็จรปูดคีารบ์อกซเิลต

  ดงันั,น นำ,ามันทีผ่ลติในลักษณะนี,จะมปีระสทิธภิาพนอ้ยกวา่สำาหรับการใชย้า เวน้แตจ่ะตอ้งใชเ้วลาเพิม่เตมิในการกำาจัดคารบ์อก
ซเิลตอยา่งเหมาะสม

   ตวัทำาละลายชนดิเดยีวทีฉั่นมปีระสบการณ์โดยตรงคอือเีทอร์ แนฟทาอะลฟิาตกิชนดิเบา และไอโซโพรพลิแอลกอฮอล์ 99%
  อเีธอรเ์ป็นทีช่ ืน่ชอบสว่นตวัของฉันและเป็นตวัทำาละลายทีม่ปีระสทิธภิาพมาก แตม่รีาคาแพงและหาซื,อไดย้าก ฉันคดิวา่การใช ้

 อเีธอรเ์หมาะกวา่สำาหรับอปุกรณ์กลั่นแบบปิด เนือ่งจากมสีารระเหยไดม้ากและควันของมันทำาใหก้ารทำางานดว้ยเป็นอันตราย

 ทั ,งอเีทอรแ์ละไลทแ์นฟทาเป็นตวัทำาละลายทีค่ดัเลอืกมามากกวา่ในธรรมชาติ ซ ึง่หมายความวา่แอลกอฮอลไ์มค่อ่ยมี
   ประสทิธภิาพเทา่ตวัทำาละลาย แตก็่ยังทำางานไดด้ี แอลกอฮอลจ์ะละลายคลอโรฟิลลม์ากขึ,นจากสารตั ,งตน้ และดว้ยเหตนุี,

นำ,ามันทีผ่ลติดว้ยแอลกอฮอลม์ักจะมสีเีขม้ขึ,นอยา่งเห็นไดช้ดั

  เพือ่ใหต้วัทำาละลายมปีระสทิธภิาพ ควรเป็นแอลกอฮอลบ์รสิทุธิ์ 100%   และแอลกอฮอลบ์รสิทุธิ์ 100%  มรีาคาแพงและหา
  คอ่นขา้งยาก ในทางกลับกนั Light naphtha    นั,นคอ่นขา้งถกูและมักจะหาไดไ้มย่ากนัก ถัดจากการใชอ้เีทอร์ แนฟทาอะลฟิา

ตกิแสงบรสิทุธิเ์ป็นตวัทำาละลายทีฉั่นเลอืก

  ตวัทำาละลายทั ,งหมดเหลา่นี,รวมถงึแอลกอฮอลเ์ป็นพษิตามธรรมชาติ แตถ่า้คณุปฏบิตัติามคำาแนะนำาเหลา่นี, ตวัทำาละลาย
  ตกคา้งในนำ,ามันสำาเร็จรูปจะไมเ่ป็นปัญหา หลังจากทีผ่ลติภัณฑส์ำาเร็จรปูเย็นตวัลงทีอ่ณุหภมูหิอ้ง มันจะเป็นสารคลา้ยจารบทีีม่ี

   ความหนามากกวา่นำ,ามัน และเป็นสารตา้นพษิเทา่ทีค่ณุจะทำาได ้ แมว้า่จะมรีอ่งรอยของตวัทำาละลายหลงเหลอือยูเ่ล็กนอ้ย ตวั
   นำ,ามันเองก็จะทำาหนา้ทีใ่นการแกพ้ษิทีเ่ป็นอนัตรายใดๆ ก็ตาม โดยพื,นฐานแลว้ สิง่ทีค่ณุทำาคอืลา้งเรซนิทีใ่ชรั้กษาโรคออก

   จากวัสดขุองดอกตมู จากนั,น หลังจากทีก่รองสว่นผสมของนำ,ามันตวัทำาละลายและตวัทำาละลายถกูตม้ คณุจะเหลอืเรซนิในรปู
แบบยาสว่นใหญ่

  เพือ่ผลลัพธท์ีด่ทีีส่ดุ วัสดเุริม่ตน้ตอ้งแหง้ทีส่ดุ ตรวจสอบใหแ้น่ใจวา่สถานทีท่ำางานของคณุมกีารระบายอากาศทีด่แีละไมม่ี
  ประกายไฟ เปลวไฟ หรอืองคป์ระกอบทีร่อ้นจัดในบรเิวณนั,น

วางวัสดเุริม่ตน้ในภาชนะทีม่คีวามลกึดเีพือ่ป้องกนัไมใ่หส้ว่นผสมของตวัทำาละลายนำ,ามันกระเด็นออกมาระหวา่งกระบวนการ
     ซกั จากนั,นใชต้วัทำาละลายทาตาใหห้มาด จากนั,นวัสดขุองดอกตมูจะถกูบดโดยใชไ้มท้ีม่คีวามยาว เชน่ ชิ,น 2×2

  หลังจากทีถ่กูบดขยี,แลว้ ใหเ้ตมิตวัทำาละลายเพิม่เตมิจนกวา่วัสดจุะแชอ่ยูใ่นตวัทำาละลายจนหมด ใชวั้สดหุน่อประมาณสาม
    นาทกีบัความยาวของไมท้ีค่ณุใชใ้นการบดขยี,มัน จากนั,นคอ่ย ๆ เทนำ,ามันตวัทำาละลายผสมลงในภาชนะทีส่ะอาดอกีใบ โดย

 ปลอ่ยใหวั้สดตุั ,งตน้อยูใ่นภาชนะเดมิ จงึสามารถลา้งไดเ้ป็นครั ,งทีส่อง

 เตมิตวัทำาละลายใหมล่งในวัสดตุั ,งตน้อกีครั ,งจนกวา่จะจุม่ลงในตวัทำาละลายอกีครั ,ง จากนั,นใหท้ำางานตอ่ไปอกีสามนาทตีาม
  ความยาวของไมท้ีค่ณุใช ้ จากนั,น เทสว่นผสมของนำ,ามันตวัทำาละลายลงในภาชนะเดยีวกนักบัทีใ่สส่ว่นผสมของนำ,ามันตวัทำา

ละลายไวต้ั ,งแตก่ารลา้งครั ,งแรก

 การพยายามลา้งวัสดจุากพชืเป็นครั ,งทีส่ามจะทำาใหเ้กดินำ,ามันนอ้ยมาก และยานี,จะมปีระโยชนเ์พยีงเล็กนอ้ยหรอืแทบไมม่ี
  ประโยชนเ์ลย การลา้งครั ,งแรกจะละลายเรซนิทีม่อียู่ 70   ถงึ 80%   ออกจากวัสดเุริม่ตน้ การซกัครั,งทีส่องจะขจัดเรซนิทีเ่ป็น

ประโยชนซ์ ึง่ยังคงอยู่

  นำ,ามันทีผ่ลติจากการลา้งครั ,งแรกเป็นยาทีม่ศีกัยภาพมากทีส่ดุ แตถ่า้ใชวั้สดตุั ,งตน้คณุภาพสงู นำ,ามันจากการซกัครั,งทีส่องก็มี
  ประโยชนเ์ชน่กนั หากคณุตอ้งทำางานกบัวัสดทุีไ่มม่ปีระสทิธภิาพเทา่ทีค่วรดว้ยเหตผุลบางประการ ควรใชน้ำ,ามันจากการซกั

  ครั,งแรกเฉพาะสำาหรับใชภ้ายในเทา่นั,น แลว้จงึเริม่ทีจ่ะเตบิโตหรอืมองหาวัสดเุริม่ตน้ทีเ่ป็นของ คณุภาพทีด่กีวา่.  จำาไวว้า่
คณุภาพสำาคญักวา่ปรมิาณและยิง่วัสดเุริม่ตน้ดเีทา่ไหรย่าก็ยิง่ดเีทา่นั ,น

     ใชบ้างอยา่ง เชน่ ภาชนะใสน่ำ,าสะอาดทีม่ชีอ่งเปิดเล็กๆ อยูด่า้นบน และใสก่รวยเขา้ไปในชอ่งเปิด จากนั,นใสท่ีก่รองกาแฟ
  ขนาดใหญล่งในกรวย เทสว่นผสมของนำ,ามันตวัทำาละลายจากการซกัครั,งแรกและครั,งทีส่องลงในตวักรองกาแฟ และปลอ่ยให ้

 สว่นผสมของนำ,ามันตวัทำาละลายไหลผา่นตวักรองเพือ่ขจัดวัสดจุากพชืทีไ่มต่อ้งการ ยิง่คณุใชก้รวยและคอนเทนเนอรม์าก
   เทา่ใด ตวักรองก็จะยิง่เร็วขึ,นเทา่นั,น เมือ่กรองสว่นผสมของนำ,ามันตวัทำาละลายแลว้ ก็พรอ้มทีจ่ะตม้ตวัทำาละลายออก
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CURE FOR CANCER: THE RICK SIMPSON PROTOCOL

 หากคณุยังไมม่หีมอ้หงุขา้ว คณุสามารถซื,อหมอ้หงุขา้วขนาดใหญร่าคาไมแ่พงพรอ้มฝาเปิดทีม่กีารตั ,งคา่ความรอ้นสงูและตำา่
  เพือ่ตม้ตวัทำาละลายออกจากนำ,ามัน ตรวจสอบใหแ้น่ใจวา่ไดต้ดิตั ,งหมอ้หงุขา้วไวใ้นบรเิวณทีม่อีากาศถา่ยเทไดส้ะดวก และวาง

  พัดลมไวใ้กล ้ๆ เพือ่เป่าควันออกไปในขณะทีต่วัทำาละลายเดอืด วธินีี,จะชว่ยป้องกันไมใ่หไ้อระเหยควบแน่นและกอ่ใหเ้กดิ
  อนัตรายได ้ หมอ้หงุขา้วถกูออกแบบมาไมใ่หข้า้วไหมข้ณะหงุ เซน็เซอรอ์ณุหภมูใินตวัจะเปลีย่นหมอ้หงุกลับเป็นการตั ,งคา่

 ความรอ้นตำา่โดยอตัโนมัติ หากอณุหภมูภิายในหมอ้หงุขา้วเริม่สงูเกนิไป

  เมือ่ทำาการผลตินำ,ามัน หากอณุหภมูเิกนิ 300  °F   เล็กนอ้ย (148°C)   จะเริม่ระเหยสารแคนนาบนิอยดอ์อกจากนำ,ามัน และ
   แน่นอน คณุไมต่อ้งการใหส้ ิง่นี,เกดิขึ,น หากหมอ้หงุขา้วทำางานอยา่งถกูตอ้ง หมอ้หงุขา้วจะออกจากการตั ,งคา่ความรอ้นสงูโดย

 อตัโนมัตทิีป่ระมาณ 230 °F (110°C)  ซึง่สงูกวา่อณุหภมูทิีก่ลา่วกนัวา่ดคีารบ์อกซเิลชนัเกดิขึ,นและยังตำา่กวา่จดุที่ THC และ
  คา่อืน่ๆ สารแคนนาบนิอยดจ์ะระเหยกลายเป็นไอ นีค่อืเหตผุลทีฉั่นแนะนำาอยา่งยิง่ใหใ้ชห้มอ้หงุขา้วสำาหรับผูท้ีไ่มเ่คยผลติ

    นำ,ามันมากอ่น เนือ่งจากชว่ยขจัดอนัตรายใดๆ ทีจ่ะทำารา้ยนำ,ามันทีเ่ป็นปัญหา นอกจากนี, นำ,ามันทีไ่ดจ้ากการสกดัคารบ์อกซเิลต
 ซึง่มคีวามสำาคญัเชน่กนั จงึสามารถบรรลผุลทางยาไดอ้ยา่งเต็มที่

  ฉันแนะนำาวา่ผูค้นไมค่วรใชห้มอ้หมอ้และเครือ่งใชท้ีค่ลา้ยกนัเพือ่ผลตินำ,ามัน เมือ่ฉันพยายามผลตินำ,ามันครั ,งแรก ฉันใชห้มอ้
  หมอ้และเนือ่งจากฉันไมรู่ว้า่อปุกรณ์เหลา่นี,สามารถสรา้งความรอ้นไดม้ากแคไ่หน นำ,ามันก็รอ้นเกนิไปและถกูทำาลาย ดงันั,นฉัน

 คดิวา่มันสมเหตสุมผลทีม่อืใหมค่วรเริม่ตน้ดว้ยการใชห้มอ้หงุขา้วและปฏบิตัติามคำาแนะนำาของเราอยา่งระมัดระวัง การทำาเชน่
นี,สามารถชว่ยพวกเขาไดม้ากความเศรา้โศก

  อปุกรณ์กลั่นยังสามารถใชใ้นการผลติยานี,และเรยีกคนืตวัทำาละลายทีใ่ชอ้ยู่ วธินีี,สมเหตสุมผลมากกวา่การใชห้มอ้หงุขา้ว แต่
 ภาพนิง่ทีอ่อกแบบมาเพือ่ตม้ตวัทำาละลายอยา่งปลอดภัยนั,นมรีาคาแพง และคนสว่นใหญไ่มรู่ว้ธิใีชง้านอปุกรณ์เหลา่นี,อยา่งถกู

     ตอ้ง หากมอียู่ ฉันชอบทีจ่ะใชภ้าพนิง่มากกวา่ แตใ่นบางประเทศ การเป็นเจา้ของภาพนิง่นั ,นผดิกฎหมาย หากใครจรงิจังและ
 ตอ้งการผลตินำ,ามันในปรมิาณมาก ลองพจิารณาการกลั่นและใหค้วามรูเ้กีย่วกบัการใชอ้ปุกรณ์นี,อยา่งเหมาะสม

   ตรวจสอบใหแ้น่ใจเสมอวา่ไมม่ปีระกายไฟ เปลวไฟ หรอืองคป์ระกอบทีร่อ้นจัด ในขณะทีค่ณุเตมิหมอ้หงุขา้วหรอืตม้ตวัทำา
  ละลายออก เพราะควันทีผ่ลติจากตวัทำาละลายจะตดิไฟและเป็นพษิไดม้าก ฉันใชก้ระบวนการเดยีวกนันี,มานับพันครั,งแลว้และ

  ไมเ่คยเกดิอบุตัเิหตมุากอ่น แตเ่พือ่ความปลอดภัยของคณุเอง โปรดปฏบิตัติามคำาแนะนำาและตรวจดใูหแ้น่ใจวา่บรเิวณนั,นมี
 การระบายอากาศทีด่ี ฉันยังเตอืนคณุใหห้ลกีเลีย่งการหายใจเอาไอระเหยทีต่วัทำาละลายสรา้งขึ,นเนือ่งจากอาจสง่ผลทีไ่มพ่งึ

ประสงคต์อ่ทกุคนทีอ่ยูใ่กลเ้คยีง

 ตรวจสอบใหแ้น่ใจวา่พัดลมทำางานและใหล้มไหลเวยีนเพยีงพอเพือ่กำาจัดควัน จากนั,นเตมิหมอ้หงุขา้วจนเต็มประมาณสามใน
  สี่ วธินีี,ชว่ยใหม้ทีีว่า่งสำาหรับสว่นผสมของนำ,ามันตวัทำาละลายทีจ่ะเดอืดออกโดยไมห่กลน้ ตั ,งหมอ้หงุขา้วบนการตั ,งคา่ความ

  รอ้นสงูและเริม่ตม้ตวัทำาละลายออก อยา่พยายามทำาเชน่นี,โดยไมใ่ชพั้ดลม เนือ่งจากควันอาจควบแน่นและหากสมัผัสกบัองค์
 ประกอบความรอ้น อาจกอ่ใหเ้กดิไฟไหมไ้ด ้

   เมือ่ระดบัในหมอ้หงุขา้วลดลง ใหค้อ่ยๆ เตมิสว่นผสมนำ,ามันตวัทำาละลายทีค่ณุมเีหลอือยูอ่ยา่งระมัดระวัง จนกวา่คณุจะไมเ่หลอื
  อะไร เมือ่ระดบัในหมอ้หงุขา้วลดลงเป็นครั ,งสดุทา้ยและลดสว่นผสมนำ,ามันตวัทำาละลายเหลอืประมาณ 2  นิ,ว ใหเ้ตมินำ,าประมาณ

10  ถงึ 12  หยดลงในสว่นผสมนำ,ามันตวัทำาละลายทีเ่หลอือยู่ นำ,าปรมิาณเล็กนอ้ยนี,ชว่ยใหต้วัทำาละลายทีเ่หลอืสามารถตม้นำ,ามัน
ทีเ่หลอือยูใ่นหมอ้หงุไดง้า่ยขึ,น

  เมือ่หมอ้หงุขา้วเหลอืนอ้ยมาก ฉันมักจะใสถ่งุมอืแลว้หยบิหมอ้ขึ,นและเริม่หมนุเนื,อหาในหมอ้ ซึง่ทำาไดโ้ดยกระแสลมจาก
   พัดลมยังคงดดูควันออกไป และสามารถเรง่กระบวนการเก็บผวิละเอยีดไดเ้ล็กนอ้ย ในชว่งเวลาสั ,นๆ หมอ้หงุขา้วจะเปิดการตั ,ง

  คา่ความรอ้นสงูโดยอตัโนมัตจิากนั,นจงึเปลีย่นเป็นความรอ้นตำา่ ในขณะทีต่วัทำาละลายตวัสดุทา้ยถกูตม้ คณุจะไดย้นิเสยีงแตก
   จากนำ,ามันทีห่ลงเหลอือยูใ่นหมอ้หงุ และคณุจะเห็นฟองเล็กนอ้ยเกดิขึ,นในนำ,ามันทีเ่หลอือยู่ นอกจากนี, คณุจะสงัเกตเห็นสิง่ทีดู่

  เหมอืนมคีวันหรอืไอนำ,าจำานวนเล็กนอ้ยออกมาจากนำ,ามันในหมอ้หงุขา้ว แตอ่ยา่กงัวลไป เพราะสว่นใหญเ่ป็นเพยีงไอนำ,าทีผ่ลติ
  จากนำ,าไมก่ีห่ยดทีค่ณุเตมิ หลังจากทีห่มอ้หงุขา้วเปลีย่นเป็นการตั ,งคา่ความรอ้นตำา่โดยอตัโนมัติ ฉันมักจะปลอ่ยใหม้ันเย็นจน

 สามารถเปลีย่นเป็นการตั ,งคา่ความรอ้นสงูไดอ้กีครั ,ง หลังจากทีห่มอ้หงุขา้วเปลีย่นตวัเองเป็นการตั ,งคา่ความรอ้นตำา่เป็นครั,งที่
 สองโดยอตัโนมัตแิลว้ ฉันจงึนำาหมอ้ชั ,นในออกจากหมอ้หงุแลว้เทลงในถว้ยตวงสแตนเลส

  ในหมอ้จะมนีำ,ามันเหลอือยูเ่ล็กนอ้ย ซึง่แทบจะเป็นไปไมไ่ดเ้ลยทีจ่ะเอาออกมา เวน้แตค่ณุจะใชข้นมปังแหง้ซบันำ,ามันในขณะที่
   นำ,ามันยังอุน่อยู่ จากนั,น ขนมปังจำานวนเล็กนอ้ยสามารถรับประทานเป็นยาได ้ แตจ่ำาไวว้า่บางครั ,งอาจใชเ้วลาหนึง่ชัว่โมงหรอื

  มากกวา่นั,นกอ่นทีค่ณุจะรูส้กึถงึผลกระทบของมัน ดงันั,นจงระวังปรมิาณขนมปังทีค่ณุกนิเขา้ไป เพราะแมเ้พยีงเล็กนอ้ยก็อาจ
  ทำาใหค้ณุหลับไดไ้มก่ีช่ัว่โมง เชน่เดยีวกบัทีน่ำ,ามันดบิทำาเอง อกีวธิทีีด่ใีนการทำาความสะอาดนำ,ามันทีเ่หลอือยูใ่นหมอ้คอืการ

ลา้งหมอ้ดว้ยแอลกอฮอลเ์ล็กนอ้ยเพือ่ผลติเป็นนำ,ามันทงิเจอรน์ำ,ามันกญัชา

 ทงิเจอรเ์ชน่นี,สามารถมปีระสทิธภิาพมากในการรักษาสภาพผวิและเพยีงเล็กนอ้ยก็สามารถชว่ยคณุประหยัดเงนิได ้ เนือ่งจาก
  ฉันมักจะชอบผสมนำ,ามันจากหลายสายพันธุอ์ยูแ่ลว้ ฉันจงึมักจะทิ,งนำ,ามันทีเ่หลอือยูใ่นหมอ้ไวจ้นกวา่จะถงึครั ,งตอ่ไป โดยการ

   ผสมนำ,ามันจากสายพันธุต์า่งๆ คณุจะไดรั้บประโยชนท์างยาจากนำ,ามันประเภทตา่งๆ เหลา่นี, และฉันพบวา่นำ,ามันดงักลา่วมี
    ประสทิธภิาพในการรักษาทกุอยา่ง หากคณุมกีญัชาดีๆ หลายสายพันธุ์ ฉันคดิวา่การผสมนำ,ามันเป็นความคดิทีด่ี แตถ่า้คณุไมม่ี

ฉันเชือ่วา่นำ,ามันจากสายพันธุเ์ดยีวอาจจะตอบสนองความตอ้งการของคณุได ้
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  นำานำ,ามันทีค่ณุเทลงในถว้ยตวงสแตนเลสแลว้วางบนอปุกรณ์ใหค้วามรอ้นทีอ่อ่นโยน เชน่ ทีอุ่น่กาแฟเพือ่ระเหยนำ,าทีเ่หลอือยู่
    ในนำ,ามันออก บอ่ยครั ,ง การระเหยนำ,าทีเ่หลอืออกใชเ้วลาเพยีงชว่งเวลาสั ,น ๆ แตบ่างสายพันธุก็์ผลติเทอรพ์นีทีเ่ป็นธรรมชาติ

  มากกวา่ชนดิอืน่ๆ เทอรพ์นีเหลา่นี,อาจทำาใหน้ำ,ามันทีค่ณุมใีนเครือ่งอุน่กาแฟเกดิฟองขึ,นไดเ้ป็นระยะเวลาหนึง่ และอาจตอ้งใช ้
   เวลาสกัครูก่วา่นำ,ามันดงักลา่วจะหยดุกจิกรรมนี, เมือ่นำ,ามันบนเครือ่งอุน่กาแฟหยดุเดอืดปดุ ๆ และมองเห็นไดเ้พยีงเล็กนอ้ยหรอื

  แทบไมม่เีลย ใหน้ำานำ,ามันออกจากหมอ้อุน่กาแฟและปลอ่ยใหเ้ย็นลงเล็กนอ้ย อกีวธิใีนการทำาใหน้ำ,ามันหมดโดยไมต่อ้งใช ้
 เครือ่งอุน่กาแฟคอืการใสน่ำ,ามันในเตาอบทีอ่ณุหภมูิ 130°C   ประมาณหนึง่ชัว่โมง ซึง่จะทำาใหน้ำ,ามันสำาเร็จรปูและตวัทำาละลาย

ตกคา้งไมน่่าเป็นปัญหา

   จากนั,น ใชห้ัวฉีดพลาสตกิหรอืหลอดฉีดยาทีไ่มม่เีข็มซ ึง่มขีายในรา้นขายยาในพื,นทีข่องคณุ ใชล้กูสบูเพือ่คอ่ยๆ ดงึนำ,ามันอุน่
  ขึ,นลงในกระบอกฉีดยาและปลอ่ยใหเ้ย็น ในเวลาอนัสั ,น เรซนิจะกลายเป็นสารคลา้ยจารบทีีม่คีวามหนา

  บางครั,งเรซนิมคีวามหนามากจนยากทีจ่ะบงัคบัออกจากหลอดฉีดยาเมือ่เย็นลง หากเกดิเหตกุารณ์เชน่นี, ใหใ้สห่ลอดฉีดยาลง
   ในถว้ยนำ,ารอ้นในเวลาสั ,นๆ คณุจะสามารถบบียาออกไดง้่ายขึ,น บางครั,งผูป่้วยจะขบันำ,ามันออกมามากเกนิไป แตถ่า้เกดิ

  เหตกุารณ์นี, เพยีงแคด่งึลกูสบูของกระบอกฉีดยากลับเขา้ไป แลว้นำ,ามันสว่นเกนิก็สามารถดงึกลับเขา้ไปในกระบอกฉีดยาได ้
โดยไมย่ากเกนิไป

  โดยเฉลีย่แลว้ วัสดหุนึง่ปอนดแ์หง้จะตอ้งใชต้วัทำาละลายประมาณ 2  แกลลอน (8-9 ลติร)   เพือ่ลา้งสองครั,งทีจ่ำาเป็น หากคณุ
    วางแผนทีจ่ะผลตินำ,ามันจากวัสดตุั ,งตน้ไมม่ากก็นอ้ย ใหค้ำานวณครา่วๆ วา่ตอ้งใชต้วัทำาละลายเทา่ไร ตั ,งแตต่น้จนจบ โดยปกติ

 จะใชเ้วลาสามถงึสีช่ัว่โมงในการดำาเนนิการใหเ้สร็จสิ,น จากนั,นยาก็พรอ้มสำาหรับการใชง้าน

  ควรกลา่วดว้ยวา่นำ,ามันนี,มอีายกุารเก็บรักษาทีย่าวนานมาก แตส่ำาหรับการจัดเก็บระยะยาว ฉันจะใสม่ันในขวดสเีขม้ทีม่ฝีาปิด
  แน่นหรอืภาชนะสแตนเลส หากเก็บในทีม่ดืและเย็น ก็สามารถรักษาฤทธิย์าไดน้านหลายปี

   ในตอนแรกอาจดนู่ากลัวสำาหรับบางคนทีจ่ะพยายามผลติยาของตนเอง แตใ่นความเป็นจรงิ กระบวนการนี,ง่ายมาก สิง่ทีค่ณุ
  ตอ้งทำาคอืปฏบิตัติามคำาแนะนำาอยา่งระมัดระวัง และหลังจากทีค่ณุผลติยานี,สองสามครั,ง คณุจะพบวา่การทำากาแฟนั,นไมย่าก

   ไปกวา่กาแฟสักถว้ย เมือ่คณุผลติยาของคณุเองแลว้ ยาจะหมดความลกึลับทั ,งหมด และคณุไมจ่ำาเป็นตอ้งพึง่แพทยอ์กีตอ่ไป
 ”    ในกรณีสว่นใหญ่ เพราะตอนนี,คณุไดก้ลายเป็นหมอของคณุเองแลว้ รกิ ซมิป์สนั จาก Hemp: The Most Medicinal Plant
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ถาม:  ทำาไมการบดวัสดแุหง้จงึทำาใหส้ญูเสยี THC มคีำาอธบิายสำาหรับเรือ่งนี,หรอืไม่?

ก.   คณุเคยบดหน่อทีม่พีลังจรงิๆ หรอืไม่?      ถา้คณุทำาคณุควรรูว้า่ทำาไม ผงสขีาวทีอ่ยูร่อบๆ โตะ๊หลังจากทีค่ณุบด มันคอื THC
(หรอืไตรโคม)      และเป็นสิง่ทีค่วรอยูใ่นนำ,ามัน นอกจากนี, เมือ่บดแลว้ นำ,ามันก็จะละเอยีดเกนิไป และคณุจะดงึเอาส ิง่ทีค่ณุไม่
ตอ้งการดงึออกในนำ,ามันไดม้าก

 ประมวลผลกระดกูใหแ้หง้ทั ,งตาหลังจากทีค่ณุชบุดว้ยแนฟทาหรอืตวัทำาละลายทีค่ณุเลอืก แตอ่ยา่แตะตอ้งมันมากกอ่นทีจ่ะ
   ประมวลผล เพราะทกุครั ,งทีค่ณุสมัผัส คณุจะสญูเสยีบางสว่น นำ,ามันทีผ่ลติจากวัสดพุื,นมศีกัยภาพนอ้ยกวา่นำ,ามันทีผ่ลติจาก

ดอกตมูทีถ่กูบดหลังจากชบุนำ,าแลว้

  การลา้งอยา่งรวดเร็วครั ,งแรกมปีระสทิธภิาพมากทีส่ดุ และแถบ THC   ทีม่อียูป่ระมาณ 70%   แถบทีส่องประมาณ 20%  และ
 แถบทีส่ามประมาณ 5%    เมือ่คณุบดมัน คณุจะไดรั้บการลา้งทั ,งหมดสามครั,ง (  จรงิๆ แลว้สีค่รั ,ง)   ในนำ,ามันของคณุ และคณุไม่

 ตอ้งการใหเ้ป็นเชน่นั,น คณุภาพอยูเ่หนอืปรมิาณ. เจบี

“    สวัสดี เจบี เวลาทีส่ั ,นทีส่ดุทีค่ณุสามารถปลอ่ยใหด้อกตมูแหง้หากตอ้งการอยา่งเรง่ดว่นคอืเทา่ใด ขอบคณุ." Priscilla

-   จนกวา่กระดกูจะแหง้ แตฉั่นจะพดูแบบแหง้เร็วแค่ 5-7   กรัมของดอกตมู ซึง่จะใหน้ำ,ามันประมาณหนึง่กรัม ซึง่เพยีงพอสำาหรับ
   การเริม่ตน้ และจากนั,นคณุสามารถทำาใหแ้หง้เมือ่แหง้อยา่งเหมาะสม ภายในหนึง่สปัดาหห์รอืประมาณนั,น ยิง่คณุจัดการกบั

  วัสดตุั ,งตน้กอ่นทีจ่ะแปรรปูเรซนินอ้ยลงคณุจะเสยี ดงันั,นจงึเป็นการดทีีส่ดุทีจ่ะไม่ decarboxylate   สารตั ,งตน้ (  เชน่ GW  ทำา
  โดยไมม่เีหตผุลเลย คณุสามารถ decarboxylate   นำ,ามันทีม่ปัีญหานอ้ยลงไดด้ว้ยการใหค้วามรอ้น ซ ึง่คณุตอ้งทำาเพือ่ขจัด

คราบตวัทำาละลายอยูด่)ี  สิง่ทีด่ทีีส่ดุทีค่วรทำาคอืใสด่อกตมูในถังสำาหรับการประมวลผลในหอ้งอบแหง้โดยไมต่อ้งหยบิจับ
  พเิศษทกุครั ,งทีท่ำาได ้ยิง่คณุสมัผัสดอกตมูนอ้ยเทา่ไหรก็่ยิง่ดเีทา่นั,น เจบี

1. )      ฉันใชม้อืบดดอกตมูแหง้เทา่นั,น ไมใ่ชเ้ครือ่งบด วัสดเุริม่ตน้ดเูหมอืนดอกตมูขนาดเล็กมากประมาณ เสน้ผา่นศนูยก์ลาง 5
 ถงึ 10  มม.    สว่นใหญไ่มม่แีป้ง เนือ่งจากตอนนี,ฉันมปีระสบการณ์ "การทำาอาหาร"    แลว้ ฉันเห็นดว้ยกบัคณุทกุประการ ยกเวน้
 ขอ้ C   ฉันเคยเห็นนำ,ามันทีท่ำาจากแอลกอฮอลซ์ ึง่มักจะเขม้กวา่มากเมือ่นำ,าในแอลกอฮอลล์ะลายคลอโรฟิลล์ ฉันทำานำ,ามันดว้ย

  ปิโตรเลยีมอเีทอรบ์รสิทุธิเ์กรดแล็บ นำ,ามันนี,มสีทีีส่วา่งกวา่มาก (สนีำ,าตาลทอง)  และมรีสเผ็ดทีย่อดเยีย่มและอรอ่ยเมือ่เปรยีบ
  เทยีบกบันำ,ามันแอลกอฮอลท์ีฉั่นไดม้โีอกาสลอง ประเด็นของฉันทีน่ีค่อื ฉันเช ือ่วา่แนฟทาไมส่ามารถขจัดเทอรพ์นีและคลอโร

  ฟิลลไ์ดม้ากเทา่กบัแอลกอฮอล์ นอกจากนี,ยังควบคมุและจัดการไดด้กีวา่แอลกอฮอล์ ดงันั,นคำาถามของฉันคอื

-   หา้มบดวัสดกุอ่น การจัดการกบัวัสดดุอกตมูแหง้จะทำาให ้THC   และสารแคนนาบนิอยดอ์ืน่ๆ หลดุออกมา (ฝุ่ นผงทีอ่ยูบ่นโตะ๊
ควรอยูใ่นถัง)    ใช่ การเจยีรและแนฟทาจะ "ดกีวา่"   กวา่การบดและแอลกอฮอล์ -  การรวมกนันั,นเกอืบจะรับประกนัความลม้

 เหลวได ้คณุไมส่ามารถสรา้งนำ,ามันทีด่ดีว้ยวธินีี,ได ้

    ใสต่าในถัง ชบุดว้ยแนฟทา บดดว้ยไมส้กัสองสามนาที เทสว่นผสมตวัทำาละลายนำ,ามันลงในถัง หากคณุทำางานกบัวัสดุ
   คณุภาพดี ใหซ้กัครั ,งทีส่องแลว้เทสว่นผสมทีส่องลงในถังดว้ยการซกัครั,งแรก หากคณุไมไ่ดใ้ชวั้สดทุีด่นัี ,น ใหใ้ชก้ารซกัครั,ง

 แรกเพือ่วัตถปุระสงคภ์ายในเทา่นั,น (และมองหาวัสดทุีด่ตีอ่ไป)

 อเีธอรผ์ลตินำ,ามันไดด้เียีย่ม (  เราชอบนำ,ามันอำาพันมากกวา่นำ,ามันสเีขม้ แตอ่ยา่ลมืวา่บางสายพันธุผ์ลตินำ,ามันทีเ่ขม้กวา่ชนดิอืน่)
 เราชอบนำ,ามันอำาพันดว้ยเหตผุลเชงิปฏบิตั ิ -  ใครบา้งทีต่อ้งการมฟัีนสดีำาทีม่เีครือ่งหมายคลอโรฟิลลอ์ยูบ่า้ง?  แตเ่ราไมแ่นะนำา

    มากในขณะนี, เนือ่งจากการทำางานกบัอเีธอรค์อ่นขา้งอันตราย ยากตอ่การเขา้ไปในสว่นตา่งๆ ของโลก และเรากงัวลอยา่งมาก
    กบัความปลอดภัยของผูผ้ลตินำ,ามัน มันสามารถบมูไดง้า่ยมากทีอ่ณุหภมูคิอ่นขา้งตำา่ ดงันั,น สำาหรับคนสว่นใหญ่ แนฟทาอะลิ

  ฟาตกิแบบเบาจะทำางานไดด้ี เรามักใชแ้นฟทา แตอ่เีธอรจ์ะเป็นตวัทำาละลายทีเ่ราเลอืก

 รายการตวัทำาละลายทีเ่ราจะใชเ้ป็นการสว่นตวัในปัจจบุันคอื 1.   อเีธอร์ 2.   แนฟทาบรสิทุธิ์ 3.   แอลกอฮอลไ์อโซโพรพลิ 99%
4.  แอลกอฮอลเ์กรดอาหาร -  ดกีวา่ 99%   แตม่ักจะหาซื,อไดย้ากและมรีาคาแพงมาก เมือ่คณุทำางานกบัแอลกอฮอล์ 96% สว่น

 ทีเ่หลอือกี 4%  มักจะเป็นนำ,า 4%  จาก 10  ลติรเป็น 4dcl  ซึง่เป็นนำ,าเกอืบหนึง่แกว้ทีค่ณุตอ้งตม้ และตอ้งใชเ้วลาพอสมควรกวา่
จะใชจ้า่ยไดอ้ยา่งเหมาะสม

2.)   ฉันยังใสน่ำ,ามันอุน่ 60°C   สดุทา้ยเป็นเวลา 1.5   ชัว่โมงภายใตส้ญุญากาศเพือ่กำาจัดตวัทำาละลายตกคา้งทั ,งหมด เมือ่ฉัน
  เขยีนถงึคณุ ฉัน decarboxylation  นำ,ามัน 35 …  กนิกรัมตอ่มา รสชาตขิองนำ,ามันกอ่น decarboxylation spicier  มาก ฉันจะไม่

 พดูแยก่วา่นั,น แตค่ณุคดิถกูเกีย่วกบัการเรอ

--     อยา่งทีบ่อกไปครั,งทีแ่ลว้ เสยีงเรอมาจากนำ,าทีเ่หลอื และนำ,าอยูท่ีน่ั่นเพราะ "วทิยาศาสตร"์   อณุหภมูติำา่ทีค่ณุใช ้ อยา่งไร
   ก็ตาม คณุตอ้งขจัดคารบ์อกซเิลตในนำ,ามันอยูด่ี ดงันั,นหมอ้หงุขา้วทีจ่ะปิดทีอ่ณุหภมูิ 110   องศาเซลเซยีสจงึทำางานไดด้ี หรอื

    แน่นอน สิง่ทีด่ทีีส่ดุทีจ่ะใชค้อืภาพนิง่ แตอ่กีครั ,ง หลายคนไมไ่ดเ้ป็นเจา้ของและไมรู่ว้า่ตอ้งใชง้านอยา่งไร และมคีวามเสีย่งที่
    จะระเบดิอยูเ่สมอ เมือ่ยังคงระเบดิ มันมักจะรื,อถอนบา้นทั ,งหลัง เมือ่ส ิง่ของในหมอ้หงุขา้วระเบดิ จะทำาใหเ้กดิเปลวไฟสงูเพยีง

 สองหรอืสามเมตรเทา่นั,น ซึง่จัดการไดง้า่ยทเีดยีว
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 สำาหรับสญุญากาศ -     แน่นอน ทำาไมไม่ หากคณุมอีปุกรณ์และรูว้ธิใีชง้านอยา่งถกูตอ้งก็ไมค่วรทีจ่ะเตมินำ,ามันเขา้ไปใหเ้สร็จ ถา้
 คณุตอ้งการใหแ้น่ใจ 100%    วา่ไมม่ตีวัทำาละลายตกคา้งอยู่ หรอืหากตอ้งการปิดปาก ของผูต้อ่ตา้นตวัทำาละลายปิโตรเคมี บาง

   คนใชม้ันอยา่งประสบความสำาเร็จและฉันไมไ่ดต้อ่ตา้นมัน แตอ่ยา่งทีค่ณุทราบ คนสว่นใหญไ่มไ่ดเ้ป็นเจา้ของอปุกรณ์นี, และผู ้
 ป่วยจำานวนมากของเราไมส่ามารถหรอืไมส่ามารถซื,อหมอ้หงุขา้วและพัดลมได ้ ดงันั,นเราจงึไมแ่นะนำาใหใ้ชเ้ครือ่งดดูฝุ่ นเป็น

สิง่จำาเป็น

 ดวูธิกีารทีง่่ายและเรยีบงา่ยของ Rick   และคำาถามอกีกีข่อ้ทีเ่รายังตอ้งตอบ ตอนนี,ลองนกึภาพวา่จะเกดิอะไรขึ,นเมือ่เราเพิม่
 ขอ้มลูเกีย่วกบัวธิกีารผลตินำ,ามันอืน่ๆ มันจะทำาใหเ้กดิความสบัสนเทา่นั,นและฉันจะตอ้งใชเ้วลาเป็นวันและสปัดาหใ์นการ

 พยายามตอบคำาถามจากคนที่ "สบัสน" ซึง่ฉันจะไมท่ำาอกีตอ่ไป

3.)  โปรดอธบิายวา่ทำาไมคณุถงึแนะนำาใหก้นินำ,ามันทันทจีากหลอดเขา้ปากโดยตรงไมม่แีคปซลู?  ปัญหาการดดูซมึบางอยา่ง?
  ฉันกนินำ,ามันสว่นใหญบ่นกระดาษบหุรี่ แตฉั่นไมค่อ่ยใชแ้คปซลูบางตวัถา้ตอ้งออกจากบา้นเป็นเวลาหลายชัว่โมง แถมไมช่อบ

 ใหต้ดิทั ,งฟันดว้ย ถอนออกยากมาก...

-- Because of several reasons. The main one is that this method of ingestion has proven to be the most effective
and beneficial to patients. It improves mouth hygiene because it also disinfects the mouth and then helps with
any conditions in the digestive tract or in your throat etc. Actually, when I get a sore throat, I try to smear the oil
in the back of my mouth and then keep it in my mouth for as long as I can stand it. In most cases, a flu or sore
throat (or its symptoms) is taken care of overnight.

  เชน่เดยีวกบัทีค่ณุพดู นำ,ามันบางชนดิจะตดิอยูท่ีฟั่นและใตล้ิ,นของคณุ ดงันั,นวธิกีารกลนืกนินี,จงึรวมการประมวลผลนำ,ามันใตล้ิ,น
(ala Sativex  และสเปรยแ์ละทงิเจอรใ์ตล้ิ,นอืน่ๆ ทีผู่ค้นใช)้   และการแปรรูปในกระเพาะอาหารและ ลำาไส ้สิง่สำาคญัคอืการไดรั้บ

    นำ,ามันในกระเพาะอาหารของคณุ ดงันั,นถา้คณุมนีำ,ามันทีร่สชาตไิมค่อ่ยดเีทา่ไหร่ ก็สามารถใสข่นมปังหรอืกลว้ย เป็นตน้ (หรอื
 กระดาษมวนบหุรี่ ถา้คณุชอบกนิสารเคมใีนนั,น)   ใหพั้บแลว้กลนืตามแบบ ยาแลว้ลา้งออกดว้ยนำ,าหรอืชาหรอือะไรก็ตามทีค่ณุ

  ชอบ แปรงฟันดว้ยนำ,ามันหลังจากพดูประมาณ 10   นาที จะชว่ยเรือ่งสขุอนามัยในชอ่งปากไดเ้ชน่กนั นำ,ามันหลายชนดิมรีสชาติ
 ทีอ่รอ่ย (โดยเฉพาะเมือ่สารตั ,งตน้ไมไ่ดถ้กูบดและเมือ่ไมใ่ชแ้อลกอฮอลใ์นการผลตินำ,ามัน

 แคปซลู - ก)  คณุตอ้งซื,อจากบิ๊กฟารม์าโดยทีค่ณุสนับสนุนพวกเขาดว้ยเงนิของคณุ b)  บางคนแพพ้วกเขา c) บางสว่นละลาย
 ในลำาไสข้องคณุและไมไ่ดอ้ยูใ่นกระเพาะอาหาร ง)    ตวัแทนจำาหน่ายมักจะใส่ นำ,ามันในแคปซลูนอ้ยกวา่ทีค่วรจะเป็น จ)  นำ,ามัน

  ใชไ้มไ่ดก้บัสภาวะตา่งๆ มากมาย ฉ)  ยากทีจ่ะเอานำ,ามันออกมาเมือ่คณุตอ้งการสรา้งขอ้ตอ่หรอืทำาใหน้ำ,ามันเป็นไอสำาหรับโรค
   ปอด หรอืเมือ่คณุตอ้งการใชน้ำ,ามันทาเฉพาะที่ ฉันไมไ่ดบ้อกวา่คณุไมส่ามารถใชแ้คปซลูได ้ ทั ,งหมดทีฉั่นพดูคอืการเรยีนรูก้าร

   ใชน้ำ,ามันจากหลอดโดยตรงจะดกีวา่ หลังจากฝึกฝนมากขึ,น คณุจะไดเ้รยีนรูว้ธิกีารใชน้ำ,ามันโดยไมรู่ส้กึอดึอดัเลย โดยสว่นตวั
    แลว้ฉันชอบกนินำ,ามันจากหมอ้หงุขา้ว ฉันแคจุ่ม่นิ,วลงไปแลว้เอาออกมาใหม้ากทีส่ดุเทา่ทีจ่ะทำาได ้ ใจคณุ นีเ่ป็น "การสิ,น

เปลอืงนำ,ามัน"     มากและโดยปกตแิลว้คณุจะใชม้ากกวา่หลอดฉีดยา เมือ่นำ,ามันดี การ "ใชย้าเกนิขนาด"  จะทำาใหค้ณุนอนหลับ
    เทา่นั,น เรือ่งใหญ่ แตแ่น่นอน ฉันสามารถทำาไดเ้นือ่งจากประสบการณ์และความอดทน ฉันจะไมแ่นะนำาสิง่นี,ใหก้บัผูเ้ริม่ตน้หรอื

   ”ผูท้ีไ่มม่ปีระสบการณ์มากนัก สิง่ทีด่ทีีส่ดุสำาหรับคณุเชน่กนั สเตฟาน จนิดรชิ

“   หากคณุกงัวลเกีย่วกบัคา่ใชจ้า่ย คา่ใชจ้า่ยจะถกูกวา่การรว่มจา่ยสำาหรับยารักษามะเร็งสว่นใหญ่ และบางรายการถา้ยาทีค่ณุ
   ใชท้ีบ่า้นสำาหรับการรักษามะเร็งไมอ่ยูใ่นประกนั ถา้มคีนในครอบครัวของฉันตอ้งการนำ,ามันนี,สำาหรับโรคมะเร็ง ฉันจะหาวธิี ขอ

ใหโ้ชคด!ี!!!" ลซิา่

-- “     ฉันเห็นดว้ย ลซิา่ นำ,ามันมรีาคาถกูกวา่มากเมือ่คำานงึถงึตน้ทนุและคา่ใชจ้า่ยอืน่ๆ ทั ,งหมดดว้ย นอกจากนี,ยังปลอดภัยกวา่อุ
   ปกรณ์อืน่ๆ ทีร่ะบบการแพทยม์ใีห ้ ไมต่อ้งพดูถงึวา่มันทำางานไดอ้ยา่งมปีระสทิธภิาพและเชือ่ถอืไดม้ากกวา่ และสนุกกวา่การ

” กนิยาพษิหรอืการฉายรังสอียา่งแน่นอน JB

ถาม:   ฉันรูว้า่คณุแนะนำาใหส้รา้ง RSO   ดว้ยตวัเอง แตร่า้นขายยามรีา้นจำาหน่ายสนิคา้ในทอ้งถิน่ และฉันแคส่งสยัวา่ราคานี,ควร
 เป็นราคาทีย่ตุธิรรมแคไ่หน

A.   ตอ้งใชด้อกตมูคณุภาพสงู 4-7   กรัมเพือ่ผลตินำ,ามัน 1    กรัม ซึง่ควรเป็น "ราคาทีเ่หมาะสม"  อยา่พดูถงึราคาป่านทีไ่รส้าระ
  สำาหรับฉันแลว้ ราคาทีเ่หมาะสมสำาหรับขนาดยา 60  กรัมคอื 50-100  ดอลลารส์หรัฐ (  หรอืนอ้ยกวา่นั,น หากปลกูในทีโ่ลง่อยา่ง

ถกูกฎหมาย)   ฉันไมไ่ดบ้อกวา่ฉันรูว้า่จะหาซื,อไดท้ีไ่หนในราคานั,นในขณะนี, นำ,ามันชั ,นดมีรีาคาเทา่กบัคา่วัสดชุั ,นดใีนทีท่ีค่ณุ
 อาศยัอยู่ เจบี

การสกดัในรปูแบบอืน่ๆ
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คณุพบวธิอี ืน่ในการทำานำ 1ามนัหรอืไม?่

“    มหีลายวธิใีนการผลตินำ,ามัน และฉันไมไ่ดอ้า้งวา่วธิกีารของฉันจำาเป็นตอ้งดทีีส่ดุ แตส่ำาหรับความรูข้องฉัน มันเป็นวธิเีดยีวที่
พสิจูนแ์ลว้วา่ประสบความสำาเร็จในหลายพันกรณี

 อนัทีจ่รงิวธิกีารทีเ่ราไดแ้สดงใหโ้ลกเห็นนั,นถอืวา่หยาบทีส่ดุ แตย่านี,ในรปูแบบทีบ่รสิทุธิม์ากสามารถผลติไดใ้นลักษณะนี,
  ความตั ,งใจของฉันคอืการนำาเสนอวธิกีารผลตินำ,ามันดว้ยอปุกรณ์ทีห่าไดง้า่ย ดงันั,นหากจำาเป็น เกอืบทกุคนสามารถผลติยาได ้

เองดว้ยวธิงีา่ยๆ

 จนกระทั่งฉันถกูจูโ่จมในปี 2548   ฉันไดใ้ชก้ระบวนการกลั่นเพือ่ผลติยาและนำาตวัทำาละลายกลับคนืมา วธินีี,อันตรายนอ้ยกวา่
 มากและ 'เป็นมติรกบัโลก'     มากกวา่ เนือ่งจากตวัทำาละลายไมส่ญูเปลา่ แตต่ำารวจยดึอปุกรณ์ของฉัน ซึง่ทำาใหฉั้นตอ้งเริม่ใช ้

หมอ้หงุขา้วเพือ่ทำางานใหส้ำาเร็จ

สามารถใชก้ารสกดัรปูแบบอืน่ใดไดบ้า้ง?

   มหีลายวธิใีนการสกดัและฉันไมถ่อืวา่เป็นผูเ้ช ีย่วชาญในเรือ่งดงักลา่ว ปัญหาของวธิกีารทางวทิยาศาสตร์ เชน่ การสกดักา๊ซมี
    ตระกลู เป็นตน้ คอื คนสว่นใหญข่าดอปุกรณ์และความรูใ้นการสกดัดงักลา่ว น่ันคอืเหตผุลทีเ่ราแสดงใหส้าธารณชนเห็นถงึวธิี

ทีง่า่ยทีส่ดุในการผลติยานี,ดว้ยตนเอง

 นอกจากนี,ยังมวีธิกีารสกดัดว้ยนำ,าเย็นทีส่ามารถใชใ้นการสกดัเรซนิได ้ ฉันไดล้องทำาการสกดัแบบนี,สองสามครั,งแลว้และ
   ผลลัพธก็์ไมด่เีทา่ทีค่วร ถงึกระนั,น ฉันรูจั้กคนทีบ่อกวา่พวกเขาผลตินำ,ามันคณุภาพสงูในลักษณะนี, เห็นไดช้ดัวา่นำ,าเย็นไม่

  สามารถตดิไฟหรอืระเบดิได ้ ดงันั,นวธิกีารสกดัดว้ยนำ,าเย็นจงึอาจเป็นทางเลอืกหนึง่อยา่งแน่นอน แตเ่ราตอ้งแน่ใจวา่นำ,ามันนั,น
ผา่นการดคีารบ์อกซเิลตกอ่นทีจ่ะสง่ใหผู้ป่้วย

ดคีารบ์อกซเิลช ัน่คอือะไร?

 ดคีารบ์อกซเิลชนัเกดิขึ,นเมือ่โมเลกลุภายในนำ,ามันถกูหมนุไปยังตำาแหน่งเดลตา้ 9  ดว้ยการใชค้วามรอ้นเพือ่ใหอ้อกฤทธิท์าง
  ยามากขึ,น อณุหภมูทิีส่ ิง่นี,เกดิขึ,นเป็นทีถ่กเถยีงกนั เนือ่งจากรายงานหลายฉบบัทีฉั่นไดด้เูกีย่วกบัเรือ่งนี,ไมเ่ห็นดว้ยกบัเรือ่งนี,

  เมือ่ทำาตามทีฉั่นแนะนำา นำ,ามันจะไดรั้บความรอ้นจนถงึอณุหภมูทิีส่งูกวา่ระดบัทีก่ลา่วกนัวา่ดคีารบ์อกซเิลชนัเกดิขึ,น กลุม่คาร์
  บอกซลิจะถกูลบออก ซึง่ชว่ยใหโ้มเลกลุพอดกีบัตวัรับ CB1  และ CB2  ของระบบ endocannabinoid ของเราและชว่ยใหพ้วก

มันผา่นกำาแพงสมองได ้

มวีธิทีำาใหน้ำ 1ามนัมศีกัยภาพมากขึ1นหรอืไม?่

  มหีลายวธิใีนการเพิม่ความแรงของนำ,ามัน แตอ่กีครั ,ง วธิกีารเหลา่นี,จำานวนมากตอ้งการอปุกรณ์พเิศษและความรูท้ีค่นทั่วไปไมม่ี
  ในอดตี ฉันไดผ้ลตินำ,ามันดงักลา่วและฉันคดิวา่นำ,ามันเหลา่นี,มปีระสทิธภิาพและเป็นยารักษาโรคไดม้ากกวา่ แตด่ว้ยกฎหมายที่

 มอียูแ่ละอปุกรณ์ทีจ่ำาเป็นตอ้งใช ้มันเป็นไปไมไ่ดท้ีฉั่นจะผลติจำานวนเทา่ใดก็ได ้

มอีะไรทีฉ่นัสามารถทำาไดเ้มือ่นำ 1ามนัทีผ่ลติหรอืซื1อมศีกัยภาพไมเ่พยีงพอหรอืไม่
    ถา้ใชวั้สดเุริม่ตน้ทีด่ใีนการผลตินำ,ามัน ปัญหานี,ไมค่วรจะเจอ แตผ่มแน่ใจวา่จะตอ้งมผีูท้ีจ่ะทำาเชน่นั,น เมือ่รักษาโรครา้ยแรง สิง่

  ทีด่ทีีส่ดุเทา่นั,นทีจ่ะทำาได ้ ดงันั,นหากนำ,ามันทีค่ณุมใีชไ้มไ่ดก้บังานทีท่ำาอยู่ ผมจะไดวั้สดดุอกตมูเพิม่เตมิและผลติออกมาอยา่ง
   เหมาะสม เมือ่ชวีติของใครบางคนแขวนอยูบ่นยอดดลุ นีไ่มใ่ชเ่วลาทีจ่ะเลน่กบันำ,ามันคณุภาพตำา่ หากคณุเป็นคนหนึง่ทีท่กุข์

  ”     ทรมาน คณุจะไมต่อ้งการยาทีด่ทีีส่ดุหรอื ดงันั,นโปรดพยายามจัดหาสิง่เดยีวกนันี,ใหก้บัผูอ้ืน่ รกิ ซมิป์สนั จาก Hemp: The
Most Medicinal Plant

ผลตินำ 1ามนัคณุภาพสงูทีส่ดุเทา่ทีจ่ะเป็นไปได้

“   เพือ่ประโยชนใ์นการใหค้นทั่วไปผลตินำ,ามันทีม่คีณุภาพสงูสดุและเป็นยารักษาโรคไดม้ากทีส่ดุ ขา้พเจา้ไดค้น้พบวธิงี่ายๆ ที่
 จะทำาใหท้กุคนสามารถผลตินำ,ามันทีม่คีณุคา่ทางยาทีท่รงประสทิธภิาพมากกวา่ทีข่า้พเจา้เคยแสดงตอ่สาธารณชนในอดตี . สิง่

 ทีค่ณุตอ้งทำาคอืเพิม่ขั ,นตอนอกีสองสามขั ,นตอนในกระบวนการทีเ่ราไดแ้สดงใหค้ณุเห็นแลว้ แตห่ลังจากทีค่ณุผลตินำ,ามันใน
 ลักษณะนี, ฉันคดิวา่คณุจะเห็นดว้ยวา่มันสรา้งความแตกตา่งอยา่งมาก
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  หากคณุมดีอกตมูคณุภาพสงูทีใ่ชง้านได ้ คณุควรสามารถผลตินำ,ามันทีม่รีะดบั cannabinoid  สงูมาก เพยีงแคใ่ชต้วัทำาละลายที่
  ดแีละหมอ้หงุขา้ว นำ,ามันทีฉั่นผลติในลักษณะนี,มักจะแสดงระดบั THC   ที่ 95%   หรอืมากกวา่พรอ้มกบัระดบั cannabinoids

  อืน่ๆ และไขพชื พลังบำาบดัของนำ,ามันเชน่นี,คอืสิง่ทีไ่ดใ้นทีส่ดุทำาใหพ้ชืป่านกญัชาไดรั้บการยอมรับทางการแพทยท์ีส่มควรได ้
 รับ แตฉั่นยังคงพบวา่พลังการรักษาของสารนี,สามารถนำาไปสูร่ะดบัใหมท่ั ,งหมดโดยไมย่าก

 สิง่ทีค่ณุตอ้งทำาคอืนำานำ,ามันไปใสใ่นหน่วยทำาความรอ้นทีส่ามารถจับ cannabinoids   ไดใ้นขณะทีร่ะเหยกลายเป็นไอ ซึง่จะ
  ทำาใหไ้ดน้ำ,ามันทีม่คีณุภาพและความบรสิทุธิส์งูขึ,น แมว้า่เครือ่งทำาไอระเหยแบบธรรมดาสามารถทำางานนี,ไดส้ำาเร็จ แตใ่นความ

  เป็นจรงิ เครือ่งไมไ่ดอ้อกแบบมาอยา่งเหมาะสมเพือ่ทำาหนา้ทีน่ี, เนือ่งจากจะใชเ้วลานานมากในการผลติยาในปรมิาณเทา่ใด
 ก็ได ้และเครือ่งทำาไอระเหยสว่นใหญท่ีม่อียูม่ักจะร่ัว

  ในการผลตินำ,ามันในระดบัทีใ่หญก่วา่นั,น จะตอ้งมหีน่วยกลั่นไอระเหยทีใ่หญก่วา่มากซ ึง่กนัอากาศเขา้ได ้ และจำาเป็นตอ้งใช ้
  โดมสะสมขนาดใหญก่วา่มากซึง่ตั ,งเป็นมมุฉาก ดงันั,นเมือ่แคนนาบนิอยดเ์ริม่รวบรวมพวกมันจะเริม่ ไหลลงสูจ่ดุตำา่สดุของโดม

  ซึง่เก็บไดจ้ากรรูะบายนำ,าเล็กๆ ในรปูของนำ,ามันบรสิทุธิส์งู ใครก็ตามทีม่คีวามโนม้เอยีงทางกลไกไมค่วรมปัีญหามากเกนิไปใน
 การรวบรวมยนูติเพือ่ทำางานนี, แตจ่ะใชเ้วลาและความพยายามเล็กนอ้ยในการประกอบอปุกรณ์

ปรมิาณนำ,ามันทีส่ามารถเก็บไดห้ลังจากระเหยกลายเป็นไอขึ,นอยูก่บัเปอรเ์ซน็ตข์องสารแคนนาบนิอยดโ์ดยนำ,าหนักทีน่ำ,ามันเริม่
  ตน้เดมิมี หากนำ,ามันทีค่ณุใชม้สีารแคนนาบนิอยด์ 99%  โดยนำ,าหนัก คณุควรไดรั้บปรมิาณดงักลา่วกลับคนืมาหลังจากทีร่ะเหย

จนหมด

 ฉันควรพดูถงึดว้ยวา่นีเ่ป็นวธิทีีด่ใีนการปรับปรงุคณุภาพของนำ,ามันเกรดตำา่ซ ึง่มสี ิง่สกปรกอยูม่าก ดงันั,นจงึอาจใชเ้ป็นยาทีม่ี
  ประสทิธภิาพและมปีระสทิธภิาพมากขึ,น แมแ้ตน่ำ,ามันเริม่ตน้ทีม่ปีรมิาณแคนนาบนิอยดต์ำา่กวา่มากก็อาจผลติยาทีด่ไีด ้ หากสาร

  แคนนาบนิอยดถ์กูทำาใหร้ะเหยและมสี ิง่เจอืปนเหลอือยูใ่นชาม คณุอาจไมไ่ดอ้อกมากเทา่ทีค่ณุใสเ่ขา้ไป แตอ่ยา่งนอ้ยคณุจะ
  ไดน้ำ,ามันทีเ่ป็นยามากกวา่ทีค่ณุเริม่ใช ้ เมือ่พดูถงึการรักษา ความบรสิทุธิแ์ละประสทิธผิลของยามคีวามหมายทกุอยา่งสำาหรับผู ้

   ป่วย ดงันั,น หากคณุตอ้งการผลตินำ,ามันทีใ่ชรั้กษาโรคไดม้ากทีส่ดุ ฉันคดิวา่คณุควรคำานงึถงึสิง่ทีฉั่นพดูอยา่งจรงิจัง

As yet, I cannot explain why oils produced in this manner are so much more medicinally active than even the
best  oils  which  have  been  produced  using  other  methods.  Since  the  oils  that  I  have  vaporized  had  been
decarboxylated before they even went into the vaporizer, that should mean they were already as medicinally
active as possible, so one would expect to see little difference in potency after the oil has been collected from
the vaporizer. When the cannabinoids are vaporized off these high quality oils, all that is left in the bowl of the
vaporizer are unwanted plant waxes and other contaminants. By leaving these unwanted substances behind in
the bowl, the oil that you collect will be much purer, but since these oils had few impurities before they were
even put in the vaporizer, this does little to explain why the oil is now so much more potent.

Cannabinoids vaporize off the oil between 300 and 400 degrees Fahrenheit and these temperatures are much
higher  than  those  which  we  have  been  told  are  required  to  accomplish  decarboxylation.  Either  there  is
something that we do not as yet understand about decarboxylation that is causing this  amazing increase in
potency, or all this extra heat required to vaporize the cannabinoids off may be doing something to the oil that
we have never been aware of in the past.

I have been talking about this new process for the last few weeks when I do interviews and now there are some
individuals, who have begun to manufacture oils in this manner and from what I have been told they were
shocked at the difference in potency. From my experience, even the highest grade oils produced with the use of
distilling equipment or a rice cooker cannot be compared with oils that are collected after the cannabinoids have
been vaporized off. They may look somewhat the same, but I think the vaporized oils are many times stronger
and indeed this should make them even more suited to treat individuals with serious conditions.

Some people simply put plant material in a vaporizer and then collect the cannabinoids in oil form from the
dome of the vaporizer, after the plant material has been heated. By using the raw plant material one can produce
a decent oil, but testing has shown that these oils do not equal the potency of oils produced in a rice cooker and
that is the reason why I instruct people to produce the oil using my methods. If you put high quality oil in a
vaporizer, the resulting oil which will be produced after the cannabinoids have vaporized off, will be much
stronger than even the best oils that can be vaporized off high quality bud material. So if you want to see great
results, they can be achieved simply by vaporizing the best oil possible and this will give you a medicine, which
I feel is beyond compare.

No matter if governments like it or not, in the near future many of us will be producing our own medicines and
since these oils are so effective for such a large range of medical problems, I expect to see this simple folk
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medicine manufactured everywhere, by those who do not have the money to play games with drug companies.
In the future I am sure the drug companies will be trying to say that they are the only ones qualified to produce
this medication, but we all know that anything these criminals are willing to provide would come at a very high
price; and since just about anyone can produce this substance, I see no need for drug companies to even play a
role.

After we do the simple research that is required, we will be able to blend the different natural cannabinoids and
produce oils specifically designed to treat different illnesses, but even though these new oils will have amazing
healing abilities, oils which we ourselves can produce will always have their place in our medicine cabinets. I
have never tried to patent any of the methods I have discovered, since I feel that this knowledge should be
available  to  anyone who chooses  to  use it  and no one  has  the  right  to  hold anything back that  can  save
someone’s life and, as a matter of fact, I think it would be a much better world if we had no such thing as
patents at all.

Although those who wish to prohibit this medication’s use, like drug companies, have proven in the past that
they are more than happy to poison and kill us with the trash which they have been providing, I am sure they
will try to tell us that they are the only ones who can produce this medication properly. Using the new method I
have just described, anyone can manufacture medications that are just as pure as anything a drug company
could provide. In addition, I think medications that we can produce ourselves will be much more effective than
what a drug company would offer, because unlike them we are not in this for the money and our aim is simply
to heal ourselves.

There is now no sensible reason as to why we cannot produce our own medicines and when our bought and paid
for governments try to prevent us from doing so, it will be just one more example of why we must rid ourselves
of their corruption and once and for all,  free humanity from their clutches. By now it should be more than
obvious that drug companies and our governments care little or nothing about our health and well-being, so let’s
give common sense and Mother Nature a chance to see what they can do to improve our overall health, and
once we do so, I am sure that we will no longer accept what has gone on in the past.” Rick Simpson, Hemp: The
Most Medicinal Plant

Hemp or Marijuana?

“Throughout history, cannabis has always been known as hemp by those who for thousands of years grew it as a
crop. With manipulation on the part of big-money concerns and governments they control, strains of hemp with
high resin content were renamed marijuana and villainized to the public at large. Back in the era when this
occurred, the general public for the most part had no idea what marijuana even was. All they were told was that
marijuana is a dangerous addictive and deadly drug. We were all led to believe that smoking a joint was just
about the most self-destructive and harmful thing we could do to ourselves. Of course, all of this was simply
just a pack of lies, but at the time, the public did not have the means to find out otherwise.

Had the  public  known when their  governments  were  trying  to  have  this  plant  outlawed that  many of  the
Founding Fathers and past Presidents of the US smoked hemp quite extensively during their careers, they might
not have swallowed these new restrictions that were being forced upon them so easily. There are a great number
of documented accounts that describe quite vividly the smoking practices of many well-known statesmen and
even how presidents like Abraham Lincoln used to enjoy the time he spent smoking hemp in his pipe sitting on
his veranda.

Judging by some of the documents, political leaders of that era brought into being, such as the Declaration of
Independence and the Constitution, I think it is safe to say that in fact, they were very clear thinkers. It seems
that  the  dreaded effects  of  the  marijuana  they were smoking which  the  public  were  now being told  is  so
detrimental, had no impact at all on such individuals or their ability to think rationally. Still, decades later when
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the laws restricting hemp’s use were put in place in the early 1900s, very few people had knowledge of such
things.

Hemp’s medicinal use throughout history is legendary. It was used to treat practically all types of disease and
injury. Only for the last few decades has hemp’s medicinal use been denied to the public. To recognize the
hemp plant for what it really is, all we have to do is separate fact from fiction.

The system villainized hemp to the public by renaming it marijuana. Our parents and grandparents were told by
the news and movie media that the marijuana and/ or hemp plant was a deadly, dangerous, and addictive drug.
Nothing could have been further from the truth but back during that era it was almost impossible for the public
to find out the facts for themselves.

Those who produced this ridiculous propaganda are long dead, so why do the lies and deceptions about hemp
linger? The answer is simple – money. We are suffering and dying because drug companies and other big
money interests want to improve their profit margins. For them to continue doing this, they must ensure that
hemp is kept illegal and away from the public, for medicinal use and other purposes.

If we look into the history behind all this, we will find it was John D. Rockefeller and his rich friends along with
corruption involving governments of that by-gone era which gave us the medical system we have today. In
medical schools funded by the rich and powerful, doctors were taught allopathic medicine, i.e. medicine from
chemicals  and poisons.  Over time,  their  lies  and deceptions  have convinced not  only doctors,  but  also the
general public that chemicals and poisons are beneficial for medical conditions. In other words, these so-called
medical schools have brainwashed both doctors and the public at large into believing that black is white.” Rick
Simpson, Hemp: The Most Medicinal Plant

Which Strain or Strains Should I Use To Make the Oil?

“This is a rather hard question to answer, since in reality we are all at the mercy of the seed merchants, for they
are the ones who have the final say in what we are growing.

The trouble is if you were to order a strain like White Widow from five different seed suppliers, when you grew
them, you would likely end up growing five entirely different types of plants. The type of White Widow that I
was growing back in Canada had a very heavy sedative effect like a good Indica variety and it was one of the
best painkillers I have ever encountered. But if I tried to order the same seeds from the company I originally
purchased them from, today they would likely send me seeds with entirely different medicinal values.

The White Widow I have seen in Europe is much more energizing than what I was growing in Canada, so it
seems seeds available here must be more sativa dominant. Unfortunately, for the most part, it did not have the
medicinal values that I am looking for to produce the heavy sleepy effect like the White Widow I was growing
back in Canada.

Some strains are better for pain relief, while others will be more effective to control blood sugar levels for
diabetics or to lower ocular pressure for those suffering from glaucoma. We need a good ongoing steady supply
of seeds that have known medicinal values so an ordinary person will know what they are growing. All we need
is the freedom to grow the most medicinal strains on earth, then using a simple process of elimination, we could
determine which strains produce the best oil to treat different medical conditions.

After this is done, a stable supply of these seeds could be made available to the public and they then could grow
strains that suit their medical needs. But until that day comes, I cannot really recommend a particular strain or
seed vendor and say that “this is the one for you” and has “guaranteed effects”.

Some seed companies do have information available about the medicinal values of the strains they are selling.
So it would be a good idea to look this information over before making your purchase.
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What strains should patients look for then?

At this time, all I can do is tell the public to order strong and very sedative indica or indica dominant sativa
crosses that have 20% THC or more to produce their oil. In addition, people are always asking me where they
can get seeds and this can be a real problem for those who live in some countries that don’t allow them to be
sold. If you go on the Internet and you will find many seed companies that will supply cannabis seeds and some
ship worldwide. (Tip: Google the words marijuana seeds worldwide and you will see a selection of online shops
that might cater your needs).

What does one have to watch for when choosing or purchasing plants for producing the oil?

For people who have no experience with hemp, they must be careful, since many growers and dealers will
simply try to sell you whatever they have. For those whohave never smoked hemp, I suggest they take someone
with experience along when they make their purchase.

You cannot always go by look and smell to determine the potency of hemp. I have seen buds that glistened with
resin and smelled beautifully but they lacked the potency to produce good medication. So it’s best to find out
how potent the material is before you purchase a large quantity.

When someone brings a pound to produce the medicine, I first test its effects on myself. I cut up a little bit of
bud and roll a joint with it. If the hemp is good, by the time I have smoked half the joint, I feel its effects. What
I look for is a heavy sleepy sensation that makes you want to go lay down. If I am smoking a good indica or an
indica dominant sativa cross, usually such varieties will exhibit these effects.

I have found that practically all hemp varieties that produce this heavy, sleepy feeling are very medicinal. These
are the varieties I used with such great success when producing oils to treat cancer and other serious internal
problems.” Rick Simpson, Hemp: The Most Medicinal Plant

How to Determine Which Starting Material to Buy?

“The easiest way to determine what traits bud material has within it is to simply smoke some and see what
effect it has on you. When people bring hemp to me to produce this medication, I roll a joint. By the time I have
smoked about half of it, I know if it possesses the sedative effect I am looking for and that is how I select the
material I use.

If you are going to buy hemp to produce medication and do not smoke it yourself, take someone along who is
an experienced smoker and have them try some of the material you are thinking of purchasing. Tell them that
you are looking for a sedative effect and you do not want to buy something that is uplifting or energizing.

It’s also not a bad idea to bring a pocket magnifier along, so you can examine the resin on the bud you intend to
purchase. Good bud looks like it is covered in frost, most of the time it can even be seen with the naked eye.
Once you get used to producing the oil, one can often get a pretty good idea how much oil a strain may produce
per pound just by looking at the bud material with a magnifier. The resin you are observing is the medicine and
generally the more that is present on the bud material, the larger the amount of oil it will produce.

Why do you recommend that people make the oil from a pound or more of the starting material? Could they 
produce it from say an ounce of dried hemp?’

Yes, of course, the oil can be produced in smaller amounts as well. An ounce of good dry hemp bud should
produce 3 to 4 grams of high-grade oil and only about 16 fluid ounces of solvent would be required to do the
two washes.

But there are reasons I suggest that patients produce the oil from a pound if possible and they involve putting
the patient  at  ease with its  use.  I  feel  even those who are relatively  healthy should ingest  a full  60 gram
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treatment to detoxify their bodies and bring them back to a state of good health. To produce this much oil
usually requires about a pound of bud and I think it is somewhat easier on the patient if they do not try to
produce oils from many different varieties.

Each strain produces oils with different effects so if the patient is switching from one strain to another, they
never know what to expect. For those who are at ease with this medication’s use, switching oils presents little or
no problems. But for patients who are experiencing its effects for the first time, I think it’s best if they are only
ingesting one type of oil.

How strong and potent are the plants you use for making the oil?

I always make the medicine from the strongest and most sedative material available to me and often the strains I
work with produce a euphoric effect as well. Oils produced from strains with these traits have very pleasant
effects and patients tend to enjoy taking them.

Locally, many pot smokers are complaining that I buy up all the good hemp for medicine and leave nothing for
those who wish to smoke. I don’t  pay much attention to this, since I consider saving lives to be far more
important than the recreational needs of those who are not ill.

I am always looking for strains that exhibit heavy resin content and the proper medicinal values. Much of the
material I use to produce the medicine comes from varieties, which are supposed to be in the 20% THC range.
Of course, if these strains actually contained that much THC, one pound would produce 90 to 100 grams of oil.
There are some who actually do grow medicinal hemp of this quality, but take it from me, hemp like this can be
very expensive and hard to find.

Most of the bud material that was available to me would produce around 60 grams of high-grade oil per dry
pound; so no doubt the quality could have been better. In reality, I had very little choice in the matter. If I was to
save the lives of patients, I had to use what was available. What people really need to know is that each strain
will vary in the amount of oil it produces and these oils will vary in medicinal value as well.

In addition, the methods used to grow the hemp have a lot to do with how much THC is present in the dry bud
material. The strain being grown may be capable of producing buds which can contain 20% THC or even more
but many growers do not have the skills or equipment needed to achieve this. I have worked with strains that
produced 90 grams of oil out of one dry pound of bud and sometimes even a bit more. Unfortunately, hemp of
this quality is quite rare, so if you can get 60 grams of good oil from a dry pound of hemp bud, be happy.
Always look for the most potent hemp possible when purchasing the starting material;  someone’s life may
depend on it.” Rick Simpson, Hemp: The Most Medicinal Plant

Cannabis Sativa versus Cannabis Indica

What is the main difference between cannabis sativa and cannabis indica in treatment?

“I do not like to see anyone ingesting sativa oil to try to treat cancer and other serious conditions. There is
certainly a possibility that oil made from a good sativa could cure cancer but the energizing effect of this oil is
not conducive to healing. Certainly, I would not hesitate to treat skin cancer externally with such an oil but
ingesting oils from sativa varieties can badly affect the patient’s sleeping patterns. I also consider such oils very
effective in the treatment of people suffering from depression. In some cases, those who suffer from depression
could benefit if they were to take a small dose of this oil when they get out of bed. This would energize them
and lift their spirits, but if too much is taken, some strong sativa oils can be far too energizing and most people
do not like this effect.

Although oils produced from sativas can be beneficial in some situations, for the most part I try to avoid their
use. Often these oils are far too energizing and I do not want to see someone with terminal cancer or other
serious conditions out trying to paint the barn. Some patients do not handle the effects of energizing oils well,
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which often can make them very restless. From my experience, the patient will respond much better if the oil is
produced from sedative strains with traits like those that I have mentioned.

The extra sleep the patient will experience is very refreshing and logically, a well-rested patient will heal better
than one who is experiencing sleeping difficulties. For internal use to treat most medical conditions, I strongly
suggest that indica strains or indica dominant sativa crosses be used. Indicas relax a person and provide them
with more rest, sleep and peace of mind.

I have also found that oils produced from indica dominant strains are effective in treating depression and other
health  related  issues.  From my perspective,  oils  produced  form good  indica  strains  are  more  medicinally
desirable than most oils produced from sativa.

I have tried oils from many strains and combinations of strains. I remember one oil which almost gave me a 
nirvana. How would you describe the ideal oil that would produce the most enjoyable experience to patients?

Reaching nirvana is not necessary when using this oil to effectively heal your body, but even if you did take too
much and achieved this state, you would not be harmed. Actually, for those who are very near death from such
things as cancer, a large overdose of high-grade oil would increase their chance of survival.

The patient could do this at home but if the oil were allowed, I think this could be performed much better in a
hospital setting. Unless the patient is close to death, I tell them to follow our dosage instructions, but for those
with their life in danger I recommend that they take this medication as quickly as possible.

Many who have smoked hemp in the past have no fear of this substance and I have seen a few people with
terminal cancer cure their condition in a month. In reality, it’s up to the patient themselves as to how quickly
this medicine is taken. Once it becomes public knowledge how safe it is to ingest, I expect that more will try to
ingest it in a faster manner.

Indica, Sativa or Ruderalis?

Luckily, it seems that for the most part good cannabis indica strains are an effective treatment for all types of
cancer. There are now thousands of different types of hemp that have come into being due to breeders crossing
different  strains.  The  three  main  varieties  of  this  plant  are  cannabis  indica,  cannabis  sativa  and  cannabis
ruderalis. Pure indicas produce a very sedative medication that is effective in the treatment of most medical
conditions.

Good  indica  strains  that  have  been  crossed  with  sativa  or  ruderalis  can  also  possess  this  heavy  sedative
medicinal effect. Yet, it depends a great deal on the percentage of indica that is present in these new crosses as
to how effective they will be as a medication. Generally, the higher the indica content, the more sedative and
effective these crosses will be as a medicine.

Pure sativa, on the other hand, produces an energetic effect, which is not conducive to promote healing in most
cases and can interfere  with the sleeping patterns  of those who try to  use it  as a medication.  Medications
produced from pure sativa or sativa dominant indica or ruderalis crosses can be beneficial in the treatment of
someone suffering from depression, or skin conditions that can be treated topically.

For ingestion purposes, oils produced from sativa and sativa dominant crosses must be used with caution. Such
oils can be unbelievably energizing when ingested and this effect, in my opinion, does not promote the healing
process.

In the last few years, cannabis ruderalis has gained a lot of attention in the hemp world. As I understand it,
ruderalis  is being crossed with indicas and sativas to make these strains more hardy and mold resistant. In
addition, ruderalis varieties are high in CBD and some think this could be of great importance, but it is yet to be
proven.  I  cannot  voice  an  opinion  on  how  effective  medications  produced  from  this  variety  would  be
medicinally. Since I have no experience working with ruderalis varieties, at this time I do not feel qualified to
offer my views.
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Still, for best results, I would use pure indica or indica dominant sativa crosses to produce this medication,
because they have already been proven to be effective.

From my experience,  practically  all  indica  dominant  strains  can  produce  a  medication  that  is  an  effective
treatment for many medical conditions. Even people suffering from depression can benefit from the effects of
oils produced from good indicas. So it’s best to stay away from sativas to produce medicine for most internal
purposes. Still,  if you want to treat a skin condition or skin cancer topically, I think you will find that oils
produced from sativa varieties can be quite effective in the treatment of such things. There is no question that
some strains produce a much more potent medication than others for different medical conditions. In the future,
that is where the research must be done.” Rick Simpson, Hemp: The Most Medicinal Plant
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Outdoor Versus Indoor

Are there differences between oils from indoor and outdoor plants?

“I have produced the oil from hemp that was grown both indoors and outdoors with good results. I prefer to
work with hemp that was grown outdoors, since on average high quality hemp grown outside in a good growing
season can be more potent and often produces more resin. I attribute this mostly to the sun, for I do not believe
that most indoor lighting systems can compete with this source of light. Also, there are other stresses and factors
in nature which can affect the potency of the strain being grown that plants grown indoors do not encounter.

Hemp that is grown indoors of course can be very potent and will produce good medicine but there are many
drawbacks involved with indoor growing. Plants that are grown inside are usually much smaller in stature than
those grown outside. Also, with indoor setups, problems arise concerning smell, air movement, infestations, and
heat.  Indoor grow systems usually produce a great quantity of excess heat and often infestations and plant
growth are controlled with the use of chemicals.

I cannot say that I have encountered any problems producing medicine from indoor crops; so if you do not have
an alternative, this is a good way to supply yourself. For those who do not live in a rural setting, I suggest they
build or buy a small indoor growing system from which they can supply the medicinal needs of their whole
family.  Currently there are many different types of indoor grow chambers available or if you like you can
always build your own. Still, from my perspective, there is only one way to grow hemp properly and that is in
the great outdoors. Open ground with good drainage and a proper pH is what’s required. This along with lots of
sunshine, horse manure, and abundant quantities of water can produce an amazing crop.

I have not noticed any differences in the hemp oil produced from indoor or outdoor plants other than the fact
that indoor plants seem to be slightly less potent. But there could be several reasons as to why this occurred and
possibly, under the proper conditions, indoor plants might be just as strong as those grown outdoors.

The most potent oils I have ever produced in Canada came from outdoor plants. Indoor plants may produce
slightly less potent oils but they are still highly effective as a medication. So, at the present time, I would work
with the most potent sedative bud you can get, no matter if it comes from indoor or outdoor.” Rick Simpson,
Hemp: The Most Medicinal Plant

What Type of Artificial Light Do You Get Best Results With?

“I have achieved the best results indoor using a combination of high-pressure lights. We used a 1000-Watt high-
pressure sodium and 1000-Watt metal halide in the same grow chamber to produce the largest buds I have ever
grown inside. Although I have never used 600-Watt high-pressure sodium’s in an indoor growing system, from
what I can gather, such bulbs are the most efficient because they put out the most lumens per watt. The main
problem with high-pressure lighting systems is the heat they produce and the power they consume, so I have
looked into other forms of lighting to help solve these issues.

Standard 4-foot cool white florescent bulbs will grow hemp quite nicely in the vegetative state; but for budding
I would recommend much more light intensity. Today there are many forms of high intensity LED and compact
fluorescent fixtures available that growers have told me achieve good results. This type of lighting produces
very little heat, has low power consumption, and these fixtures have a long life expectancy.

Over the last few years, the cost of these different forms of lighting has dropped dramatically, so these fixtures
are now in a price range many growers can afford. To anyone new to the art of indoor growing, I believe this
form of lighting in conjunction with the use of fluorescent fixtures is a good way to start out and can eliminate
many of the problems associated with high-pressure lighting systems.

Although LED and fluorescent fixtures can grow a nice indoor crop, the light source I am the most excited
about is plasma lighting.  From what I  understand, it  is very energy-efficient  with low heat  output and the
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amount of light that just one 1000-Watt bulb can give off is almost beyond comprehension. Just the use of one
such bulb can eliminate the need of using many 1000-Watt high pressure sodiums. For larger growers, this can
help solve their heat problems and lower their energy and wiring costs dramatically. At present, such lighting is
quite expensive but, like LED fixtures, the price will soon come down.

I think a plasma fixture in the same light spectrum as our sun in your grow room would be a good investment
for most serious growers. In a short  time,  I expect  to see compact  fluorescents,  LED, and plasma fixtures
change the face of indoor growing forever and make things much less complicated for all who are involved in
growing the cannabis hemp plant.” Rick Simpson, Hemp: The Most Medicinal Plant

What Do Patients Need To Know To Grow Hemp?

“For anyone new to growing hemp, a good book or video on the subject is a necessity. Just go to one of the
cannabis publications online or buy one of these publications at a local store where you live. Usually these
magazines will tell you where good books are available on the subject. My personal favorite is “The Indoor
Outdoor Medicinal  Grower’s  Bible”  by Jorge Cervantes.  In  addition,  Ed Rosenthal  and many others  have
excellent books on the subject available.

For those who would like to learn more about hemp and its many uses, I strongly suggest they read Jack Herer’s
book, “The Emperor Wears No Clothes” or watch Jack’s video “Emperor of Hemp.”

After the journey of discovery this plant has taken me on, no matter what your medical problem, I feel if this
medication will not help you, then I think it is highly unlikely that you can find anything that will. I have good
reason to call this wonder of nature the plant with a thousand different medicinal profiles. Once you experience
the medical effects oils produced from different strains can have, you will understand exactly what I mean.”
Rick Simpson, Hemp: The Most Medicinal Plant

Q. Is Afghan Kush a proper stuff to make oil? I’ve made some oil from street stuff and been using it for last two
weeks as I had sleeping problems, now I sleep like a baby and wake up well rested in the morning. The problem
is it’s hard to get good stuff in London, that’s why I ordered AK, just need your opinion now. Many thanks. 

A. I cannot really go by the name of the strain. If it is potent and makes you sleepy, it might produce good
medicine. As you know, we recommend the most potent and most sedative strains (preferably with 20% THC
and more) and best oils are produced from a combination of several very potent and sedative strains, so I would
try to order several sedative strains if at all possible, that would be ideal. But even single strain oils can do
wonders, all  I am saying is that best oils are usually produced from a combination of several strains. Best
wishes, JB 

“Hello, I was referred to you by my friend Bobby... I’m a caregiver/grower in RI and I just found out my father
has cancer, so naturally making some Rick Simpson Oil has become a priority. I have a quick question about
the material used to make the oil...

Does it always have to be indica dominant? I have access to plenty of A+ material but most of it is sativa
dominant as I am not an indy head... east coast sour diesel, chemdog d, chemdog 4, chemdog sister, blueberry
sativa clone, girl scout cookies, OG Kush etc... All leaning more to the sativa spectrum... I could get my hands
on more indica dominant material if need be... Thanks you for all you do...“ Sam

-- Sam, you want the oil to be produced from the most sedative material, sativas will energize the patient too
much and they do not have the right healing effects that we are looking for. So select the most sedative buds,
make a few grams of oil so that he could start the treatment, and keep looking for the right starting material.
Best wishes, JB
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Are There Any Strains That Are Not Effective Against Cancer?

“Luckily for us, if the oil is properly produced from sedative varieties, it does seem to work very well in the
treatment of all types of cancer. As I have mentioned already, I usually produce this oil using strong indica
varieties but indica dominant sativa crosses can often produce excellent results also.” Rick Simpson, Hemp: The
Most Medicinal Plant

“After losing my wife to cancer at 35, and with my brother awaiting a liver transplant for the last five years
because of cancer, I’ve been looking for RSO in dispensaries. It varies in price between 100 $/g all the way to
30 g in Washington State. One of the so called RSO places had the oil at an ungodly 7% THC with higher
CBDs, is this even worth it? That was the 30 g oil. The hundred dollar gram oil was above 90, I think 92%.
What is the perfect balance of all three psychoactive chemicals?” Heath

-- Heath, best RSO is around 95-98% THC, usually around 1% CBD and extremely potent and sedative, with an
emphasis on the words potent and sedative (couch-locking, it has to make you very sleepy and relaxed when
ingested. When it doesn’t, try another batch and keep the energizing oil for topical use).

As for those “high CBD” oils with 7% THC, at least now you know why we are against such oils -- most high
CBD oils that are currently supplied are synonyms for what we call trash, because we know the difference
between high grade oil and basically everything else.

It is really best to simply make your own oil whenever possible. Get the bud from the dispensaries, buy the best
they have, and then make the oil, there is really nothing to it. I myself would not buy the oil from anyone, I
would always make my own. You want to be your own quality control, you don’t want to depend on anyone. If
you can make a cup of coffee or a mojito, you can make the oil, too. JB

Storage

How long can the oil be stored?

“From my experience, there is no ‘best before date’ regarding the storage of hemp medicine. There are three
things that can affect the potency of hemp oil: air, light, and heat. I tell people to store this medication in a cool,
dark place, but it does not require refrigeration. This takes care of any problems associated with light and heat.
As for air causing difficulties, the oil is a thick grease, so air cannot enter it, therefore the oil can be stored for
decades and still maintain its potency.

For practical reasons, I usually supply the oil in syringes to make it easier for patients to measure their doses
and to prevent contamination. To store oil for a long period of time, I would suggest a stainless steel container
or a dark colored bottle with a tight lid. If the oil is stored properly, concern about its date of manufacture can
be overlooked for a very long time.” Rick Simpson, Hemp: The Most Medicinal Plant

Would It Be Better or Safer To Produce the Oil Using Food-Grade 
Alcohol?

“Often, people tell me that they would prefer to produce the oil using grain alcohol. For some reason, they seem
to think that grain alcohol would be safer to use, but in reality it is still poison just like any other solvent. One of
the main problems with grain alcohol is that it is very hard to find alcohol such as this that is 99 or 100% pure.
In most cases, it is hard to find alcohol that is over 95 % and usually the other 5 % will be water. Since this
water is present, it makes the alcohol less effective as a solvent and at the end of the process, there will be quite
a bit of water left in the oil that must be evaporated off.
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From my experience, I do not consider the use of grain alcohol to be any safer than isopropyl alcohol or light
naphtha to produce the oil. No matter how you look at it, alcohol is poison and when you consume alcohol, it
produces a poison high that affects your motor skills and this is known as being drunk. I am not saying high-
grade oil cannot be produced using grain alcohol. Rather, I am saying you should be aware that this substance is
no better or safer than other solvents I have used and in some ways does not work quite as well.

Often, I am contacted by people who wish to extract the oil using such things as butter or olive oil etc. Quite
frequently, they ask if I think an extraction done in this manner would produce a medicine with similar potency
to the medicine I produce using my method. The answer is no. I consider extractions done in this way to be
simply forms of weakened hemp medicine. By volume, there is no possible way that a medication produced like
this could have the same potency as the medication I produce. If you had a serious cancer, would you want to
treat  it  with some form of watered-down hemp medicine,  or would you sooner  use the real  thing in  your
treatment?

Can hemp oil be used along with alcohol?

I have seen many people who were getting very loud on alcohol calm right down after smoking a joint. There is
little doubt alcohol is one of the most destructive things on this planet, but people will be people and many do
like their liquor. From our experience, it seems that hemp oil presents no danger to a drinker and can indeed
often  decrease  their  intake  of  this  harmful  substance.  Often  heavy drinkers  who have taken  the  hemp oil
treatment for their medical problems report that their thirst for alcohol has been greatly diminished, and some
have even quit drinking entirely.” Rick Simpson, Hemp: The Most Medicinal Plant

Solvents and Solvent Residue in the Oil

“Over the years, I have been contacted by a good number of people who were concerned about the possibility
that solvent residue could be left behind in the finished oil. From my experience, I feel there is no danger in
consuming oil if the instructions we have made available to produce the oil properly are followed. I have been
ingesting this oil myself for about ten years with no ill effects. In addition, I have made this oil available to
thousands of people and I have received very few complaints. If someone has a problem with the way the oil
tastes, it is not caused from solvent residue. Instead the cause is the natural terpenes, which the oil contains.
Some oils have very little taste while others can have an unpleasant flavor, but as far as I know medicine is not
supposed to taste good anyway, so I have little concern for such things.

In lab tests performed on the oils I produced, no solvent residue was found. It seems absurd to me that anyone
would worry about solvent residue in the oil when you consider what the medical system has been feeding the
public.  Liver toxic chemicals, poisons, chemo, radiation,  vaccines, etc. It seems to me that anyone worried
about being poisoned should be much more concerned with what the medical  system supplies,  rather than
residue from a solvent that has been completely boiled off.

If someone has problems taking the oil, it  is usually because an energizing sativa was used to produce the
substance. In addition, other problems can arise if the patient is trying to take pharmaceuticals along with the oil
treatment, or if he or she is not using it in the right way. In an ideal situation, other family members could take
the oil along with the patient. This would help them understand the oil’s effects and they would then not worry
so much about the effect it is having on the patient. Since they don’t know what to expect with the use of the
oil, family members often tend to overreact if the patient ingests too much. But the effects will wear off in a
short time and the patient will be left unharmed. Therefore, I think other family members should also try the oil
in small doses, so they will have a better understanding of this medication.

High-grade hemp oil has the ability to replace the use of most pharmaceuticals but when a patient tries to take
pharmaceuticals  along  with  the  oil,  sometimes  problems  can  arise  due  to  the  interactions.  Many  of  the
substances doctors provide are poisonous in nature and the oil does not like the presence of such things in the
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patient’s body. Usually, shortly after the patient ceases the use of pharmaceutical drugs, any problems they were
experiencing simply disappear.” Rick Simpson, Hemp: The Most Medicinal Plant

“Naphtha is the trade name for petroleum either so try and search that, pet ether has many industrial  uses,
degreaser to paint thinners.” Al

“REMEMBER that THC and CBD is non-polar... and chlorophyll and H2O is polar... So the best oil is made
with non-polar solvent... it is clean... without chlorophyll.” Michael

“A chemist friend of mine simplified the whole story for me and explained to me why naphtha might be better
(although he thinks not significantly): naphtha is a non-polar solvent so it extracts non-polar molecules more
easily and efficiently (THC and CBD are basically non-polar molecules) and leaves out polar molecules.

Isopropyl alcohol (and ether for that matter) is a weak polar solvent so it’s very good for this purpose, but
maybe a little bit less than naphtha - since JB says that they tested both, and those were more potent. EDIT: Oh,
yes, I almost forgot: he also said that there’s no fear of naphtha (or iso) remaining in the end product if you
follow the recipe provided by Rick Simpson (my friend said not to use a plastic bucket, however, but a glass or
stainless steel one) and if you’re not sure, just do what JB always says to do - add some water and put it in the
oven so it evaporates completely. He would use isopropyl alcohol though, because you’re sure that it is what it’s
supposed to be...” Sandra

-- Sandra, the method Rick showed the world is the most basic, uncomplicated and affordable one. It is almost
foolproof when one follows the instructions to a T. Glass is good but it breaks and you don’t want that to
happen, never. Stainless is ok, of course. 99.9% iso works ok but we would still use light aliphatic naphtha
ourselves, whenever possible. JB

“I also recommend getting everything as cold as you can before the extraction. Most put the alcohol, cannabis,
containers, everything involved with the extraction in the freezer for 24-48 hours. You will get a much cleaner
product that way. Your yields will be lower but you won’t need as much. Sorry for any typos or missing words,
MS sucks and I have no meds, lol. Bless up.” Chuck

-- Chuck, freezing is all good and fine but it is not necessary to do that when you work with quality solvents and
starting material. Plus, we don’t like getting our hands cold, room temperature works just fine for us and we
won’t have problems with arthritis after a few months or years of freezing the bud. Plus, often the oil is made in
locations where there are no freezers hundreds of miles around. So, yes, you can freeze it if you want but we
would not do it ourselves.

I don’t like frozen vegetables myself, I avoid eating them whenever possible, so I don’t see why I should make
an exception and freeze the vegetable that I like the most of them all. But yes, it can help when you have to use
alcohol to extract the oil, so I am not completely against it.

It is just that we don’t use alcohol as a solvent ourselves (or better: it is not a solvent of our first choice), I don’t
see a single reason why I should pay the state an extra tax for a solvent that will evaporate anyway (unless you
use a still,  which what we would do whenever possible). I can buy a liter of light naphtha for about 3 – 4
dollars, a liter of 99% alcohol would cost about five times more and it would produce less oil and that oil will
not quite likely not be as good as if light naphtha or 99.9% iso was used. Plus you will get less oil.

So where exactly is the advantage of using alcohol as a solvent? I can’t see a single rational reason why alcohol
should be preferred over pure low-boiling light aliphatic naphtha, namely when one considers that there is no
solvent residue in the oil that one would have to worry about when the oil is produced properly. When it is not
produced properly, there is or there might be solvent residue in the oil. But don’t blame us for oils that were not
produced properly, we really cannot be held responsible for the lack of quality of oils supplied by others. It’s as
simple as that. ” JB

“A very simple explanation to a never ending question... I have personally used naphtha... iso alcohol... and
butane to make oil... and by far the best … cleanest... strongest... and best tasting oil was from the naphtha... I
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do not understand what people do not like … There is no fuel left at all when done properly... and the naphtha
seems to strip more off the plants too... It does it much quicker... So cleaner oil... (gold)...” Peter

“Light naphtha is the fraction boiling between 30 °C (86 °F) and 90 °C (194 °F) and consists of molecules with
5 – 6 carbon atoms. Heavy naphtha boils between 90 °C (194 °F) and 200 °C (392 °F) and consists of molecules
with 6 – 12 carbons.

Naphtha is used primarily as feedstock for producing high octane gasoline (via the catalytic reforming process).
It is also used in the bitumen mining industry as a diluent, the petrochemical industry for producing olefins in
steam crackers, and the chemical industry for solvent (cleaning) applications. Common products made with it
include lighter fluid, fuel for camp stoves, and some cleaning solvents.”

“Naphtha has the chemical formula of CnH2n+2. Light naphtha has 5 and/or 6 carbon atom, which comes down
to C5H12 and C6H14, also known as Pentane and Hexane. So what you are looking for, is a naphtha that is
purely a mixture of pentane and hexane.” Wouter

“I just wanted to post something about solvents. I went to a friend of mine who has several PhD’s and Masters
in chemistry, and asked him what I could do to completely remove the naphtha from the oil. He said, “Take 5
ml of isopropyl alcohol and stir it in after it has stopped bubbling for the final time. It will evaporate and take
the naphtha with it. Toxic solvent then becomes non-toxic solvent. This is not my real name, it is a shame that I
cannot use my real account for fear of being fired or hired as a nurse.” Bobbie

“To find Naphtha in the UK, look for “panel wipe” or “fast panel wipe”. It is a product used in car body work
repair, to clean the metal & leave no residue. The difficulty is finding a detailed list of the exact ingredients as
they can vary. 99.9% Isopropanol should be easy to find.” Em

“Rick Simpson, we have followed your process using VM&P Naphtha and everything went according to plan
with the exception of the first couple of syringe draws which came out a little more liquid than we expected. I
added a couple of drops of water and tried again and it seems to be fine. My only concern/question is the taste.
It still tastes like solvent. Is that ok or do I need to do something more? The recipient of this is sleeping for
about 12 hours each time he takes the oil. Is that about right until he develops a tolerance? Any help is greatly
appreciated.” Pamela

-- VM&P does not seem to be a good solvent (although some MSDS says it should be the same substance as
what we would like to use). It seems to be heavy naphtha and it does not seem to boil off completely and it
seems to require additional care.

I  would add some water and put it  in an electric  oven set  130 °Celsius (266 °F) for a few hours,  maybe
overnight, or until the solvent is gone completely,  some say it takes up to four days to remove the solvent
residue. There should not be any solvent aftertaste if the oil is produced properly and the oil should not be
runny, it should be more like a grease. Make sure the oil is really filtered properly, as solvent residue tends to
stick to plant materials.

Simply do a finger test with the solvent you want to use. Dip your finger in it and see if it evaporates completely
within 30 seconds or faster. The faster it evaporates, leaving no film, the better.

If you cannot get pure light aliphatic naphtha (also called benzine in Europe, ask for CAS number 64742-49-0.
It is sold under many different names. It is not the type used as fuel in cars but the type that is used as a solvent
or paint thinner or degreaser), I would go for 99% or even better 99.9% isopropyl alcohol -- that seems to be
possible to find almost anywhere in the world.

At the moment we prefer light aliphatic (low-boiling, hydrogenated) naphtha, though, it produces better and
more potent oils than most other solvents that are currently being used. The less plant materials and chlorophyll
in the oil the better it works as medicine, the better it tastes and the more potent it is. The whole trick is in how
potent and sedative the oil is. The more potent and sedative the better. JB
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“The correct naphtha is NOT sold in the U.S.A. Not at Tractor Supply or Home Depot or Lowes or even
Sherwin Williams. It’s still sold in Canada though. I have a friend that does distill it to 100°F and saves what
solvent does come off, to use for making oil.” Steve

“If you live in the USA then you won’t be getting the right Naphtha, all naphtha made in the USA cannot be
trusted because of the loose regulation on ingredients in this type of solvent. You will never get pure naphtha in
the USA, even the VM&P can be completely inconsistent from one bottle to the next and isn’t even advertised
as pure. In Canada they make pure naphtha and it is the best solvent to use compared to ISO or Grain alcohol,
don’t make a huge mistake and waste meds or even worse make yourself or someone else even more sick by
using the wrong solvent. Be warned the naphtha in the USA will even make an oil that looks completely as it
should but will make you very sick.” Chase

-- The fact that pure aliphatic naphtha does not seem to be sold everywhere in the USA does not mean that pure
aliphatic naphtha with CAS number 64742-49-0 and a boiling point around 60-80°C does not exist or that it
does not produce a better oil than most other solvents, when used properly. If you cannot get pure light naphtha,
99% or even better 99.9% isopropyl alcohol would be our second choice.

But I would still not give up - light naphtha (benzene) or similar solvents are used to extract oils from plants, so
I would check with vegetable oil producers and see what they use. Where I live in Europe, I can buy the solvent
in practically every hardware or paint store, it is one of the most common technical liquids I remember from my
childhood, we used it to degrease bicycle chains etc., and practically everyone had a bottle of it at home. So this
whole never-ending debate about solvents seems a bit ridiculous to me. When you use the right light naphtha,
there is no solvent residue one would have to be concerned about, maybe a few ppm, just like in most cheap
vegetable oils that are often produced with almost exactly the same solvent as what we recommend. JB

“Light  aliphatic  naphtha worked great  tasted  great,  no hint  of  solvent  left  in  my oil.  If  you follow Ricks
instructions to the letter should have no problems whatsoever.” Rick

“There are 2 main categories of naphtha -- light and heavy. Light naphtha does NOT contain benzene, which is
what Raina meant (not hexane). While I would not recommend even light naphtha unless the cannabis extract
can be tested after it is produced for naphtha residue, it can be used if that is all you can get for a solvent. The
key is to make sure you boil the extract to a thick grease state -- at that point most of the naphtha should be
gone. Using distillation equipment is the way to make the purest, solvent-free oil, but beyond the capacity of
most average people. Hope that helps.” Mark

“Raina, I am not going to argue with you. From Wikipedia: “Petroleum ether, despite its synonym of benzine,
should not  be confused with benzene or  benzyne,  nor  should it  be confused with gasoline  although many
languages call that with a name derived from benzine, e.g. “Benzin” (German) or “benzina” (Italian). Petroleum
ether  is  a  mixture  of  alkanes,  e.g.,  pentane,  hexane,  and  heptane,  whereas  benzene  is  a  cyclic,  aromatic
hydrocarbon, C6H6. Likewise, petroleum ether should not be confused with the class of organic compounds
called ethers, which contain the R-O-R’ functional group. My background is microbiology -- wherein I studied
organic chemistry, some biochemistry / some inorganic chemistry... I certainly do not know it all, but I do know
a little. Light naphtha does NOT contain benzene - period. I’ll ignore your comment, “It would be in everyone’s
best interest if you did not make claims outside of scientific data.” Mark

“What would you like to give your father? The best of the best or something that looks similar but simply does
not have the right effects? When you make the medicine according to Rick’s instructions, the chance of failure
during treatment is very low. When you make the oil according to instructions from “experts and scientists”,
you are making a different product. And based on our experience, it might not do the job as well as what we
recommend.

So would you like me to shut up and let them supply low-grade trash? Or would you rather learn from me/us
and know how to do it right so that you would have the same results that our patients speak about?” JB

“I use the 99% isopropyl alcohol, that is what was most readily available to me. I use the cream of my crop
buds, grown 100% organic and no pesticides, well manicured, and bone dry. I mix it up with multiple indica
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strains. I treated a patient with Hodgkin’s Lymphoma, he was at stage 4 and within 6 months of taking the oil as
directed, he is now cancer free!! Thank you Rick Simpson for the sacrifices you made to make this information
available to all! Just recently another stage 4 cancer patient approached me for some help, he has a tumor on
one of his kidneys that is inoperable. Praying to get two confirmed cures in a row. God bless you Rick Simpson
and  JB,  keep  on  spreading  the  word  and  educating  people  about  this  wonderful  healing  hemp  oil.”
GrowGoddess

-- Mixing several strains is always a good idea. Look at it simply, you don’t know what exactly a particular
strain is good for, so when you mix several strains, you get a much better carpet effect. Plus such oils will take
you much higher - those who smoke pot “recreationally” will know what I am talking about. Imagine sitting
down with your friends and having each one present the best bud they have. In a couple of hours, you will not
be able to do much. And that’s the effect you need for the best results, so again, mixing the strains is the way to
go. Best wishes and thank you, GrowGoddess, I am always happy to hear about people who simply follow the
directions and get the results we talk about. JB

“Hi JB, I have a problem with the electric rice cooker, all I’ve seen go down to 100°°C, I looked at all the
brands on the market and all they do have a thermostat that shuts off when contents reach the temperature. What
do you recommend?” Cristina

-- Cristina, what exactly is the problem? You can always put the oil in an electric oven set at 130°C and leave it
there for about an hour and decarboxylate it that way. JB

“When the temperature arrives at 100°C, the electric rice cooker shuts down! The solvent does not arrive at
110°C.” Cristina

-- The solvent cannot really reach that temperature because it would boil  off, I think. Keep boiling off the
solvent until the cooker switches off for the first time (add a few drops of water to the last batch). Then let it
cool down and switch it on again. That’s all we do. JB

“Turns back on, and let boil until it returns to? Then turns off and the oil is already done?” Cristina

-- Switch the rice cooker on, boil off until it stops for the first time, then wait five minutes until it cools down,
switch it on again and wait until it switches off for the second time. Then pour the oil in a stainless steel cup and
put it in an oven set at 130°C for an hour and your oil is ready. JB

-- Thanks JB, you saved my live. Cristina

“You are breathing the Naphtha in as you make the oil. You are breathing POISON when you make it that way.
If you can smell it, you are already dead. I’ve smelled Coleman camp fuel, zippo lighter fuel, and naphtha used
in part cleaning and industrial applications hundreds of times in my life... Not dead yet. Lol.

Seriously... If you use a pure solvent (no additives), and boil off the solvent properly with some water that has a
higher boiling point added at the end, be it iso, alcohol or naphtha, you’re going to get it all out. You ingest a lot
more naphtha pumping your own gas in your car over a year, than you would get from a lifetime of use of
properly made oil.” Matthew

“Hi Rick (or those who read this mail), first of all I want to tell you that you are doing a great job promoting this
witch seems to be a wonderful medicine for so much! I live in Norway and I have the diagnosis of Crohn’s
disease.  I also have a very close friend who has cancer the doctors have stopped treating because there is
nothing more they can do. I want to try the oil on both of this conditions.

I have a question about making oil.  Here in Norway it’s very hard to find pure naphtha (at least after  my
experience) so I’m looking for good alternatives. Some years back I bought a “honeybee extractor” (a cylinder
you fill with bone dry herbs and use butane gas to extract the oil). Is this just as good as cooking out the oil with
naphtha?

And how is it using spirit? Which holds over 90% alcohol? I have some friends who make their own spirit and
it not a very expensive option for me to get ahold of. Is this better than butane? I smoked the “honey extraction”
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when I made it last time, and was wondering if its good medicine for these 2 conditions I’m mentioning if I eat
it. If not butane or alcohol is a good option – can you recommend some other options you might know is easy to
get a hold of in Norway or Sweden? Thanks so much! I’m really looking forward to try the oil on my disease.
Kindest Regards, Henry”

“Dear Henry,  I have no experience with honey bee extractions but I  do not feel this  method would be as
effective as the methods I use. Producing the oil as I do heats the oil to a temperature that decarboxylates the
finished product to make the oil as potent as possible. This heating process rotates the molecules to the delta 9
position which makes the oil stronger. If you are having trouble finding the right solvent you might try acetone.
I have never tried acetone myself to produce the oil but I see no reason that acetone would not work as well as
alcohol or naphtha to produce the medicine. You should be able to get light aliphatic naphtha from stores that
supply paint since they usually sell naphtha as paint thinner.

Properly made oil should take care of your problems and also should give your friend with cancer a chance to
survive. Alcohol that is 90% will be a less effective solvent since the other 10% is usually water and during the
finishing process you will have a lot of excess water to evaporate off. Best Wishes, Rick Simpson”

“Right Decarboxylation is a very important part in perfect oil making because the raw plant provides not much
pure delta9-THC and CBD instead is has the acids means THCA and CBDA. To remove the carboxyl group,
heating is the procedure. Do this very carefully not to burn your valued molecules away. I found in a Journal of
Chromatography a good note which should be the necessary temperature and time to heat  the oil  because
depending on the rice cooker the temps may not enough. So it’s  a  good idea to have your oil  heated for
minimum  27  minutes  at  min.  122  degrees  Celsius.  Check  always  your  heating  plate  temp  with  a  digital
measurement device to avoid not to overheat your oil. In the table below you see the boiling points of the major
cannabinoids which you should never reach otherwise you cook them away. I additionally note that is right
what Rick said all the time in his videos do not overheat the oil but heat is necessary for making the healing oil.
A temp of minimum 106.2 degrees Celsius is necessary for the right decarboxylation process over the specified
time in the diagram around an hour. If your oil has only the acidic form of THCA and CBDA it is not much so
effective because the acids not fit very good to the CB1 and CB2 receptors. So take care that you do it in the
right way because what Rick said is true, only the best made oil can do the job when live depends on. (…)

Yes, look and interpret this science diagram to understand that decarboxylation process is running all the time
you heat the cannabinoids solvent fluid mix in the rice cooker. So the graphs show that it is a great deal to bring
the temperature to 130 degrees Celsius for long enough to get the maximum decarboxylation. All a question of
temperature and time to reach the best levels.

If you use a digital temperature measuring instrument and put it on the bottom in the rice cooker during the
whole process to vaporize the solvent of, you see that only in the late phase of the process when the water drops
come in at the final in the cooker, the temp comes around 100-110°C. But the time in this range is mostly not
long enough for the whole decarboxylation process. After this you heat the oil in a tiny steel pot on a heating
plate for longer time. So long no activity (no more gas bubbles) you heat and wait. Control the temp and best
not to go higher than 130 degrees Celsius for around a half hour. Remember that THC has a boiling point of 157
degrees C. So please not go risky by overheating otherwise your wanted cannabinoids will vaporize and breeze
away...

In core it is not important to get the peak amount of decarboxylation, so long you later get enough oil in your
body. Interesting is the value of ONE gram per day or more you should take. Of course how much oil you need
depends on how many delta9THC is really in the oil - mean how effective the decarboxylation was. If you
follow Ricks recommendation and be sure to have the oil for long enough heated to 130 °C - all will be fine. It’s
independent which solvent you use.” Stephan

“Hi JB, I found this Naphtha in my area... (link) It does not say Light Naphtha... would this still work? Thanks
again for all your help and super info!”

-- It should be light aliphatic naphtha -- check the MSDS to see if it is pure light naphtha with no additives),
shellite in Australia, (technical or industrial) benzine in Europe (benzine, not benzene, and not the type used as
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fuel in cars). It is sold under many different names. It is used as a paint thinner, solvent, degreaser, it used to be
a very common household solvent or textile degreaser, it can also be used as a lighter fluid etc. Boiling point
around 60-80°°C, the lower the better.

Smear some on a clean Petri dish or dip your finger in it and if it evaporates within thirty seconds and leaves no
oily residue, it should be ok to use. There are many suppliers, I cannot tell you which one is best or what we
would recommend at the moment, so we only provide general instructions.

CAS number 64742-49-0, pure, petroleum distillate, with no additives, if possible, and the boiling point should
be as low as possible. Most refineries produce it,  simply ask them what they would recommend for herbal
extracts.

Second option is 99% or 99.99% isopropyl alcohol or the very expensive 99% food-grade alcohol. Isopropyl
alcohol and food-grade alcohol are not as effective as solvent as naphtha, and they strip more plant materials
and chlorophyll in the oil, making it less potent and tasteful, that is why we recommend using naphtha always
when possible/available. Best wishes, JB”

Q. Rick,  in Mexico “naphtha” is but one of several naphtha type product names. In order to avoid a fatal
mistake, would you happen to have the scientific name for the “naphtha“ you use, please?

A. Look for pure light naphtha with no additional ingredients. It is basically the same as Coleman fuel which
you can see at the photo below, but look for naphtha without anti-rust additives which are added to Coleman
fuel. 

If you find out that light aliphatic naphtha is banned in your country (which was the case in Honduras, for
instance), look for 99% or better 99.9% isopropyl alcohol, it should be easy to locate. 99% alcohol is the third
solvent  we would  use,  but  we would do everything  possible  to  avoid  using  it  because  it  strips  too  much
chlorophyll and other unwanted plant materials. Some like to freeze the solvent and the starting material when
they use isopropyl alcohol or alcohol as a solvent. We personally do not use those solvents unless we have to
and we do not like to get out hands frozen, so we do not actually promote freezing it, but some say it helps
improve the quality of the oil. When you use non-polar pure light naphtha with a low boiling point, you don’t
have to freeze anything and you will still get a good product if you follow the instructions. JB

“Hey JB, what if there is an allergy to using the Naptha? We have a family member who has severe allergic
reactions to EVERY little thing, especially solvents. We want to make oil for her but need to use an organic
solvent. We thought about making an organic “moonshine” that was distilled several times to gain purity but
what are your thoughts on this? What is your recommendation for the severely allergic to so much? She cannot
take pharmaceuticals at all because she is allergic to the binding agents, she suffers SO much because of her
allergies to everything. Thanks in advance!” Sara

-- Well, you can use 99% alcohol, we never said you can’t. It is just that in our experience oils produced with
nonpolar solvents are slightly more potent and usually contain less plant materials. Some freeze the alcohol and
bud before processing to get oil that is more amber. So I guess that is the way to go for you, Sara.

High THC or High CBD Oil?

“I’m kinda confused. My friend has stage 4 kidney cancer and cancer in his lungs. Is it best to give the high
CBD oil or THC oil? The CBD oil only has a trace of THC? I got him a ten gram tube and it has 18% CBD and
less than 1% THC. Am I going about this the wrong way?“ Richard

Mikees: Yea that ain’t it, you have to get the real RSO.

-- 95-98% THC is not  18% CBD, is  it?  Tell  whoever  supplied it  to  you to stop doing it.  The high CBD
marketing hype is going to kill many unsuspecting patients as it seems, that’s sad. Why can’t they simply follow
the instructions that really work? The use of high CBD oils is very limited, they don’t work so well even on skin
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conditions, I really don’t get why everybody is so gung-ho about that CBD nonsense. Yes, it is a powerful
medicine, too, but its uses are really only limited when compared to the real RSO.

95-98% THC, 1-2% CBD, extremely potent and sedative and euphoric; that is your best oil and that is what will
work best. Try this first. When you do that, you won’t touch or go near those high CBD oil and you will know
the difference and no one will rip you off. RSO first. JB

“I really enjoy this page and the information that I can learn from it. However, it is so disappointing to hear
other cannabinoids besides THC being put down as secondary. This girl, and her parents, do not see the CBD as
secondary. It has given her life. Wasn’t the THC that did it, was the CBD. Quit shitting all over it please. You
are discouraging people from trying high CBD strains when they can really be helped by it. The high THC isn’t
the answer to everything and that’s why there is more than one cannabinoid within the plant.” Tina

“JB replied about lung cancer, not Dravet syndrome, no one is shitting on anything. For cancer the patient
reports and scientific studies indicate THC is what kills cancer. There are some studies saying CBD is beneficial
for some types of cancer but few when compared to the studies done with THC. Now seizures and some other
conditions high CBD is what you’re looking for.” Kellin

-- Kellin and Tina, the oils we use work on seizures, too. And patients would get incomparably better results if
they used the real thing and tried to cure the cause and not just the symptoms.

I am not putting CBD down, it is a really powerful medicine by itself, and I think it is great in chewing gum for
kids etc., for instance. But if you want the real power, you need the most brutally potent RSO and lots of THC.
That is my perspective and it won’t change.

Simply try it on skin conditions and see if a burn or a wound will heal faster with the real RSO or with a low-
grade high CBD version of it. I have seen it with my own eyes, I don’t need to experiment with high CBD oils
for myself. I want the best for myself as well as for my patients.

Most high CBD oils are of secondary quality when compared to the best and most narcotically potent and
sedative RSO with 95-98% THC.

Your main problem is that you bought into the single cannabinoid theory that Big Pharma is pushing so that
they could profit from cannabis medicines. You don’t really want medicines based on single cannabinoids, you
want the most brutally powerful and sedative oil for best results.

And you can grow the plants yourself and you can make the oil yourself, too, you really don’t need to buy it
from large pharmaceutical companies that will try to put an enormous price tag on decarboxylated cannabis
resin for no reason other than their greed.

You may and most likely will need kilos of the oil one day - for yourself or your family -- how much do you
want to pay per gram? A buck is too much, if the plants were grown outdoors and on a large scale. So no special
taxes, nothing like that. 100% legalization is the only way to go and it has to be done now, there is no reason to
let hundreds millions of patients worldwide suffer.

Feel free to argue about it; but that’s about all you can do about it anyway. Best wishes, JB

“Please do keep explaining just the way you have, I for one am taking notes and learning as much as I can from
you about what is good for what and so on, I want to be ready and prepared with the right knowledge for me
and mine... If you didn’t tell about needing the high THC I would have thought any was ok, I am thankful for
ALL INFO.” Vicky

“Rick has always maintained it is high THC that is imperative to give you the best chance, that’s obviously
what he had best results with. There are many things CBD may be better for, it’s usually used on children for
Dravet Syndrome, ADHD and severe obsessive compulsive disorder because a lot of people are still afraid of
getting kids high. THC is what gets you high. I’ve found some people who use high THC oil  to treat the
majority of people but if the patient isn’t responding as hoped they switched to high CBD and this has worked
better.
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I guess everyone is different and every cancer is different. But until all the required research is allowed to be
done it’s probably best to stick to Rick’s method. High THC, dominant indica following the protocol. It’s said
that if they start small and double up doses every 4 days the patient can build up a tolerance quickly and the
severe drowsiness will subside after a little while on the oil. Rick’s oil is 95-8% THC but the psychoactive
effects will not harm you.

And when trying to decide whose method to follow I don’t believe anyone has had more experience with this
medicine than Rick. I’ve seen the Dutch method and just think if someone is dying why would you dilute the
cure?” Nick

“Since I have heard of the high CBD oils helping seizures I have always been of the thought that if those
parents would give their child a hybrid but dominate indica oil the child would heal. I know the CBD oils
control seizures & I am so glad that SOMETHING can help kids like Charlotte but imagine the healing that
could happen if THC & the other spectrum of cannabinoids in the plant were given. So your kid sleeps a lot
because of the THC, their bodies will adjust to the dose. I just think the full plant is the most useful, not one
singled out cannabinoid.” Sara

“The media keeps focusing on separating the cannabinoids, but it has been proven that both THC and CBD kill
cancer & shrink tumors. Rick Simpson Oil made from Cannabis Indica is the medicine that is curing Landon
and Brave Mykayla & many others & anyone can make it. Don’t let the media make you think you need to wait
for this cure, or separate the CBD! THC works with our endocannabinoid system, too. Learn about the cure that
anyone can make.” Hanan

Is It Safe To Use the Oil?

“The safety of this medicine is beyond compare and from what I have witnessed, it is no more dangerous than
drinking a cup of fresh water. Even if a person overdoses badly, there is no harm done to them once the effects
of the oil wears off. The most common side effect we have noted with people ingesting hemp oil for their
medical conditions is a great deal of rest and a smile on their faces.

Much like any other powerful medication, if some individuals ingest too much, it can bring about undesirable
side effects. Although the effects which this oil may produce do not pose a danger, there are those who do not
enjoy becoming high from an overdose. Even though this medication is safe and most have no problems with its
use, one should also take into consideration that there will be those who will experience difficulties.

That is the reason I instruct everyone to start out with very small doses, then increase the amount they are
ingesting every four days. By doing so, it affords the person who is taking this substance the opportunity to
build up their tolerance and many patients have reported that they did not even get high during the treatment. If
hemp  oil  is  produced  properly  from very  potent  sedative  strains  of  cannabis  indica,  or  often  when  it  is
manufactured from some types of indica-dominant sativa crosses, one will find that the effects of such oils will
promote drowsiness and sleep, which are obviously an important part of the healing process.

Patients should be aware of the fact that this oil can also reduce their blood pressure, ocular pressure, and blood
sugar levels. If individuals are taking medications to treat these issues, they should be able to reduce their need
for the use of the drugs they are currently using very rapidly in most cases. I must inform patients who take
blood pressure medication that once they start the oil, often their blood pressure issues will no longer require the
use of pharmaceuticals and this also holds true for diabetics and those who suffer with glaucoma as well.

Please be aware that if oil is to be ingested to treat other conditions and it is taken along with blood pressure
medications, it can in some cases drive the patient’s blood pressure down too low. Although I do not know of
anyone who experienced this who suffered any real harm, I still feel one should try to avoid this situation if at
all possible. So check your blood pressure often and if pharmaceuticals are no longer required do not ingest
them.
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It may seem unbelievable to some individuals that they can discontinue the use of these prescribed substances.
However, once one realizes the healing potential of this natural medicine, they soon come to understand that
this amazing oil can replace the use of practically all pharmaceuticals.

How is the oil usually tolerated?

We all have different tolerances for powerful medications, so I encourage patients to stay in their own comfort
zone when determining what dosage they will  ingest.  Most people’s tolerance builds very quickly and, on
average, a normal person usually takes about 90 days to ingest the 60-gram treatment. 60 grams of properly
produced oil seems to be able to cure most cancers unless the patient was badly damaged by the medical system
with their chemo and radiation, etc.

Patients who have suffered the effects of chemo and radiation require more oil to undo the damage the medical
system has left behind. For the most part, once a person becomes accustomed to the oils effects, patients seem
to enjoy taking the substance. But due to this medication’s non-addictive nature, often those who are using the
substance will forget to take their doses properly. It is not that the oil is causing them to forget, it’s simply
because their bodies do not sense the need for its presence and this only highlights the fact that the substance is
truly non-addictive. For if it were not, it’s unlikely the patient would forget to take their dosage, because if it
were addictive, after eight hours, their bodies would be crying out for the substance.

Are there any side effects one should be concerned about?

Some patients have reported that they experienced anxiety or paranoia with the use of this medication. Ways to
deal with this will be discussed when the question comes up a little further on in this book.

The main side effects of hemp oil that have been reported to me are good health, happiness, and a good night’s
sleep, so what more could anyone ask from a medicine they are using?

Many people ingest a great number of pharmaceuticals every day. Can that be good for the body?

I have no idea why those who see the dangerous side effects of allopathic drugs in drug commercials would still
consider taking these medications. It seems that mindlessly many individuals will do as the doctor orders and a
good number of these same people tend to reject the use of hemp medicine. Simply because of lies they have
been told by their governments and the ones who stand in the shadows behind the pharmaceutical industry. No
one dies from the use of hemp medicine and there is no harm caused. I wish I could say the same for what the
doctors prescribe to us every day but sadly, that is hardly the case.

Sometimes the different interactions these so-called medications cause are enough to put us in an early grave.
But even if we experience no immediate problems, their use still presents a danger. Over time, the chemicals
and poisons these medications contain build up in our bodies and this can also bring about severe problems with
our  health  that  can  often  lead  to  death.  Even  simple  things  like  aspirin  tablets  cause  thousands  of  deaths
worldwide every year. So I don’t think any of us should put our trust in the pharmaceutical industry or anything
they provide. If you wish to see real healing power then turn to Mother Nature, for you will find very little in a
pill factory that will be of much benefit.

How do patients compare the side effects of hemp oil to those from chemical medications?

There is no real comparison between the side effects of hemp oil and the poisonous chemicals the medical
system provides. These substances that doctors supply are something we should not have in our bodies because
they are liver toxic. This means that these so-called medications should not be ingested because they will poison
our livers and impair its function. In addition, their use can cause a whole array of other health issues that could
be avoided if hemp oil was used instead.

With the use of chemical medications, we often expose ourselves to side effects that can be even worse than
what was originally being treated. Some patients with diseases like cancer and diabetes etc. have even told me
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that their conditions were caused from the medications doctors had been supplying. So it appears that quite
often the doctors themselves are at least partially responsible for the patient’s current medical situation. Many
patients have described to me in detail the horrible side effects they encountered caused from the medications
they were prescribed, so I would try to avoid their use if at all possible.

Since the chemistry of our bodies and our tolerance for many other substances varies a great deal. Often doctors
have no idea what effects a buildup of different chemical medications can have on our health and well-being.
No two of us are the same, and different medications mixed together are nothing less than a poisonous chemical
cocktail, which in some cases could have completely unexpected consequences health wise for the patient. So
how would any doctor be able to factor in all the unknowns to determine what is safe and what is unacceptable?

I honestly think that conditions like Alzheimer’s and many other diseases are often caused by the mixture of
chemicals their doctors prescribed. Many patients have told me about the problems they encountered with the
use of pharmaceuticals, but once they stopped taking these substances and started ingesting the oil, the problems
disappeared. To sum things up bluntly, if hemp medicines are produced properly, they are extremely safe and
harmless to use, but what medical professionals provide is not.

Is it possible to compare the effects of allopathic and empiric medicine?

As far as I am concerned, there is no comparison between allopathic medicine and empiric medicine. Allopathic
medicine is for the most part just a mixture of harmful chemicals and poisons that no one should be ingesting.
Empiric medicine (medicine from plants) has been used for thousands of years and medicines produced from
hemp are beyond compare when it comes to safety. The medicinally effective and harmless nature of hemp
resins that the oil is produced from makes the hemp plant the “Queen of all Empiric Medicine.”

Throughout the years, I have been in contact with many patients who took everything available to treat their
conditions and after all else had failed, they then came to me. I think the patients who have used both allopathic
and empiric medicine are more qualified to talk about the difference between chemical medications and hemp
oil instead of myself. But sadly many are still  afraid to come forward, so I can only relay what they have
reported.

Most of these patients told me directly that they would much sooner use hemp oil rather than the medications
their doctors provided. Simply because it worked much better, had no unpleasant side effects, and in a short
time, many could go back to living a normal life. They did not experience these pronounced healing effects with
the use of allopathic medicines and most felt that these medications were doing a great deal of harm. I think this
speaks volumes as to why I would now not even consider the use of allopathic medicines and in the near future
I think many more will begin to feel the same.

Is there any reason to be worried about addiction to THC?

Extracts  from the hemp plant  can also be used to make it  easier for those who are addicted to  dangerous
substances to withdraw from their use. The system tells us that marijuana has a gateway effect, which will cause
those who use it to throw away their lives and become addicted to hard drugs. Statements like this are utter
nonsense. How can a medication that is useful in breaking addictions cause someone to become addicted to the
same dangerous substances which cause the problem?

I would agree that hemp oil is a gateway drug, but it is a gateway back for people suffering with addictions and
it does not take those who use it down the road to destruction, as our governments would have us believe. Once
you really get to know what medications produced from this plant can do, you will find that its medicinal uses
are limitless.

Now let’s have a look at the “devastating” effects of a very large overdose of hemp oil. This medication causes
a semi-comatose condition called sleep and, when produced from the right strains,  it  is  also a much more
effective painkiller than morphine. If an ordinary person were to take far too much, no doubt, they would sleep
for quite some time, but when they awoke, they would be unharmed and suffer no addiction.
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I have provided this medication to many patients, yet I do not know of any condition that would prevent a
patient from using this substance to good advantage; still, in time we may find that there are those who cannot.
All I am saying is that I know of no medication that is more effective and safe to use and I’m sure the medical
system, uses nothing which they can say the same about. Now look at the effects of hemp oil and look at the
effects of what the medical system provides. I think you will agree that taking the high out of hemp medications
is  just  about  the  lamest  excuse  that  they  could  have  come  up  with,  when  you  consider  the  harmful  and
dangerous nature of substances they are presently using to take its place.

This medication can be ingested, used topically, vaporized, or you are also able to use it in suppository form
with good results. When you begin ingesting the oil, little tiny doses taken about eight hours apart are best in the
beginning. If you’re suffering from a serious condition and you are taking strong pain medications, increase the
size of your dosage as quickly as possible and try to discontinue the use of these dangerous substances.

For those that think they need guidance, since your doctor was the one who put you on all these addictive nasty
chemicals in the first place, ask them for their advice on how to best discontinue the use of these substances. If
your own doctor is unwilling to help, see a naturopath or homeopathic practitioner for advice. In many cases in
the past, I have seen people go off unneeded medications all by themselves with no advice from anyone.

Upon commencing treatment with the oil, many patients who are taking opiate-based medications, can instantly
cut their use of these dangerous substances in half. In most cases, within one to two weeks the patient can get
off these medications entirely and they will suffer less withdrawal symptoms.

This medication is really not about getting you high, it’s about allowing yourself to become healed by a natural
substance that does no harm. Now why should we as humans allow others to continue denying us the use of this
medication? The free medicinal use of hemp is the most important issue of our time and since so many are
dying needlessly,  all  other concerns pale  by comparison. Hemp is  medicine for the masses that  practically
anyone can grow and produce. Now countless people worldwide are producing their own medication and they
are achieving the same results we have described in our information. The time for change is now at hand, please
join with us to help end the suffering of so many people and to bring hope to an otherwise hopeless world.

The hemp plant was put on this earth for us all to use freely for food, fiber, medicine, energy and a multitude of
other applications. At last count, over 50,000 different things can be produced from this amazing plant. When
these unlawful restrictions are removed, it will put people back on the land where they belong. Once again, they
will get in touch with nature and become much more self-sufficient. Millions of jobs would then be there for the
taking in earth-friendly hemp-based industries and, in a short time, we could have a hemp-based economy.”
Rick Simpson, Hemp: The Most Medicinal Plant

“When I first started taking the oil I had “Horrible” side effects, I must have eaten a half a box of doughnuts!!!
Ha Ha Ha!!! I wish I had some more I slept wonderfully! Each day I looked forward to the night so I could
sleep. I would take some oil at 7:00 fall asleep at about 9:30 and sleep until 8:30. Wonderful!!!” Tom

“Ironic that we hear so many stories of people taking cannabis concentrates, daily, with no horror stories, no
addiction, no side effects or related deaths but local law makers fight against the cultivation, use and sale of
marijuana in the interest of ‘public safety concerns’, which, is a cover-up for their loyalty to Big Pharma and the
‘Booze-Baron’s financial bribery to restrict the growth of the cannabis industry in the US...” Raphael

“Started giving the oil to my father this week. Advanced prostate cancer that has spread to some spots on the
bones. So far he sleeps a lot and has regained his appetite. He wasn’t eating anything due to radiation pain in
throat. Also some of his anxiety has turned to seemingly cheerful goings-on in his head!

He is still getting pain meds at hospital which are helpful for acute pain until things are under control. The docs
don’t know about the oil though. We even hinted at the idea of combining oil with meds, but doctors came back
with fabrications  of monstrous side effects.  Wanted to ask them to show us the studies, but don’t want to
jeopardize dad’s release given we have been marked as ‘difficult’ for questioning the need for excessive meds
that make him worse and worse.
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I wouldn’t wish hospital cancer treatment on my worst enemy. I had heard the horror stories, but I guess on
some level I thought things would be different for dad. Sincerely hope it’s not late.” Edmund

-- Edmund, they were right about possible side effects, but those would be caused by the chemicals they give
him, not by the oil. The sooner you get him back home and fill him full of the oil the better the chance. It is
never too late to start with the oil, the only question is whether it is not too late for it to get ahead of the disease.
But that is directly connected to how much oil you will manage to get in him and how quickly.

By this I am not saying that you should not follow the protocol or that you should start with huge doses. Get
him home, follow the protocol and let us hope for the best. JB

“Hello Jindrich, want to share some of the “side effects” of the oil. First I have been making my own for a while
now and also buying some at a dispensary (like my own better!), I do not have any special condition or disease,
probably have ingested close to 30 ml since 2012, so...

* cannot drink alcohol any more... one glass of wine and I am out! I was not trying to stop drinking but really
my body is rejecting it completely and it fells really nice to be clear headed!! 

* The iris of my eyes are completely green... no more little brown dots here and there (if you know iridology
those little dots are an indication of organ malfunctions or even deceases), so clear eyes means great health! 

* Same effect for my 10 year old shepherd dog-clear eyes and lots of energy! (He has had about 6 doses). The
oil and all the unexpected side effects!! Thank you and Rick for all your efforts to share this medicine with the
world. Much love, Estelle“ 

“I can tell you that my girl-dog (Shepherd dog) had milk gland cancer, big lumps. I gave her daily 2 drops
before nighttime. In 3 weeks ALL GONE!!! (It is like breast cancer in humans also estrogen sensitive!!!). AND
it saved my friend’s life, she had bladder cancer - Gone. SOOO HAPPY to be able to help people and animals.”
Dolly

“I give all three of my dogs a drop of oil daily as preventative to cancer after losing every dog in the past to
cancer.” Roger

“I just wrote in last week about vomiting on the oil. I finally stopped and I’m still using the same batch of oil.
I’m feeling great now. I think I was detoxing all the pharmaceutical drugs out of my system. It was a miserable
experience but detox is never fun.” Robin

“I don’t know for sure but my guess would be that you took too much too soon. There is such a thing as getting
too high and it can make some people vomit. I know this from personal experience. (I just realized that sounded
kind of condescending I didn’t mean it that way.)” Tina

”Tina, I thought of that too and had many questions as to why I was so sick. I really believe it was detox
because of what happened to me last December. I was told by my oncologist that I was in my “final stages” I
had ran out of oil and had an IV of Zometa to help strengthen my bones. Turns out the oil was working as an
allergy pill and saving me from the effects of Zometa. Off of the oil, I became anorexic, was in a lot of pain as
the Zometa was going into my bones and was vomiting, having chills and hospitalized.

Since that incident, I couldn’t even sit Indian style because my joints and hips hurt so bad. When I started back
on the oil, I was fine at first but then gradually got sick. I then got really sick and when I was vomiting for days
and miserable, something strange happened, all my joints got cleared out and I have no more joint pain after 6
months. I’m flexible again. I can only believe the oil got that crap out of my joints that can stay with you for a
year.” Robin

“It  is very important  to get as much as possible into a terminal patient  as soon as possible.  Most terminal
patients have undergone chemo/radiation, pain killers, etc. Make sure it is made properly and start taking as
much as possible as soon as possible and I wouldn’t stop taking it at least until the cancer is completely gone!”
Bonny
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“When your doctors tell you, “you are terminal,” would you not want to try whatever is out there? Think about
it... After a diagnosis like that, what do you have to lose? I have a niece who is alive today... because of this
oil... Need I say more?” Carol

“That’s me her niece. It really worked.” Joanne

“I did a half-marathon, I raised $5000 for cancer research. Little did I know there was already a fuckin’ cure and
they wouldn’t give it to me. They gave me really strong chemotherapy twice. They ruined my liver; they ruined
my kidneys. They sent me home to die in April of last year. They said I would not live for six weeks. And here I
am today, still alive, because I found out how to make my own medicine so I could be here today.

We need to tell everyone about this cure. Everyone needs to know: there is actual medical marijuana products
that will help you live, and help your friends live that have cancer. Everybody needs to know: nobody has to die
from cancer. There is a cure, there’s always been a cure. They just... Big Pharma won’t let us have it. How dare
they?! Cancer research is a multi-billion dollar industry... And what are they doing? They’re killing people like
me with their drugs. It’s bullshit! There’s a cure! Phoenix Tears oil works! Tell everybody. Please!” Joanne

“Hi, I have faith in the oil and am currently using it for my mother who has cancer, but I have a question, you
say that should be consumed 2 ounces in three months, but my mom is very weak because of the disease and
only taken as an ounce and is about to meet three months, but still taking it, and I want to know if it is the same
effect, because you said it should be in three month. Please answer me the message because I am worried.”
Esmeralda

“Don’t worry too much about how much she has taken so far. Just keep trying to get her to eat a little bit more.
Tell her to eat a bigger piece than she ever has before, when she goes to sleep at night, little by little she will be
able to eat more. Make sure she eats a bigger dose at night and she will build up a tolerance faster. My dad did
the same thing the first three months. It took him a long time before he was able to eat over a half of a gram a
day and the cancer was disappearing even when he was barely eating a 1/4 gram a day-(tumor was getting
smaller). Now he is up to around a gram a day, and he has eaten more than a hundred grams in 10 months. Good
Luck!” Jose

Replacement of Medications

“With my experience with the oil, I personally do not know of a single pharmaceutical medication that I would
be willing to use. I have several reasons for it but the main one is that they are not necessary. Your body can
only process what your ancestors used to eat; it is not ready to process chemicals of any sort and consuming
chemicals will eventually bring about trouble. They may help with the condition you are suffering from now,
but you will pay the price later. The oil resonates with the human DNA and helps regenerate and rejuvenate
cells in the whole body. The oil works selectively and attacks everything that is unhealthy in your body. In
addition, the oil does not produce harmful side effects. In a slight exaggeration, we like to say that the only side
effects of using the oil are sleep, happiness, and health. It is not to say that a patient will not experience unusual
states of body and mind, especially when they take more oil than they are used to taking. But even if they do, if
they use high-grade hemp oil, they will simply go to take a nap and sleep it off. There is no point trying to fight
the effects of the oil, it is best to simply let it work and flow with it.“ JB

“Okay so I have to share this. I got some oil from a friend in another state. The first stuff I took was from a
dispensary and I had a feeling it wasn’t what it should be. I was taking a fairly good sized dose every few hours
and it didn’t seem to be doing much. When I got the stuff from my friend yesterday I figured I could take the
same amount as I had been of the dispensary stuff. Boy was I wrong! Y’all aren’t kidding when you say start
slow! When you have the real stuff it is definitely potent! Unfortunately I didn’t have a good experience at all,
major paranoia and unable to sleep all night. My son actually had to come over and “babysit” me! I’m very tired
today and still feeling the effects so I probably won’t take any today and if I do it’ll be less than half a grain of
rice! I guess on the good side I don’t have pain this morning. lol I’ll stick to the directions from now on!”
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-- Casey, lol. There is probably some sativa in the new batch, so try to get another one. Oil produced from what
we recommend doesn’t do that. I would try a new batch or half of what you took. These unpleasant feelings can
occur sometimes to someone, but once you learn how to deal with it, it does not represent much of an issue, as
your babysitter can probably confirm.

But again, like I say, there is probably some energizing sativa in the oil. But maybe it has better painkilling
effects than you previous oil. Try to take less and see how it works. If you don’t like it the second time either,
give it to your son for recreational purposes or use it topically (for beauty etc.), and have him get you something
more potent and sedative which will comply with the requirements specified in our “directions.” Best wishes,
JB

“It works for all sorts of disease and illnesses. If you’re taking it, watch out for your potassium levels as they
seem  to  drop  in  some  people.  For  anyone  with  kidney,  liver,  and  heart  problems,  look  into  glandular
supplements in combination with RSO and q10 for regenerative effects.” Matthew 

“Only cannabinoids regulate cells. Most ointments/substances for wounds are disinfectants and only try to make
an ideal situation for the body to heal. Cannabinoids are antibacterial / antifungal / antiviral etc. etc. and they
regulate the cells so that the ugly damaged cells are regulated and not half-ass repaired and copied. In other
words, you are less likely to have scars from using cannabinoids on wounds because cells are regulated with the
following logic:

Am I damaged a little? - Yes= Autophagy to recycle/repair the cell. Am I damaged a lot? - Yes = Programmed
cell death (Apoptosis)

Am I past my used by date? - Yes = Programmed cell death (Apoptosis)

Am I damaged exceedingly? Yes = Necrosis. When damage is so severe, unless cannabinoids are applied to the
area, the endogenous cannabinoids in the blood will usually fail to reach the cells and regulate them and it will
result in rotten flesh / Necrosis.

Cancer  usually  results  from  a  damaged  cell  that  remains  unregulated  because  its  CB  receptors  are  not
functioning due to damage.

Substances that are known to cause cancer are usually substances that are slow to exit the body and cause a
constant cellular damage throughout their journey.

The  more  often  cells  are  damaged,  the  higher  the  chance  that  a  cell  will  exist  with  no  functioning  CB
receptors.” Scott

Healing Cancer with the Oil

Judging from observations of the number of patients you have treated, is the oil effective for all types of 
cancer, or are you aware of any types of cancer that it will not help with?

“The oil is effective in the treatment of all types of skin cancers and to the best of my knowledge, the same
holds true for internal cancers and other medical conditions. After years of experience in dealing with patients
who suffered with all types of medical problems. I can honestly say I do not know of any condition for which
the oil is not an effective treatment.

High-grade hemp oil, when made and used according to my instructions, seems to work on all types of cancer
and I am not aware of any type of cancer that it would not be effective to treat. Some time ago, I did hear about
a study that claimed THC can cause a certain type of cancer, but I think this was just more propaganda that was
thrown in to keep the public from learning the truth. I can only say that this study must be flawed and I will now
explain why I came to this conclusion.
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Put  simply,  most  research  tells  us  cancer  is  just  mutating  cells  that  were  allowed  to  multiply  due  to  an
underlying problem present in the patient’s body. THC kills mutating cells. So how can THC produce the very
cells that it is so good at destroying?

If you are looking for treatments that can cause cancer, look no further than chemo and radiation. Both of these
so-called “treatments” are very carcinogenic, so, in other words, they can and do cause cancer. Even a CT scan
exposes the body to a massive dose of radiation. Radiation causes cells to mutate and that is what we have all
been told cancer is, mutating cells.” Rick Simpson, Hemp: The Most Medicinal Plant

Can the Oil Be Used Along with Chemotherapy and Radiation?

“When patients ask me this question, I tell them that yes, the oil could be used along with chemo and radiation.
I have no doubt the use of this oil would be very beneficial and it would give them a better chance of surviving
the effects such treatments cause. Still, why would anyone in their right mind even consider taking chemo and
radiation?

Chemo and radiation do not cure cancer, they cause it, and in the past, I have refused to provide oil to people
who are planning to take such so-called treatments. Why should I run the risk of going to jail to produce the oil
for someone who plans to take treatments such as this from the medical system? If a person chooses to take
chemo or radiation, by all means, that is their choice. But from my perspective I feel it would be foolish on my
part to provide the cure, if these individuals are so intent on letting the medical system poison them. It is like
supplying an antidote while pumping venom in the patient’s veins.

In the past, I have provided this medication to patients who want an effective treatment that does no harm and
gives them a very good chance to survive. But I consider most of what the medical system is supplying to be
more about murder than it is about medicine. That is the reason I tell people with serious medical conditions to
take the oil and stay away from the medical system and their doctors.

Unless medical professionals start behaving rationally towards the treatment of cancer, I believe the patient is
better off not seeking their advice at all. What the medical system provides in the end usually does much more
harm than good and lessens the patient’s chance of survival. The damage caused and left behind by chemo and
radiation will in most cases bring about the death of the patient,  unless they ingest large amounts of oil to
detoxify themselves.  The vast majority  of people who take chemo and radiation die from the effects these
treatments cause and not the cancer they were being treated for.

As I said, from my experience, the oil seems to work on all types of cancer, but I have had a few people who
acquired the treatment and then refused to take it. I cannot explain their behavior other than to say that in the
end it seems they were unwilling to break with the medical system. There have only been a few who have done
this and, as far as I know, in the end all these patients died. I wish that I could explain why people do the things
they do and why they are so reckless with their lives. But unless they are willing to educate themselves about
what the medical system has in store for them I expect that this will continue.” Rick Simpson, Hemp: The Most
Medicinal Plant

Success Rate for Cancer Patients?

“When people come to me with a diagnosis of cancer and they have refused to take chemotherapy or radiation,
it is almost a given that they can be cured unless they have waited until they are at death’s door to take the
treatment, or they refuse to ingest the oil in the proper way.

Cancer can even be reversed in roughly 75% of those who have been badly damaged by the medical system if
they take the oil treatment properly. However, there are about 1 in 4 who have been so badly damaged the best
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one can hope for is to give them a much better quality of life while they are still with us. But for patients in this
situation, ingesting the oil still makes good sense, for it will ease their suffering a great deal and often they will
live on much longer than expected.

Even if you can cure the cancer, in the end the damage from the chemo and radiation will often bring about the
patient’s death unless the harm that was caused can be repaired. These individuals are not dying from cancer;
they are in fact dying from the so-called “medical treatments” they received from the medical system. As you
can see,  hemp oil  does have an amazing success rate especially  when no doctors are involved.  But if  the
medical system would start behaving rationally and use this medication as they should, I think survival rates
could increase even more.

How many people that you know of have cured themselves with the oil?

Since 2003, I have provided this oil to roughly 5,000 people who were suffering with all types of medical
problems. Many of these patients had several medical issues which needed attention but most were brought
under control or cured with the use of this oil. Due to the illegal status of this medication, I did not keep records,
but it’s safe to say I have seen hundreds of people cured with external and internal cancers, plus a great number
of other conditions.

In addition, I receive vast numbers of e-mails every week from all over the world, telling me how much this oil
has  helped  patients  in  faraway  lands.  When  we  put  the  instructions  on  our  website  and  brought  out  the
documentary “Run From the Cure”, explaining to individuals everywhere how they can heal themselves, it drew
a lot of attention and many used this information to help provide those in need with a medication that worked.
Since this oil is so easy to produce, already untold numbers of people worldwide have experienced its benefits
and it is my hope that in the near future we will all have the freedom to do the same.” Rick Simpson, Hemp:
The Most Medicinal Plant

Is It Ever Too Late To Start Using the Oil?

“It’s never too late to start using this amazing medication. Even people who have been badly damaged by the
medical system still have a good chance of making a recovery. We had one gentleman with lung cancer who
was in the hospital and doctors had given him twenty-four hours to live. Despite opposition from the medical
system, his son gave him a large dose of oil and he left the hospital the very next day. About fifteen months
later, this 83-year-old veteran did die, but not from lung cancer, he passed away due to a pre-existing heart
condition that he had suffered from for years. During the extra months that he had lived, he enjoyed a good
quality of life and he died in his sleep with no pain. Isn’t that better than dying in a hospital, drowning in your
own fluid from lung cancer?

We have had great results in the treatment of those who have stage 4 cancers and were not expected to live. Of
course, we could not save them all, but one thing is for certain, we did save many more than the medical system
could with their  insane treatments  and dismal survival rates.  As I stated earlier,  this  oil  is effective in the
treatment  of  all  types  of  cancer  but  the results  I  often witnessed in  those suffering from lung cancer  and
leukemia  were  truly  astounding.  Frequently,  these  types  of  cancers  respond  very  dramatically  to  the  oil
treatment and it is not unusual for patients to see improvements in their conditions daily.

I always encourage those who are taking the oil to get it into their system as quickly as possible. The idea is the
faster they can ingest the THC-laden oil into their bodies, the more quickly they can cure their cancer and other
conditions.  This will ensure that the patient has a much better  chance to survive, but still  they will not be
harmed.

I tell everyone with serious life-threatening conditions, “The oil will either save your life, or it will ease your
way out.” Even if the patient does pass away, they will do so with dignity and the effects of all those horrible
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pain medications can be avoided. Our aim is to save as many as we can, but for those beyond help, it’s still nice
to know that they will not have to go through a painful agonizing death, like others with the same conditions
must endure in hospitals.” Rick Simpson, Hemp: The Most Medicinal Plant

Are Some People More Difficult To Cure Than Others?

“People who are the hardest to cure are the ones who have allowed themselves to be severely damaged by the
medical  system.  Chemotherapy  and radiation  are  both  carcinogenic  treatments,  in  other  words  they  cause
cancer. If the patient can survive these so-called treatments, they may witness a reduction in the size of a tumor.
But in the end these treatments poison the body so badly that they are left with no immune system to protect
them. This in conjunction with the cancer-causing effects  of the treatments themselves  helps to spread the
cancer to other places in the body.

Since the patient no longer has an immune system which functions properly to protect them, they are now
incapable  of  defending  themselves  against  many  medical  problems  that  can  bring  about  their  death.  Any
rational person should have no trouble understanding why the treatments provided by the medical system do not
work. Yet, doctors continue to tell us that there are no other forms of effective treatment available. I guess this
proves that if you pay doctors and other professionals enough money to not understand something, in most
cases they are happy to comply.

I must also mention the fact that quite often patients are already taking medications that block their cannabinoid
receptors, or interfere with the function of the endocannabinoid system. Such medications include Remonabant,
Surinabant, Taranabant, and Ibipenabant, just to name a few. Since it was the doctors who prescribed these
substances in the first place, I feel this is something that should be discussed with them. This is one of the
reasons  I  tell  patients  to  get  off  the  chemical  medications  as  soon  as  possible.  If  the  function  of  your
cannabinoid receptors is impaired, it makes such people much more difficult or impossible to treat.

Many individuals today seem to think the power of our minds has a lot to do with recovering from serious
illnesses. They often feel certain that a positive attitude and a strong belief in the treatment being used is very
important  when it comes to healing.  But most of those who came to me did not believe when they began
treatment that this oil would be of any benefit. So although I agree that the power of positive thinking could be
helpful, the vast majority of those I treated seemed to be able to heal quite nicely without it.

I tend to look at healing successfully as having more to do with the proper medication being used, rather than
the state of a patient’s mind. I expect that many who believe in this new age rhetoric will tend to disagree, but I
have no reason to twist the facts about what I have witnessed. In addition, our pets and other animal life have
cannabinoid receptors in their bodies as well so they too can benefit from the effects of this oil. I have treated
many animals  and although some of  these creatures  were quite  intelligent,  I  am sure the miracles  this  oil
produced had nothing to do with positive thinking.” Rick Simpson, Hemp: The Most Medicinal Plant

Leukemia

“If you treat someone who has leukemia with hemp oil, it often produces results very quickly. Leukemia, from
my experience, is one of the easiest internal cancers to cure and we have seen spectacular results with this oil’s
use. The first place THC goes after entering the body is directly into the bloodstream. If cancer is present in the
blood, it will not likely be present for long. I have seen the white blood cell count in those suffering from
leukemia come down dramatically in two days and in my opinion, I feel that there is no better treatment for
those who suffer with this condition.” Rick Simpson, Hemp: The Most Medicinal Plant
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Treating Skin Cancer

“If the oil is produced properly, it will definitely work to cure skin cancer and it usually only takes a small
amount of oil to accomplish the task. Apply the oil to the area that is causing the problem and cover it with a
bandage,  then  reapply  fresh oil  and a  new bandage  every  three  or  four  days  and the  cancer  should  soon
disappear.

I always tell patients to continue treatment until the cancer is gone and then continue to treat the area for about
two more weeks just as if the cancer was still there. Doing this will ensure that all the cancer cells are dead and I
have never seen a skin cancer return if my instructions are followed.

If you have had skin cancer for quite some time and the cancer is well established, it may take some time to
cure, but usually even in quite severe cases, skin cancer will disappear in less than a month. In an extreme case,
it may take longer, but if so, then just keep up the treatment until it is completely healed. Many people can cure
their skin cancer in no time, but it all depends on your own rate of healing and how deeply embedded the cancer
has become.

How many people have cured skin cancer using your hemp oil?

I have provided the oil to hundreds of people with skin cancers. Usually within three weeks, the cancer is gone
and all that remains is healthy pink skin. I really cannot give you an estimate of how many patients have used
my method of treatment to cure such cancers. Yet, since this is becoming so well known, I expect by this time
hundreds of thousands, if not millions, worldwide have cured themselves of this condition in this manner.

Can you compare this treatment to standard procedures?

There is no comparison between treating skin cancers with hemp oil and what the medical system tends to call
proper treatment. Quite often surgery is performed and sometimes they are successful in removing all the cancer
cells that are present. But judging from those I have met, who had to return over and over again to have it
removed, I would say that this is quite rare. In far too many cases, patients must return to their doctors to have
these operations repeated again and again.

Even  when  these  operations  are  performed  several  times,  the  medical  system often  fails  to  eradicate  the
problem. Doctors also use other treatments for skin cancers, such as liquid nitrogen and creams containing
chemo. These treatments are usually painful and, in many cases, the cancer just keeps coming back and tends to
get much worse.

When hemp oil is used to treat skin cancer, it kills only the mutating cancer cells and the condition usually heals
quickly. This harmless effective treatment causes no harm to healthy cells and from my experience, I believe
that it is by far the most sensible way to treat this condition. Methods used by the medical system are to say the
least unpleasant by comparison and one does not have to worry about infections or other complications when
the oil is used.” Rick Simpson, Hemp: The Most Medicinal Plant
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Oil versus Chemotherapy

What are the main advantages to this treatment when compared with chemotherapy, radiation or other 
chemical medications?

“Hemp oil has three main advantages over so-called conventional treatments. First, hemp oil does no harm,
second, it works, and third, it does not kill the patient. Chemotherapy, radiation and other poisonous chemical
medications  do extensive  harm to the body and,  in  far  too  many cases,  lessen our  chance  of  survival.  In
addition,  patients  enduring  such  treatments  often  end  up  with  other  medical  problems  caused  by  these
treatments themselves.

I cannot really compare hemp medicine to what the medical system provides, since I do not consider what they
are giving us to be medicine. Chemical medications are liver toxic. Which should make it obvious to anyone
that such chemicals should not be in our bodies, since they are poison and present a danger to the patient.

Chemotherapy and radiation are both carcinogenic which means these treatments are not only poisonous, but
they can also cause cancer as well. Often, the size of a tumor can be reduced with the use of chemotherapy or
radiation but in a great number of cases, it simply allows the cancer to spread. Due to the carcinogenic effects
of such treatments and their poisonous nature, they ruin your immune system when you need it most. In my
opinion, it is ludicrous to call chemotherapy or radiation a treatment for cancer or any other condition, when
obviously they should not be used at all.

Can using the oil replace radiotherapy?

The term radiotherapy sounds quite benign. It makes it seem as if all a patient has to do is listen to some music
on the radio and they will get well. Of course as most of us already know this is far from what really takes
place, so let’s call it what it really is radiation therapy.

I don’t think radiation therapy is any better than chemotherapy, since both of these treatments are poisonous and
cancer-causing. Hemp medicine should be the first line of defense against cancer and all other illnesses, not
treatments that could bring about our death or make our conditions worse.

As far as I can see, to allow the medical system to do such destructive things to our bodies is just a faster way to
die. For some, chemotherapy and radiation does work as a delaying tactic, but in the end the damage these
treatments do to your body is horrendous. If you are someone who happened to live through such treatments
and their lasting effects, count your lucky stars because the vast majority are not so fortunate. In addition, I want
to warn people that it’s best to stay away from CT scans and such things, since they also expose patients to a
massive dose of radiation which again can cause cancer or other health issues.

Hemp oil is not toxic to the body and when this oil is used to treat cancer or any other disease, it does not harm
healthy cells. After taking hemp oil, it puts the patient in a very relaxed state so they can then get more rest and
sleep, which promotes healing.

From my point of view, there is no comparison between chemical medications and hemp oil. Chemicals and
poisons cause harm and affect your well-being; they can also have severe side effects and may even lead to
death. Hemp oil is harmless and encourages good health and rapid healing. I like to say that this substance
promotes life and from my experience with its use, I can actually report that this is the case.

Would you describe how THC acts on cancer cells versus healthy cells?

First of all, THC does not harm healthy cells but it can have devastating effects on cells which have become
cancerous. Most individuals have little knowledge about how these cells behave but in reality cancer cells are
trying  to  commit  suicide  and  this  is  a  well-documented  fact.  But  if  our  immune  system  has  become
compromised, we cannot produce enough natural cannabinoids to put a stop to their growth. When cells become
cancerous, they actually produce more cannabinoid receptors, which allows the natural cannabinoids that our
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bodies produce to enter more readily. These same receptors will also accept cannabinoids like THC that the
hemp plant produces and this can be of great benefit to the patient. So if your body is not producing enough of
these  natural  substances  to  stop  the  cancer’s  growth,  then  we must  look for  another  way to bring  up  the
cannabinoid levels in our bodies to fight off the disease.

By ingesting hemp oil, it provides these cannabinoids in abundance and then the disease can be brought under
control and cured. Our bodies produce cancer cells every day, so in essence we all  have cancer but if our
immune system is functioning properly, these cells pose little or no danger to our well-being. When our immune
systems become impaired, often that is when cancer will make its presence known. But if a person is wise
enough to ingest hemp oil to give their immune systems a boost instead of going to the medical system, its
presence will not be felt for long.

We have studied research papers on the subject and I will now give you the scientific explanation as to why
THC is effective in the treatment of cancer. When hemp oil is ingested as a cancer medication, the THC in the
oil causes a buildup of a fat molecule called ceramide. When ceramide comes in contact with cancer cells, it
causes programmed cell death, while doing no harm to healthy cells. This is the way it was explained in the
scientific research we have studied but I have never stopped looking for other explanations.

With the help of a wonderful lady named Batya Stark, I have developed a new theory which involves our pineal
gland and the melatonin it produces. Fluoride and many of the chemicals doctors provide plus other things we
come into contact with, often impairs the ability of the pineal gland to produce melatonin. Melatonin is the
greatest antioxidant known to man and it travels to every cell in our bodies. The pineal gland and the melatonin
it produces can play a very dramatic role in maintaining good health and indeed has a lot to do with our overall
sense of well-being.

With the function of the pineal gland impaired, its ability to produce melatonin is greatly diminished. It has
been found that as we age, melatonin levels decrease, and I feel this reduction could also have an effect on the
development of cancer. It has been scientifically proven that just smoking hemp can raise melatonin levels a
great deal. Perhaps this is one of the reasons why individuals who smoke hemp have lower cancer rates than
those who don’t. Now just think of what ingesting the raw unburned oil would do for your melatonin levels.

From  what  I  can  understand,  cannabinoids  in  the  oil  causes  the  pineal  gland  to  go  into  overdrive  and
subsequently melatonin levels sharply increase. This, at least in part, is what we think causes the wonderful
effect this medication has on so many conditions including cancer. If the pineal gland is producing vast amounts
of melatonin, it does no harm to the body, but it can have a devastating effect on the disease the patient is
suffering from. When melatonin levels remain high, the illness or disease that has been plaguing the patient can
often be brought  under  control  or even completely  cured.  In reality,  I  am not  a  doctor  nor do I  have the
qualifications necessary to become one, but I still feel we should leave our minds open to other explanations. If
I am correct about the importance of melatonin, then it may give us a new way of looking at disease control and
it  could help to  explain  the anti-aging effects  this  medication  produces.”  Rick Simpson, Hemp: The Most
Medicinal Plant

Cancer Testimonials

Motto: Spontaneous remission of cancer seems to occur surprisingly often in the presence of cannabis oil

“Friend has bone cancer.  Just  started the oil  last week, pain is gone, he feels better.  Oncology doctors are
shocked.” Joe

“A bit of great news yesterday. A man we had just given some floored his doctor when it was found a few
weeks later that the tumors in his lungs were gone as well as the one on his liver which had shrunk down to only
a spot. One small tube! We’ve got a few on the go and they are all doing well. I hope things are good. Phoenix
Tears is alive and well.” Chris
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“Update  -  My 81 year  old friend passed 3 tumors  all  together  from his  face (skin cancer)  squamous cell
carcinoma. They didn’t stand a chance against the world’s best medicine. 5 weeks on the oil and he feels better
than he has in 15 years. His appetite is back! He’s winning the battle!!! We’re winning the battle! Jose

Steve: Was he ingesting the oil and using it topically also?
Jose: Both
Steve: Fantastic Isn’t it amazing to know we can make a difference in someone’s life like that
Jose: He started rubbing 68% THC oil mixed with olive oil and coconut oil on his cheek for 2 weeks before it 
surfaced. He also ingests it without the olive oil after rubbing it on the inside of his cheek.
Jose: His Dr called me yesterday and told me he also has skin cancer and would like some Oil to try on himself.
Steve: Now that is fantastic news about the doctor wanting help. Well done my friend!!!! And I’m glad your 
81yr old friend is back to enjoying life again.
Jose: Yes, it really is amazing! Dr P we’ll call him, is a well-known author of a couple of books and a great 
Naturopath Healer and an MD. He has referred 5 of his patients to me in the last 2 weeks. All terminal cancer 
patients.”

“Two weeks ago I gave another one of my skin/throat cancer patient/friend some healing oil to ingest and use
topically, along with a little bit of coconut oil. Tuesday he told me the skin on his cheek had opened up and the
tumor was exposed. I told him to continue applying the oil but, without the coconut oil, just the pure healing oil.
He put the healing oil on the exposed tumor directly and he said “The bump that was sticking out disappeared
by the next day. It started draining within minutes after rubbing it on. It oozed out - the oil drew the cancer out
like a salve.” The cancerous tumor was there, now it’s gone... Two weeks!!!” Jose

“A family member had throat cancer golf ball size tumors within 48 hours of oil was throwing up the tumors it
works. It’s documented. Helps with female problems also. No one cares to find cures or help for that only give
synthetic horse hormones then wonder why women go crazy.” Debra

“Hello Rick Simpson & Jindrich Bayer, I wanted to share some very HAPPY HAPPY news. Mom’s scans
showed a “measurable” decrease in the size of ALL tumors in liver and pancreas. As well, the tumor in her lung
is now COMPLETELY, 100% GONE!!!

There is so much thanks to go around but the number one person who deserves the most love is Rick for so
openly sharing this information with the world to begin with.

Thank you Jindrich for all that you do including your supportive kindness and instructions. I know we are still
walking on egg shells  with her diagnosis/prognosis but if things continue to improve (tumors shrinking or
“resolving” as they call it with no further metastasis). I will eventually send you her before and after medical
reports so you can see that you helped save the life of an incredible, loving, active, giving woman, who is
outdoors planting her herb garden as I type. :o). Much love, Barbara“

-- Hi Barbara, thank you, you made our day with your e-mail. Say hi to your Mom for us and make sure she
does not go for any other scans or X-rays or other carcinogenic nonsense. Have her go by how she feels, she
should eat 120-180g of the oil over six months or less. If I were her, I would then eat the oil every day for the
rest of my life anyway, cancer has a very little chance when there is oil present in the body. Maintenance doses
are an extremely important part of this method. Best wishes, Jindrich

“My mom cured her stage 3 small cell lung cancer with the oil!! J Did I mention she was cancer free only four
months after diagnosis? Well, that’s what happened. J” Dawn

“My dad also has pancreatic cancer that spread to his liver and lung during chemo then it spread again he was
very unwell and deteriorating quickly. He started the oil 3 months ago latest scan on Monday shows all 7 spots
have disappeared and pancreas cancer has shrunk he feels 100% better and has quality of life back. The oil is
truly amazing.” Lisa

“My dad is also on the oil for pancreas cancer that spread to seven other spots he has been on the oil for 5
months all seven spots that appeared while on chemo have disappeared since starting the oil and the pancreas
cancer has shrunk, the oil saved his life!” Lisa
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“Hi, I just wanted to update you. Dad has had another scan since starting the oil 5 months ago for pancreatic
cancer. Last scan showed the cancer in the pancreas had shrunk and the other 7 spots that had appeared while he
was on chemo had disappeared since starting the oil. New results show the cancer in pancreas has shrunk again
and there are no other spots which is bloody fantastic considering that’s why pancreatic cancer is so deadly
because of the rate it spreads. So 8 months along 5 of those months using oil dad is doing great in fact he feels
better  now than when he was first  diagnosed.  So thanks again  Rick,  J.B and everyone that  helps  get  this
information out if it was not for the oil I would not have my dad!!” Lisa

“My dad was also stage 4 pancreatic cancer. He also had 10 spots on liver... that was late November 2012. He
now has 1 spot on liver (.08) and 1 spot in pancreas (8 mm). We are beating this. His doctors are shocked. He is
gaining weight and all in all feels great. Cannabis infused oil is good also.” Angie

-- Don’t play with diluted medicine,  Angie. It is good for topical use but you don’t want to give cannabis
infused oils to cancer patients as their only treatment. Full power full spectrum attack works best.

Especially for those who “have to” go take a scan “too see” how it is healing. Such people should automatically
add another 60g of the oil to the protocol because they just unnecessarily went through a highly carcinogenic
procedure “to see” how they are feeling. Curiosity costs money, sorry about that.

Congratulations and best wishes. It is great to see the success of people who think different. JB

“I am factual proof that RSO has a direct effect on MPNST and NF1. Medical records, MRI, PET, CAT scans
prove significant reduction in tumor size and avidity.” Kristyne

“Ok my Peeps. Today is the day I had only hoped would ever happen. The biopsy results are in. Corrie Yelland
HAS JUST RECEIVED CONFIRMATION THAT HER CANCER IS 100% COMPLETELY GONE!!!! I AM
CANCER FREEEEEE!!!!! Not even any dysplasia let alone the big C.

To my incredible, amazing friends who collectively were responsible for me being able to afford the medicine =
there are absolutely no words to describe how grateful I am to each and every one of you. You are all amazing!

To Heather who first sent me RUN FROM THE CURE--That video quite literally changed my life. Who would
have thunk it, hey? I love you! To Rick Simpson, to Jindřich Bayer from the bottom of my heart... THANK
YOU for your knowledge and your support. I’m alive today because of all of you! I am truly blessed to have
such amazing family and friends.” Corrie

Hi Jindrich, just a quick note to let you know I saw my doctor today. The report says the cancer (anal canal
cancer) is no longer detectable. Last fall I was told I had 2-4 months if I didn’t do radiation. I chose to do no
radiation and to try the RSO instead. Obviously, it worked! From the bottom of my heart, thank you, Thank
you, THANK YOU to Rick and to yourself!!!!” Corrie

“My latest success story. This is a woman in her late 50’s who was diagnosed with Stage 3, but very close to
Stage 4 Lung Cancer. Today I received this: “Well my mom went for her CT scan a month ago and got her
results back a couple days ago. It’s completely gone! Her doctor read them and said the larger mass is clear and
there is nothing left...

She has COPD still but we will work on that and her smoking lol... Thank you so much for all the advice and
knowledge of things we never were aware of. Everything came together for a reason and we are so happy. God
bless you and your family.” Corrie

-- Spontaneous remission of lung cancer seems to occur surprisingly often in the presence of cannabis oil. JB

“Ok, all my wonderful Peeps, this is going to be a long read, but I think I may have hit PAYDIRT yesterday. I
haven’t seen my dentist since last September. At that time, I was in the midst of fighting for my life. My dentist
was told at that point that I had cancer. We had the usual conversation,  where I told him I was not doing
radiation and was doing an “alternative treatment.” At the time, he had asked what I was doing. I was hesitant to
tell him, as he was known for his “rigidity,” but told him to watch Run From the Cure. He actually called me
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after he’d watched it. He said that as a medical professional, he tended to be in the box, that he had a brother, (a
doctor), and another brother, (a pharmacologist) and how sometimes they “don’t have all the answers.”

Fast forward to yesterday. He was Stunned to see how well I looked, and momentarily speechless when I told
him the Cannabis Oil had worked. He began asking all sorts of questions. Many of them “scientific questions”
that I couldn’t answer. He asked about clinical trials, diff. disease conditions treated with Cannabis etc. He
wants to talk to his brother about myself, as well as Cannabis as a cancer “cure”, and also wants his brother to
research Cannabis as a medicine. Would it be ok if he took my cell number and email address?

Here’s where it gets big. His brother, Dr. Jake Theissen, used to be the Dean and pioneered the Pharmacology
program  at  Waterloo  University.  He  is  now  a  consultant  for  drug  companies  and  specializes  in  “New
Approaches in Cancer Treatment.” He is strongly tied to the Canadian Cancer Society. (As well, he is the one
that has been asked by the government to head the inquiry into the diluted chemo scandal.) John was saying,
that his brother has often said, there has to be something better out there for treating cancer. Something natural,
rather than chemical. I told him to “look no further.” Cannabis is the “something natural.”

Fingers crossed my Peeps. To have somebody this influential be on “our side”, could be freakin’ huge! Janet
Sweeney, Robert Melamede, Peter O’Toole, Lester Grinspoon, Gersh Avery, Rick Simpson. Cannabis Science,
would you guys be on board to help me on this one if need be, and would you be ok if I directed my dentist or
his brother to you guys?

Thanks for reading Peeps. Keep spreading the word... CANNABIS OIL KILLS CANCER!” Corrie

Q. Have you ever seen RSO help cure prostate cancer? 

A. Of course. Follow the instructions for best results. Here is an example of how it works and Dennis also
provides some scientific explanation about how the oil works. Still, follow Rick’s instructions, eat the oil as
instructed (low doses such as the ones that Dennis used might not be enough for other patients), and use the oil
in a suppository form, too. Best wishes, JB 

“In early 2013 I was diagnosed with prostate cancer getting a Gleason 9 rating. As my first option I made the
decision to try Rick Simpson’s Cannabis Oil. Most of the cancer was gone 90 days later according in a second
biopsy but the tumor was still there. I decided my dose was too small, which was one tenth gram per day so I
decided to do it again for another 90 days. This time I increased the dosage to 3 tenths gram per day for the first
60 days and 5 tenths gram for the last thirty days except for the last day I took a full gram. The next biopsy
showed the tumor was gone. And better yet, my cancer was 99.9% gone! I thank God for leading me in the
cannabis direct.

Prior to my cancer I had been very much against marijuana in any form but when you are facing death with the
horrible radiation and chemo I figured I had nothing to lose. My urologist said he had never seen anything like
this, it was completely off the chart.” William

“I just got off the phone with the urologist. My husband has been having a lot of medical issues after prostate
cancer years ago. He was sent in for a biopsy over about 2 months ago but because of problems in the tube from
kidney to bladder they could not do a complete biopsy. They did however get enough tissue to see that the
prostate cancer was back and now there were cancer cells on his bladder walls. They had to treat him for other
issues before they could go back and resume the biopsy due to other medical issues. With great difficulty, this
was accomplished today. I just got off the phone with the doctor and although he has kidney issues due to
radiation and may possibly lose a kidney, she was more baffled by the absence of the cancer cell she detected 2
months prior. No evidence of cancer and she just can’t figure it out. After the first biopsy, I immediately made
phoenix tears. We both have a pretty good tolerance so within a week to 10 days I had him at the 1 gram dose.
A month later, we have no cancer present! I am dumbfounded although I have never doubted the miraculous
powers of the almighty weed. I too have autoimmune disease that is rare (same as actor Harold Ramis). I amaze
myself daily as I have been in remission for over 3 years which I guess is pretty uncommon. I don’t know why
but maybe my daily consumption could have something to do with this also. 2 of my doctors are aware of my
treatments and are 100% supportive. So I am thankful Mr Simpson! Thank you for leading the way! I just
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wanted to send my testimonial to you becase I am so grateful. I will be donating to your cause once he is home
and I have him settled in. Again thank you from the bottom of my heart! Sincerely, DKS”

“I have the same disease Harold Ramis died from last month...vasculitis. I have had it for over 15 years but was
actually finally diagnosed about 4 years ago when the symptoms were so horrible that I couldn’t even walk. I
have been in remission now for 3 years since original treatment of cytoxan (chemo) and prednisone. Then on
imuran for maintenance. I wanted off all drugs because to me, their side effects were worse than the disease. My
doctor said no. So I did what any other hard headed, stubborn person would do... I took myself off them with
my own permission!!! Hehe. Steroids down to 2 mg per day now. They are hard to quit!!! Last doctor visit,
because I was doing so well my doctor finally took me off the meds I quit prior (she never knew I quit years
prior). I don’t know, but I have been in remission for 3 years now.

Most people who suffer this disease have so many problems all the time but I feel like a normal person with
only a few problems the disease created in the beginning like neuropathy in feet and hand. Other than that, I am
good. Work out every day and run. All I know is that as a daily cannabis user, I seem to be a very lucky person
compared to so many others that have this disease and are on handful of horrible pills to suppress immune
system and control the disease. The only thing I know for sure is that cannabis has helped make me feel as I do
today. I have 100% support from 2 of my many doctors, one being my neurologist!

It is very easy to make your own RSO. I was nervous at first so tried to make a small amount first. It turned out
wonderful so with that knowledge, I made more. I just followed Rick’s recipe with a little help from a friend!
As of a recent Facebook post I made (I am OUT about this miraculous herb) I have had numerous private
messages about the success my family has had looking for help! I am about to put my healthy adult children on
maintenance just so they stand less of a chance of getting anything catastrophic. I love this!!! Thanks so much
Mr. Simpson!!! Your dedication to everyone is greatly appreciated by this California gal!!!” Deborah

“My husband did the Phoenix Tears program when he had stage 4 bladder cancer. The path report after surgery
(which he would NOT have had if we’d had more faith in the program) showed absolutely no cancer. I’m not
willing to claim success with Alzheimer’s, but for cancer there is absolutely no better option.” Caren

“Hello again Rick! I hope this e-mail finds you well. I am writing today to ask you how long should a patient
stay on the oil? We have a patient with a huge tumor. He started March 15 and has been through 40 grams so
far. He has been on 1.5 grams or more/day since day 2. Do you stop at the Therapeutic dose of 60 grams?
Money is a factor for this patient. He has paid nothing for his medicine so far. Their Caregiver has donated the
first  60 grams of  oil,  but  cannot  give  free  medicine  forever.  Thanks for  your  input.  I  value  your  insight.
Sincerely, Janet”

“Dear Janet, You say he has been on 1.5 grams or more a day since day two. The oil I produce is so strong that
it usually takes the average person about 5 weeks to get to the point where they can ingest 1 gram a day. There
may be a problem with the strain that was used to produce this oil hemp strains can vary a great deal in their
healing abilities so the problem could be the strain. Usually by the time the patient has ingested 60 grams of oil
the cancer is gone. But if it is not, I would continue to give them the oil until it is. The time it takes and the
amount of oil required can vary a great deal from person to person. We are all different and some people heal
much more quickly than others. Usually people who have been badly damaged by chemo and radiation will
require a longer treatment and more oil.  The oil has to undo all the damage these so-called treatments left
behind. My advice would be to try producing the oil from another strong indica strain but by all means keep
him on the oil it’s the only thing I know that may save his life. Best Wishes, Rick Simpson”

“I’m not sure if this is a success- But I sure count it as one! Just in case anyone wonders why I have a manly
voice, it’s not because I was a cigarette smoker or anything- I never smoked, but because I had my thyroid
removed. I’m 51 (and a half!) and have used oil since my 20’s. I just always found it delightful to vaporize. A
few years ago- I started to have trouble swallowing, and my doctors found nodes on my thyroid. Nodes on my
thyroid that I had to go for cancer testing. When they do that- they just stick a big ass needle in your throat and
get into the nodes to be tested. They don’t give you anything- no anaesthetic- because of the location. So- do
this a few times and see if you can sit still. Anyway- after being stabbed at 6x- and my thyroid becoming so big
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I had trouble swallowing and breathing- I had my thyroid removed. With all the cancer in my family- I figured
I’d be ahead of the game. No Cancer. None. I’m the only one in my family to escape cancer so far. I’ve been
doing oil since my 20’s. I’ve had just about every cancer test out there due to family history- and nada so far
Thank God! You do the math :-)” Janet

“Hi Rick! Amy passed away this morning. Amy stopped using the oil when her numbers came up strange. You
said something didn’t smell right- well the doctors screwed up her lab results, and they were bad. Amy was so
tired (23 rounds of radiation, 3 or 4 of chemotherapy). She just gave up. I’m not kidding. She had been through
so very much before us, that she felt her time had come. She was right. Without the oil- it was over. The week
before she looked so great- I swear! She wanted to go up to two grams a day, and really kick this. Then those
damn tests came back, and she was done. I begged her to keep taking it.  How do you deal with this? I’m
devastated. Janet”

“Dear Janet, I know how you feel, dear, I’ve had the same thing happen to a few people that I had under
treatment and it is not a good feeling. At least we can take heart in the fact that what we were doing did help
and we are not the ones who caused the harm. It’s often very hard not to get deeply involved with those we are
treating and when something like this happens, it always makes me want to strangle those who are responsible. I
don’t care how much those idiot doctors think of themselves and their profession, murder is murder and before
this is over, the public is going to see them all for what they are. I look at it this way Janet, we can’t save
everyone, but what we are doing, is easing the suffering of countless people. So about all we can do is continue
on, until we can bring this world to their senses. You are a wonderful woman with a huge heart and what you
are doing, means so much to the suffering masses. So try to concentrate on all the good you have done and
don’t blame yourself for the incompetence of others. It’s people like us that make the difference and its people
like us who will change this world, so please don’t let anything sway you from the path we are both traveling.
Best Wishes, Rick Simpson”

“I shared Rick Simpson’s Phoenix Tears on my Facebook wall many times... then one day a friend of mine was
on her death bed with Lymphoma. When she saw my posts on the oil, she immediately started taking the oil and
is now CANCER FREE! Her doctors are amazed they told her she had three months to live… THEY WERE
WRONG.” Jamie

“Dear Mr. Simpson, I have a patient in the U.S. who has recently started on Phoenix Tears. It is legal in our
state. He is about a month into the program, but has been requesting well over a gram a day from the second
week. Does more than a gram a day do any good? I took this patient on for free, and I have a feeling he is
playing me a bit. He wanted a gram a day since week two, and then wanted two grams a day - and this is
extremely potent. I get looped on a quarter of a gram. We are using Buddha - 100% indica with over 15% THC
content. How do you deal with patients who want more and more? Thanks, George”

“Dear Doctordoctor, I encourage everyone with a serious condition to take the oil as quickly as possible. The
faster they can take it, the more quickly they can be healed. I have seen a few people ingest the whole 60 gram
treatment in a month and cure their terminal cancer. But people like this are rare and it is more than possible
that this guy is playing you. I had a couple of people try this with me and I put the run to them. I do not mind
supplying oil to those who need it medicinally but I will not supply it to fools who are out to pull a scam. If you
feel this guy is trying to scam you just tell him he will have to come up with the hemp himself to produce the
medicine. If he is for real, he will likely try to do just that if not then you will probably never hear from him
again. You do not have an endless supply of this oil and it has to go where it will do the most good. Keep up the
good work. Best Wishes, Rick Simpson”

“I  am treating  a  woman with TERMINAL cancer,  with  RS hemp oil  and she is  finally  getting  better.  IT
WORKS!” voodootattooo

“Doing the same thing now. 25% THC SKYWALKER OG, last OG oil my PSA was 160. After 100 grams
today its 7.” Jimmy
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“Hi Chris, Update... cancer is going away... she got a call from her confused oncologist yesterday morning.
Usually we have a face to face appointment but he called her this time to advise her of the results of all the
scans done a few weeks ago.

Liver - cancer no longer can be seen. Lung cancer, one lung cancer gone and the other lung cancer significantly
reduced. Breast - he didn’t comment... He didn’t mention the breast thought... so Mom is calling him back for a
few questions and to set up an appointment for us to go in and talk to him and to view past and recent scans. I
am  afraid  she  was  a  bit  shell  shocked  when  the  Dr.  started  speaking  about  her  liver  and  lung  cancer
disappearing that she forgot to ask about her breast area.

All the scans were for a prescreening for a new hormone therapy trail... but the Dr. says she is no longer a
candidate for the hormone study as a patient has to have growth in the cancerous areas and all her areas are
NOT growing but dying.

We are over the moon with the results of the oil!!! When I spoke with Rick a month or so ago regarding my
mother  he suggested that she should go on a 2nd 90 day treatment  and so we are planning on that  at  the
beginning of Sept. In the meantime we will put her on a maintenance dose.

Wow! She knew from the start of the treatment that the oil was working on her tumours she could feel them
shrinking and going away. We are all so thankful that you introduced me to your documentary idea and shared
this treatment. I am home tonight if you have time to chat. Forever Grateful, Cindy“

“Hello dear Corrie... Just wanted to let you know that I gave the oil I had from my mom to a friend’s friend who
has breast cancer... She took for a month and it’s in remission... Some cancer cells are dead in the tumor... And
the doctor  was amazed and positive  and apparently  if  she has  better  results  next  time the will  start  to  do
something about the oil. I’m am so so happy and thanking God for letting me be able to give that information
about the cannabis oil to this woman.. :)) So wished my mom could have taken the oil everyday...”

“Hi Rick, I got some good news. My mother couldn’t stand any more psychically the cognition that she’s got
cancer in her breast, so she underwent the surgery. However, she ate 30g of the dose, and she was drinking
some herbal teas from some guy which has all sorts of medical herbs and she put the bandages from these herbs
also. Anyway, when doctors took that cancer out, it was no more than 7mm big and of 100% tissue, only 1%
was active, and malignant and in the dying phase. 3 doctors were looking at this, and they said that they never
saw something like that... So, if she went more 1 or two weeks without the operation, everything would be
gone. Now, she is taking every day the oil for 1 and a half gram and she understands now that the operation was
completely unnecessary.

However, she’s much more calmer now then she was, because she was freaking out, so we couldn’t talk her out
of the operation... but now everything is good, and the herbs and the oil did its job also. Anyway, the stupid
doctors gave her 23 radio therapies, but she said she wouldn’t do it and the doctor said between the lines that
she’s right. It’s unbelievable how far these doctors go. Everybody says hello, Rick. Thank you very much for
recommendation, and give big thanks to Jindrich once again.” Sasa

“Rick... a friend just had a brain tumour removed from his head... he has spots on his lungs... they want him to
have chemo and radiation... would taking the oil be a waste while on chemo and radiation? Seeing how he is
after the brain tumour was removed is remarkable, he is 80 % better than he was last week with that thing in his
head... I want to tell him not to do chemo and radiation and do the oil but it’s not my choice...” Sharon

-- Sharon, it would increase his chances of survival. But in fact, the chemo will only cause that he will have to
eat 120-180g of the oil afterwards just to undo the damage. Of course, that is if he survives the poisoning. Best
wishes, JB

“For all you chuckleheads who think Rick Simpson is a fraud, you should know that Michelle Aldrich just
cured her stage 3 lung cancer with cannabis oil, provided by Valerie Corral and WAMM! Why can’t the media
and doctors start telling the truth for once?! Cannabis cures cancer, goddamit!!! And the irresponsible people
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are the ones trying to hush up this reality, not people like me and Tommy who want the world to know the truth
about cannabis and cancer.” Steven

“Hi everybody, I got great news. The wife got her PET scan result Monday. She had cancer for 5 years after 6
rounds of chemo and one stem cell transplant, then it still came back. 6 months ago she was supposed to do
another transplant but it got cancelled because they could find no donor. So she started on the oil. On Monday
the doctor told us the cancer was gone. Thanks for the oil, Rick. You are the man, thanks.” Luc

-- Thank you, Luc. Medical documentation would be more than welcome. She should stay on a maintenance
dose, I would eat as much oil as possible whenever possible. Have her stay away from more scans, if possible.
A Youtube video testimony would be great. Best wishes, JB

“The year 2013 is now gone and I am glad I can see 2014 which Doctors didn’t think I can see the year 2013.
But here I am still alive and well. A few people that I haven’t seen for several years said, wow, you’re still
alive!  Yes, I  am still  alive because I have been using the right herbal  medicine (Cannabis Oil)  to kill  my
incurable GBM Brain cancer.

So Thank you God for showing me the way to heal. And Dr Tiew Han for your skills in Craniotomy, Also Rick
Simpson for sharing your knowledge about this God Sent OIL, and my wife Cinimin Mansur for taking care of
me, and my Angels for your humble help, and friends and my family for their awesome support and love.
Without you all, it’s impossible to see me healthy again. I feel so lucky and blessed. And yes, I believe in
Angels.

All the best everyone for 2014, try not to stress, be happy and stay Healthy.” Elia

“I would love to thank (xxx) for the oil that was donated for my cancer!! As of now, there is no cancer to be
found in my body!! It really works folks, the proof is all in my medical records! Thank y’all so much and big
props to the Tears!!!” Becky

“Thumbs up to Jindrich, he was absolutely right about topical application being applied directly on the skin
rather than on the bandage. The difference was like night and day.” Roland

-- Of course. Tinctures with 20-30-50% oil also work great, because they get under the surface easily. In some
cases, hemp seed oil (or shea butter) and hemp oil mixes are also very beneficial. But logically, the more oil you
get right on the wound, the better. JB

 “I wrote before that we had success treating breast cancer. Now doctors said to the patient that her results are so
good that she has to go to work. The patient said THANK GOD and the doctor said that she has to thank him
not to god and I’m asking what for he didn’t do anything but keep telling her that she has to take chemo and
radiation... crazy doc...

But we took it to next level, we are healing someone’s face because it was destroyed with pills 5 years ago. This
person had big problems with intestine and they think that it was cancer at first and they give her some strong
pills which than destroyed her face she was like a frog. Then they said it could be Crohn’s disease and so on and
so on.

My point is that this person was trying to heal her face for 5 years with no success. She put hemp oil on her face
for 5 times and again we can’t believe how her skin looks now. OMG she is so happy now she can be herself
again.

I try to take some pictures but in every 3 days but the skin healed so fast that I can’t show you how did her face
looked before, but with her permission we will in following days show her old pictures (only her face skin) and
new one so you people can see the difference...” Jasmin

“I’m a 39 year old woman with a 2 year and have met breast cancer. This oil is my medicine and cure. These
people so full of greed. They have no idea of the pain and anguish we and our families go through. Just selfish
greed. Karma.” Sally
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“Well, two weeks... Doctor said I had a 2-3 cm tumor in my bladder. Wanted to take me directly to the OR.
Made it go away in less than 14 days. Confirmed by CT scan. Diagnosed on 2/15, CT scan done on 2/29.”
Gersh

“This CT scan was done 14 days after a 2-3 cm tumor was observed, via scope, in my bladder. In only 14 days,
using only essential  cannabis  oil,  no tumor is  observed in  the bladder.  Cannabis  only … 14 days...  gone.
Lawmakers please understand this. Don’t take away my medicine. This isn’t just another way to get drunk. This
medicine saves my life.” Gersh

“OK... I received the pathology report. The tumor in my bladder had shrank before they took it out. The last
time the doctor saw it, it measured about 2.5 cm. When they removed it, it had shrank to 0.5 cm. I wonder what
this doctor will say about that.” Gersh

“Dear Rick, God Bless You! I have lost my Mother, my Grandmother, beloved aunts and uncles and friends to
cancer over the years. But the one that hit me the hardest was my gorgeous, intelligent, wonderful sister Kim.
She was diagnosed with stage 4 lung cancer in July of 2010 at the age of 42, and by February 2011 she was
dead. I don’t know what treatments she employed because she didn’t tell anyone in the family that she was
dying until too late, and her junkie ex-husband stepped into her care and locked the family out. I didn’t find out
about the oil until the last month, and I’ve been researching hard since then. At first I thought it was snake oil,
like a lot of other stuff, but so far I’ve listed 27 people who claim to have cured or significantly reduced their
cancer with it. 27 People!!! And that’s just on YouTube and online blogs alone! I wish I had known about this
back in 1997, when my Mom was diagnosed, or in 2000 when my Grandmother came out of remission, or in
2010 when my sister was told to go home and die, or last year when my brother-in-law was diagnosed with
cancer of the mouth and throat and had to have half his face removed and reconstructed. But now I do, thanks to
you. God Bless You and all you love, and thank you for working so hard to make this wonderful medicine
available to everyone.” Denise

-- Dear Denise, what am I to say? They killed my Mom with chemo due to early small-cell lung cancer, so I
know exactly how you feel. Nothing pleasant. All the time, the medicine should have been available and was
not  only  because  someone  wants  to  make  money.  C’est  la  vie,  but  not  everyone  will  just  swallow  it  as
peacefully as I have. It is a very traumatic experience when you find out about what all the oil can cure or
control and what all has been used instead of it.

Please send me the list of those online testimonials, it could be interesting and helpful for others who were just
as  brainwashed  as  I  was  before  I  met  Rick  and  found  out  about  the  real  state  of  affairs  in  the  field  of
“conventional medicine”.

Thank you for your support and helping us spread the word about this medicine. After two and a half years of
working with Rick, all I can say is that properly produced and used oil does exactly what he says it does. JB

“Hi Corrie! AMAZING news once again. My friend ***** ***** you spoke to and sent to *** in Los Angeles,
well he has been on Cannabis oil for about 2 or so months now and he went to have his medical scans done
today and there is NO MORE CANCER in his body!!!!!!! ALL CLEAR!!!!!!! He is beyond beyond grateful to
you to me for telling him about you and beyond grateful for you telling him about ****!!!

THANK YOU forever more. You are so so so good to be helping all these people you don’t even know and
saving lives all over the world! I am going to be driving down to Los Angeles to work with ****and try to stop
all my diarrhea and get me off the toilet from going 60-80 times a day. How about this for yet another amazing
report? We so LOVE this!!”

“I want to share a comment from my Doctor today. I have had a Bladder Infection for a LONG time and the Dr
has been treating the infection. Today he took a firsthand look with a camera (not much fun) AND it appears I
have the remains of a bladder mass (tumor) that has DIED in place (his words not mine) and is causing the
infection to linger.

AGAIN! HIS WORDS NOT MINE; The Dr. said “I have been practicing medicine for over 40 years and have
never seen a tumor die in place without some kind of outside intervention.” I have been taking oil off and on
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since March but since my crop came in I have been double dosing oil for about 6 weeks. Going to have a little
clean up surgery on Oct 8th to make sure the mass is gone (if I don’t pass it before then). I HAD some doubt
about the oil but FOLKS I HAVE DOUBTS NO MORE.

I have enough bud material to make up about 5 or 6 ounces of oil. The material used is Sativa Blend Pineapple
Kush, 25% THC. I cannot tell you how happy I am with the results so far. I have not told my Dr. anything yet
because in FLa some Dr. will then refuse to treat you. So for now he knows nothing.” John

-- But you know more than enough, John. Congratulations. I would continue taking the oil and I would leave the
surgery for later. No more scans if at all possible. And I would also take the oil in suppository form, you always
want to get the oil as close as possible to the sore place. Also, try to make the oil from more than one strain for
best results, if you can. Best wishes to you, JB

“Full agreement there JB. And underscore the delay of surgery. Any invasive body work allows infections into
your system. Trough slovenly habits and a total disrespect of their own wonder drugs we now have antibiotic
resistant flesh eating bacteria, rife in most hospitals. RSO will fix that one but what about a surgical “botch-
job”? Run From the Cure says it all.” Tielman

“3 days ago we treated a friend’s basal cell carcinoma with RSO. We checked it today and it had almost gone.
We reapplied RSO and covered with a bandage. We will be checking it in another 3 days and expect it to be
gone judging by the previous 3 days result. This one is on his right hand. Previous cancers we cured of his were
on his left hand. Hooray, it works.” Mark

-- Yes, it does. We would not do what we are doing if it didn’t. JB

“My name is George, and I’d like to give you my testimony. At age 82, December the 22nd, 2010, I was
diagnosed with esophageal cancer. I was told that I would have 6 months to 2 years to live and possibly may
require a stint placed in my throat at some point after radiation treatment to help with swallowing.

Prior my diagnosis, I was having trouble breathing and swallowing food, had swelling in both my legs and
became fatigued with light activity. I had undergone radiation treatment in early 2011. By September 2011, I
was having a hard time swallowing and chewing solid food. I felt like I was choking. My food had to be cut up
into small pieces. I preferred to eat mushy food and Boost shakes instead. I was also experiencing severe gas in
my stomach. The gas ripped through my stomach like thunder and lightning. I was starting to experience dizzy
episodes difficulty breathing, shortness of breath and sweating. My balance was poor and I was not able to get
around very well. It was difficult to carry groceries to my suite without shortness of breath and sweating.

Later a severe episode of dizziness sent me to the hospital and the doctor put me on a second blood pressure
pill. Shortly after my hospital stay, a stranger approached me and offered me some hemp oil to treat my cancer
and directed me to the Phoenix Tears website for more information. I was uneasy at first and terrified about
taking hemp oil, I always thought that cannabis was a gateway drug that would cause an addiction and lead me
to other hard drugs. After researching Rick Simpson’s hemp oil I decided I was going to take the treatment. I
realized during and after the treatment that hemp/cannabis oil is “gateway” to better health.

After my first dose -1/2 rice grain of Hemp Oil, I noticed it working in my body right away.
 I felt it flow through my body from my fingers to my toes. 
 I experienced a sense of relaxation, happiness and an enhancement of my humor. 
 My legs felt rubbery which after 6 hours faded. 
 Breathing was quieter while resting and also while sleeping
 After days/weeks:
 My piles/haemorrhoids disappeared.
 Pain in shoulder lessened
 Shortness of breath lessened. 
 From the second day the build-up of gas and stomach discomfort was soothed and became more regular and

continued the treatment. 
 I reduced and stopped taking my blood pressure pills as my blood pressure was getting too low readings.
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Once off blood pressure pills, my blood pressure normalized 
 Swelling in both legs and ankles was considerably reduced. 
 Curbed my appetite and regulated my weight - I lost 26 pounds so far. 
 Skin color improved
 Dizziness disappeared
 Heartbeat seems more regular and not so bothersome, considered I have an irregular heartbeat since birth 
 Bowel movements became more regular
 Experienced better, more restful sleep. 
 Balance and Coordination improved
 Able to get around better without shortness of breath. 
 Became more articulate in conversations
 Changed my outlook on things and elevated my mood
 Changed my view on Marijuana
In general, all symptoms I was experiencing before I took the hemp oil treatment, disappeared.

It  took  me  3  1/2  months  to  complete  the  treatment.  This  experience  was  not  that  unpleasant.  It  was  an
adjustment though, when I increased the doses but after a day or two everything was adjusted. I followed the
dose increments suggested by Rick Simpson more or less.

After 2 months of treatment, my visit to the Oncologist was surprising. He stated that my skin color looked
good, blood pressure and heartbeat was normal, and because I was having no problem swallowing, there was no
need for a stint. Also, he stated that the x-ray from a prior appointment looked good and that I didn’t have to
come back for at least 6 months. Normally, I was scheduled to see the Oncologist every 3 months...

I believe that the hemp oil killed my Cancer. All the other health improvements that I experienced from the
hemp oil makes me feel like a new man. I am totally amazed of the miracle of hemp oil. I am so thankful that I
decided to take the hemp oil.

Hemp oil renewed my health and prolonged my life. I thank-you Rick Simpson, God bless you! Keep up the
good works! I am completely convinced that hemp-oil can save lives. Thank you.” George

“Mini-update for George... To date he has lost +31 pounds, now, a short while ago he had to visit his denturist,
because of his weight loss (he used to be something like 280 pounds). He has learned he could gain the weight
back pretty easily if he wanted now, however he is choosing a healthier lower weight & lifestyle), he had to
have his dentures re-seated/adjusted. His denturist remarked on how well he looked and on his colour being
better as well.

I have to mention that George said he has had good breathing still, and no problems with choking anymore to
date, he had a steak, potato, and vegetables for supper earlier this week, and his food goes down much, much
easier than it ever used to before his “treatment.” He tells us that he visited his G.P. (regular doc) earlier this
week... His doctor exclaimed “WOW!, are you sure you’re the same George I seen before?” Also his doc said
his colour has improved. George tells me he later showed his doctor how much more fluid he lost in both of his
legs telling him he thinks it is almost gone... Then doctor said, “George, you no longer have oedema.”

He has procured some old medical info papers, and was told too (now) he should/ could try to get his an old x-
ray plus CT scan image (on a disc) from his Oncologist on his next appointment (June). He is trying to get into
his oncologist appointment earlier now... with his G.P.’s help now. On that visit he will be asking for an MRI.
He has come a long ways now... however his only real problem currently (otherwise he says he would be
great!!) is he has had an irregular heartbeat since birth, and lately it has been spiking a little more than usual. I
don’t know if his weight loss triggers his irregular heartbeat or the excitement from this life-changing event or
what is doing this for sure, I only know I want this too fixed for him. He has now a referral to see a cardiologist
regarding  his  heartbeat  etc.  Also  recently  his  colour  got  even more  better  he  has  more  red/rosy  face,  his
circulation appears even more better too. Well, that’s all I could get for now... Peace 1” Freedom

“Well, Rick and Jindrich, my hard work and dedication to RSO has finally paid off. I’ve been following Rick
and Phoenix tears since 2004 and I was an instant believer in the healing capabilities of the oil. I spread the
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word and stood behind it 100% even when people laughed and called me crazy. I’ve now cured 3 people with
terminal cancer and my most recent patient I owe a lot of credit  to for actually going through the medical
system and refusing all there treatment and having it documented that he was using RSO to cure his cancer...
both of his lungs were full of cancer and they gave him 3 months to live when he was first diagnosed... 5
months ago. Today he is officially cancer free and he actually gained 27 pounds. The cancer doctors are blown
away by his miraculous recovery in only 5 months with barely any help from them and are actually saying he is
healthier than they are now. Lol he was eating the oil in front of the doctors at the hospital and carrying around
a Weed world magazine with a Phoenix tears article in it showing it to all the other patients and spreading the
word about RSO. I will have copies of all the hospital documentation soon that RSO cured his cancer... it says it
right on his paperwork that he used hemp oil for treatment. I will be putting together a story for him asap to help
spread the word as much as I possibly can, I also know about 25 other people that have seen the RSO miracle
work for many different illnesses and they are now working on curing themselves also... the word is out!!!! :)
On behalf of the cured and soon to be many others in my area I would like to say THANK YOU guys for your
continued hard work and dedication to the rediscovery of the panacea... You guys are lifesavers... Literally!!
PEACE AND LOVE from P.A.” Steve

“Hi, I have to tell you a story about a miracle that happened yesterday. I have a friend and her name is Shannon
O’Brien. She is a 17 year Brain cancer survivor. She has had an inoperable tumor growing for about a year now.
It had grown to almost the whole size of her brain. I shared with her the R.S.O., and yesterday her M.R.I. results
showed the tumor had shrunk by almost half. She has been taking it since Feb. 14. You have to understand that
this was a Hail Mary. I am so grateful my spirit found your story and I was able to pass it on.” Nadine

“My friend  has  been  totally  healed  of  bowel  cancer,  in  4  weeks  of  taking  cannabis  oil.  The  doctors  are
scratching their heads, they can’t figure it out. This man was to undergo radical surgery on Oct 12, he had a
10% chance of coming out of the surgery. On Nov 1st his doctors gave him a clean bill of health. These are the
same doctors who told him he wouldn’t be alive to see Christmas. Hallelujah. Praise the lord for putting this
extremely healing plant on this earth, to heal all who have enough faith to use it. IT WORKS.” Sherrie

“Well, I am feeling better. Been on RSO for about 30 days for brain tumor and diabetes. My blood sugar is
dropping. I stopped insulin 2 days ago because blood sugar was dropping too low.” Jeff

“It also cleared another friend’s breast cancer stage 1. Went from a golf ball size tumor to smaller than a pea in
two weeks. 0.4g twice a day, raw oil. Another friend with skin cancer removed it with topical solution rubbed
directly on the skin.

On myself I have gotten rid of infection and swelling in a bad tooth, cleared out my lungs after a bout with
asthma, and removed two funky spots from my skin that may or may not have been cancer...  never got it
checked and it is gone... oops. No chemo, no radiation, no side effects, no problem.” Bruce

“I used oil I made myself using Rick’s video instructions and cured myself of Stage 4 Diffuse Large “B” Cell
Lymphoma, a supposedly “incurable” follicular cancer in just 58 days!! Since then I have continued to make the
oil for myself and others and seen over 10 confirmed cases of Lung, Breast, Prostate, Brain, Colon, Leukemia,
Pancreatic, patients cure themselves using dark green oils!! I make oil using BOTH leaves and flowers because
of  the  special  anti-inflammatory  compounds  found ONLY within  the  green  leaves!  I  lost  my  entire  large
intestine in 1992. I have had a “pouch” made from my small intestine that works like normal plumbing for 20
years that should have worm out 7 years ago! According to my gastroenterologist  at PAMF; he credits the
heavy cannabinoid use to a healthy ‘pouch’ “in better shape than 20 years ago the day it was first put in.” He
has heard the same results from many other patients who use cannabinoids and now recommends it  to his
patients!” Craig

“Whoot Whoot, Rick Simpson Oil is AMAZING!! Thank you for sharing with the world how to make this
wonderful cure to all. I made my friend Carmen take the oil when she was diagnosed with Hodgkin Lymphoma
Cancer. She has been CANCER FREE for a year now!!! And my Addison disease is GONE with no trace of it
and the  doctors  can’t  explain  how or  why as  this  has  NEVER happened before.  BUT I  can  and I  DO!!!
Cannabis CURES!!!” Amy
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“Hello,  I  just  thought  I  would share with  you some good news.  The cancer  patient  I  spoke to  you about
previously has recently gone through a CAT scan. There are no tumors present!!! There was a tumor on his
chest  that  was about  the size of  a  baseball.  It  and the  other  tumors  are  completely  gone!  The only thing
remaining is some scar tissue. He and I alike praise God for this wonderful medicine. Cannabis, an awesome
plant, a gift given to us all from God. We should all thank Rick Simpson and the sacrifices he made to make the
people aware of what God’s plant can do. The patient has gained back the 40 pounds he lost. He looks healthier
and better than I have ever seen. I am 100% confident and a true believer that the Rick Simpson Oil, when made
and used correctly, can cure cancer. Now after 12 years of battling this disease, this patient is cancer free. We
can only give our glory to God for this.

Thanks again Rick, for being a standup guy that made some very big sacrifices for the people. For a year now, I
have been spreading the word of what RSO can do. Now I am 100% confident that everything that was said in
your videos is true blue. I am taking on another stage 4 cancer patient and am very confident that he will
become cancer free in less than a year. I will continue to spread the word the best I can. I will also help as many
people as I can. The truth will prevail. Thank you for all you have done and still do. Sincerely, Grow Goddess”

“This cure is a reality NOW. They told mom she was stage 4 lung cancer last December. 14 months later she
looks and feels better than she has in years! Thank You for having the balls to stick to your beliefs.” CK

“Dr. Rondeau told me before Xmas that this black spot on my back was melanoma. I went to him after it started
bleeding. I came home and started putting bud oil on my back and I also started eating oil steady. It took less
than 2 weeks and the spot on my back cleared up and I continued eating about 2 ounces of the oil. Barely a
mark on my back and I feel fantastic.

Philip also had his one year check-up and he has been cancer free for over a year. So they call that cancer free.
He does not need to see a doctor for at least 3 years. HE TOOK NO CHEMO AND NO RADIATION, HE
TOOK  ABOUT  4  OUNCES  OF  CANNABIS  OIL  AND  HE  STILL  EATS  A  LITTLE  BIT  ALMOST
EVERYDAY. NOT MANY PEOPLE BEAT BOWEL CANCER. RICK IS OUR HERO.” Flute Wood

“My boyfriend and I  have recently made your oil  and offered it  to a good friend who had a bad looking
melanoma on his foot. We explained how to use your oil, and just yesterday he called to exclaim his surprise
that it was completely GONE! With fresh new skin growth underneath.” Gwendolyn

“It is only hard to believe to the people who have not had a chance to get educated on the healing power of
cannabis oil… I live in the area where Rick Simpson is from, and we have seen the healing power for 10 years.
It cures cancer, diabetes, muscle disorders, tooth aches, especially a miracle remedy for burns (you have to see
it to believe it).

So far there is nothing that we have seen that it won’t work on, if taken properly and regularly. Especially good
for skin cancer, nausea, cramps in the stomach, and whatever one needs. A good night’s sleep. There is nothing
that relieves stress life cannabis oil, and most of our internal problems are caused by stress. So there you go.
Good luck to everyone. It really works, you just have to trust it. Put your trust in God and Rick Simpson.” Terry

“All I know is I was ready to go, couldn’t take it anymore, put my story on here, and my angel stepped up and
hooked me up will the RSO oil. I had stopped eating, and with just a few rice grain size of the oil, I could feel
the change inside of me. Before that my life was on the couch with heating pad, kept down drinks. But by the
second day, I was up, in the ice box, looking for something to eat, took a shower. To some that’s not a big deal,
until the time comes when you can’t stand long enough for a shower. I stayed on it, gained weight, started living
again, really getting my life back. Only regret I didn’t know about it before I had surgery. 56, white female
breast cancer victim Kathleen”

“My friend’s mother had breast cancer 3 times. She used marijuana regularly but her doctor told her not to use it
when she was going through chemotherapy. She listened to her doctor and discontinued the use of marijuana
but she never got better. The third time it came back she ignored the doctor and used marijuana throughout her
treatments and continues to use it via Rick Simpson oil and edibles. She has been cancer free for 5 years now
and has no signs of it coming back!” Duane
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“I just have to share this excellent news with you and your following... My wife’s work friend told her a few
months ago that her husband’s pancreatic cancer had returned for a second time, my wife and I already knew of
your RSO so we put them on to your site to learn more about it etc., well he started on it straight away and
yesterday went back to the hospital for the results of his most recent tests, the hospital were pretty much telling
him that he need chemo again, but what actually happened when they looked at the results is, the cancer had
definitely become much smaller than it was when they first noticed it had come back, almost disappeared in
fact. They were baffled as to how it could have shrunk (they should learn about all types of medicine then eh,
not just the poisonous ones). They said they want to remove what’s left, but I advised him to just carry on with
the same doses he was doing before, as it has obviously had a positive effect, and not bother letting those
butchers anywhere near him. I was so happy to hear the news though and couldn’t wait to let you know. :)”
Mark

-- Well done, Mark, Go by how the patient feels, scans are not necessary in most cases. If he eats 120-180g over
six months, he does not have much to worry about, it seems. JB

“There are thousands of documented proofs that it indeed cures cancer in people who refused to have anything
to do with doctors, just the oil. I had stage 4 cancer. I only had 3 months to live and that was 14 months ago.”
Tom

“Just to let you know, here’s an update on my uncle Tom. His new PSA level is 0.1 and stable. Thank you for
giving us the knowledge to save his life. He was at stage 4 prostate cancer. We are looking to do a testimonial.
God bless you.” Sherri

“Since my recovery from Ulcerative Colitis and Cancer my Gastroenterologist now has ALL his patients on
Cannabis  products  because  they  are  the  most  powerful  anti-inflammatories  he  knows of...  and  they  work
BETTER THAN ANY DRUG HE CAN PRESCRIBE!!!” Craig

“I know it cures cancer... I cured my mom’s 3 times and she is now cancer free.” Mc Jay

“Dear Lara, I just wanted to send you a message really quick to thank you for everything you do. I have been
following your page for about 6 months now. (Sorry this is the first time we’ve spoken. I guess I’m not much of
a big talker.) Although I very rarely ever say anything on your page, I have greatly appreciated the research you
have done because it led to me doing my own research. One of the things I learned about when I first started
following your posts, was how cannabis can cure cancer. This hit home for me because my mother has been
very ill with pancreatic cancer for about a year now. She was really bad for a while and we were really terrified
she wouldn’t pull through. One day I read your post about cannabis oil, and decided to ask my mother if she
would try it. She had never consumed any cannabis before, but at this point she was willing to try anything.
Since we live in southern California, I was able to order her a 3 month supply of cannabis oil from a local
distributor. We figured we’d cut out the chemo for a few months to see if the cannabis worked on its own.
Amazingly, you could see her getting better right away. She felt better, she was able to eat better, she had more
energy but she was able to get a good night’s sleep without constantly waking up.. She was even able to walk
across the room without assistance of a walker for the first time in months. Just a few days ago we took her to
the specialist to see how much the cancer had shrunk. She’s been taking this oil for 2 months and 2 weeks as of
today,  and  I  am pleased  to  announce,  her  cancer  is  almost  completely  gone.  The  doctor  said  its  only  5
PERCENT the size it once was. When I told him how it happened, the doctor couldn’t believe it. I really think
you helped save my Moms life. The struggle isn’t over yet, but it’s almost over and it’s totally winnable now.
This message is from me and my whole family… Thank you for what you do Lara. Thank you from the bottom
of our hearts. ♥” Dean

“Dear CureYourOwnCancer.com, a while back, I read about the Rick Simpson Oil and decided to try making
some. I have been growing marijuana for a very long time. I used some of my best buds, and made up some
premium hemp oil. I tried it and could not believe it. It was so potent it was like nothing I have ever had.

After trying it, I knew of a patient that had been battling cancer (Hodgkin’s Lymphoma) for about 11 years at
that point. I offered to be his medical marijuana caregiver, and supply him with the oil at no cost to him so long
as he would take the oil as recommended. At that time, he was a stranger to me more than less. I had met him
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about a year prior at a compassion club meeting and learned then that he had the cancer. I really wanted to see if
the oil could cure cancer, as mentioned in Rick Simpson’s “Run From the Cure”.

So, after getting in contact with this patient and presenting the offer to him, we filed the proper paperwork with
our state and began treatment. We set it up to where he would be in possession of the plants, so eventually, he
would be able to provide the oil to himself. That was also part of the agreement, that he learn how to help
himself. We began treatment. At first it was difficult for him because the oil was so potent, and taking it three
times per day can be quite difficult.

After  three  months,  a  very  tumor  on his  upper  chest  started  to  shrink.  After  five  months,  the  tumor  was
completely gone. He then went in for a CAT scan. The results came back that he is cancer free! The doctors
have been trying to cure his cancer for at least 11 years. Chemo, bone marrow transplants, and so on. All it took
was about a pound of premium bud converted into hemp oil. He has his before and after CAT scan results on
disk (will be provided to us soon). He has come forward and spoken publicly to people. In fact, he is now a
caregiver helping other patients with the healing hemp oil!

This story is the real deal, no B.S. I have two videos (both to the right) that were taken at a local cannabis camp.
One video is just my patient. The other video is my patient and other patient’s testimonies. My patient and I
give the glory to God for this miracle. Sincerely, GrowGoddess”

“A year ago my oncologist told us to contact hospice soon, colon cancer was back in my lungs and colon, had
been removed from colon in 09 and liver in 11. My husband insisted that they try one more round of chemo, at
the same time I discovered Cannabis oil, I started taking the oil the same day as chemo. My tumor marker was
17.6. After ONE treatment (and 2 weeks of oil) my tumor marker was 10.6. Last Friday after 2 treatments and 5
weeks of oil, my tumor marker is 4.8. My nurse told me she didn’t know what I was doing, but this chemo was
not supposed to produce these results. I feel better than I have in a long, long time.” Diane

“I tried it, I had colon cancer, cancer is gone!!!” Jean

“Dear Rick, even though I don’t know you in person, I feel almost like you would be a member of my family
for how important your role has been already for my life and life on my family!

I will never have enough words to thank you for your commitment in helping the entire humanity in a totally
selfless aim. I live in Slovenia and I heard you will be here on the end the month and I won’t miss the chance to
thank you in person to shake the hand of my hero!

My girlfriend mother has been diagnosed almost 3 months ago with 4 stage small cells lung cancer (a tumour
big as tennis ball in her right lung, with 2 metastasis on her liver and lymph nodes). Just few months before I
had the big luck to come across your video “Run From the Cure” and even if I knew of the many benefits of
medical marijuana, I was shocked by the revelation made in your movie and I remember thinking “if it happens
to me to have a cancer I will for sure go for the oil.” Then it didn’t happen to me but to my girlfriend’s mother,
a really special person which I always loved beside the fact she is my girlfriend mother!

So we decide to take action immediately and I was lucky enough to find all the raw material to prepare the
medicine! Although she was open to the idea of taking oil, she also started with chemotherapy because at that
time she was so scared she would do anything to get rid of this shitty disease.

So at first she started with chemo and from the day after she also began with oil. She could see the great anti-
chemo effect after just 1 hour after she took her first dose of oil. It was incredible, even though we knew the oil
would probably work we were not expecting such a quick improvement! After 24 hours of continuous vomiting
and feeling like she was passing away, she started to feel better from any point of view (no nausea any more, no
bad taste in her mouth, big appetite,  great sleeping etc.)  and she kept getting better  and better till  the next
chemo.

After 3 rounds of chemo and 35 ml of oil, she had her first CT scan and the results were really encouraging, the
big tumour on her lung was now the half of what it was on the previous CT, and of the 2 metastasis there was
just one left, and it was smaller!
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In this period I also started to do a lot of research on the endocannabinoid system and on the properties of
cannabinoids. And it’s incredible to see how many researches, studies and experiments exist on the subject and
it really looks like all the science is supporting what you discovered almost by chance. Lately even the National
Cancer Institute (of America) opened a section in their web site called “cannabis and cannabinoids” and just one
month ago it was updated with a lot of documentation on THC & cancer.

Now the reason why I would like to meet you in person (beside the fact that I need to thank you like you
deserve) is because I need help to convince my girlfriend mother to quit this nonsense chemo which, even if she
is getting cure from cancer, is harming her tremendously!

I have calculated that on 15th of this month she will have completed the 60ml treatment, but on 27th she would
have to go for the 5th round of chemo (which will be followed even by a 6th!).

So as you can understand, I want to avoid her to go for a chemo when she could be already cancer free! The
problem is that small cell lung cancer is known to respond good on the beginning of chemo (or at least this is
what doctors say) so they told her is really not so surprising the good results she had on her last CT scan...

What I suggested her is to do another CT scan before to go for the 5th chemo to be sure she won’t do a chemo
on a clean body. She agreed but still I know she is scared to go against what doctors say...

I was wondering if maybe it would be possible to have a private encounter with you before the congress and
before her 5th round of chemo. I’m sure she will be enthusiastic to meet you and probably you would be able to
find the right argumentation and to give her the right incentive to quit chemo!

I can imagine you are probably overloaded with all kind of requests for help so I would totally understand if you
don’t have time and energy or even wish to get involved in every personal sad story you meet in your path…
And independently from your availability to meet in person I’ll always be endlessly grateful for what you have
done for me and for the entire world!

Thank you from the bottom of my heart. I wish you all the best for your life and I hope one day you will also be
able to go back to a normal life in a normal world! Respect, xxx

P.S. If you want to post this testimonial feel free to do it, but please do not tag or use my name because we are
still using the oil and still living in prohibitionist country so I can’t afford the risk of being caught. I’ll anyway
keep you updated we the development of the treatment and I would be happy to provide you with a full good-
ending story.

“Xxx, she should eat 120-180g of high grade oil over six months of more quickly, if she can. No more chemo,
no more CT scans if  possible  -  they are both carcinogenic  and will  spread the cancer  even further.  Make
suppositories with 0.2-3g of oil in them (melt  cocoa butter, add oil,  stir, pour into molds, let cool at  room
temperature) and have her use them two or three times a day in addition to the oil she will eat (if she can take it,
if not reduce the oral dose slightly). She should also vaporize the oil several times a day - coughing will help
clean the lungs and later she will also cough out the tumors.

As for meeting you in person, we will be more than happy to, but we usually do a very short process with those
who want to take chemo, we don’t waste our time persuading them anymore, the decision is up to them. From
our point of view, all info they need is on our site and in Rick’s books. If someone came and said they wanted
to take the oil with chemo, we wouldn’t even supply the oil to them, someone else will be more than happy to
eat it without the deadly chemo. Any rational person must know that taking poison is not a good thing to do.
The oil will do a much better job without the chemo.

Then, anyway, the more chemo she takes, the more oil she will have to eat to undo the damage - if she survives
the chemo, of course, that you never know in advance and each injection might be the last. Sorry to say that, but
that’s how it is.

So, the way I look at it, she should pound the oil in her and stay away from doctors and their treatments as much
as she can. She should increase the pH of her body, eat seeds from two apples every day and then eat the oil,
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take it in suppositories, vaporize the oil and maybe also use it topically on her chest in an alcohol tincture or in a
mix with hemp seed oil or similar. Simply follow the instructions on our site and in Rick’s book for best results.
Also check Rick’s Youtube videos – you will hear pretty much the same sentences that you would hear from
him or us in person, the message stay the same – and it is “Stay away from chemo and radiation” as much as
you possibly can. Best wishes, Jindrich Bayer”

“As someone who had gone through chemo as a teenager I can tell you it’s no walk in the park!!! Feeling this I
can tell you that we’re trying to find a cure and why not try everything we can to find it in less painful ways.
Giving poison to kill poison isn’t always the answer try a natural cure and see what happens.” Constance

“We need to see some real changes...and parents should not be forced to inject poison in to their child (chemo)!
If people actually knew what chemo was they would second guess pumping it in to their bodies. Not to mention
if you are lucky and beat cancer the side effects for chemo! It’s disgusting! Time to wake up America and the
World!” 46/7 Fighting for a Cure

“Hi Jindrich,  yesterday l  finished reading Rick’s book. Great stuff! Honestly I really don’t  need any more
evidence about the truly magic power of the oil!

I’ve done also some experiments and every day I discover something new this medicine can do! Amazing!
Sadly even though I’m convinced and even if my girlfriend is convinced still her mother is somehow not able to
“let go” completely... and still she is not sure if quitting shitty chemo…

I’m constantly trying to bring out good argumentations but I can’t decide for her! She is the one with cancer and
she is the only one who can decide what to do with her life.

I know she will get cured anyway on the end because we will stuff in her so much oil that it will be impossible
for her to die. But still I feel it’s so stupid and so dangerous to play with these fucking chemicals, especially
when you have access to natural medicine which has been proved to cure cancer!

I read about your experience with cancer and medical system... I’m really sorry for your loss… and now I better
understand your attitude toward the traditional so called “medicine”!” Luigi

-- Hi Luigi, thank you for your nice words about the book and it is a pity that you have to go through. It is her
choice which treatment she chooses but I would not go near the chemo - just read my Mom’s story for her,
maybe she will  grasp that  taking poison is  never  a  good idea,  especially  when it  is  not  substantiated  nor
necessary. Her chances of merely surviving the chemo will greatly improve if she takes the oil, but again, why
cause even more damage to her ill body? It makes no sense at all. Best wishes, Jindrich

“A friend sat me down to watch Run From the Cure about two and half years ago thinking it may help my
psoriasis. We made the oil together- the first time for both of us- within three weeks, my plaque psoriasis was
gone. I have been making the oil and ingesting it ever since. If I ingest every day, and apply the oil topically at
night to the individual spots that pop up randomly, the psoriasis is very controlled and almost invisible. Because
of this experience, I jumped in with two feet and now own the first fully state licensed Medical Marijuana
Business in Colorado. A year into my business, my dad was diagnosed with stage IV Melanoma- it had spread
into his lungs and liver. His oncologist gave him 3 to 12 months and told him to be prepared for hospice care. I
immediately started him on an RSO regimen and five months later, his cancer is gone. Gone. Easiest thing in
the world! Thanks Rick, for reintroducing this amazing medicine to the world! :-)” Erica

“Cannabis oil cures cancer. I am a stage 3 breast cancer patient and using the oil to cure myself.” Adele

“No Chemo, no radiation... RSO & diet change... RSO cured my stomach cancer without any of that shit...”
Dale

“Made it, administered it to my 18 year old son… No sign of any cancer now. I owe you a massive thank you
Rick Simpson. My son was diagnosed in October with synovial sarcoma after removing a tumour before having
a biopsy... Was told that the cancer would still be there and could have spread to his lungs due to the aggressive
type of cancer it is... Most recent test results, they cannot find any trace of it to their bewilderment... Cannabis
oil was one of many things I started him on almost immediately after diagnoses.” Amanda
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“A close friend of mine used to be given morphine for brain tumor pain. The morphine itself caused addiction,
withdrawals and it only made things worse during its use. Cannabis itself was the one medicine that provided
relief for withdrawal symptoms, depression, pain, and the cancer itself. Your message is what saved my friend.”
Jasper

“I am so excited about the oil.  This last  month was the first time I had ever read or heard about it.  I  am
enthralled... Mr. Simpson, many of us thank you for the unselfish and loving work you have done for all of
humanity. You are my definition of a Humanitarian!!! I have volunteered with Hospice since 1998, I have seen
many suffer and pass away, even in my arms. To think that so much of this suffering could have been alleviated
is literally mind boggling...” Cindy

-- It surely is, especially when one considers that all the info about the “miraculous healing powers” of the Rick
Simpson oil is true. Properly produced and used oil can really cure cancer, diabetes, and thousands of other
conditions. It can really help with pain that morphine won’t touch. It really does rejuvenate the body and regrow
muscles. The word mind boggling does not describe it fully, I think. JB

“OMG. I just got word from someone whom I am giving Phoenix tears to who had and I mean had cancer of the
kidney. After taking the oil for 90 day the newest PET scan shows the tumors are gone. This is incredible. I
have seen Phoenix Tears cure many since I have been working with it. Thank you for helping me help others
heal.”

--  Congratulations  and  thank  you  for  helping  others,  Gregg.  No  more  scans,  just  the  oil.  The  scan  is
carcinogenic, it might cause the cancer to return and who wants that? JB

“Hello  dear  sweet  Rick Simpson & Jindrich Bayer,  I  hope you are both well  and happy.  Considering the
amounts of email you must get I’m sure you don’t remember me from months ago so I included our prior
correspondences.

Mom is alive and very healthy! Saying we are so very grateful is an understatement.

At diagnosis Feb. 2012 (stage 4 pancreatic adenocarcinoma with metastasis to liver and lung) her prognosis was
3 to 6 months with anticipated severe decrease in health during that time frame. Instead she is alive, happy and
well 10 months later.

I know you both oppose chemo and so do we… But when they said 3 months we threw EVERYTHING at it
including chemo along with starting RSO right away. We have been told no one stays as healthy as mom on as
much Gemzar chemo as she received. The RSO had to have kept her healthy during that time.

Chemo stopped 6 weeks ago when she decided she could feel the beginnings of chemo damage. She has now
been off chemo for 6 weeks and is feeling great.

Since her diagnosis in February 2012, after initial build up, she has taken a gram RSO a day (approx 300 grams
total so far).

The latest scan done Monday 12-17-12 showed more tumor shrinkage including documentation that some of the
tumors were too small to be visualized via CT scan. It was incredible news! Then on Tuesday we got the results
from her lab work. After receiving such good scan news we were shocked to hear that her tumor marker test
(CA19-9) had increased from 285 up to 2100. Have you ever  seen this  happen before? Do you have any
explanation regarding why or how the markers increased? Any ideas at all? Any suggestions? This question has
gone out to several RSO makers but so far no definitive answer.

Here are her CA19-9 results to date. Normal level is LESS THAN 37. There was non tumor marker test done at
initial diagnosis in February. 4-30-12... 23,568; 5-30-12...5,240; 6-18-12... 4,458; 8-8-12... 538; 10-8-12... 285
(Last chemo was 10-29-12); 12-17-12... 2,100. Any input you may have will be treasured by my family! Much
love, B”

-- Dear B, CT scans give a massive dose of radiation and that is what might have caused it, plus the chemo was
totally unnecessary. I would have her eat 180g of the best quality oil as quickly as possible. No more CT scans
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or any other carcinogenic nonsense, just the oil and as much of as she can take. You have to undo the damage
from the chemo and radiation first and it will take some time, it just made the job harder for the oil. Like giving
an antidote while pumping venom in her veins, it makes no sense at all to me. Best wishes, Jindrich Bayer

“I was approached by a woman with breast cancer about 4 weeks ago and managed to get her pointed in the
right direction. She has a pretty significant tumour, (I think she might have more than one.) and is able to feel it.
It’s been only 3 weeks since she started the oil and already the tumour is definitely softening. Not bad for 3
weeks! I feel very encouraged for her and I just KNOW this lady will be another success story. One Love.”
Corrie

“My dad is 89, has skin cancer on his face. Three times I’ve taken him to hospital to have some cut out, which
opens him up to infections not to mention taking from the nursing home and back it’s hard on him. I have
started with cannabis oil a couple of weeks ago. Some of these are the size of my baby finger to my thumb.
There were 11 I have treated now there’s 4 the one the size of thumb size of baby finger. They just die and fall
off skin healed. I’m amazed as are all the nurses and doctor.” Steve

“I would just like to say that I am extremely happy to announce that my father in law’s scan for his cancer has
come out completely clean for the second time after the first one showing spots on the lungs. We started him on
the oil right after the first one showed spots. Cannabis has taken his lungs and cleaned them up! He was told he
needed Chemo. We were against it and put him on the oil instead. Cannabis cures cancer!!! I have also started
my little pomeranian on the oil because he has a collapsed trachea and congenital heart failure. He has not been
on his regular meds since summer and he has not coughed barely at all for the first time since summer (he
constantly coughed and gaged even on his pharmaceuticals given by the doctor). He has more energy and is
doing better than he was doing when he was on the meds.” Karen

“It cures Cervical Cancer too! I couldn’t afford treatments (not even ONE...) and went a year without any kind
of medicinal help... but I did smoke nearly every day... then a year later at my annual exam, the doctor and
nurses were blown away... they couldn’t find a THING other than slight scarring where the cancer had been...
I’m 100% cancer free now... thanks to Marijuana... not doctors... not “medicine”... not treatments... but because
of a pure, herbal, NATURAL plant... I’m living proof...

The doctors said that I should have been at a level 5 cancer from going without any treatment... but yet it was
GONE... with NO help from them... they were so blown away that they sent me to the STATE HOSPITAL in
LITTLE ROCK (UAMS) for more testing... and UAMS didn’t find anything other than slight scarring either...
they said it was a miracle... I think it was just the Marijuana... Legalize it already... help people... isn’t that what
humanity USED to be about?” Monica

“I am soooo thankful David Triplett put his video out there...loved the video and it was one of the stories that
got me to try cannabis oil on a basal cell carcinoma skin cancer on my forehead...which is now gone!... Don’t
stop spreading the truth!” Dee

“I used Cannabis Oil to treat Basal Cell Carcinoma on my head neck and face. SUCCESSFULLY. This is an
ideal cancer to do research on. It is clearly visible to the naked eye, and any changes that take place are easily
seen. I’ve tried to generate interest in this here in the US, but the feds have anybody, and it seems everybody
scarred  to  death  to  touch.  See  what  you  can  do.”  Joseph  Siler  (First  post  on  the  CANNABIS  CURES
CANCERS! Facebook Group admined by Kane Slater, January 7, 2010)

“I have a lump in my thigh, it used to be hard, almost 2 cm, now it’s less than half the size & getting softer (4
weeks).” Katri

“I just found out I’m cancer free after being on the oil for 5 months straight!!” Mimi

Q. JB, do you have anything on healing certain tumour types called “hemangioblastomas”? I follow your posts,
as well as others. I have NEVER seen a treatment of this type of tumour other than excision. I have a bunch of
them. Graeme 
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A. Not in person, we certainly have not had a chance to treat all  diagnoses known to man personally,  but
judging from what I have read about it now, I see no reason why the oil should not help. As far as I know, they
can only diagnose it using CT scans, and the way I look at it everyone who takes a CT scan should eat at least
60g of oil afterwards. And if the eat those 60g before surgery, in most cases I’m sure the surgery won’t be
necessary because the tumors will not be there. So I would definitely give the oil a try myself. All good wishes,
JB 

“The very fact placebos heal some people is reason to discard medicine forever and study the art of placebo.
Having said that you never do a placebo study when you have an effective cure, you’re right, that would be
killing half your patients, sick and cruel.” Christopher

-- It indeed would be sick and cruel, and that is why I personally will not do it. Others can if they wish, but I
won’t. I want the medical system to start using the oil as a placebo - if they prove that whatever they want to use
is safer and more effective than the oil (and more fun/pleasant for the patient), then they can go ahead and sell
it. If not, then not. It is quite simple and very rational, I think. And that’s how it is going to be in the future
anyway, so why wait? JB

“It is never too late to accept the fact that cannabis is simply medicine. At the same time, it is never too late to
start using the oil as medicine, no matter what your condition is or how severe it is. With the use of the oil, there
is usually a chance for the patient or the oil will provide them with maximum quality of life until the end. And
that’s a lot, too.“ JB

“When patients who have taken chemo start using the oil, the first thing the oil has to do is to detoxify the body.
So it sometimes takes say 120-150g of the oil before it starts attacking the cancer itself. It is really not a good
idea to take chemo, especially when it is absolutely unnecessary considering that the medical system has known
about cannabis as a cure for cancer for dozens of years.“ JB

Q. ‘Terminal’ Cancer patients: Do you start them out aggressively on 1 gram a day or work them up to it over a
week or so? Advice from experiences? 

A. No, we always start  with small  doses and pretty  much follow the instructions.  Of course,  if  they have
previous experience with cannabis and know there is nothing to be afraid of, sometimes you can start with a
higher dose. But you never know how the patient is going to respond to the oil, plus they are usually on a mix of
various medications, so you might want to be careful and watch the patient’s blood pressure etc. The general
recommendation is to follow the instructions, the less formal one is - follow your instinct and judgment and
when the patient has “nothing to lose”,

I would not hesitate to give them a high dose when necessary (acute back pain etc.). A gram of really high grade
oil can get an unexperienced user very very high. Sometimes this hemp-induced comma would be beneficial,
and I am sure it will be used that way for anesthesia before surgery sooner or later anyway, but right now we
want to see patients stay in their comfort zone as much as possible. I hope I explained it well. Best wishes, JB” 

“Corrie, my friend, you helped me with ***. I have been giving him med for his neuroendocrine tumors. He has
been on the med for 1 month and it is starting to shrink. It was so big it was pushing on his stomach but now it’s
down to the point that he can eat again and his doctor said he never seen a tumor like that shrink so FAST. It
freaked him out and all blood work came back normal so another one on the way of being cured and that is
AWESOME. And you are AWESOME and God is great.”

“I have a friend that has brain cancer and I have Cml. The oil is working for both of us!!! My friend is first hand
proof in my eyes that this oil is a miracle... I had my doubts before but not now! Take the oil, IT WORKS!”
Tyler

“I was asked last year by my mother’s friend if I could make a 6 month course of hemp oil for her mum, from
the highest grade cannabis. She had cancer of the neck. I made her the oil following the Youtube advice, I then
posted it to Russia. She used the first 6 month course with amazing results and asked for another 6 month dose,
I sent another load over to her, and now 14 months later she is in good health. You are doing amazing work,
Rick. Thank you.” Gareth
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“Hello my name is  Alysa Erwin and I  am 16 years  old.  In 2011 I  was diagnosed with stage 3 anaplastic
astrocytoma.  We  (my  family  and  I)  made  the  decision  to  use  a  cannabis  concentrate.  The  University  of
Michigan told us I was not likely to survive more than a couple of years and the cancer itself was inoperable
because it was in a spider formation. Last January I went for my regular MRI at the University of Michigan. All
the tumors are gone.”

“I was diagnosed with cancer again. Third time. Stage 4 bone and liver mets, from breast cancer. My cancer
story started almost 7 years ago, I’m one of the lucky ones to have survived the amount of chemo I have
subjected my body to, not to mention the radiation. This third diagnosis had me convinced that I was done for; I
mean who survives this kind of diagnosis??

So I went searching for miracles and I found Rick Simpson. I was sure there was no way this guy was telling
the truth, so I looked deeper. I began to connect with people in Michigan and learned more about Rick Simpson
Oil or cannabis oil and the result people just like me were experiencing, which was survival, remission, cure!!

At this point I have nothing to lose, so I reached out and asked for help. I began ingesting a gram a day of my
medicine, working up slowly to that dosage. Rest became a big part of my day, which is exactly what my
fighting body needed. The only side effect I ever experienced was the amount and wonderful quality of sleep I
was getting. That plus my blood pressure regulating and my pain is now under control.

Less than a year ago I was diagnosed with Stage 4 bone and liver cancer with innumerable tumors (so many
they just quit counting), I was told to get my things in order. (That still takes my breath away.) Fast forward to
today and I am inches away from remission. My PET scan last week was negative... Negative! I’ve never had
one of those before. It means that there is no cancer. The only reason I am not in full remission is because there
are a couple of shadows on my bones in the cat scan, but I am continuing my treatment and those too will soon
be gone. This is nothing short of a miracle, innumerable tumors to a couple of shadows that don’t even show up
on a PET scan.

People may say be careful with the word cure… But, I mean, it is what it is. I am here and I am getting healthier
every day and John has helped me get there. He took me in when I called to him and asked for help. He and his
group have taken the time to sit down with me to make sure that I am educated on the seriousness of this
medicine and the commitment it takes on all of our parts to make this possible. To me, and to you this is a life
and death matter. I hope everyone takes it that seriously! We will depend on this medicine for the rest of our
lives.

The Michigan Cannabis Club has taken care of my needs medicinal and my educational needs. This is a serious
group and they need serious support, bless you John Roberts, your sacrifices have kept me alive. Please help
them now, so they can continue to help so many. Thank you!!”

-- This update was posted several months ago and she is now in full remission. Michigan Cancerproject

“I am a 68 yr old male who was living in what I considered a normal healthy life with no major issues and
maintained myself with a yearly flu shot and checkups. My body functions were fine and all seemed ok until I
awoke one morning with awful stomach pain.

Thinking it was appendix or hernia my wife rushed me to emergency. I had emergency surgery about 2 hours
later, Aug 15 2012, and there was a massive tumor on my colon that was removed along with 14 lymph nodes.
One week later my insides broke open and poisoned me and that led to a second surgery.

Starting to feel better 4 days later, I was on my feet and slowly getting mobility back and I started to bleed out.
Back for surgery number 3 and a day later had a mild heart attack.

Shortly after that -33 days in ICU- I was discharged and toting an OSTOMY BAG. The bag was with me 8
months and a reversal surgery was done with no complications. The surgeon said cancer had not spread beyond
the nodes.

In spite of that they marched me to the Cancer Clinic and started to discuss Chemo and radiation as a “follow-
up.” Standard protocol they said. BULLSHIT said I! There will be no radiating my body or poisoning it more
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with Chemo or Radiation. The oncologist at the Cancer Clinic did not argue and outlined follow-ups every 3
months for a year, which entailed a CT scan and blood work.

I sourced the material as outlined by Rick Simpson and produced the RSO. Following all instructions for the
extraction process and using Naphtha as my solvent, I had the finished oil in syringes and started to ingest it
twice a day, a tiny amount each time.

I completed my 4th follow-up at the Cancer Clinic and they stated that the CT scan does NOT show anything
that would indicate the presence of CANCER. The blood work showed CEA level at 1.4, but what the heck,
everyone has a cancer cell or two in them. They consider anything 5+ to cause concern. I am now preparing
another batch and will ingest daily as a preventative measure.

To  ANYONE  suffering  now  from  cancer  I  suggest  you  do  the  same.  We  have  NOTHING  to  lose  and
everything to gain.” Gerry

“Is it too late to save someone who has stage 4 and is already skin and bones, and can barely walk anymore
from the loss of strength?” Tumble

“It’s never too late. Many miracles have been seen with use of this oil. If it can’t save them, the least it will do
is ease their suffering without the harsh side effects of pharmaceuticals. Note that if they start on high doses
there will be a lot of sleep until there tolerance is built up. It is very potent.” Nick

“I am a two time breast cancer warrior. I would like to be living proof that your oil works to help save lives.”
Michelle

“Me too, thyroid cancer free!!” Michelle

“Dawn: Say what you want about me, defriend me, judge me... Your argument is invalid! This is the final scan
mom will ever get!!! CANNABIS KILLS CANCER!

Stacy: What stage was your mom? I know you posted it once before, but I forget. That’s a fabulous report right 
away!!
Dawn: Stacy, it was stage 3 small cell carcinoma of the lung. 5 tumors with small mets to the upper lymph 
system.
Debbie: That’s so phenomenal! I’ve never heard of anyone curing small cell, even with all the regular protocols.
This is remarkable! You not only saved your mom’s life, but this will save other lives because it’s proof that 
cannabis works. Thanks so much for sharing this!
Dawn: Debbie, she did it all, cannabis oil - chemo - radiation BUT was cured before her chemo & radiation 
treatments were done so she refused the remaining treatment and stuck with the oil... Which she still takes and 
will take EVERY DAY for the rest of her life!
Steve: says ‘this is most compatible with post-radiation changes’. Did she have radiation therapy?
Dawn: Steve, yes she did but she never finished... Dr is floored!”

“Patient: Linda V., Service Date: 11/16/2013, Procedure: CT CHEST WITH CONTRAST

A CT of the chest was performed... Comparison is made to prior chest CT from 7/8/13

INDICATION: This is a 64-year-old female with history of lung cancer...

FINDINGS:  There  is  increased  interstitial  change  and  interlobular  septal  thickening...  which  is  improved
compared  to  prior  exam...  No  definite  mediastinal  soft  tissue  nodules  or  mediastinal  adenopathy  is
demonstrated. There is no definite evidence of axilliary lymphadenopathy or hillar lymphadenopathy. Aside
from post-radiation changes in the medial aspect of the right upper lobe, no additional parenchymal pulmonary
opacities or suspicious pulmonary nodules are demonstrated. The trachea and main bronchi are patent. There is
no pleural effusion. The heart size is normal. There is no pericardial effusion. The visualized portions of the
upper abdomen are unremarkable. There is no focally aggressive lucent or sclerotic osseous lesion.

IMPRESSION: Improving post-radiation changes in the right hillum and medial aspect of the right upper lobe.
No definite evidence of recurrent or residual disease.”
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“Oil reversed all radiation damage and healed beyond belief... Medical Marijuana SAVED me and keeps me off
of 5 pharmas. I lost my right kidney to chemo and it starts to seize to where it hurts to have skin on me... and
within minutes of consuming the oils in a tincture that I make the seizures stop and stay away for months...
Amazing and that is just one the oils reversed nerve damage in my eyes caused by chemo to where I was
diagnosed with glaucoma, and at my last visit just 6 months ago shows no sign of glaucoma at all and my vision
is better when I medicate...” Teresa

“My aunt, with stage 4 glioblastoma, went from wheelchair to walking after just three doses! Her left side was
paralyzed for over a month. But now fully functional!! So excited!” Nicolette

“I worked at a collective and for many years and had skin cancer on my left arm due to hanging it out the
window while driving. Now I know no one needs to believe me but I started putting RSO oil on it every day and
I swear it’s gone. It took a couple months but it’s really gone where it has been for years.” Randy

“This has changed my life after being diagnosed with CML (chronic myelogenous leukemia) almost a year ago
and I watched the video Run From the Cure about how cannabis oil cured terminal cancer patients. Well, I am
living proof that is works. It has changed my cancer levels. Not cured yet but hopefully one day soon I can say I
am a survivor, so unless you have walked a mile in any cancer patient’s shoes, don’t start bashing something
you know nothing about.” Denise

“I believe. My friend was diagnosed with 3 kinds of cancer. He was given 3 weeks to live. Now 2 years later,
he’s down to 1 kind and doing good.” Sandra

“My brother had lymphoma, stomach, metastised to his spine. The drugs they gave him kept him up all night
every night and day and never got to sleep or eat for weeks. One gram pill of oil and he gets to sleep for 18
hours and eat to his heart’s content. A week later, he’s 78% cancer free. The doctor was baffled. We didn’t tell
him  because  he  was  in  a  nonmedical  state  but  cannabis  saved  his  life  and  ours.  Now  a  year  later  MY
BROTHER BEAT LYMPHOMA! Nobody does that... without cannabis.” Errl

“I currently have stage 4 cancer. I’ve had liver ablation & resection as well as folfox chemo. I’ve used the oil &
tumor markers went from 1200s to 3. All med team saying NSD. No signs of disease.” Jim

“I got rid of 5 of my tumors using cannabis oil... was interesting to see the doctors face when he couldn’t find
the 5 of the original tumors... where did they go? Does it matter? Thank you cannabis oil.” Kelly

“I had a large vial of it, a while back. I would take a drop a day. The person that gave it to me asked for it back.
He ended up giving it to a woman who was fading away from cancer. She couldn’t eat, drink, let alone actually
live. She weighed less than 70 lbs. My friend gave her the oil... voila! She began to eat, drink, and continued her
fight... successfully. Firm believer of the healing properties in cannabis.” Tara

“Today I got word a man I donated a large amount to. He had a cancer’s tumor in his throat. Completely has
been tube feed since early April 2013. The sick man’s wife calls all in tears. After 4 weeks of taking oil 2 times
a day it’s gone. Completely gone... He has eaten solid food... No new treatments or new drugs, just RSO. Share
the knowledge, save a life.” Jared

“Dean: My aunt used chemotherapy. Same results. DEAD.

Stephen: Sorry for your loss. I’ve seen hemp oil pull skin cancer out of my godmother. I think you still have to
catch it early. I’m sure cannabis helped.”

“I just got word that my 16 year old patient who HAD non- Hodgkins lymphoma is CLEAR! Tumors gone, labs
normal.” Janet

“Received a call from a terminally ill patient. She is treating with RSO for a couple of months now. Intestinal
cancer. Dr. Ted her she had months to live. Jindřich Bayer, I am happy to report that at the last Dr. Appt, he
gave her the best Christmas present ever. He told her, I can’t find any cancer, and you might live!!!! That is a
Christmas present. Thank you Jesus!!!! Never say never...” Raymond
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“I’ve had two friends who survived cancer by doing the famous Simpsons Oil! One had lung cancer and was
given 6 months to live, he’s been alive for 7 years now and the other has gone through cancer twice, the last was
ovarian cancer and I’m pleased to say as of 2 weeks ago, no more cancer! Both times she used the cannabis
oil!!” Vicki-Jane

“I’ve been following Rick’s page about a year now, ever since my Mom got her diagnosis of small cell lung
cancer. She was diagnosed in March last year and started chemo soon after. She endured chemo and chest
radiation through the summer and became very ill as the radium burned her throat so she could not swallow/eat
etc. she was hospitalised for near two months. She then had some brain radiation (preventative, bleh :/) all this
time we’d been researching big time and had begun our journey of getting everything together to produce our
own oil from scratch. Which we succeeded in doing -yay!

So after her first two days of brain radiation she became very very ill from it so we made the decision that she
would start  the oil  (October  ).  From the very first  dose,  she never looked back!!!!  She sailed through the
remainder of her brain rads and amazed doctors that she had no migraines or severe vomiting or memory loss
etc etc! She was flying!

So after her checkup in October it showed big reduction in lung tumour but it was still there. They wanted to see
her  again  in  January  to  decide  the  next  steps.  So  we  ploughed  on  through  November  and  December
administering her just oil and no other treatment. She had a minor setback at Christmas and became v depressed
and vomiting for two weeks but we put her back on her raw vegan smoothies and wheat grass and she has really
perked up and looks glowing. Her big checkup after her latest scans was yesterday vas guess what... My mom is
CANCER FREE!!!! It has disappeared!!!! How amazing is that!!!!” via Janet

“About 6 months ago my mum was diagnosed with terminal cancer metastatic melanoma with 6 tumors on both
her lungs. The doctors told us that chemo and radiation wouldn’t do anything and said they had a new treatment
that they had that had been successful in stopping tumors from growing and maybe expanding her life for a
couple more years. We started the new treatment and the side effects were horrible so we stopped. About a
week later a friend of mine mentioned your documentary on Youtube, Run From the Cure.

After watching this I decided what harm could come from trying? Hey, if it doesn’t work she is going to die
anyway. To cut a long story short mum has been ingesting the oil for about 3 months and she had scans 2 days
ago and 5 of the 6 tumors are COMPLETELY gone and the last one is half the size it was.

I can’t express in words the gratitude I have for your information and saving my mum’s life. It’s horrible to
think of all the people and children in the world that are suffering and dying when a simple plant can fix all this.
I am now determined to spread the word and maybe grow some of my own and make oil for people I know that
need help. Thanks again and good luck in the future with everything.” via Janet

“Ovarian cancer, 5.5“ tumor, 90 days to live, spread to stomach... Ingested 90 grams in 38 days. No cancer
anymore. Have all documentation one would need to believe but still people don’t! God bless you St. Simpson
for helping us keep our Mommy!!!” Larry

“I have some pretty awesome news folks. One of my Peeps back east gave one, count it...ONE tube of oil to a
friend who had a massive tumour wrapped around his Carotid artery. He just ignored it, grew his hair long to
hide it as it grew bigger and bigger. His brother, a physician, was at a loss as to what to do as the patient refused
chemo/radiation. Unable to ignore it any longer, 2 days ago they took him into the operation room for what was
to be a massive surgery.  Several specialists/  surgeons were in attendance as this was going to be a highly
dangerous, long and complicated surgery. They would try to remove as much as possible of the tumour and
were going to have to take a vein from the leg and transplant to his neck. They opened up his neck, and VOILA
the tumour was completely encapsulated and detached from the Carotid. They quite literally reached in and
pulled it out! The doctors are flabbergasted and want a detailed report of everything he did. It won’t be a long
list folks. Just juicing and ONE tube of oil.” Corrie

“Oil is amazing!! A friend of mine had ovarian cysts...she had surgery to remove one and a month later she was
back in only to discover she had more! A month went by and it doubled in size and she was told if anything
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happens to come back and they will do emergency surgery! Her guy made her some oil...she took it for 3
weeks...to her amazement when she went for her next ultrasound it was almost gone!!!” Jolie

“1 year ago today someone very close to me told me he had terminal cancer. He was told he has 8 months to
live. Within 5 days I gave him some cannabis oil to ingest by eating a half of a rice grain size bit of the oil.
Within 6 weeks there was a reduction in the size of his tumor and there was no sign of it spreading like they
said it would.

I am happy to say the tumor was the size of a large grapefruit and today it the size of an acorn. The cannabis oil
has saved his life. He will continue eating the oil until it is gone. Not only is it curing his terminal cancer but it
has also had an amazing effect on his health. He was pre-diabetic and obese and he is now down to the perfect
weight and is happy than ever!

I encourage everyone to look into cannabis oil therapy. Please watch ->RICK SIMPSON “RUN FROM THE
CURE” Video on Youtube... It just might save your life or someone you know. Give them the gift of life!” Jose

Evidence

“Rick Simpson Oil has full scientific credibility if you bother to read the scientific literature” Robert Melamede,
aka Dr. Bob

“The inhibition of the cell survival pathway leads to dephosphorylation of Bad, and translocation of this Bcl-2
protein into the mitochondria, and subsequently to apoptosis.” Ummmm, Layman’s terms please???” Chance

-- That translates to: “Cannabis kills cancer cells,” Chance. JB

Q. Why should I expect doctors to support the claim that cannabis cures cancer? 

A. Well, because it does cure cancer and that’s all there is to it. THC causes apoptosis, so surprisingly it causes
apoptosis in all cancers. Why? Well, because decarboxylated oil gets into all cells in the body somehow if
ingested in the right quantities. The endocannabinoid system regulates the immune system, so when you get the
immune system working right, it can fight cancer, too. Not much to this, really, it is really offensively simple. 

Properly produced high grade oil is the best chance the patient has anyway (surgery will be required in a few
life-threatening cases, maybe). And if you know of a treatment option that is safer, more effective and more fun
for the patient than the oil, well, tell us. There isn’t any.

Look  at  what  Mechoulam  and  Pacher  say:  “Inflammation/tissue  injury  triggers  rapid  elevations  in  local
endocannabinoid levels, which in turn regulate signaling responses in immune and other cells modulating their
critical functions. Changes in endocannabinoid levels and/or CB2 receptor expressions have been reported in
almost  all  diseases  affecting  humans,  ranging  from  cardiovascular,  gastrointestinal,  liver,  kidney,
neurodegenerative, psychiatric, bone, skin, autoimmune, lung disorders to pain and cancer, and modulating CB2
receptor  activity  holds  tremendous  therapeutic  potential  in  these  pathologies.”  http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/pubmed/21295074

And how do you do all this? Well,  with the oil. You balance the levels or put them in an overdrive, when
necessary.  You can eat  the oil,  rub it  on, vaporize it,  and take it  in suppositories,  and between these four
methods, you can find a way to help each and every patient on this planet. Later on, doctors will be injecting the
tumors with the oil and shrink them in record times that way (not recommended at home).

And why did I suggest skin cancers (or diabetic ulcers or burns)? Well, because you can see what is happening
there and it usually does not take long to cure them with the oil, a few weeks max in most cases. Then simply
realize that the same thing that happens after topical application on your skin happens inside your body when
you ingest the oil. Again, offensively simple, but that is a very precise explanation in the end. And then go back
to what Mechoulam wrote: “Changes in endocannabinoid levels and/or CB2 receptor expressions have been
reported in almost all diseases affecting humans, ranging from cardiovascular, gastrointestinal, liver, kidney,
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neurodegenerative, psychiatric, bone, skin, autoimmune, lung disorders to pain and cancer, and modulating CB2
receptor activity holds tremendous therapeutic potential in these pathologies.”

-- Knowing all that, I am going to go modulate my CB2 receptor activity immediately. JB

“It cured me of cancer… Stage 4 brain… So yeah.” Crystal

“Saying it cures cancer is quite a dangerous and illusive overestimation of an otherwise valid point that deserves
more research. But no, no, no. Cannabis does not cure cancer. There is no definitive and no real cure to cancer
at the moment, and only a number of conceited medical, alimentary and psychological efforts can help to reduce
the risk of death by cancer. Cannabis does not cure cancer, and patients must know this.” Davide

 “RSO kills cancer, mate... Smoking it, no, but RSO yes.” Kevin

“Care to help me here please mate...?” Jeff

“First  of  all,  “cancer”  is  anything  from  a  cyst  to  neuroblastoma,  so  “cures  cancer”  is  generic,  illusive,
nonspecific. Then, cannabis does have a very good effect on cell duplication, which surely helps, but does not
systematically  cure tumours.  Again,  every type of cancer  is  different  and cannabis  has shown a somehow
positive response on breast  cancers,  which are a  type o carcinoma,  widely and very effectively  treated by
conventional medicine as well. That being said, I am TOTALLY for legalising cannabis, but even though I’m
very open to alternative therapies I have to find myself disagreeing with this pompous claim.” Davide

“Jindrich Bayer, help, please!!!” Kevin

“Saying that cannabis shows a positive response in fighting certain types of tumours is a claim I can accept.”
Davide

-- Davide, accept whatever you wish, that’s ok with me. Yes, there is very little hard data available about the
Rick Simpson oil, but that is only due to the corruption of the medical system and their money masters. This
will  change  very  soon  when  Colorado  and  Washington  start  supplying  their  data.  Plus,  Israel  and  the
Netherlands are starting to test the oil now, Czech republic will probably join very soon.

As far as we know, and from our practical experience with thousands of patients, the oil seems to work on all
types of cancer much better than anything currently supplied by the medical system. If you want proof, make
some oil and find someone with skin cancer and watch what happens when the oil is applied to it. Best wishes,
JB

“Make it yourself, we were asking Rick where we can get it and after a while we realized, since we live far far
away from America and we cannot travel somewhere to get it due to financial limitations, we just watched the
video like 100 times, practically memorised it, found cannabis from a local provider, bought the rice cooker, the
alcohol,  even a thermometer  to be sure of the temperature.  It  was easier  than we thought,  WE MADE IT
OURSELVES, my boyfriend has been taking it for 4 days now... We will wait and see. We have read medical
journals and watched many documentaries, all of their findings are the same (clinical trials done at UCLA,
Harvard...) -- the oil kills cancer cells! So we decided to make it because after all you can never now until you
try it!” Ioanna

“The very fact placebos heal some people is reason to discard medicine forever and study the art of placebo.
Having said that you never do a placebo study when you have an effective cure, you’re right, that would be
killing half your patients, sick and cruel.” Christopher

-- It indeed would be sick and cruel, Christopher, and that is why I personally will not do it. Others can if they
wish, but I won’t. I want the medical system to start using the oil as a placebo - if they prove that whatever they
want to use is safer and more effective than the oil (and more fun/pleasant for the patient), then they can go
ahead and sell it. If not, then not. It is quite simple and very rational, I think. And that’s how it is going to be in
the future anyway, so why wait? JB

“Hey Kim, I challenge you to PROVE that Cannabis as a non-toxic life-saving medicine is “rhetoric”. Good
Luck with this. I USED TO sound just like you do. Then I decided I was going to blow holes through this
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“rhetoric” because this HAS TO BE BULLSHIT... boy was I wrong. I mean DEAD WRONG. You cannot deny
the scientific 100% IRON CLAD FACTS. I could not do it and you won’t do it either. The FACTS are the
FACTS and this is a FACT, Kim. The AMA & Big Pharma are CRIMINALS. They knowingly have allowed
this wonderful gift from God to be demonized and lied about for PURE PROFITS! They have allowed your
family members to suffer and die, Kim. If you think these Petro Chemicals that they peddle are Medicine, you
best think again. You want to discover some “rhetoric”, go talk to your Dr., go talk to the American Cancer
Society, go talk to your poison pill manufacturers. Please note, Kim, EVERY PILL THAT THEY CLAIM IS
“SAFE” is NOT! Find me one that is not TOXIC, just ONE! Yet here we have a NON TOXIC VEGETABLE
that produces THE most powerful medicine on EARTH that’s been PROVEN TO CURE DISEASE and our
“health professionals” and Government has seen fit to deny us this life saving vegetable, allowing us to suffer
and die AND be put in prison to make things even safer in society... You want to talk about “RHETORIC”??? I
hope this post opens your eyes to the TRUTH. If not, RIP Kim, there is no hope for you and your kind, you
have “Clinical Endocannabinoid Deficiencies.” Look it up, it’s true.” Dan

“My husband is right. I have 4 PET scans that prove it. When I was heavy on the oil my tumors were going
away like mad. When I had to reduce my dose, they’re more stable than shrinking. I have visible evidence the
stuff works.” Maria

“Sounds like a hoax to make money. You really think the law is going to let me grow hemp to make some oil?
Get real dude. I got leukemia and I don’t believe a word of what you say. You freaking scam artist praying on
the sick should be imprisoned. If you are so sure this works, then do some real clinical trials. Plenty of countries
will let you do them, don’t use some Lame Ass FDA excuse!“ Steven

-- Steven, the sooner you get on the oil the better for you. Don’t blame me for the lack of scientific studies about
the oil, really. If the medical system really did what they are supposed to do, these eighty testimonials alone
would have been all they would have to see to conduct all those tens or hundreds of thousands of studies that
will need to be conducted.

Rick and I really cannot afford to conduct all those studies, it is way beyond our budget, plus we cannot conduct
them legally and the way we want to conduct them, so it is really up to others to do their job now. As far as I
know, there are states where medical marijuana is allowed, I don’t know why they didn’t conduct a study yet.
For instance on skin cancer, that would be done a in a few months, with topical use of the oil only. But it
doesn’t seem to happen, or I don’t know about such studies.

But there is scientific evidence to back up everything we are saying, just do your research, check PubMed and
connect the dots for yourself.

I hope it will satisfy your scientific needs and I hope you will get on the oil before your doctors get a chance to
kill you with their chemical poison, which would have been never allowed if it were tested in a proper and
ethical medical study. JB

“The researchers concluded: “The data reported herein are the first of which we are aware of to demonstrate the
critical role of CB1 (cannabinoid) receptors and endocannabinoids in the etiology of PTSD in humans. As such,
they provide a foundation upon which to develop and validate informative biomarkers of PTSD vulnerability, as
well as to guide the rational development of the next generation of evidence-based treatments for PTSD.”

But don’t expect federal officials to help move this process forward. In 2011 federal administrators blocked
investigators at the University of Arizona at Phoenix from conducting an FDA-approved, placebo-controlled
clinical trial to evaluate the use of cannabis in 50 patients with PTSD. Scientific integrity? Not when it comes to
marijuana. Not by a long shot.“

-- Please do not blame us for the lack of medical studies about cannabis oil. The sooner you will realize that yes,
there is a group of people who really control this world and that they simply will do anything to delay the
comeback of cannabis the better for you. It does not mean that we will not push cannabis medicine through, it
only means that it is going to take longer than necessary or expected. JB
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“I am a firm believer in the oil. My husband’s son had leukemia, the doctors gave him 4 months. He lived for
2.5 YEARS all because of the oil he ingested in applesauce. Thanks to Rick Simpson!!! God bless you.” Terri

“4 days without to get a new job. No side-effects, withdrawals, and not biting peoples’ heads off! There’s your
research, lol. Spread the word! We need this. We owe it to humanity to make the World a better place. This is
the start :)” Christina

“Last April, after being 5 years free of breast cancer, I was diagnosed again. This time it was stage 4, terminal
with mets to spine, rib, lymph nodes, sternum and breast. I was basically offered palliative care and told they
would try and keep me out of too much pain... to go home and sort out my affairs. I was in a lot of pain and they
kept prescribing more and more toxic painkillers with VERY nasty side effects, (Percocet, hydromorphone and
dexymethasone). I couldn’t function on these.

My husband started reading this stuff on the internet and I was, to say the least, skeptical but figured I literally
had nothing to lose by trying it. Chewing a very tiny amount of White Widow 3x daily. Last week I got the
news that my bone mets have completely gone. Today I was told that the MRI shows SIGNIFICANT shrinkage
of the soft tissue tumours. Not so skeptical now and feeling great, no pain.” Julia

“It does cure cancer, I am living proof. Stage 4 bone and liver mets with innumerable tumors, used the oil and
am now cancer free.” Laura

“Hi Jindrich,  yesterday l  finished reading Rick’s book. Great stuff! Honestly I really don’t  need any more
evidence about the truly magic power of the oil! I’ve done also some experiments and every day I discover
something new this medicine can do! Amazing!

Sadly even though I’m convinced and even if my girlfriend is convinced still her mother is somehow not able to
“let go” completely... and still she is not sure if quitting shitty chemo…

I’m constantly trying to bring out good argumentations but I can’t decide for her! She is the one with cancer and
she is the only one who can decide what to do with her life.

I know she will get cured anyway on the end because we will stuff in her so much oil that it will be impossible
for her to die. But still I feel it’s so stupid and so dangerous to play with this fucking chemicals, especially when
you have access to natural medicine which is been proved to cure cancer!

I read about your experience with cancer and medical system... I’m really sorry for your loss… and now I better
understand your attitude toward the traditional so called “medicine”!” Luigi

-- Hi Luigi, thank you for your nice words about the book and it is a pity that you have to go through. It is her
choice which treatment she chooses but I would not go near the chemo - just read my Mom’s story for her,
maybe she will  grasp that  taking poison is  never  a  good idea,  especially  when it  is  not  substantiated  nor
necessary. Her chances of merely surviving the chemo will greatly improve if she takes the oil, but again, why
cause even more damage to her ill body? It makes no sense at all. Best wishes, Jindrich

“This is the battle many good people have to deal with, an ignorant Doctor who thinks he/she knows more
without ever moving forward on new evolving and existing information on cannabis, its cannabinoids and the
ability to kill cancer without harming the patient. How insane from our perspective that they would demand
poison over something so safe, why? Is it ignorance or are they running scared?

I have seen a Doctor Once in 5 years since learning of this oil for my IBS and it was for something I could not
do myself. A dislocated pinkie and I used the oil to never get infected, removed the stitches with no suffering
and every time I applied it, the pain instantly vanished because of inflammation being removed. It was fully
healed in 2 1/2 to 3 months instead of physiotherapy and about 9 months to a year for healing. I have seen with
my own eyes time and time again and no one can take that from me.” Covey

“Doctors are NOT scientists nor do they practice science. If they did, they would be demanding the government
allow them access to marijuana. The reason is a now proven part of the body, the endocannabinoid system, has
been completely ignored by American medical society. While other countries are doing more and more research
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on marijuana and specifically cancer treatment,  American medical establishment is run by Big Pharma, big
insurance, and big money. The doctors have given control over their craft to non-physicians and fear-based
politicians. They will spend years trying to find alternatives under control of patent lawyers, while threatening
potential cures.

If marijuana was hidden in some deep jungle, controlled by some illiterate tribe, Big Pharma would be the first
to  control  its  production,  patent  its  64  different  cannabinoid  compounds,  then  turn  around  to  doctors  to
‘prescribe’ it. But the biggest tribe in the US is already starting to shout out the truth. Too bad for Big Pharma
this tribe ain’t for sale.” Bryan

“That evidence is with us. And we are sharing it. The medical bunch [no longer to be treated with respect] of
drug pushers, who work for incentives are being exposed. They’re squirming in their wallets. They are aware of
what’s happening and their playmate the FDA is going down with them. No different than any form of tyranny
we’ve encountered before accepting this time it’s domestic. We’re doing this to ourselves. There is a cure for
cancer, there’s NO CURE FOR the way MEDICINE is being forced on us at the moment unless we vote with
our pockets and our ballots!” Thielman

“I’ve watched relatives, friends, decline and die so quickly after being forced to spend tens of thousands of
dollars to be slowly killed when the cure grows right out of Mother Earth. Come on now, wake up and smell the
bullshit. Don’t jump on stereotypes and do some REAL research.” Amy Jane

“I know I’d rather have RSO than chemo/rad… Funny how some people can call RSO when the side effects of
everything else can leave you with very little quality of life.” Kerry

“It needs to be easily obtainable. It NEEDS to be available” The more I read, the more fascinated I am.” Shelley

“All cancers are unregulated cells. The cell just needs to be regulated. If his body cannot regulate the cancer
cells then the cancer cells might have broken/damaged CB receptors. When a phyto-cannabinoids (phyto = plant
based) comes into contact with an unregulated cell, it can signal to the cancer cell via more gateways than just
the CB 1/2 receptors. This is how a phyto-cannabinoid succeeds where an endogenous cannabinoid fails.

Here are some notes on the process of how cannabinoids regulate cancer cells: Cancer

1) Cancer is an unregulated cell. 
2) Inducing Apoptosis Regulates the cancer cell. 
3) Cannabinoids induce Apoptosis in cells. 

Cancer  is  defined  as  “a  broad  group of  various  diseases,  ALL involving  UNREGULATED cell  growth.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cancer

Q: How do we regulate cells? A: Via Apoptosis. Apoptosis: http://en.wikipedia.org/ wiki/Apoptosis#Process
“Apoptosis  (pron.:  /ˌæpəˈtoʊsɪs/  also pron.:  /ˌeɪpɔːpˈtoʊsɪs/)[2][3]  is  the  process  of  programmed cell  death
(PCD) that may occur in multicellular organisms. [4] Biochemical events lead to characteristic cell changes
(morphology) and death.”

“The  process  of  apoptosis  is  controlled  by  a  diverse  range  of  cell  signals,  which  may  originate  either
extracellularly  (extrinsic  inducers)  or  intracellularly  (intrinsic  inducers).  Extracellular  signals  may  include
toxins,[13] hormones, growth factors, nitric oxide[14] or cytokines, that must either cross the plasma membrane
or transduce to effect a response. These signals may positively (i.e., trigger) or negatively (i.e., repress, inhibit,
or dampen) affect apoptosis.”

How do we make a cancerous cell go through Apoptosis?

We  need  cannabinoids/endocannabinoids  to  signal  to  Cannabinoid  Receptors  (CB1R,  CB2R)  to  induce
Apoptosis (it has long been suspected there are more than 2 receptors):

What is a CBR? (Cannabinoid Receptor):
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“Cannabinoid receptors are activated by three major groups of ligands,  endocannabinoids (produced by the
mammalian  body),  plant  cannabinoids  (such  as  THC,  produced  by  the  cannabis  plant)  and  synthetic
cannabinoids  (such as HU-210).  All of the endocannabinoids  and plant cannabinoids  are lipophilic,  i.e.  fat
soluble, compounds.” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cannabinoid_receptor

Can Cannabinoids signal to a CBR to induce Apoptosis?

“Studies  in these disease models  along with many in vitro experiments  show that  cannabinoids  exert  their
immunosuppressive  properties  in  four  main  ways:  (1)  induction  of  apoptosis,”
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3005548/

Autophagy - If I’m incorrect please correct me but from what I understand:

Autophagy is  a  process  where  a  cell  can  be repaired  or  recycled.  Usually  with  cancer  cells  they  are  just
programmed to die however Autophagy can still play a part in this process.

It’s  like  you  have  a  recycle  container  and  a  garbage  container  and  you are  collecting  various  waste  and
organizing it into the 2 containers. Sometimes you need to recycle, sometimes you need to just dispose of
something.” Scott

“In the new study, Chen and his team discovered that Δ9-THC treatment caused an increase in levels of an
enzyme called cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) in the mouse hippocampus, a brain region involved in learning and
memory. Drugs or genetic techniques that reduced COX-2 levels in mice prevented memory problems and
neuronal abnormalities caused by repeated Δ9-THC exposure. Because COX-2 is inhibited by over-the-counter
painkillers such as ibuprofen, the findings suggest an easy strategy to prevent the side effects of marijuana.

The  researchers  also  discovered  that  Δ9-THC  treatment  reduced  neuronal  damage  in  a  mouse  model  of
Alzheimer’s disease, and this beneficial effect persisted when the animals were simultaneously treated with a
COX-2  inhibitor.  “There  are  no  effective  medications  currently  available  for  preventing  and  treating
Alzheimer’s disease or halting disease progression,” Chen says. “Our results suggest that the unwanted side
effects of cannabis could be eliminated or reduced, while retaining its beneficial effects, by administering a
COX-2 inhibitor along with Δ9-THC for the treatment of intractable medical conditions such as Alzheimer’s
disease.” http:// www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2013-11/cp-pmm111413.php

“New government-funded cannabis/cancer study SHOCKS scientific community...

THC, cannabis’ main psychoactive ingredient, may actually change the human genetic code, in order to prevent
cancer and inflammatory diseases. What?!!!! What-WHAT!!!????

Rick Simpson and his Chief Elf, Czech activist Jindřich Bayer, have been saying this for many months, and I
was polite but secretly scoffed at the notion, because it sounded like a bunch of hocus-pocus to me (and because
of other minor technical disagreements I have had with their perspective). . . Medicines can’t change DNA,
right? WRONG, apparently! HOLY [BLEEP]!” Alan Gordon

“Background:  Cannabinoids  induce  potent  myeloid-derived  suppressor  cells  (MDSC)  in  vivo.  Results:
Functional MDSC induced by THC show distinct miRNA expression pattern.  Conclusion: Specific miRNA
may play important roles in MDSC development and function by regulating target genes involved in myeloid
cell  differentiation.  Significance: Select miRNA could be important molecular targets to manipulate MDSC
activity  in  cancer  and  inflammatory  diseases.”
http://www.jbc.org/content/early/2013/11/07/jbc.M113.503037.short#ref-list-1

-- OK, whatever this means, this is beyond my sphere of expertise. It probably says something like cannabinoids
can cure cancer, and they do it via gene modification, somehow. And that more research is needed, as always.

All I say is that the very thought of a matter is the smallest particle of the matter and the oil can fix thoughts,
too. Genes are still too big. The research should focus on what cannabinoids do with the smallest particles of
our bodies, atoms, quarks, strings etc. That’s where problems start, in the smallest particles, that’s what you
need to fix if you want to really fix the problems. JB
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Information about Healing Other Illnesses Skin Conditions

“From my experience with my currently banned hemp cosmetics, in which we used oil from industrial 
hemp buds, which is much weaker when compared to the oil you make, we found hemp is basically a 
cure-all because it can be used on almost any condition. Can you confirm this?

History calls hemp a panacea, which means cure-all and in the past it was used to treat a vast array of medical
problems. From my experience in seeing hemp oil used for various medical conditions, I too call hemp a cure-
all.  Hemp is  useful  in  the  treatment  of  practically  any disease  or  condition;  it  promotes  full-body healing
without doing any harm. So to me and many others, this has become the ultimate medicine and I firmly believe
that there is nothing better.

In the world we live in today, many are even afraid to go out in the sun but this medication mixes well with
such things as skin creams and suntan lotion, so why hide in the dark? Wouldn’t it be nice to go out in the sun
again and enjoy life without worrying about things like skin cancer? You bet it would and now this wonderful
substance can make this all possible.” Rick Simpson, Hemp: The Most Medicinal Plant

Burns

“I know from personal experience that there is no better treatment for severe burns than hemp oil. If oil is
applied to a burn, it takes the pain away within minutes and greatly accelerates the healing process. If hospitals
would use hemp oil in their burn units, human suffering could be greatly reduced.

Back when I first started producing the oil, I was ingesting many harmful medications prescribed by doctors
that affected my reasoning abilities,  so my thinking was not very clear.  This altered state caused me to be
somewhat careless and this resulted in an explosion and fire, which left my right hand with severe third degree
burns.

When I say severe, I mean severe, three quarters of my right hand had literally melted and was now hanging in
gobs. My girlfriend Leah came down and after she looked at the burn, she took a pair of scissors and cut off all
the dead flesh. I know this sounds gruesome, but what she removed was dead, so in reality I did not feel a thing.

In eleven days, my hand was completely healed, leaving no scars. The only way you could tell that I had even
sustained an injury, was the presence of all the new pink skin that was visible and even the hair follicles grew
back.

Now look what goes on in these burn units that our medical system provides. Children and adults which have
endured severe burns will find that burn units are little more than torture chambers, which seem to provide no
end to the suffering. These patients are subject to infections, many painful operations involving skin grafts and
in the end, they are usually still badly scarred.

The essential oil of the hemp plant is a natural anesthetic and a natural anti-biotic. When you put the oil from
the hemp plant right on a burn, within 5 minutes the pain is gone and the healing begins. Judging from what I
have seen this substance do to heal the burn I sustained and others who have suffered similar injuries, I firmly
believe that this amazing medication could possibly re-grow the face or other parts of the body for those who
have suffered a severe burn.

If the oil can re-grow my hand and leave no scars, then why not a foot, or even a face? So, if those who run burn
units would really like to help their patients and ease their suffering, perhaps it’s just about time that they started
using something that works.” Rick Simpson, Hemp: The Most Medicinal Plant

“I received 3rd degree boiling oil burns on my fingers on Sunday morning. Large blisters and very painful. I
remembered reading RSO is amazing for healing burns, thus I tried it. OMG Folks, the burn is totally gone in
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only 40 hours. No sign of it at all. I applied a gooder amount of RSO onto the blisters, a fillet of fresh Aloe Vera
and a bandage. Repeated 12 hours later. No need for the 3rd application.” Bobbi

“My daughter in law was deep frying pork chops and basically dipped her fingers in the boiling hot oil up to the
first knuckle and they turned white like cooked chicken. We put RSO on them and the pain was gone in about a
minute or so, she coated them 2 x’s a day with the RSO. They healed very quickly in just a few days and there
was no skin loss or scarring at all. It is amazing we now keep a little in the kitchen fridge so if anyone gets
burned (especially the children) we will apply the RSO immediately, there’s no need to feel that kind of pain
when we have a natural plant that will take care of it.” Debra

“Used it on severe sunburn. Worked great, I have seen it heal a knife wound in less than a week. It cures
halitosis as well. I have been using it for six months or so and came off seizure medications completely. When I
ran out I had a minor seizure. I am lucky to be able to get medicine like this, I lsao recommend for nerve pain.”
Jack

“I use a wood stove for heat so burns on my wrist have accompanied me plenty of colder months. Did a deep
scalding last fall, not quit awake yet. I was given RSO oil prior so applied a dab, covered the burn and in two
days the area was a pink, clean patch, no blister or burn look at all! I am sold 100%!” Janine

Scars

“I have seen burns healed with the use of this oil that should have left horrible scars behind. But afterwards, all
that remained was healthy pink skin and according to the medical system such things should not be possible.
Throughout history, hemp has always had a reputation for having the ability to heal wounds while leaving little
or no scarring afterwards.

I have supplied this oil to many people who had bad complexions and scarring problems on their faces. After
treatment with the oil, the improvement in their complexions was astounding. Even scars which have been there
for years can be completely or for the most part removed simply by treating the affected area with oil.

This can be accomplished in much the same way that one would treat a skin cancer: simply apply the oil to the
scar, and cover with a bandage. Keep repeating this until the scar fades away and in time, the area that was
treated will blend in with the surrounding tissue.

I came into contact with a man in the Czech Republic who had a horrible scar on his face that looked like it had
been caused by a sword. After he treated the area with oil, I had a very hard time even telling where the scar had
been. From my perspective,  those who have been disfigured by scaring can be helped and the treatment is
painless, so if you have a nasty scar, now you know how to deal with it.” Rick Simpson, Hemp: The Most
Medicinal Plant

Ulcers, Warts, Moles

“Ulcers within the body can be cured by ingesting the oil. Unhealthy ulcers, warts, and moles on the body can
be removed by simply applying oil and covering them with a bandage. The oil goes after unhealthy or mutating
cells and destroys them painlessly in most cases. Quite often, warts and moles can become unhealthy, at which
time they will usually darken in color and begin to grow. If you have something like this to deal with, doctors
can often remove the problem, but in many cases, it just returns. To rid the body of such things in a sensible
way, give this medication a try.

In the past, I have even treated people who were suffering with plantar warts on their feet and this type of wart
develops roots, which usually can only be eradicated by an extensive operation. Rather than let the medical
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system cut your feet to ribbons, simply apply a drop of oil to the head of the wart and cover with a bandage. Try
to keep the bandage in place for about three days, then reapply the oil and another bandage. Usually after doing
this three to four times, the roots of the wart have been destroyed and the head of the wart just falls off. When
the oil is used to treat this condition, all this takes place painlessly, so if you are suffering with planter’s warts,
why go through the torture that the medical system has in mind for you, heal yourself in a sensible way.” Rick
Simpson, Hemp: The Most Medicinal Plant

“My joints flair up on my fingers and voila, rub some oil on, pain gone. Burned myself on the burn barrel last
week, 3 inches of black, bubbling skin on the inside of my wrist. Small amount of oil, bandage, two days later,
amazing pink skin. Applied again, same, two days later and it was healed... U.P. of Mi. ~ Thank You!!!!!”
Janine

“I’ve used RSO style oil on a witchy-wart on my face. 2 applications covered with a band aide and it’s almost
gone!” Leslie

“I’ve used cannabis infused olive-oil on burns and cuts and they heal within a couple days. Never seen anything
like it. I know the RSO would even be better. Cannabis was used to treat everything before our government got
greedy.” David

“I burned myself on an exhaust pipe pretty good and I put some cannabis oil infused with grape seed extract and
it healed in less than a week and hardly no pain or irritation and NO SCARS!” Daniel

“I have lots of scaring from a skin condition that I was given awful meds for nearly 6 months. Oh surprise! A
few weeks after treatment my skin is bad again. This is good to know. I was horrid on them meds, moody, dry
flaky skin, sweating, my god it was terrible. Won’t be seeing doc again.” Nikki

“Dear Sir, I’m an old hippy from the 60’s and live in No. Calif. Have been hybertising a variety of Train Wreck
and White Widow for 8-9 years with excellent results. I saw that Rick has used White Widow too.

I’m currently aiding a Hospice patient in convalescence, who was/is? dying of the last stages of MRSA as
directed by my old doctor Dr. Ronald Sand... I started him off on tinctures I have been making and giving
cookies from both water to budder extraction and just butter extractions four months ago.

Another grower brother friend I attend Unity Church with turned me onto your web site just three weeks ago
now. Have started Jason on the ‘JOY GREASE“ and he has gone thru his first tube and is now on his second. A
little over a month ago his balls were the size of a very large melon bigger than a softball... Since eating my
baked goods and now straight of the “Magic Grease”, he is getting better each day and his Gonads have almost
gone back to normal size... They say there is no cure for MRSA???

Jason has had very bad large bed sores on his back since he cannot lay on his side or stomach. He now tells me
they are subsiding and when our doctor showed up with another team in tow they all could not understand why
he was not dead or why he was getting better. I have not told the doctor yet about my/our Hemp Oil treatment
but will soon any day... I really want permission from the doctor to treat his sores now with the Oil topically,
don’t you agree??? If we can stop MRSA in a patient who had only months to live just think about what this
could or should I say SHOULD say to the medical community. Peace & respect, Craig”

“My husband had a 30 year scar from a burn that required a skin graft... So I thought, aha, another place to
experiment with this amazing product. Well, he had less than zero belief it would do anything... After a few
applications it’s morphing, he now has pigment where there had been none. Hair growth where none has grown
in 30 years.” Rebecca

“I had second degree burns all over my face and arms from a house fire. I put RSO mixed with cocoa butter all
over for a month and you can barely tell I was ever burned. It is amazing how quickly it works and it’s the best
pain killer I have ever had.” Amerikanisch

“I had a mole on my scalp that began to itch recently. I applied a dab once a day for a few days and the mole
actually started shrinking! Talk about amazing.” Amanda
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“I’m a believer... fixes gout... it must bring the yin & yang into balance cause I thought I was happy before but
lately I find a sense of happiness emanating from deep within... Thanks Rick Simpson.” Irving

“Since the age of 11 (I am now almost 30) I have been developing a kind of fungus on my skin, mostly around
my neck chest and back. These red round stains appear on my skin every year and I have taken everything there
is to take to treat my skin condition. The medications the dermatologists prescribe take 5-6 days to take away
these spots and another 5 days to totally eliminate them.

The other day I noticed these spots were starting to show once again, BUT this time I decided to put some
cannabis oil on it... and it truly was magic!!! I only applied it 2 times and the spots are ALL gone. I couldn’t
believe my eyes! No more pills and creams and special shampoos for me! Now I made coconut oil infused with
cannabis oil and I will continue to apply it for another week or so to make sure the spots will not reappear.
Thank you so much RS & JB for all the help and information, I will be forever grateful.” Ioanna

“In 2002 I was in a horrible accident. I had lacerations all over and lost part of a bone in my arm. After skin and
bone grafts I was almost healed and got an infection in my arm. Turned out to be a bone infection and had to
start all over. Because of that anytime I get cuts/burns (I am a welder) they would always get infected. This past
year I got a horrible burn from a steam line at work on my stomach. By keeping it clean and using the oil it was
healed in just a touch over a WEEK! My little weld burns could last 4-6 weeks. Not anymore with my oil.
Screw Neosporin, I use OIL!” Chris

“Poison ivy on my arm… Rash and burns gone within 5 minutes… No bumps, no rash, no pain… I used one
grain of RSO with a little coconut oil… GONE in five minutes!!!” Estelle

“I got poison oak on my face, after the second day it was from my forehead to my neck, big itchy blotches, raw
and some bleeding from scratching. I mixed some oil with a bit of coconut oil to make it easy to spread. I put it
on and instant relief from itching and pain, within an hour the rawness and inflammation was gone, by the next
morning it wasn’t visible unless you really looked. It certainly raised a few eyebrows and finally some skeptics
got to see what I’m always talking about. The Healing Power of Cannabis!” Cindy-lee 

“Arthritic psoriasis in less than a month… J” Giulliana

“My Psoriasis disappeared after I started eating the oil... Just using the oil topically was not helping mine that
much- didn’t disappear completely until I started using it orally. It has not returned yet. I am on a maintenance
dose now, so I HOPE that is enough to keep the psoriasis away. I haven’t had any signs of it in almost 4
months. The doctors told me it would never go away completely, and that the only time it would ‘clear up’ was
when I was really sick and my immune system had other things to fight. Well... I don’t feel sick, and the crap is
GONE!” Lindsay

“Also cured tendonitis in a few days. Even a 7 month old injury. Just rub a little pot butter or RSO on the
painful area once a day. Amazing shit. I used the RSO on a 3rd degree burn last Sunday-Tuesday, no sign of the
burn after 40 hours of treatment. Sure wish I’d used it the second it happened. It would have saved me hours of
big pain and holding ice on it.” Bobbi

“What can’t it help? Through my studies the possibilities are endless. I have a cyst on the right side of my cheek
on my face. Five days of taking the oil (ingesting) the cyst rapidly shrunk. The oil was made of frosty leaves
and small bud which was soaked in ever clear. The mixture sat for 2 weeks. First night of the oil my cyst had a
tingle feeling. Five days later gone. The oil works. There is way too much proof and the science behind it all is
amazing. There is chemical compounds out there that respond to all of our receptors in the nervous system is a
work of nature. The amazing part is, it is all found in one plant. CANNABIS. It’s time to see how far humans
can go. It’s time to evolve. Dr. Dank” Jeremy

“The first time I made the oil (infused in coconut oil) was for the topical treatment of an elderly neighbor’s
back. She had sores all over that itched badly. Bed bugs are ruled out, so was scabbies, flees, skeeters, and such
because she was affected nowhere else but her back and there are no signs of critter activity on her bed. Know
what her son did??? He sprayed the mattress heavily with chemical to get rid of bugs that did not exist. I gave
her a new mattress with the explicit instructions that it is to NOT be sprayed. She had to go into the hospital for
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bleeding ulcers and while she was there, she expressed the issue of her back and you know what the doctors told
her to do??? Wash her hair and body for lice, she has no lice. So who do you think I am going to listen to to
help her? The doctors? NO. I made the oil, treated her back with it and there is improvement and healing going
on.” Michele

“Morning Scot, spoke to my sister last evening and she says she is all  healed!!!!! The medicine cured her
shingles :) She says she feels wonderful. Just wanted to be 100% sure before I wrote you. Thanks so much for
your help.”

“The girl with the shingles had something else happen to her and she never told the family what was wrong.
Here it is, she just sent it to me:

“Hi again, just found out yesterday that my sister had a growth on her thyroid a year ago but didn’t tell our
family. Apparently the doctor told her they would keep an eye on it and if it grew, then they would operate. It
was not big enough to get a biopsy of it. Anyways, she had her doctor’s appointment this past week and found
out that the tumor has stopped growing. She believes the medicine stopped the growth. Isn’t that wonderful
news? She is continuing to take it in hopes that her next appointment will prove that the oil kills tumors. Will let
you know more when that happens.” Scot

“Yesterday I got a woman started on the medicine. This is her report from the first day. Simply amazing! Here’s
my day one report:

Woke up with eczema on my lip yesterday morning and put some oil  on it.  Stinging stopped in about 10
minutes. Soreness was gone in 30 minutes. Swelling was down in a few hours. Blisters on my lip are about half
gone today – it normally takes up 2 weeks for them to heal up. Breathing the vapours from the oil on my lip.
Noticed the aching that’s been in my right sinus for several weeks has stopped And my nose stopped running.
Have only sneezed once since yesterday Noticed my fatigue wasn’t as deep as usual. Noticed that I felt relaxed
and that anxious edge was gone. Noticed decreased body pain in the evening - Normally I’m in so much body
pain by the evening that I can’t sit still (ankle nerve and muscle pain, knee/shoulder/ elbow/wrists/thumb pain
significantly decreased).

Also, I get a very light glow with each dose. Am not having any difficulty working or focusing and wouldn’t
hesitate to drive. I’m very clear headed even though I forgot to take the Citicoline this morning. I’m putting the
equivalent of about half a grain of oil on a Craisen and taking it that way.”

Q. Hi JB! I  wanted to  ask you something,  I  was wondering if  RSO would help my mother’s  burns  from
radiation? She decided to go ahead with the “conventional” treatment, and now she has her chest, in lack of
other words, fucked up. It hurts just to look at it. I remember that either you or Rick once got burned, I guess
while preparing RSO, and showed pictures of how the oil works also on burns. So, would it do any good for
her? 

A. Hi Enrique, of course, rub the oil or a hemp salve on her chest and back. Of course she should eat the oil and
stay away from doctors and all other such forms of unnecessary damage. JB 

“My Mom (72) has had painful cracked skin on most of her fingertips for about 2 years now... very painful.
Doctor says, “Yep that comes with age.” Dufuss!!! We mixed a very small amount of the oil with aquaphor...
one treatment, overnight... gone! Her painful cracks are healed and continues to be good for over a week now!
AMAZING!” Dolly

“I used the oil on a fresh open surgery wound. In September of 2012, I had 2 Basal Cell Carcinoma tumors
removed from my face. One was big and was the feeder tumor that was spreading it. As well, an internal tumor
in my cheek was scraped for a biopsy. When I got home and unveiled my wound, I had a crater in my face.

For the first 4 days I mixed Shea butter and oil and applied it. I then switched to straight oil and have not
stopped. When I went for my post op appointment, the Dr that thought I was going to have plastic surgery was
amazed at my healing. I decided to tell her the truth, that I had not used the prescription, that I had healed it with
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Cannabis Oil. She had heard of Rick Simpson & Phoenix Tears, she did not judge me, and said to keep up the
good work.

In one month, I go for my second surgery, plan of action to heal this wound...

Cannabis Oil. Will I tell this surgeon? At my Post op appointment! In love & light.” Patti-Jo

--  Patti,  there  won’t  be any surgery  required if  you continue  with the  oil.  Or postpone by another  60g if
necessary, but stay away from surgery and doctors, if at all possible. It is a sad prerequisite for the success of
the treatment in many cases. JB

“RSO has made my psoriasis almost non-existent. I have been ingesting a maintenance dose for going on three
years now and my skin is clear, my mind is clear and I have never been healthier.” Erica

“I’ve seen someone close to me use Rick’s oil on a bad burn that would have left a nasty scar and within a week
of applying the oil it was gone and no sign of a scar or that it was burnt.” Janice

“We have my daughter on the oil now. She has psoriasis on both elbows, forearms, and one knee. Took pics at
start. So far the dry scaly areas are gone. The skin is red, but smooth instead of raised and inflamed. Smaller
areas on the outside have cleared completely. We are convinced this is going to work. We are taking pics every
other day or when there is noticeable improvement. All this in less than a week using the oil topically. Thank
you so much for bringing awareness to this medicine that will ultimately heal nations Rick and JB. I am sharing
posts every day and telling anyone who will listen. It’s starting to sink in.” Ron

Q. Do these mixtures work for acne? 

A. Jennifer, the oil works for “all sorts of skin conditions.” That means including acne. Best wishes, JB 

“(I found about the oil) 3 months ago searching the internet for a cure for acne and rosacea. It cleared that up
instantly! I add iso oil to coconut oil to use it on my face and neck once a day. My husband says I look 15 years
younger! Thanks so much for sharing this information. God bless you all. Keep up the good work.” Toni

“It works for ingrown hairs on the face as well. I used it on my 23 year old son with success in 2 applications.
ONE LOVE.” Patti-Jo

“Charlie is walking. No pain meds. He is standing tall. His strides are straight and wide. He can run jump and
play. His neck is almost 90 percent healed. It has not looked this way in two years. He ate a banana, pizza, a
half a sandwich, fried rice, yogurt and more yesterday. He has NEVER eaten this much. (…)

Charlie’s right knee, was the worst. It is about 50 percent better. The left one is almost healed completely except
for the fact that he itched it the other night and blistered it back up. But nothing major... The biggest change is
the wound on his neck and under his armpits. The neck is just about healed completely as well as his armpits.

I use a small drop of the oil in his g-tube before baths. It also has helped with knee pain. If his knees hurt, he
gets that drop. I do not add any tylenol or ibuprofen. It does the trick. I also make my own ointment. I have a
water machine that filters water and separates alkaline water from acidic. Since acidic oxygenated water is so
good for the skin and is also an antibacterial, I take place acidic water and mix it with methocelullose to create
an ointment.

I add the concentrate to make a salve which is like the consistency of vaseline. I butter his dressings with this
and use it on his wounds. THIS alone is making an incredible difference with the pain, itching, and healing. I
will send you pics soon. I have been taking them every change. I think the oil will last for another month, but
since this is the first time I have ever done this, I am not sure. I am thrilled. His appetite is never been so good.
He ate more food yesterday than he has all year.” Trisha

“Hey Rick and friends, I have a friend who has had this sore (approx. 2 inches by 4 inches in diameter) on his
left shoulder blade for going on 4 years now, eeeking infection, with no scab in site, just a pure raw opening,
under the surface you could feel a hard baseball size lump sensitive to the touch.

He has topically applied the oil 8 times in 7 months with about 2 weekends on internal use also.
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Scabbing and scarring lump is gone, open wound scarred over and my friend feels blessed to have had a chance
to use the oil.” Rebecca

“Yesterday I cut my finger on a blender at work. At 3 am I woke to a pounding finger that I tried ice, peroxide,
neosporine.  Nothing  worked.  Was  throbbing  still.  I  then  remembered  hearing  oil  would  help  cellular
regeneration and stopped pain and healed scars n skin issues so why not try it. So I took a drop and spread it
around the whole tip of my finger. Within 1 minute the pain was 80% gone. Within 30 min. I was able to flick
my finger with only a little soreness but no real pain. I am sold. At 12 hours later I reapplied and have no pain
since.” Rebecca

“Hey Rick, I’d like to keep my name confidential if you happen to post this (which I don’t mind). My girlfriend
had a really rough upbringing and resorted to cutting her wrists when she got depressed, this problem is years
and years behind us but some pretty nasty scars on her wrist still remain. There extremely visible and bubble out
quite a bit, it’s the first thing a lot of people notice when they first meet her, she’d like nothing more than to be
rid of them.

So my question is would the oil help get rid of the scars? Or at least help make them less visible? I love what
you’re doing and I wish I knew about the oil when my grandfather got sick with cancer, you’re a hero for all the
lives you’ve helped save!”

-- Dear XXX, start applying the oil topically on the scars, they will most likely disappear within weeks or
months. I would also get her on the oil, too, it will help with her PTSD from all those memories of what she
went through, it will also improve the quality of her sleep. Take photos and videos if you don’t mind, the scar
will really go away - either completely or they will be hardly visible. Best wishes, Jindrich Bayer

“Hey Rand, I have the same problem with the leg sores. First because I was pre-diabetic. But I found out I’m
highly sensitive to bug and mosquito bites. I put the oil on them and put a band aid on overnight and the bites
are healed.” Michelle

-- What the oil can do for mosquito or tick bites is simply amazing. Give it a try and you will see why we say
that no one should leave their house unless they have the oil on them. The oil has so many uses that it  is
irresponsible to try to live without it. JB

“Eat the oil... I’ve been taking the oil for two months, my psoriasis almost 80% clear, and I don’t have to use
any medicine at all… And took my arthritis away too...” Giuliana

“I’ve used a cannabis olive-oil mix and in a week my psoriasis started to clear. Sadly I just had a little and I
didn’t have enough to take it more both internally and externally. OBSERVE, I didn’t even have real RSO, but
a cannabis oil made on olive oil.” Teemu

-- Let us hope you will get some more oil soon, Teemu. It is best to use it topically to control the symptoms and
also to eat the oil, you want to remove the underlying cause of the problem, too. Best wishes, JB

“It works well on mosquito bites & tooth aches too. My daughter was bitten, not kidding, at least 50 times by
mosquitoes in 15 minutes WITH OFF! Deep Woods bug spray on. I tried a banana peel, deodorant, aloe vera,
dermaplast & hydro-cortisone. None of it brought the swelling down (she’s allergic to mosquito bites they swell
badly) or provided her relief. In desperation I scraped the resin out of a vaporizer, mixed it with just a bit of
coconut oil so it would spread easier & “greased” her legs down with it. Within about half an hour all the
swelling was down & while she still had red dots where the bites were they weren’t bothering her I avoided
giving her Benedryl.

I had an abscess forming in my mouth & I packed the resin from the vape around the affected tooth & again
within about half an hour the swelling went down & I was able to heal it, no problems with it since. I did pack it
two days though to be sure. Now I can say that packing the resin (if you have a Vapir No2 inside the cone
where you change the screen collects almost pure hash, concentrated too.) around my tooth I got incredibly
high, probably higher than I have ever been in my life.
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I  even texted  my husband from the  living  room to  ask him for  help  getting  to  the  bedroom.  Sub-lingual
medications work better though, which is why in the ER if they suspect a heart attack they spray nitro under
your tongue. All is fine now though, I didn’t die from an overdose, I didn’t wake up horribly hungover & best
of all... I didn’t have to take large amounts of Tylenol or Advil & do even more damage to my stomach & liver.

I know the resin isn’t the most effective way & I wasn’t even sure if it would work but it was what I had to
work with since I live in an illegal state. I figured it couldn’t hurt though. I can’t wait to live in a state where I
can freely grow my own organic starting material of the highest possible quality, make my own oil & heal
myself & my entire family... including my almost 2 year old daughter who has been going through hell the past
year because no one can figure out what is wrong with her.

They think now she has a protein disorder but that’s just another thing they are throwing around because they
have no clue what is in fact wrong. Getting her on the oil might just save her life.

While I would love to have an accurate diagnosis so I know what I am treating but the bottom line is I just want
my baby feeling better & if that means bucking conventional society then that is what I will do.” Sara

“Thank you isn’t enough for what you have done. I’m sitting here with oil on my poison oak. I NEVER would
have tried without you. It lasted over 2 month touching nearly 100% of my body last year because of someone
starting a brushfire so I will now get it everywhere & worse they say cuz we don’t build immunities to this one.

A day ago it popped up. So, the oil last night, didn’t stop the itch at all. However I see it healing scars daily so I
have faith. This morning, 24 hours after 1st application I see it worked and is healing any injured skin from my
scratching. So with some zinc oxide paste over my oil I believe I may have just found the 1# aid for poison oak.

I actually can’t wait till next season to see if maybe the oil heals to repair this issue for life. I’ll let ya know.
Wouldn’t that be great? Again Thanks for all you do.” Rebecca

-- The oil can fix that, too. It is a cure or control for all medical problems. The sooner it is applied the sooner it
will fix what needs to be fixed, that’s about all there is to it. JB

“I want people to know that RSO cleared up a huge blister my husband got on his heel while lying in bed so
long from being so sick. I put the oil on it and within a week it was gone. I was totally afraid it was going to
develop into something much more serious. It covered his whole heel. Thank you Rick Simpson for all you do.”
Susan

“Being a mechanic I have used the oil on some pretty bad cuts and you are 100% correct... It heals the skin way
faster than anything else.” Cory

“Cured my HPV in two weeks with only three topical applications.” Miles

“I am in the process right now of treating a nasty mole that has turned black. Every morning I apply a generous
amount right on the mole then cover with a band aid. In 3 weeks I can visually see the mole is shrinking. It
WORKS. I also eat a little everyday... what a difference in energy level. MEDICINAL BLISS THROUGH
CANNABIS!!!!!!!” Beau

“I admit it... I’m clumsy... I have a bad habit of sticking the tines of the pitch fork into my foot. RSO directly on
the spot, cover with band aid, pain gone in seconds, healed in 3 days.” Heather

“I’ve seen a much less potent balm version of the oil destroy psoriasis in days, reduce ovaries swelling on 1st
day of period in 20 mins, and prevent scarring and pain when applied immediately to minor burns. Truly makes
me wonder what the oil could do...” Beres

“I had one of the worst cases of athlete’s foot when I was 10, I wish I had the oil. But I have it now. All is well
47 years later. Cures most everything.” Donald

“My daughter in law was deep frying pork chops and basically dipped her fingers in the boiling hot oil up to the
first knuckle and they turned white like cooked chicken.
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We put RSO on them and the pain was gone in about a minute or so, she coated them 2 x’s a day with the RSO.
They healed very quickly in just a few days and there was no skin loss or scarring at all.

It is amazing we now keep a little in the kitchen fridge so if anyone gets burned (especially the children) we will
apply the RSO immediately, there’s no need to feel that kind of pain when we have a natural plant that will take
care of it.” Debra

“I had a small batch of lumps on my elbow, treated them with the oil... A week later my elbow is smooth and no
bumps... I think they were warts but because I don’t believe in doctors I couldn’t tell you for sure.” Carla

-- No matter what is wrong with your skin, simply apply the oil, cover it with a band aid and reapply the oil
every day or two or when the band aid falls off. Burns, warts, eczema, psoriasis -- the oil doesn’t care what it is
and will fix it, just give it time and oil. JB

“My friend had a cyst on his face and after taking the oil for a few days it was gone. And he was ingesting it not
using it topically.” Jonathan

“Not a cancer patient but I had an infection on my heel that would not respond to treatment. I even had a wound
care tech work on it... he got the infection to stop spreading but it still wouldn’t heal. I smeared the oil on it and
in ONE day the redness was less. Day two and redness gone. Day three and the infection is looking like skin
again! Wonderful healing oil!” Tammie

“I worked for a pool and spa company... I’m fair skinned, outside all day. I had some crazy spots appearing on
my face, head and arm that was always out the driver’s window. The oil cleared those spots right up in a matter
of weeks! I now ingest.5 gram of pure THC every day to help battle any illness and to keep my immune system
strong. BTW no flu shot ever! No flu since I was a kid.” Jay

“I know the guys here are always saying use the pure RSO, and I am a really big fan of that stuff. However I
just want to let people know that a coconut oil infusion made with the sugar leaves, has completely replaced
neosporin for us, I have not had to buy that stuff for 2 years. It works better and faster, and I can slather it all
over people’s hands and face and I don’t have to worry about them getting sick if they accidentally eat it.” Tina

-- Tina, nothing works better and faster than pure RSO but I know what you are trying to say. Of course that
less potent forms of cannabis medicine can also do wonders. The problem is that the success is not as reliable as
with undiluted most potent RSO.

Cannabis cosmetics will replace most currently available cosmetics soon, namely after women find out what the
oil can do for their beauty. Hemp seed oil, coconut oil and shea butter are my favorite carriers but one can use
whatever is popular locally where they live and add the oil to it. 20-30% RSO in creams works marvels but
0,01-1% can also be of great benefit for less serious conditions and everyday maintenance. JB

“My girlfriend is highly allergic to mosquito bites and last night she had one on her temple...  it  was huge,
anyways I suggested getting a band aid and putting RSO that we had made from cannabis leaves onto the bite.
This morning when we woke up the bump had completely disappeared.”

-- Thank you, Jimmy. I am sure this piece of information will help many people. The mosquito season is here.
And the oil works as a repellent, too, give it a try. It is always better to prevent problems from happening even
though it is so easy to fix them with the oil. The oil can be used topically on anything that itches, burns or hurts.
The sooner you apply the oil the sooner the problems can go away. Remember it. JB

Q. How long can the oil last? Forever? What is the best storage, fridge, freezer, pantry? Thanks. 

A. In a syringe and if kept in a dark cold place the oil will last for years, especially if you manage to protect the
oil against visitors and family, namely women, because they seem to like ingesting the oil even more than men. 

The moment women in your family find out about the rejuvenating effects of the oil and what it does with
wrinkles, you will not have to worry about how long the oil will last, it will always get eaten or used topically
very quickly. If you want to preserve your supply of the oil, do not tell women that cosmetics with 20-30% of
the oil will do miracles for their complexion and make them look as young as physically possible, otherwise
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they will simply take it from you no matter what you will try to say or do and you will not have to worry about
how long the oil will last.

This is not (meant as) a sexist comment, I am only informing of what I have seen happen many times, it is just
an observation and an attempt to draw attention to what the oil can do for your complexion regardless of the
gender. JB

“If women knew that it reversed aging skin and repaired damaged skin (like in this person’s case) cannabis
legalization support would go through the roof! The entire economy has thrived because of the suppression of
this amazing natural medicine and we will all watch it crumble together as more and more people become
informed and simply start medicating themselves.” Gil

Q. Do you apply it to your face for wrinkle treatment> or take it orally or both?” Toni 

A. Both for best results, but topical application only can do a lot, too. JB 

“Did I read wrinkles? It helps WRINKLES? :0” Margie

Chronic Pain

“If you have the proper varieties to make the oil from, there is nothing better for chronic pain relief than hemp
oil. The oils from many types of hemp are a wonderful natural painkiller that is not addictive or harmful. The
medical system gives chronic pain sufferers dangerous, addictive, and harmful medications to control their pain.
I do admit that such medications are somewhat effective but essentially all they do is mask the pain while
providing no healing effect. When you are taking hemp oil for chronic pain, it not only reduces the pain, it
actually goes to work trying to heal the cause of your suffering. For anyone suffering from chronic pain, hemp
oil is by far the best treatment, since it is non-addictive and does no harm to the rest of your body.

I have seen people with bone cancer in agony when morphine and all the other pain medications the medical
system uses could not kill their pain. But the hemp oil brought it under control in a matter of hours and they
were able to get off these harmful substances very quickly with few withdrawal symptoms. I have also provided
this medication to many patients with chronic pain and some of the results have been truly amazing. It was not
unusual for me to receive reports from people the very next day, telling me that they are no longer suffering.

As I said, hemp oil has the ability to eliminate pain, but it also goes to work healing its cause. Again, the idea is
to get off these dangerous addictive pharmaceutical medications as quickly as possible and replace them with
the use of this oil.  Realistically,  there is no comparison between hemp oil  and pharmaceuticals.  Most pain
medications supplied by our medical system are dangerous, addictive, and deadly, while hemp oil presents no
addiction or danger to the patient.

If a patient is taking morphine or other opiates to control their pain, I suggest they begin with doses about the
size of a piece of short-grained dry rice. Then increase the amount you are ingesting as rapidly as possible,
while reducing your intake of these substances until you have no further need for the pharmaceuticals at all.
There are vast numbers of people who have been taking medications that their doctors prescribed for years and
they have done little or nothing to help. If you want to know what it’s like to feel good again, give the oil a try
and leave the insanity of the medical system behind.” Rick Simpson, Hemp: The Most Medicinal Plant

Back Pain, Scoliosis
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Have you had any patients that experienced relief from back pain or scoliosis?

“The producer of our documentary “Run From the Cure” Christian Laurette had suffered with scoliosis for
years.  About  thirteen  years  ago,  the medical  system offered to  do an  operation  but  they would  only give
Christian a 50/50 chance of walking again. With odds like this, he felt his only alternative was to live with the
pain. Almost daily, he would collapse in agony from the scoliosis and he had more or less convinced himself
that nothing could help. I provided him with some hemp oil and within hours he reported that he experienced no
further back pain.

I explained to him that he had lived his life with a condition that would not allow him to exercise the way a
normal person should, therefore his back muscles were very weak. As expected, after taking the oil as directed,
Christian now functions normally with no pain, his back muscles have strengthened and he can now go without
the oil for extended periods. Christian is just one of many with back problems who have found an effective cure
or control with the use of this medication to ease their discomfort. In my opinion, there is no need for anyone to
go  through  life  in  a  constant  state  of  agony.  If  you  have  back  problems  of  any  nature,  I  am  sure  this
medication’s use will be of great benefit for most who have these conditions.” Rick Simpson, Hemp: The Most
Medicinal Plant

Diabetes

“Diabetics that have just been diagnosed are usually quite easy to cure and in no time they are often free of the
disease. But in patients who have had this condition for a long time and have suffered the effects of the disease
for years, it will often take longer. Even in badly damaged patients, if high-quality oil is taken properly, often
within six weeks they no longer need insulin. Unfortunately, the damage this disease causes within our bodies
can take considerably longer to heal, but given time, most of this too can be repaired.

The oil  seems to  often  have  the  ability  to  rejuvenate  the  pancreas  quite  rapidly,  so  it  can  again  function
properly.  We were first able to prove this on a diabetic  I had treated for cancer.  At the end of his cancer
treatment, he went off the oil completely for ten days. To my surprise, his blood sugar levels remained normal
and he was eating many things that a diabetic should not. This man had been a diabetic for over thirty years and
he had been taking two injections of insulin a day. So after he had taken no oil for ten days and his blood sugar
levels remained normal it became obvious that his pancreas must be functioning properly again.

I always tell patients I am not a doctor, but I think it would be in their best interests if they could get off the
chemical medications they are using for other conditions. Quite often, certain medications can impede the oil
treatment’s effectiveness and the oil’s use will usually replace these medications anyway.

I have had reports from patients who were suffering from both type 1 and type 2 diabetes that stated the oil had
treated them successfully. For instance, I have encountered patients who have been injecting insulin for thirty
years, and, after starting the oil, within six weeks they no longer needed to take these injections. At the same
time, other reports I received from some stated they were only successful in lowering their insulin intake. But
they also stated that with the use of the oil it also did other wonderful things that improved their overall health.

The way I look at it, getting off insulin and having the pancreas controlling blood sugar levels once more is the
goal. Yet, even if this cannot be completely accomplished, the effects of the oil will still be very beneficial to
the patient’s body. Since this disease causes circulation problems and other complications, often an infection
caused from an injury is impossible to heal using the medical systems so-called conventional methods. For
example, if a diabetic gets an infection on their foot and it refuses to heal properly, in the end, the medical
system’s answer is to remove the foot or at least the part that had become infected.

I have known of diabetics personally who had this done and in no time they usually need to have more removed
because infection continues to set in. What a horrible prospect for a diabetic to face and what makes it even
worse is the fact that these operations are completely unnecessary.
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At that time, I knew nothing about the healing abilities of the hemp plant and all I could do was watch the
agony these  patients  had to  go through;  but  since then I  have  finally  learned the truth.  If  the  oil  is  used
externally, it will heal diabetic ulcers in a very short time, so you can imagine the benefits a diabetic receives
when this substance is ingested. I have been making this information available for years but still doctors choose
to ignore the use of this medication and continue to mutilate their patients. This is one of the reasons that I have
no use for the medical system and all these so-called doctors who feed off our suffering.

After taking the oil treatment, many diabetics who have been on restricted diets for years behave like a kid in a
candy store.  Suddenly,  they can again  eat  foods that  a diabetic  should not  and some patients  will  tend to
overindulge themselves.  As time goes on, the oil  can reverse damage that has been done to the bodies of
diabetics such as bad circulation, etc. The oil will also heal those nasty infections that diabetics have to deal
with in a sensible way, and from what we have witnessed, high-grade hemp oil is effective in the treatment of
all types of diabetes.” Rick Simpson, Hemp: The Most Medicinal Plant

“The oil rejuvenates the pancreas and, believe it or not, it then often starts producing insulin even after years of
inactivity. Many patients can stop shooting insulin after several weeks on the oil. The oil also helps cure or
control all the other diabetes-related problems in the body.

I would eat the oil and/or use it in a suppository. Smoking or vaporizing can also help reduce blood sugar level,
but the effects are very limited when compared to ingesting the oil. I would use the oil topically for diabetic
ulcers, simply apply the oil, cover it with a bandage and repeat this every three days until the ulcer is healed. I
would mix hemp seed oil with the extract and use it for massages, which will promote blood circulation and
help prevent swelling and other discomforts. I would also include hemp seeds and hemp seed oil in my diet.” JB

Heart, Blood Pressure

Have you had any beneficial reports about hemp oil and heart conditions?

“For those with heart problems who are commencing treatment with the oil, they should be aware that often the
oil can increase a patient’s heart rate, until they become comfortable with its use. The increase in heart rate is
usually only slight, but I feel that the patient should know that it can happen.

This medication is effective to reduce cholesterol levels and improves blood circulation, so that in itself would
be of great benefit to the patient’s heart. Certainly, the heart is a vital organ and from our experience, hemp oil
can rejuvenate vital organs. Although I have never told people to stop taking their heart medications, many have
done so with no detrimental effects. I feel that hemp oil’s effect on heart conditions requires more research, but
from what we have seen, this medication appears to be very beneficial for the heart.

Can the oil regulate blood pressure?

Hemp oil can regulate blood pressure, indeed. I use it myself to help me sleep and to regulate my own blood
pressure. When commencing treatment with hemp oil, I tell patients that are already taking medication for this
condition to keep a close eye on their blood pressure. Most who were using pharmaceuticals to control their
blood pressure no longer require them upon commencing treatment with hemp oil.

Since hemp oil reduces blood pressure, anyone who tries to continue using their pharmaceutical blood pressure
medications will likely find that the combination of the two will drive their blood pressure down too low. It’s a
good idea to avoid this situation and with the use of portable blood pressure testers available today, this can
easily be accomplished.

Can it help with other internal organ illnesses?

From what I have seen with the use of hemp oil, many internal organ conditions and associated problems can be
controlled or cured. When an internal organ is rejuvenated and healed, it can once again resume its duties within
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our body. Personally, I think it makes much more sense to rejuvenate our own vital organs with the use of this
oil, rather than to go through an organ transplant with all its associated dangers and then spending the rest of
your life taking medications so the organ will not be rejected. In some cases, an organ transplant might be the
only answer, but if this medication was used properly to rejuvenate vital organs, I think that there would be
much less need for transplants.” Rick Simpson, Hemp: The Most Medicinal Plant

“Heart is an internal organ and the oil rejuvenates vital organs. When patients start using the oil, they usually
cut down their doses of their heart medication to a half, and most stop using the medications as soon as they feel
they can stop using them. The oil is very beneficial to the heart.

The oil can regulate blood pressure and arrhythmia very easily. It usually lowers blood pressure, so those who
use blood pressure medications should be careful with the use of the oil until they get used to it. A combination
of blood pressure medications and the oil can drive the pressure way too low, and so it is a good idea to monitor
blood pressure using a blood pressure tester. In many cases, the oil increases heart rate slightly.

This area requires much more research, so patients should follow their common sense when commencing with
the oil, but they should also stay in touch with their physician to make sure that the heart.

Heart patients should check the electric wiring in their home or employment.

The heart works on electromagnetic impulses, and so they should avoid staying in electromagnetic fields as
much as possible.

I would eat the oil and I would also use it in suppositories. As for topical application, it never hurts but I cannot
say how beneficial it really is at the moment. As always, I would use hemp in all ways possible. I would also
include hemp seeds and hemp seed oil in my diet, both seeds and the oil are known to have very beneficial
effects on many heart conditions.

If I were a doctor and were to carry out a heart-related surgery or transplant, etc., I would try to rejuvenate the
organ with at least 60g of the oil. If 60g would not bring the patient to a sufficient state of health, I would still
continue to give them the oil.” JB

Asthma

“Even smoking pot is beneficial for many asthma sufferers, but ingesting the oil or vaporizing it is a much more
effective and medicinal way to treat this condition. Using the oil in suppository form is also very effective for
those with breathing problems, and so this method could be of benefit as well. We know many people who have
asthma that have been helped with the use of this medication and I can honestly say that I am not aware of any
treatment for this condition that is more effective.  Even those who suffer from such things as COPD have
witnessed amazing improvements in their ability to breath properly with the use of this medication. If you are
experiencing any type of breathing problems, give the oil a try and I am sure you will have no regrets.” Rick
Simpson, Hemp: The Most Medicinal Plant

“One would expect that vaporizing the oil is the best treatment for asthma or breathing problems. Surprisingly,
we found that hemp oil suppositories are extremely efficient in opening airways. Usually, within 30 minutes
after a patient takes a suppository, they report that they feel as if their lungs opened and they can breathe much
easier. Of course, as with any other illness, I would ingest a standard 60g dose over three months and then I
would  stay  on  a  gram a  day  until  I  would  feel  completely  healthy.  Then,  of  course,  I  would  stay  on  a
maintenance dose for the rest of my life. I would use the oil orally, topically on my throat and chest and in
suppository form.” JB

Children and the Oil
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Mothers in particular will worry if it is safe to give oil to children. Is it safe then?

“I consider hemp oil to be perfectly safe in the treatment of children in all age groups who suffer from cancer
and other diseases. I really do not know how doctors treating little children in oncology units can live with
themselves. Do they not know the damage they are doing to these little ones with their radiation, chemo, and
other harmful, poisonous chemicals?

Anyone who has ever studied medicine knows the effects of such treatments and is aware of the fact they are
much more likely to produce death with the use of these treatments, rather than a cure. If parents would only
take the time to fully understand what the medical system intends to do to their children, I am sure that most
would rather have them treated with hemp oil, because it is a natural substance that is safe to use and will cause
no harm to the child.

Knowing what I do about the medical system, I would never let them get their hands on any child of mine. In
the event that someone tried to force me to do otherwise, the situation would instantly turn very ugly indeed.

I think it is only natural that any parent would want to protect their children and keep them out of harm’s way.
If I thought the medical system presented a danger as the parent of the child, I would feel that I should have the
right to choose other methods of treatment. Recently in the US and Canada, there have been cases where the
authorities took children and forced them to take chemotherapy against both the wishes of the child and the
parents themselves. It seems that as adults we have the right to reject their insane treatments, but our children do
not. Since chemotherapy is simply poison, if anyone were to go against my will and administer such a thing to a
child of mine, it could likely be said that they would not have a very bright future.

In my opinion, anyone who would do such a thing without the parents’ consent is guilty of attempted murder
and if the child were to die, they would then be responsible for their death. I don’t care how you choose to look
at it, poison is poison, and if a doctor administers these substances, they are just as guilty as I would be if I were
to do the same. Just because doctors wear white coats does not mean they have the right to harm their patients;
in fact, it goes against their own Hippocratic Oath. If I were them, I would start practicing medicine in the
proper way before someone connected to the patients they have harmed decides to seek retribution against
them.

How can hemp oil be used in disease prevention? Once again, would it also be safe to give the oil to 
children?

I know of nothing better than hemp oil to prevent diseases and I also consider this medication to be perfectly
safe in the treatment of children. I have often stated that if children were given tiny doses of hemp oil, diseases
like diabetes, MS, cancer, and many others could be prevented from ever occurring in most cases.

If minuscule doses of oil are given to children,  THC and its associated cannabinoids will build up in their
systems and prevent disease. I am not talking about getting children high; this is about providing children or
people of any age with a harmless, non-addictive medicine to prevent medical problems in the future.

There is no logical reason why we should be prevented from growing and producing our own medicine to treat
the ones we love. Should our children or even we ourselves be suffering and dying because drug companies
want to make more money? When there is a natural medication available to ease our medical problems that
most people have little trouble producing? It’s time to kiss the drug companies good bye and find out what
Mother Nature can provide to keep ourselves and our children healthy.

How to dose hemp oil for children?

As for doses, children are no different than adults and they all have different tolerances for this medication. To
prevent diseases in children, only miniscule doses would be required once a day about an hour before bedtime,
so the chance of getting a child high would be very remote. Again, hemp oil does not cause any harm, so I do
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not know why anyone would hesitate in giving it to their children. In addition, imagine all the everyday injuries
which  take  place  that  we could  now treat  ourselves  if  the  oil  was  available.  Things  such as  burns,  cuts,
scratches, sores, infections, insect bites, etc. can be treated so easily and effectively with the topical use of this
oil.

After my experiences with this medication, it would be the first thing I would give my child for internal and
external  conditions.  Yet,  I  definitely  would  hesitate  and think  twice  before  I  would  allow them to  ingest
chemical medications. In fact, knowing what I do about the medical industry, I would not even consider such a
thing.

It takes experience with the healing effects of hemp oil to get to this way of thinking, but no doubt after seeing
what it can do, you too will become converted. I firmly believe that if children and people of all ages were to
take small doses of this oil on a regular basis, they could all live longer and be much more healthy.” Rick
Simpson, Hemp: The Most Medicinal Plant

Q. Is there an age that they can start this? My son is 3 and has bad eczema and its cold a good portion of the
year here.” Roxanne

A. Roxanne, it is absolutely safe to give the oil to children, even to newborns, especially when used topically in
a mix with hemp seed oil or shea butter. It is a good strategy to mix hemp seed oil with the oil (1% of oil will
do, but 20-30% would be ideal) and then add a few drops of it to the bath every day. It will leave a thin film on
the whole body and that is usually all that is needed (or at least for maintenance). Take pics and videos, the
improvement will be very very quick. The itching and irritation will go away in seconds or minutes, and the
eczema should simply disappear within a week or more. Best wishes, JB

“That smoke is NOT healthy for kids or mamas... stupid mamas and what are you telling your kids? Oil or
nada! Especially to kids!” Naia

-- I wouldn’t be so radical, smoking or vaporizing also has beneficial effects, for instance against nausea in
pregnant women. It won’t harm the kid. JB

“Smoke isn’t  so great...  especially  if  you have  tendencies  towards  allergies...  just  saying.  I  cannot  handle
smoke! Also, kids are not capable of knowing when to stop... whether it is sugar, caffeine, food, etc. You have
to be their guide. I do not think advocating cannabis smoking is a great idea for teens. Just saying. Just my
opinion from what I have seen. Could also distract from school work and important issues.” Naia

--  I  used to  get  distracted  from schoolwork and important  issues,  too,  and we did not  have  any cannabis
available to us at all. All it took for me was to see a good looking girl somewhere around and that was it for
school work and issues that were important to others but not to me.

If you control how much tea your kids drink, of course go ahead and control how much cannabis they are going
to take or ingest. Good luck with that. It is a vain effort but I am sure it will keep many people busy for the next
few years until they realize how safe cannabis is and that it is really practically impossible to fatally overdose
on it.

So who cares how much of it anyone ingests? I don’t. I don’t even care how many cups of tea or coffee people
drink a day, imagine that. Why should I? It is none of my business. And it is none of anybody’s business how
much of this life saving and preventive medicine anyone ingests.

The more oil you have in you and the more often the better for your health. That’s the only rule that really
applies. To people of all ages, including children and pregnant mothers. If you don’t like this idea, get over it,
learn to live with it, that’s the best thing you can do. No regulation of cannabis will work, it simply can’t be
regulated anyway. Plus, there is no reason to regulate it. JB

“I am so happy to finally be able to announce that my sweet baby boy is using cannabis to fight the side effects
of chemo & radiation AND to ensure that he doesn’t grow any new tumors! This medicine has helped him
tremendously. Before he was getting this medicine he was constantly throwing up, he wouldn’t eat, he was very
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lethargic & cranky... now he’s eating, he’s keeping his food down, he’s gaining weight & anyone who has been
around him knows how absolutely happy he is.“

-- Well, without the poison in his body the kid would be doing much better. It really makes no sense to use
chemo and radiation along with the oil, it is like giving the patient an antidote while pumping venom in their
veins. Oil only for best results. Doctors should know this, it is not so difficult to understand that it is not a good
idea to give children poison when it is not necessary. JB

Q. “I’m a 29 years old single mother. My son is now 8 years old and lives with moderate autism. I wouldn’t
change my mini me for anything in this world, except to make his life a little easier. I was wondering if you’ve
had any other parents come to you asking about the oil? Or any success stories with autism/Asperger’s? If I did
decide to go this route what kind of dosage would I be looking at? I appreciate all info! Thank you. From a
frustrated mama & little boy.” 

A. “The oil is about the only thing that might work,” said Rick when I read this to him. Dosage instructions and
other info on how to produce and use the oil is on our site and in Rick’s e-book. I have helped quite a few
autistic children in the past, and this medicine does wonders for them. 

Children love taking this medicine, they are not prejudiced, they don’t know that they are “doing something
wrong”, and parents enjoy it a lot when they have some time for themselves. For best results, as always, I would
start with a standard 60g treatment, no pills, and then I would keep the kid on a maintenance dose in an amount
of his choice for the rest of his long and peaceful life. And the kid from the video should do exactly the same, if
at all possible. Best wishes, JB

Q. My wife has severe lower back pain due to being 7 months pregnant, she describes it as a nervous twitch
that’s is extremely painful. I tried looking around on your site and here. Will RSO dramatically help the pain?
Do you have a link to a previous topic on this subject? I am concerned if they put her on codeine it will harm
the baby 

A. I would have her ingest a tiny doses of the oil and apply the oil topically on her back. Give her a massage
with a mix of the oil and hemp seed oil. Yes, there is a good chance that codeine might harm the baby. The oil
cannot and will not harm the baby in any way. JB

“What is the youngest person you are aware of being treated with RSO? Is there a pediatric treatment protocol?
While we have been unsuccessful so far in swaying grandma’s opinion & be able to cure grandpa. I have a 2yr
old with unknown gastric issues (yes she has been in “medical” treatment for over a year & all the pills, creams,
lotions & Big Pharma potions have been unsuccessful. They are now leaning towards a protein syndrome.
Obviously a 25lb child can’t handle the same dosage as a 175lb man so do you recommend it at all for pediatric
applications?” Sara

-- Pregnant mothers should be using the oil and then increase the dose when they give birth. After birth, mothers
should be eating small doses of the oil to make sure that the child will develop in an optimal way.

So, if you ask me, my youngest patient was minus eight months old and is still  doing great, he is the best
developed kid in his kindergarten and started to speak sooner than most others. His mother used the oil before
she gave birth to him, and the kid also was given the oil after vaccination with a hexavaccine to make sure that
the dangerous chemicals will be flushed from his body as quickly as possible.

Cannabis oil is a safe medicine for people of all ages. If you have problems grasping this, see what the oil does
for eczema or a diaper rash and then come back and tell me that you would never give cannabis to your child.
All you would hear from me is that a parent who would not give cannabis as medicine to their child is either
badly misinformed, or they are psychopathic sadists who enjoy to watch others suffer.

Do you know how effective the oil is against toothaches? Would you give the child the oil to fight the pain
associated with teeth growing? I would. With no hesitation at all.

Dosage for children is basically the same as for adults, when you are treating something serious. Start with a
minuscule dose three times a day, get the patient used to it, increase the dose every four days or as convenient,
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and always try to get as much medicine into the patient as quickly as reasonably possible, while making sure
that they stay in their comfort zone. JB

“A nurse friend used it on stage 3 diaper rash, gone overnight!” Alice

-- For those who think that children should not use cannabis. What other medicine would you like to give them
if not this oldest, safest natural medicine that has been used for thousands of years? Or are you going to watch
you kids  suffer  from all  those eczemas  and rashes  for  no reason? That’s  not  a  nice  thing  to  do,  I’d say.
Especially when there is such a simple solution to all these skin problems.

Is it ok to watch your children scream from pain when you could simply give them a drop of the oil and they
would be pain free? Hm? JB

“The neurosurgeon looked at Spencer’s most recent MRI, and said, “The large tumor, on the pineal gland, and
there is NO doubt it was a large TUMOR, is GONE!!!!” He then went on to say, “The brain stem tumor is
totally calcified!! It’s very unlikely to grow, ever!” Next he said, “I do NOT believe he has ANY tumors on his
spine, these small spots of light do NOT look like tumors to me.”

I found out the reason Spencer’s mental  status has improved so drastically,  is because the pineal tumor is
GONE!!! The neuro tried to say it was the chemo, but I pointed out that that tumor was still totally unchanged,
30  days  AFTER  we  stopped  chemo!!  His  response?  “Well,  I  guess  he  is  a  lucky  kid,  whose  tumor
MAGICALLY disappeared!!!”

Magic? No. Chemo? NO, and we can prove that. I did not mention cannabis oil. He was VERY insistent that we
do another MRI immediately to confirm his opinions. He said to call his office the very second we book the
appointment  for  the  MRI.  So,  there  you have  it  folks!  Neurologist  confirmed,  CANNABIS safely  KILLS
CANCER Peeps!” Corrie

“Can the admin please advise what kind of dosage to give to an 8 year old who has been sent home to die?”
Ricardo

-- Start with a small dose, see how the kid responds and then up the dose as quickly as the kid can take it. Three
times a day. Usually they are full of pills when they are sent home to die, so you want to detoxify them first
because you don’t know what the interaction will do, usually it’s not very nice what the interaction with those
deadly chemicals do. But it is because the oil is trying to clean the table so that it could start to work.

Or, if you have nothing to lose, you can also start with a large quantity of the oil and put the patient in a state of
controlled coma that way. That’s what I would probably do, but it is up to the parents which direction of
treatment they choose.

All I know is that aggressive illnesses should be treated aggressively. And I also know that, in general, the more
oil you manage to get into the patient and the more quickly you do it, the better the chance of success and
survival. But I also know that the dosage instructions are mentioned for a reason.

If it were my kid, I would fill him full of the oil, I know that for sure. The kid would be swimming in it and I’d
most likely not let any doctor come near him or her. But that’s me and I know what to do. Best wishes, JB

Suppositories

Suppositories with the Rick Simpson Oil (RSO) are a blessing for all women with PMS-related issues as well as
for anyone with hemorrhoids, Crohn’s, bowel and intestine issues etc. They are also great for breathing and for
lung conditions, not to mention flu control. They produce a very pleasant long-lasting feeling in the body. I
have not seen anyone yet who didn’t like taking them after they overcame their initial hesitations.” JB
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HOW TO MAKE SUPPOSITORIES?

Melt  cocoa butter,  add oil,  approximately 1-2g of oil  per 100g of melted  cocoa butter  to start  with.  Then
increase the dose every four days until the patient uses about 0.33 g of the oil in each suppository.

1g (total weight) suppositories for children, 2g for adults, 3g (balls) for vaginal issues.

0.01-0.02g of oil per suppository will work well for beginners. If you start someone with 0.05 g in a suppo, they
will probably not feel it much either, but it is better to start with a small dose (for those who have never tried
hemp in the past etc.). Doses of up to 0.005g of THC are usually tolerated with no or hardly any symptoms at
all.

The real RSO is very potent and you never know how exactly a patient will respond (blood pressure etc.), but
suppositories would be a good way to get people accustomed to the oil.

The interesting thing about suppositories is how they seem to open the lungs and make breathing much easier
within say 20 minutes - a dream come true for many with COPD or asthma etc. Patients have also used them to
treat psoriasis, high blood pressure, Crohn’s, PMS cramps etc.

You can also add other natural oils to the suppositories,  it  depends what you want them for and what the
purpose  is.  Simply  to  some natural  medicine  sites  and read  what  different  essential  oils  do  and  you can
experiment as much as you deem necessary.

Also, suppositories are a great way to treat patients that can’t eat the oil or can’t keep it in their stomach for
some reason.

As far as I am concerned, judging by the effects, taking the oil in suppositories is the best and most pleasant
way of using hemp. It sounds and looks funny at first, I admit that, but those who have tried agree. Maybe it
opens the chakras from the bottom up, who knows, but it certainly feels great.

Women would love taking the suppositories - they also help with all sorts of bacterial  and viral infections,
“partner exchanges of microbiological information”, allergies to condoms and the lubricants used on them, etc.
Did I mention how greatly the oil takes care of (levels) hormonal imbalances? Best wishes, Jindrich Bayer

“Suppositories with the RSO can also be used for all sorts of vaginal issues, including but not limited to yeast
infections, HPV, condylomata, herpes and many other illnesses or infections one doesn’t necessarily need to
suffer from. Especially when they can be taken care of so easily with the use of the oil.” JB

“Can you give me advice on whether hemp oil is safe to use during pregnancy please? There is not a lot of info
out there that I can find. My friend has just been told she has a umbilical cyst that may cause blood clots leading
to her baby dying. I have seen the effects of hemp oil and the good it can do, I’m just unsure if it is safe during
pregnancy.” Christine

-- Dear Christine, of course it is safe to use it, hemp has been used during pregnancy and for labor pains, too, for
centuries. I recommend that she makes suppositories with 0,01-0,06g of oil in each one (start with 1-2g of oil
per 100g of cocoa butter). The cyst will disappear within several weeks, or it usually does. Three times a day,
and no worries, the oil will not harm the baby. Best wishes, JB

“JB, I agree with the suppository however what type of cocoa butter are you using? Should I get unrefined pure
unbleached cocoa butter? Also will coconut oil work as a suppository base?” Sara

-- Well, it is up to you which brand or type of cocoa butter you will go for. Coconut oil might be too runny.
Cocoa butter works better as a suppository base. JB

“Would anyone have any ideas on how to give the hemp oil to someone through a feeding tube? I’ve mixed it
with olive oil to make it not as thick, but I’m still afraid of it clogging the tube. Any ideas?” Steven Havre

-- Steven, it is always best to find a way how to administer undiluted oil, that is the best way to go. When you
cannot find a way, you can mix it with the patient’s food and have them eat it that way. Yes, it might clog the
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tube, namely if the oil is of a thick consistency. Some oils are thick, some are more runny. But when you warm
them up to body temperature, they should be runny enough to not clog the tube.

Another way is to give it to patients in suppositories with cocoa butter. Still, eating the oil is the preferred way
of taking this medicine, whenever possible. There are many ways of administering the oil and it is often very
individual, so try to find a way that will suit the patient best. Best wishes, JB

“Exactly! I’m treating my Mother she has throat Cancer and have successively administered it through her
feeding tube, warm it a little and I mix it with coconut oil! Never have clogged the tube!” Steve

“I am giving it to my son through his feeding tube when he won’t swallow it - I pour very hot water onto the oil
in a cup, then it dissipates, then I add some cooler water (not too much) so the water’s not too hot, then pour it
into the tube.  It’s worked quite well  although sometimes oil  does line the tube a little  but it’s  never been
blocked. The secret it to pour it down while it’s still very warm.” Angela

“I know it sounds terrible, but a little coca cola through the tube to flush it after administering viscous stuff, or
just to clean clogs in general works well. An old RN standby.” Ellen

Surgery or Oil?

“You’d never take my tits, when I can ingest RSO!!” Chloe

“The very idea that breast cancer is a “percent risk” is a complete lie. In reality, everyone has cancer micro-
tumors in their bodies, including myself. Cancer is not a disease you just “get” like being randomly struck by
lightning. It’s something you must “manage” or “prevent” day by day, meal by meal, through a lifestyle choice
that  involves  vitamin  D  supplementation,  nutrition,  superfoods,  vegetable  juices  and avoidance  of  cancer-
causing chemicals and radiation.  So when a doctor says you have a “chance” of getting cancer,  what he’s
implying is that you have no control over cancer, and that’s an outright lie. Cancer quackery, in other words.”

-- When you have a “chance” of getting cancer, simply get on the oil. It is a much healthier and safer option.”
JB

“Look at cancer or another serious disease as if it was a fire. The bigger the fire, the more power you need to
extinguish it.

So, would you rather use a hundred buckets of water (RSO) or a glass of water (other types of oil) if your own
house was on fire? Or would you like to see professional firemen come and help you with it? That’s what I
would prefer, but the current firemen, i.e. doctors, are not even allowed to use water to extinguish all those fires
and they don’t even know how to use it after all those decades of indoctrinating, brainwashing and not using
cannabis in medicine.

Does it makes sense to you that someone would send expert firemen to a big fire in the city and did not let them
use water, i.e. the most basic and traditional form of fighting against fire? Not to me. But still, that is exactly
what those in power did to the medical system we have today.

Lots of fires, no water, i.e. lots of extra work for firemen/doctors who cannot do their job the best way they
could. That is not how it should be, I think. They should have the best equipment and the best tools for their job,
shouldn’t they? That is what I would do if I were their manager/government. Is there anything wrong with
looking at it this way? I don’t think so.” JB
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PMS, Menopause

“This is one thing for which hemp and hemp oil in particular is the best there is, bar none. You simply will not
find anything that could or would help better than hemp. It will help restore hormonal balance and take the edge
off the aggression, mood swings, etc. It will also help ease premenstrual pain and cramps, uneasy feelings,
anxiety, etc.

If I saw a woman start behaving strangely due to PMS-related hormonal imbalances in her body, I would give
her hemp immediately in all ways or shapes or forms available. I do not see a reason why anyone should suffer
needlessly. Not to mention that when one suffers, everyone around them suffers consequently, as anyone who
has had to deal with a premenstrual woman can confirm. I would have her eat the oil, use it in a suppository and
I would not neglect topical use on her belly and back. She will like it because it will take away the pain and
improve her skin on those parts. I would also smoke some oil with her so that she knew that she is “not alone”
and that someone cares.

With hemp, menstruation does not have to be a frustrating and unpleasant experience for everyone involved.“
JB

Q. Damn it, JB... she was doing great, UNTIL the anti-estrogen shots. They make her deathly ill. 

A. Surprise, surprise, Valerie. “Stay away from doctors” is the rule of the game at the moment. We don’t say it
out of pleasure, it is a reality. The patients usually do well on the oil until medical experts intervene and screw it
up with some unnecessary highly alternative and experimental chemical medications. So until doctors learn how
to use this medicine properly, it is really safest to stay away from them (if the circumstances allow, of course).
She does not need the shots, she needs to ingest as much oil as she can as quickly as she can to undo the damage
from previous medical treatments and to get her condition under control. If the oil doesn’t help, it is highly
unlikely that something else would. JB 

Body Weight Regulation

“Hemp oil is a great detoxifier and it is not unusual for people who are overweight to lose many pounds during
their treatment. It’s almost as if the oil knows what you should weigh and over time it will bring your body to
that level. In my own case, the oil took about 30 pounds off me, but I have seen many people lose a great deal
more.

When you are ingesting hemp oil,  it  is not like being on a diet.  You can eat as much as you want to and
whatever you like. The oil seems to naturally curb an overweight person’s appetite and I know of no better or
safer way to lose weight. In addition, it can stimulate the appetite of a person who needs to gain weight.

It’s just as I said, the oil wants to bring your body back to a healthy weight no matter if you are underweight or
overweight. If you would like to go on some type of diet, that is your choice, but I for one would prefer not to
eat rabbit food all the time.

In addition, at my age I really find no joy in doing all kinds of exercises, so if I wanted to lose weight this would
not be an option. If I want to shed a few pounds, I know the way to do it without diets or exercise and now you
are also aware how this can be accomplished yourself. Once this wonderful oil becomes more available, in a
short time, those who are now overweight or underweight will likely not remain so for long. Being overweight
can cause an early death,  so if you are carrying a few pounds extra,  now you know how to deal with the
problem.
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Do you mean it seriously that it can take off excess weight without exercise?

Yes, hemp oil can take weight off without exercise and I am living proof. If I take my shirt off, I look like
someone who has worked out a great deal and my body is at the correct weight for a man of my height.

When I was younger, I did a lot of swimming, but now since losing the excess weight I was carrying, you can
see all of my stomach muscles again. I don’t even have love handles, just a band of muscle on each side and I
don’t do any exercises. If you would like to experience the same, all you have to do is follow my example and
soon your body will begin to look the way it should.” Rick Simpson, Hemp: The Most Medicinal Plant

“My son uses Simpson oil for his Crohn’s but I hear it can help lose weight. If so how?” Krystal

--  Yes,  it  can,  eat  the oil  and you will  lose weight  if  you are  overweight  and gain weight  when you are
underweight. Don’t ask me why, don’t ask me how it’s possible, I don’t know the answer. It simply happens. I
lost 50 kilos myself on the oil and believe me I tried my best to disprove Rick. But I failed and the oil regrew
my muscles, too. It was strange and hard to believe, I admit. But I don’t mind that I lost all that weight without
a drop of sweat and without exercise. Actually it was quite enjoyable and I didn’t mind the good sleep that came
as the only notable side effect of using the oil. JB

Anxiety, Paranoia

“I think anxiety and paranoia with the use of this medicine could be greatly reduced if the system would just
stop arresting people for using it. When beginning treatment with the oil, I tell patients, “If the oil is making you
sleepy, don’t fight it.”

Some people can become anxious while trying to overcome the relaxing effect of this medication when what
they really should do is just relax and not fight these effects. Many varieties of hemp have a very low potential
to cause anxiety, but there are some strains that do. If patients feel uncomfortable with the oil they are trying to
use in such cases, I often advise them to make the medicine from a strain that will cause less problems.

If this medicine’s use were only legal, I am sure it would take away much of the anxiety associated with its use.
Also some strains can produce more anxiety than others,  so if  you are experiencing such feelings,  simply
switching strains  could eliminate  the problem. Many people find using substances  like dark chocolate  and
cayenne pepper to be quite effective in helping to lower their anxiety and reduce their heart rate. The most
important thing to remember with the use of this medication is to keep in mind it is the safest medicine on earth.

The use of this substance does no harm and if the patient experiences anxiety, it is caused quite frequently by
the patients themselves because they get all worked up for no reason. Or often pharmaceutical drugs a patient is
needlessly trying to ingest could present a problem that can give them symptoms of anxiety. But this is easily
rectified in most cases by simply getting off these harmful chemical medications. In addition there is also a
natural substance which our bodies produce called citicoline that is supposed to be effective to treat anxiety as
well. I am told that citicoline is available in 70 countries, so if you just go on the internet, you should have little
trouble locating what you require.

It takes a while to get used to hemp oil’s effects and beginners may experience some anxiety. But in a short
time, most will become comfortable with its use and the anxiety will just fade away. As a matter of fact, once
patients become accustomed to the oil’s effects, they often laugh about the way it had scared them so badly in
the beginning.

Quite frequently, I am still contacted by patients who tried to use a sativa strain to produce their medication and
often the effects of a strong sativa can cause anxiety. This continues to happen even though I have stated many
times such strains should not be used because they are too energizing.

You don’t want a patient to be energized, you need to use a strong sedative indica to help him or her to relax
and heal while sleeping. I hate to see people waste their time and money trying to produce oil from the wrong
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strains, but that is often what happens when our instructions are not followed. With a little effort, I am sure we
can develop good medicinal varieties that will produce no anxiety at all. But this cannot be accomplished in the
proper way until we have the freedom to do the simple research that is required.” Rick Simpson, Hemp: The
Most Medicinal Plant

Depression

“I have found both sativa and indica strains to be effective in the treatment of depression. Yet, I seldom use
sativa strains for treating people due to their energizing effects. Most patients who come to me have a serious
illness and I don’t want them energized during the healing process.

I find the sleep and rest that a good indica oil provides to be the most beneficial for the vast majority of medical
conditions.  Oil  from a  good indica  variety  is  very  effective  in  the  treatment  of  depression  and can  often
eliminate this problem in a very short time. Most who have come to me were in a depressed state due to other
conditions they were suffering from. When the condition is cured or brought under control, the depressed state
they were experiencing just fades away.” Rick Simpson, Hemp: The Most Medicinal Plant

Multiple Sclerosis (MS)

What are your experiences with curing multiple sclerosis? Many people already know that hemp can help, 
but do not know how to use it.

“Recently we received a report from a lady suffering with MS who ingested two ounces of high-grade hemp oil
a year ago for her condition.  The effect of the oil  treatment  was very successful and even though she has
ingested no oil over the last year, she remains in good health. From my experience, multiple sclerosis is often
curable, but for people who have suffered for years with this condition, it will take time to undo the damage the
disease has caused. Many MS sufferers smoke hemp for relief, but using hemp in this manner will not cure
them and the disease will continue to progress.

The only way I know to treat MS and the damage associated with this disease effectively is to ingest the oil on a
regular basis until  it  is cured or brought under control.  If you have MS, do yourself  a favor and give this
medication a try. Life is supposed to be about living, not suffering, so why should a patient allow this condition
to ruin their life when it can be treated in an effective manner? I know of patients with this disorder that could
no longer walk properly, but after only a few weeks of ingesting the oil, they could again walk normally. MS is
just one of many conditions that doctors say cannot be cured, instead they tell us that they can only manage the
symptoms, while the disease itself continues to take its toll. If you would like to prove your doctor wrong, give
the oil a try and start living for a change and when you do, I am sure you will realize that the guy in the white
coat does not always have all the answers.” Rick Simpson, Hemp: The Most Medicinal Plant

Addictions

“I  very  recently  observed  a  terminally  ill  morphine  dependent  cancer  patient  go  OFF  morphine  “COLD
TURKEY”. Once off morphine, she became famished; was no longer constipated; slept very soundly and her
pain was controlled far better.

She also become coherent once again. AMAZING. If I’d not seen this 180 degree change myself, I’d NEVER
believed it. I’ve never before been pro-marijuana, but this personal observation made me a believer.” Janice
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“One thing I have noticed now that I have taking RSO for 3 months now, it almost got rid of my cravings for
alcohol. I used to have a drink or 2 every night but now I rarely want a drink and when I do, I don’t drink as
much, I also noticed that my pants have been much looser. I have lost 10 lbs. The only thing I do less of is drink
alcohol.

I still eat the same and still nibble on mixed nuts, cookies etc. at night when I have the munchies and I might
even be eating more than before the Oil. Yes the Oil can make you hungry.

So either the lack of alcohol or the oil has caused me to lose 10 lbs in 3 months. And I wasn’t really overweight,
5’ 10“ and about 198lbs. When I was younger, I was always about 186lbs and fit. Now I’m down to 187lb last I
checked. Either way, the oil or lack of alcohol caused me to lose weight. Just a happy side effect.” Scott

“Opiates make me constipated, nauseated, are difficult to get the right dose for effective relief. They make me
“woozy”, make it unsafe to drive and on and on. Marijuana doesn’t. Enough said.” Fred

“15 year opiate addiction cured by the oil. I wouldn’t have tried it if it weren’t for Rick. So I have to say I truly
owe him my life so I now am one of his biggest supporters. I had always smoked but that never helped with the
pain I’d get from being on pills. I just wanted to die so many times because I was no longer in charge of my life.
I can say because of the RSO. I am NOT on morphine, oxy, perc, vic, or suboxine... it got me off it all!!!!! And
I’m 40 n feel 20 again. My arthritis I used to feel every morning is now GONE. I have taken the oil internally
10 times and my life has begun again. There aren’t words to express how grateful I am. If you are on pills start
by taking your oil at night unless you have a week to just sleep, then I’d go that route. Pm me if any questions.”
Rebecca

“Cannabis got me off Benzo’s after over 30 years of addiction more than 158 years ago, without it, carrying on
as I was, I’d have been dead now…” Phil

“I’m off all painkilling medication and am now able to function - I wish more people could trust the power of
nature!” Sue

Sleeping, Insomnia

“As for insomnia, there is nothing better than properly produced oil from a good indica strain to give a person
the sleep they require. The effects of my head injury left me with what can best be described as a tuning fork
gone mad inside my head. This high-pitched sound made it impossible for me to sleep and I was unable to get
the rest I required. The medical system gave me many different medications for this condition but nothing
worked. Often I was left with terrible side effects from the use of these drugs that caused me more distress than
the condition I suffer from.

I found that just smoking hemp allowed me to get more rest than any of the pills the medical system gave me.
Then when I started ingesting hemp oil, I received even more relief and it was not unusual for me to obtain
eight to twelve hours of uninterrupted sleep.

For years before taking the oil, I would get up more tired than when I had gone to bed and I was getting very
little rest at night. Then all of a sudden after taking the oil I started waking up in the morning well rested and
refreshed.

As many of us get older, we start experiencing sleeping problems and this can have a very detrimental effect on
our overall health and well-being. The doctors can give you sleeping pills, but if you really knew what they
were made from, I doubt that you would want them in your body.

A good night’s sleep is not something that is just nice to have, it’s a necessity if you want to remain active and
healthy and there is nothing better than hemp oil to give your body the rest you require.” Rick Simpson, Hemp:
The Most Medicinal Plant

“Aaryn: I think that I ate a bit too big of a piece... but it is not a bad thing! It is just maybe time to go to sleep.
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-- How was the sleep, Aaryn? JB

Aaryn: Great! I am still resting! I am finding that it is helping with my depression and anxiety already. The oil
makes me laugh, lol.

I had another patient over here who I was showing how to make the oil and he has anxiety as well. He was
laughing too. It was great.

I am eating a rice sized amount 4 times a day the last 2 days, and I have had to inhale the medicine less
frequently, and am having minimal pain.“

-- That’s what treatment of serious disease should look like, shouldn’t it? The patient is sleeping, wakes up
refreshed, laughs a lot about himself and the foolishness of the whole situation, does not experience stress,
anxiety or side effects of chemical meds etc. I personally would certainly like this a lot.” JB

“I’m on the hemp oil for a several conditions and I’ve never slept so well or felt so good... Thank you Rick
Simpson & JB for getting the message out that this plant does wonders for everything imaginable!! Just DO it
people and see for yourself!! It’s the only way that you’ll become a true believer, trust me!!” Val

-- Thank you, Val. It is true that nothing beats personal experience with what the oil can do. Once you try it, for
instance on a burn or a mosquito bite and the itching and pain will go away in seconds, everyone can tell you
what they want and you will  know that they can tell  you what they want but the oil will  still  be the best
medicine there is. And you will want to have a bucket of it at home, just in case something happened.

You don’t have to trust a word we say, just make the oil, find someone with a burn, skin cancer, diabetic ulcer,
then apply it topically and watch what happens. Then remember that the same will happen inside your body
when you ingest the oil, and that’s about all you need to know, really. JB

“Some people are just ignorant and afraid... Because of Rick Simpson I myself have been able to go down on
my pain meds considerably, I mean I was taking 60mg of OxyContin 3 in the morning and 3 at bedtime and had
been taking them for over 8 years... It sucked!

Now since starting the oil I only take 1 in the a.m. and 1 in the p.m.! Talk about a miracle at least that’s the way
I see it! The doctors told me I’d never be able to go down or be able to stop taking them. Boy, did “Rick
Simpson” and I prove my doctors wrong.

I’m doing it and I feel better than I did taking those damn poison pills! Even though I was on such a high dose
of the OxyContin I was still experiencing pain, day in and day out, not sleeping and not eating...

Today I’m pain free, sleeping normally and eating more! And I’m not stopping my quest to get off these pills
I’m hoping by the time I’ve been on the oil for a month I’ll be totally off! Wish me luck!“ Nancy

I actually  have schizophrenia  and I  use medical  cannabis  for side effects  related to my condition,  such as
anxiety and insomnia. The medicine works, ever since I started medicating more frequent I have been able to
sleep, which I couldn’t before.

A lot of my symptoms appear when I lack sleep. Never have I experienced voices while on cannabis, I feel it
actually protects me from them...“ Jose

-- I agree, Jose, sleep deprivation is the cause of many mental conditions. Quite logically, when one has not had
enough sleep, one does not feel as well as he/she would after ten hours of refreshing sleep after eating the oil.
JB

“The more sedative the better. I use it at night before I go to bed and it works. I now sleep 8 hours straight out.
Rest has been the very best thing for me. The 80% and up strength takes a while for you to get used to it but you
will get there. Start with 0.01 ml as directed and work up from there. I tried a 0.025 to start...next time I took
only the 0.01 ml. The 0.025 ml put me on the couch for 10 hours. Be careful but remember to take it. As I said
Night time is the Right time for me. Can function during the day and REST at night.” John
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“I am giving the oil to my fiance (Jason) and he isn’t taken much and it is making him so tired. He sleeps most
of the day. I am going to take him off of it for a day or two just to see what changes it makes... then maybe give
him a tiny bit like 1/2 a grain of rice (at least that was what we have read) maybe we bumped it up to quickly
for him.” Jason

-- Jason, the sleepy feeling is ok and you want the patient to sleep as much as possible. The sedative effect will
wear of in a few weeks but it is not anything undesirable, on the contrary. Best wishes, JB

Q: Making some today for a man who the white coats have said he has two weeks to live and there’s nothing
more they can do for him. I hope to have good news for everybody soon. Trying to also get him to stop smoking
and to change his diet and more to give his immune system a fighting chance. Thank you Rick and JB for your
knowledge and giving us a real cure.

A: Dave, let him smoke, it makes no difference if he eats the oil. Also, he is going to sleep a lot, so he will
smoke so much anyway.

As for changing the diet now, well, he should change it reasonably but not drastically, let him eat what he feels
like. Not necessarily a sausage, but something reasonable, Increase his body’s pH, have him eat seeds from two
apples every day. The most important thing is to get as much oil in him as possible as quickly as possible. There
is still a chance. Combine eating the oil, suppositories, vaporizing and topical use for best results. Even if he
does not make it, he will live a maximum quality of life until the end, and that’s very important, too. I am sure it
will be more than two weeks, but we will see. Doctors are not always right with their predictions when the oil
comes into play. Best wishes, JB

 “I sleep very soundly, and longer than usual. Once I am up I feel very rested, not groggy like when smoking.”
Terry

“I sleep well and dream but I wake up groggy. Takes hours to come on and then it lasts a long, long time. I use
it every night. It takes away my arthritis pain and lets me sleep.” Katherine

“I have cancer and sleep apnea. Not only do I get amazing sleep, I don’t wake up from hot flashes. It is a
blessing.” Stephanie

“It feels like being happily dead!” Mal

“My mind without it is like a New York traffic jam. With it - it eases it into a Zen garden state whilst still
functioning on a normal level.” Andris

“I have had a sleep disorder for 20 years, RSO oil has helped me sleep for the first time and I am pain free upon
awakening! Yay!” Bonnie

“I have a herniated disc that presses on my sciatic nerve causing severe pain to shoot from my lower back down
my left leg to my toes. I was taking 3 ibuprofen every four hours just so I could get out of bed and be able to
walk. I started taking the oil almost two weeks ago for the pain and inflammation. I now require no ibuprofen, I
sleep better than I may have ever, my coworkers have commented on my better moods and overall happiness. I
FEEL GOOD!” Jennifer

Been giving my 14 year old Pit the oil for 4 weeks now for cancer. She sometimes gets a bit ‘twitchy’ and
drunk when I give her too much, but when the hecticness wears off, she sleeps like a pup.

She refused to take vet meds so we got some oil instead. Still early days but I’m recording her progress. It took
about a week for her to get used to the oil and to develop an appetite again. I’m jealous, as we can at this stage
only afford the oil for her Love everyone’s beautiful stories!”

“I have Social phobia (better termed as social anxiety disorder), depression and insomnia. Never took the oil,
‘cause I can’t find it here where I live, also can’t cultivate and extract it myself... but I did smoke about ten
times, what I felt was that after the first time, I could now sleep whenever I felt tired, I had my “all-life-no-
depressive-month”, never felt so happy(no depression) and with all that vitality even taking the most potent
medicines (which are leading me to other health problems) for that, also my social anxiety (phobia) decreased a
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lot and I didn’t need to be “high” to feel that, if I’d smoked 1 or even 2 days before I have to go out and talk to
other people, stay in a public place (what this disorder makes impossible), NOW I COULD DO THAT, felt
alive again as a “normal person”, no medicine did that. The problem is, due to laws, precedence of the herb,
plus social preconception and ignorance about the plant, I can’t even smoke it anymore, don’t wanna get “high”,
just wanna live again without those life limitant issues, There r a lot anonymous people who lives like me with
some kind of phobia and other disorders and I think the oil may be the solution.” Pablo

“You can ask Rick and or JB, we have found that using a product that is 20-30% sativa is one of the best
combinations for anxiety-related issues.” Brewster

-- We like to work with indica dominant sativa crosses with 20%THC or more, exactly for these reasons. The
effects of the best oils are extremely potent and sedative, yet euphoric and even better aphrodisiac. When you
give a patient a medicine with such effects, you can be almost certain they will enjoy taking it. Who wouldn’t?
You sleep well, you wake up well rested, euphoric and full of desire to make somebody happy. Who wouldn’t
like that? JB

“I appreciate learning about the RSO every day and what it has done for people/ animals. If this oil does what
they  say,  it  needs  to  be  hollered  from the  highest  mountain  -  not  quieted  down.  I  haven’t  had  personal
experience with it, but surely would if I or anyone I cared about found we needed it.

In the meantime, I read as many posts as I can. I have yet to read a post that says, “Thanks Rick Simpson - I got
totally stoned, it was cool, Dude.”

-- Thank you for your support, Debbie Nolan, I am sure you will write a post that will say exactly that very
soon. The feeling in the body when one ingest the right dose of the right RSO for them can only be described as
“very cool.” Or extremely cool. Or maybe amazingly cool. It is one of the most pleasant feelings one can
experience, it is very natural, calming and soothing.

As we say, best oils have a very sedative, yet euphoric effect when ingested. So you sleep well and then you
wake up giggling like a kid. And when you sleep well and wake up giggling, you are more likely to feel well
and rested than when you don’t sleep well and don’t wake up giggling. And when you feel well and rested, your
body will logically heal and perform better. No rocket science, as always with cannabis medicine. JB

“Although the endocannabinoid system affects  a wide variety of biological  processes (such as appetite  and
sleep), experts believe that its overall function is to regulate homeostasis.

Homeostasis is a key element in the biology of all living things and is best described as the ability to maintain
stable internal conditions that are necessary for survival. Disease is simply a result of some aspect of failure in
achieving homeostasis, making the endocannabinoid system a unique target for medical applications.”

--In other words, it’s all about the balance. Nothing new. JB

Glaucoma, Restoring Eyesight

“Glaucoma and its effects can be brought under control quite easily in most cases since many varieties of hemp
are effective in dramatically reducing ocular pressure. It is not uncommon for a person suffering from glaucoma
that is using hemp oil to see a substantial improvement in their vision. Many patients even have to get their
glasses changed because their old prescription lenses are now too strong.

Do you think it makes sense that eye doctors will not even mention cannabis even though it has been known to be
effective since at least the 1800s?
Again, hemp oil made from the right strains is a very effective treatment for glaucoma and I know of nothing
better or safer for reducing ocular pressure. The effect hemp has on ocular pressure has been known for a very
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long time, yet the medical system tries to avoid even discussing hemp’s use for glaucoma. Unfortunately, it
appears that many doctors today are much more about money than they are about healing. I cannot explain how
an eye doctor can sit there and watch a patient slowly go blind and not tell the patient what hemp can do for
their condition. Far too often, in the end, patients lose their vision completely because they blindly trusted the
advice of their doctors. Having a patient lose their ability to see correctly does not seem to mean much to many
eye doctors. Yet, I think what they are doing is disgraceful and I feel very sorry for those who have been robbed
of their vision for no reason other than greed.” Rick Simpson, Hemp: The Most Medicinal Plant

“I just made a batch of “hemp oil” a couple nights ago and a batch of butter. I have been giving a brain tumor
patient the oil, before taking the oil she was nearly blind, after a month of taking the oil, her sight has been near
fully restored. You wouldn’t get the same results from butter. You get medicinal results from butter, however
the oil is a much more concentrated form of meds, and it works for almost anything, stuff is just amazing.“ Dion

“Taken orally is restoring my mother’s eyesight. She is legally blind in her left eye. An injury left her without a
lens and several surgeries left her with glaucoma. She has been on the RSO for a year and a half now- using it
daily. She never noticed how much eyesight was returning until she was putting on some eye makeup. She has
been blind in that eye for 40 years, so she has trained herself how to apply eye make-up with her eyes closed. It
was the only way she could apply it to her good eye was to close her good eye leaving her completely blind.
Well, the last time she closed her good eye, she started to actually see & focus out of her blind eye. She only
wears make-up on occasions so she is not exactly sure how long it was before her sight started coming back, but
after being on the oil for over a year she can now make out images, colors, and even read certain things from
her bad eye! I was holding up a bag of Lays Chips, and from across the table she could read lays. She thinks if
she had a new lens that her vision would be completely restored. In order to get a new lens she must be put on
an organ donor list- I am not sure her insurance will cover anything like that so for now- This oil has given her a
miracle- a miracle of sight where there was once only darkness! So I would say NO DROPS NEEDED- Just a
steady  supply!  Now,  Get  to  planting  your  cure!  Oh  Yeah-  She  has  NO  EVIDENCE  of  GLAUCOMA
EITHER!” Lindsay

Rare or Not-So-Common Diseases and Illnesses

Q. Hello Rick/JB, have you ever heard of a rare disease Porphyria? If so have you treated anybody with RSO
and what was the results? 

A. No, I have not. But judging from what I have read about it, I do not see a reason why the oil should not help
cure it or bring it under control. It will definitely help with symptoms of this rare and certainly very unpleasant
condition. 

I would follow the protocol on our site, I would eat the oil and use it in suppositories (that way it will go right in
the bloodstream). I would use the oil topically in a tincture or salve for skin conditions/manifestations (it will
take away all itching and other discomfort).

I would eat at least 60g over two or three months, I would not use any chemicals, I would simply follow Rick
Simpson’s instructions. If 60g won’t cure it or bring it under control, I would eat another 120g. And if that
would not bring satisfactory results, then I would simply start pounding the oil in me, one two three grams a day
or even more if I could take it, and I would simply eat as much as I would have as quickly as possible. Why?
Because when the oil does not help you, it is quite unlikely that you will find anything else that will. Also,
aggressive illnesses should be treated aggressively. Best wishes, JB

“So good news JB & RICK!!! I went to doctors today for my test results! My thyroid which was underactive
and medicated for 22 years is now over active! I have been only ingesting RSO full time myself for a month, I
also rub a tincture right in to my throat and I vapor RSO as well! I am so ecstatically happy about this!
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He is a really cool doctor that has been there and supported me through this all and knows full well, I AM IN
FACT USING RSO OIL! Being the doctor he is, he still wants to do a ultra sound on my thyroid to check for
any nodules! What do you think about the ultra sound?

I am always going to be taking this oil with pride for the rest of my days this feels right that’s the whole point
right! Prescription drugs are EVIL! I also have many health problems that I am currently treating with this
wonderful oil! Chiari Malformation type 1 of the brain stem also I have severe carpal tunnel and much more!

I am 45 years young today do not feel all beat up and hurt like I use to feel! Did I mention I also had brain
surgery 7 mos ago and I have not used any narcotics since my surgery due to liver failure from the drugs! I truly
am proof that this oil is from GOD! This is all we should be ingesting as medicine!

Thank  you  JB  and  Rick  for  everything  you  do  from  the  bottom  of  my  heart!  No  more  thyroid  meds,
YAY!!!!!!!!” Margene

-- Congratulations, Margene. As for the ultrasound, well, I think you know the answer. The less scans the better,
that’s all I can say.

I personally would not go near anyone who would not tell me about the oil for 22 years but if you think those
people still have something to tell you, feel free to talk to them, namely if you are really interested in what they
have to say about medicine. But that’s about all I would let them do, talking only, that way they can’t hurt you
as much as they would the their talking was translated into a “need” to ingest some pills of their choice.

Best  wishes and keep away from those who spent  22 years giving you wrong advice.  Be happy that  you
survived their “treatments”, others weren’t so lucky. JB

“Can cannabis oil be used to treat rabies?” Aami

-- Aami, yes, but it will probably require putting the patient in coma for some time, with very high doses of the
oil, especially in advanced cases. JB

“My caregiver has a patient who is diagnosed with Lupus and mercury poisoning throughout her body. After
about a year so far with using her homemade oil, mercury poisoning has completely disappeared and the Lupus
is damn near gone. Hair follicles have been taken every 2 weeks to see exactly what and how much poisons are
in her body for the updates of her success. Really is amazing what can be cured naturally. Does cost a bit, but
still healthier and worth a life!” Jesse

“I got diagnosed with primary myeloid fibrosis, got on meds that helped but wasn’t satisfied due to increasing
pains and no appetite and dropping blood count, increased spleen size, insomnia. After taking this medication
for one year and feeling no real fundamental change I decided to try RSO, only 1 month on the oil, my pain is
non-existent, appetite has returned, blood count is on the rise, sleeping like a rock.” Aguae

“I use it to treat my medical anomaly…several hospitals in my area say it shouldn’t be possible…but the RSO is
amazing...I’m rejecting  a  VP shunt  in  my body,  I  have  a  connective  tissue disease and several  other  rare
problems...4 brain surgeries in 36 days and I refused to fill the narcotics...solely medical marijuana, RSO and
breathing...I’ve never healed so quickly in my life...even as my labs show my body is so screwed up my pain is
actually not that bad…” Katie

“The following is from a gentleman who was involved in a serious car accident in 1977. He suffered from facial
paralysis, tear ducts did not work, he had to use ocular lubricants, partial loss of vision in one eye. Additionally
he had a head injury resulting in memory issues, speech issues. He walked with a cane and spent all these past
years in pain. This is from a message he sent. == “The oil is repairing me on a cellular level. All the scar tissue
on my right is gone! I now have movement of my right eye. I can even smile, now the paralysis in my face is
going away. All of this has happened within the last 6 months. Once due to the pain from the tumor I increased
my dosage to a gram and a 11/2 grams per day dosed throughout the day. A couple months ago I was watching
TV and I realized I can see the right side of my nose. First time I’ve seen that since 1977. I began exercising it. I
now have full movement.” Cannabis Oil...not just for cancer Peeps.” Corrie
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Animals - Testimonials

“I treated my dog’s tumor on his ear with RSO... It was HUGE and now it’s GONE!!!!” Andrea

“My dog has ostersarcoma (bone cancer). I had his leg amputated a week ago, and he is due to start chemo in a
week. With his cancer, it usually spreads to the lungs, 95% of dogs die from lung cancer within a year. If it was
your dog would you start the oil now and still do the chemo, or no chemo and straight oil? For humans you start
with a rice grain, with a 70 lb dog, would you start with a 3rd of that twice daily? Thanks for reading this and
I’m eagerly waiting your response.” Eda

“Eda, the oil saved our precious dog Sophie. She was dying. Give your dog the oil ASAP... Chemo will kill her.
Prayers with you...” Brewster

“I just got some really great news about my friends’ dog that I just had to share! A few months ago, her pitbull
Maximus had a tumor inside one of his back legs that was growing out of control. The Veterinarian told my
friend that she had to pay over 3 grand to have his leg amputated, or it would spread and he would die within a
year. This was about 4 months ago. Back then, when I saw her status about his planned surgery, I messaged her
and suggested feeding him Cannabis oil instead. She figured she’d give the natural treatment a try before doing
anything drastic and irreversible like amputation. Luckily for her (and Maximus), she already had a Cannabis
card since she lives in California. So, she went to a Cannabis dispensary and picked some up. She fed him 1
drop of oil about the size of a pea, twice daily with his meals. Right away she said she noticed he was in less
pain and felt much more comfortable. Plus, his eating habits went right back to normal. After a few weeks he
could even run without limping, so she cancelled his surgery and stuck with the natural treatment. She just got
home from a Vet checkup today, and found out that his tumor is COMPLETELY GONE. No trace of the tumor
has been left behind. The Vet was really shocked when she told him how she cured him.

FYI: This is the 3rd dog I know of that has been saved by Cannabis oil. I also know plenty of humans that have
been saved too. If you STILL think Cannabis doesn’t cure cancer, then you haven’t been paying attention. I
have known the truth for years now, and I have never found anyone, animal or human, that Cannabis oil has
failed to save.” Lara

“Some Kid’s lymphoma T cell CLCT-1 cancer is GONE! We will be going to the vet only for tests every three
weeks for CBCs to measure calcium levels and FNA to monitor red-white blood count for cancer t-cells. She no
longer needs prescribed meds but we will keep her on the Rick Simpson Oil that cured the cancer every day for
the rest of her life. We are a Grateful Family.” Some Kid Needs a Miracle

“Amazing story! I make and take RSO for health maintenance as my family has had a lot of cancer. I started
giving it to my dogs as well as they both have small tumors and my Shetland sheepdog has Discoid Lupus, a
form of canine lupus. It is incredible! In a couple weeks one of the dog’s tumors has shrunk by 70% and the
other dog with lupus is doing amazing! For the first time in years her red, swollen, and painful nose is healing!
I’ve tried prescriptions, steroids, diet and nothing has helped. The RSO is healing my dog’s lupus, I know it can
help humans too! “Ashley

“My cat got 1/4 -1/3 grain rice sized 2-3 times a day to treat & cute his chronic inflammatory UTI when
multiple rounds of fluids,  antibiotics,  and meds could not, also put him onto a raw diet  & he’s not had it
reoccur. Of course for cancer you’d use a higher dose. Generally I try to find the dose that doesn’t seem to
drastically affect them too much - it won’t hurt them ever but an owner would notice sleepiness, incontinence,
possibly a bit of drunkenness. Of course in cancer you don’t care - just work them up as quickly as you can to
higher doses progressively.

This  is  for  “maintenance”  -  for  example  my dog who had an eye  removed from glaucoma (and is  doing
AWESOME) has a risk of her other eye going glaucoma so I dose her at least twice a day with some oil & have
found a good dose that doesn’t cause the incontinence etc. but she still is getting her oil. I had her taking more
before the eye enuc for pain. I truly feel like the oil helped her more than conventional pain meds post op too -
the 1st day or 2 she had 1-2 doses of vet rx’d pain meds then I went to only RSO, by the day after her surgery
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she already wanted to play ball again and was & is a happy girl. Chloe will actually lick the RSO off my finger -
unlike my cat who hates it. LOL (…)

I don’t find that RSO causes anxiety in animals - light sensitivity can be noticed with higher doses.

I even used RSO on my ferret - he was very old and woke up one day that he was suddenly very weak, maybe
he had a stroke. I gave him tiny doses of RSO thru the day to just keep him sleeping - that evening he seemed to
be waking up - shaking his head and acting like my dogs do when they eat cannabis, I just left him sleeping
figured whatever his body’s going to do at least he is not in pain or suffering - I had half an idea he’d wake up
ok- sadly he did pass away but his quality of life till that last day was great so I feel the RSO gave him the best
last day possible. I know he was not in pain and he slept very peacefully and I know it was not too much RSO
as he had been dosed in the morning and early afternoon then nothing & I’d checked on him very late that
evening he was just sleeping - he could wake up but he just wanted to sleep.” 

Whitney -- Best quality of life until the end, that’s what also matters a great deal when the oil is involved.
Thank you, JB

“Yesterday Chloe, my 8yr old spayed female Heeler fox terrier was diagnosed with glaucoma in one eye. The
pressure was very high in her 1 eye and she might be blind in it permanently. We did emergency treatment with
IV fluids and mannitol and she’s on a couple meds. The pressure came down some but not a lot, and she’s not
enjoying the adjustment to life half blind right now. I want to treat her with the RSO as it has been incredible
for my bf and I’s own pain and I really believe in the oil and the stories people tell on here are incredible. I
don’t want Chloe to end up getting glaucoma in the other eye and I want to heal anything I can in the affected
eye. I understand a lot of pets have been helped by the oil & I would be so happy if Chloe could recover her
vision or even some vision in the affected eye... Thanks for any help or advice!” Whitney

-- Whitney, simply get her on the oil. Some oils are better for glaucoma than others. The easiest way to find out
about how effective it might be is to take a dose and watch your eyes in the morning. If they are clean, look for
another strain or combination of strains, if you have a lot of stuff to clean on them, it is most likely a good strain
for lowering intraocular pressure. Best wishes, JB

“Thanks JB! Yesterday I thought we were making some incredible progress, the eye was clear (I pulled goop
out of them all day) & the pupil was not fully dilated & though it didn’t match the other eye’s pupil I thought it
was responding to light, but this morning it looks all cloudy again. Maybe in the bright light like yesterday it
will look better... How much and how often do you recommend I dose her? So far I have been doing very very
small pea size dose, she’s only 30# & it does seem to affect her, this dogs always loved to eat stems and leaves
or roaches, get the smoke etc. so I can tell when she’s a affected by the oil too and it does seem to be affecting
her  a  little  bit  similar  to  if  she  ate  stems,  that  doesn’t  worry me though,  I  kinda  feel  like  that  means  its
“working”.” Whitney

-- Whitney, I would give it to her with something good two or three times a day. The more you get in her and
the quicker, the better. Even she had to sleep for a day or two, who cares. A little hemp induced coma can’t
hurt. JB

“Sounds good to me! I will do that today. She was pretty zonked yesterday too. Thanks for such a fast response
JB!” Whitney

“My dog ate a part of a plant yesterday because he knew it would help his stomach after he had gotten in
leftover  chicken  dinner  fat  and  ate  a  bunch  of  it  she  paced  a  lot  and  later  through  up  and  then  rested
comfortably. Guess what was in her puke -- pot leaves. Smart dog.” Donna

“Hi JB, I do give the RSO to my horses. In fact, I had a scare last week with my gelding that has been ill, I gave
him about 1/3 of a gram of our ISO oil and he was so SToNED!! He was sedated. So...it works on horses and if
a 1/3 of a gram is that sedative on a horse, imagine the healing properties. It took him about 24 hrs to rid the
effects of it. I cut back his oral dosing to just about a grain of rice for maintenance.” Heather
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“Think it was back in the 70’s FDA first reported cannabis killing cancer cells... all I know is my cat’s stomach
cancer seems to be gone, she’s now eating well, putting weight on and running round like a new kitten...” Tony

“I have been giving my 19 year old cat ground decarboxylized cannabis since December 2011. She was very
lethargic, runny poop, signs of feline senility... an acquaintance that worked at a vet suggested I give her 1/4
aspirin, 1/4 t metamucil... did that for a few days then decided to try the cannabis... I sprinkle a small amount in
her wet food every couple of days... she is still with us!!!” Lori

“JB, we have made her several batches as we make her a new batch every 2 months, as she is taking 1cc/day.
We’ve used 2 different strains. She is currently using the same batch that cured my cat’s cancer.” Charlie

“I have to thank you. My beloved cat of 14 years was diagnosed on June 1st with squamous cell carcinoma. I
cured him with the RSO in ONE WEEK! The vet says it is a miracle. I took him back to him on June 8th and he
asked me if it was the same cat, because the tumour in his mouth was almost gone and he fully expected that I
was back for him to put him down. Now he is almost fully recovered. I love him dearly and had to thank you for
sharing how to make the medicine properly FOR FREE!”

“My cat was diagnosed with a’ fast-growing, aggressive, untreatable, inoperable’ form of cancer last June, a
squamous cell carcinoma in his septum, which is as ugly as it sounds. He was given 1-3 months max, and my
vet gently suggested I ‘let him go now’. I cried, thought about it and decided I just couldn’t watch him die. I
went online, discovered there are a great many cures for cancers. Started giving him a number of supplements,
etc. He was doing ok, but the cancer was still growing and affecting his breathing. The tumour finally started
growing to the other side of his nose, and in December he was starting to go downhill. I thought, ok, it’s time
now.

Then I discovered cannabis and how it can kill cancer. Long story short,  Ted’s been taking the RSO since
December now. It was a bit of a situation in the beginning to get a correct tiny dose, because he is a cat. And
much smaller than a human. He’s sleeping MUCH better, his breathing is better when he sleeps, his appetite has
come back, though not to what it used to be. This is all a journey in progress and I don’t know how it’s going to
end.

However, the tumour seems to be flattening, although very slowly. I think if this hadn’t been such a nasty
cancer, he probably would have been healed months ago. My vet is delighted and impressed with how he is
doing. So I’m just taking it day by day and am happy that most of those days seem to be good days. His
maximum expiry date was last September so he’s doing ok.” Anne-Marie Leidl

“Yay!!!! I have a cannabis kitty too. High grade cannabis oil saved me having to shell out $4800 to the vets to
butcher... I mean uh... do surgery on my cat’s ear to remove a tumor. Hooray for Cannabis Kitties n Cannines!”
LinZy

“RSO-ish substance saved a 40 lb dog’s life -- an ethyl-extracted oil otherwise identical to RSO used to save my
dog who had drunken the neighbour’s anti-freeze. The vet said over the phone that she was finished, too late,
and would not likely survive the 40-minute drive to be euthanised, and I was advised to make her comfortable.

My loyal companion was frothing at the mouth, had frequent seizures, was badly overheated, and throat so
swollen she could barely breathe, lapsing in and out of consciousness. -- definitely dying, no question.

Trying to ease her passage from this world, I heated a 1/2 gram of oil into a tsp of butter and literally stuffed it
down her throat with my finger, pushing an opening in her swollen throat. Within ten minutes, she was no
longer mouth-frothing, her fever had broken, she was breathing normally,  all  convulsions and seizures had
stopped.

She drank water  eagerly,  then laid down to sleep for 12 hours and awoke in seemingly  perfect  condition,
running and playing within minutes of waking. I told my vet, and asked her to publish the event in a case study,
and she refused, claiming that cannabis is toxic to dogs!” Alan
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“We use it on our 14yr old chihuahua who has seizures. A few months ago we thought she was not going to last
long, so I thought why not try some oil? Within a day she was like a whole new dog! She was eating better and
was feeling frisky and wanting to play! This stuff really does work for many things!” Mindy

“We received a puppy that had gotten trampled by a very large human. She is a toy chihuahua, she had a four by
four inch welt that covered her entire bottom half. She got really bad and started to grow cold, so I decided that
trying the tears couldn’t hurt her too much.

When I first dosed her, she was barely able to move her head. I am however extremely happy to tell you that
after a week of tears three times a day, she is a happy, healthy and yippy little butthead. Thanks Rick and JB for
exposing us to the truth. My wife and I believe the tears saved her.

Let’s not forget that I was dosing a toy chihuahua that was less than a pound with a gram of RSO, 3 times a day.
That‘s 3 grams a day to a puppy that weighed less than a pound, and was at death’s door due to being stepped
on by a boy that’s over 300 lbs. If cannabis was indeed toxic, kaimana would not still be with us, running nutsy
and jumping for weed smoke.”

“Gave it to our then 13 year old to help her with arthritis in her back legs & hips...surprise, we also not only got
a springy dog but also 4 puppies. No way she should have been able to still have a liter, and all are healthy and
doing great! Love RSO!” Julie

“My dog had a skin problem (a rash that caused him to tear out his fur) & a reoccurring ear infection. I didn’t
have RSO but gave him a tincture my friend made. His fur has grown back and the ear infection has cleared up.
If the tincture worked this well, I’m thinking with the RSO I could completely cure him. So I would say that
yes, RSO would work on a dog’s cancer as well as it does on humans. Bless you Rick and you too, JB.” Bette

-- Thank you, Bette. Your thinking is logical and correct. Animals have faster metabolism, and so the oil cures
them much faster than it cures humans. It is a pleasure to cure animals with the oil, they love taking it. JB

“I use it on my dogs. Just quite a bit less than we would. I have a 12 year old that was ran over and had to have
her hip removed. Not replaced... removed! 4 weeks in...

No scar from the surgery, walks, still with a limp but gets around just fine and I used the oil instead of pain
meds... It worked great! (…) I have a 9 year old Rotty that has heartworms, terrible allergies, very low energy
and losing his hair on his tail. Starting him on it today... Just rescued a 10 year old chihuahua that has 3 tumors
and I know this will fix her right up!!!“ Dolly Durbin

“RSO OIL Dog Biscuits and with topical ointment on the cancerous sores on her leg it was the 1/2 size of a
dollar bill. She was starting to cry getting up and her shaking was bad. I knew RSO would work... The very next
day she got up with no crying and shaking and she was running around the yard few days later with her little
buddy Nugget, rat terrier. That was 6 months ago. She’s like a 6 years old dog now, not 12 years. That’s one of
so many stories I’ve witnessed in the last 2 years.

My story is much longer... RSO saved my life. No more Opiates. And very little pain most times. Thank You
Rick Simpson... Peace be with you.” Ron Youngblood

Q. Dear friends, hope this finds you well. I am giving my 8 year old, 40 lb. dog RSO for the tumors growing on
the right side of his body. Today is his first day of treatment and he is knocked out and sleeping. I gave him
about the amount of a grain of rice. Is this too much? For how long and how often would you recommend

I give him thee oil? I am on the oil myself. As time goes by I am getting more and more used to the “high.” I
must have surgery next month and I plan to use RSO for my pain and recovery. If I can work it, I’ll be on it for
the rest of my life. Blessings ~ Many Thanks

A. Catherine, I would postpone the surgery if at all possible until you eat say 180g of the oil at a gram a day (or
more) in three doses. Give the dog a half of that if you think he is not comfortable with what he got now.
Sleeping is part of the healing process, it’s nothing to worry about and it is a sign that the oil is sedative, which
is what you want. The more potent and sedative, the better. Best wishes, JB
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“Sending you on the update of my dog being diagnosed with bone cancer. June 1 it has been seven months, last
x-rays shows no spread to the lungs. They did find an intact break near the tumor site in the leg, they don’t
know what to make of that.  Normally these dogs that have a break,  you have to put them down. They’ve
concluded that the monthly infusions of the drug called Zometa is keeping it intact so they will continue her in
the trial whereas she will be receiving monthly infusions of Zometa. But No Cancer Spread and they cannot
pick up the tumor that was there 7 months ago. Just thought you would like to know. This aggressive cancer
normally takes the dog’s life within 4-6 months of diagnosis. Here she is, 7 months, NO cancer spread. An
intact fracture but still walking like nothing is wrong.” Linda

“After 9 weeks the skin cancers on my dog have COMPLETELY disappeared!! Maintenance dose now for the
test of life. Which I feel will now be not only more comfortable for him but a longer life as well. BLESSINGS
RS & JB!! >;-)” Goblin

“My dog had 3 weeks to live. Mass cell tumors all over his purebred pit bull body... After 3 weeks the tumors r
shrinking on the ISO/RSO. I swear. He has peed himself a few times an acted drunk but I knew it was for the
better. He’s still on it. Even when they disappear I’m still gonna make him his med. Love you, JB and Rick.”
Bocaj

“Been giving my 14 year old Pit the oil for 4 weeks now for cancer. She sometimes gets a bit ‘twitchy’ and
drunk when I give her too much, but when the hecticness wears off, she sleeps like a pup. She refused to take
vet meds so we got some oil instead. Still early days but I’m recording her progress. It took about a week for her
to get used to the oil and to develop an appetite again. I’m jealous, as we can at this stage only afford the oil for
her. Love everyone’s beautiful stories!” Janine

“I’ve seen the effects first hand of a dog taking RSO... For the first few days Ruby (a 12yr old dog) was being
sick and shaking a little bit, worrying symptoms if your skeptical on the subject but I can assure you 1 month
into treatment and the dog is bouncing around full of life running up stairs jumping up on the bed and chairs full
of  energy  all  the  time  very  playful  again.  Eyes  used  to  be  watery  and  have  a  grey  covering  now there
completely back to normal. Ruby had a rather large growth on the inside of her leg been there for years and now
after eating oil it nearly fell off!!!

Thanks to Rick Simpson xxx bless this oil, it really works, why is there NO testimonials to say it doesn’t..?”
Brett

“Today is day 3 for a treatment on my dog with RSO (Rick Simpson Oil) which is a cannabis concentrate for
medicinal treatment for many serious ailments. She is 13 years old and about 7 months ago, she got something
that caused her extreme snottiness, major mucus and some days she was lethargic. Looked it up online, said
“kennel cough or canine cold” so I had some antibiotics here and started her on a course. Didn’t help at all, so
we took her to the vet.

Of course,  they wanted to  do blood work,  x-rays  and mucus screening.  Approximately  500 in vet  bills,  I
declined so we started her on a broad antibiotic which also didn’t touch it in a month. Took her back in and got
two more stronger antibiotics, went a month on them religiously. Didn’t touch it either!

So  then  the  vet  tried  a  fungicide  medication...  STILL  DIDN’T  TOUCH  HER SICKNESS!!  It’s  hard  to
determine what is justified in spending on a 13 year old dog... So I stopped all medication about a month ago to
let her body recoup and started her on RSO just 3 days ago, a total of 6 treatments and she is a totally new dog!

No snot, no coughing, she’s got the munchies and in general we’ve seen a REMARKABLE improvement.
Unbelievable really. From my personal experience, I can attest that this is some awesome surreal medication.
Thank you from the bottom of my heart!” Survival

“My dog is a 13 year old Belgian Shepherd. A few years ago a small lump appeared on his side. It suddenly
started to grow at an alarming rate a few months ago. Sadly he was diagnosed with cancer... and not just the one
lump. Upon examination he had many. He had other problems as well... Mainly arthritis and hip dysphasia.
Surgery was not an option as it was doubtful he would survive the anesthetic. I could not bear to watch him
suffering...  he could barely walk and had stopped eating. I decided to try giving him cannabis oil as a last
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attempt to help him. My partner Pat and I gave him a tiny amount (about the size of a grain of rice) on a cookie.
It really affected him... he was unsteady on his feet and slept for hours.

We tweaked the dosage over the next few days and noticed that his appetite improved right away. He also began
moving  about  much  more  easily  and  his  attitude  was  much  brighter.  As  the  days  progressed  we  slowly
increased his dosage. It’s been 3 weeks and I hardly recognize him as the same dog. He is happy! Wagging his
tail, playful, eating, and best of all the tumor is half the size it was before we started on the oil!!!! I will continue
his treatment (we are lucky enough to be able to supply our own oil) and keep you informed. I expect to see
these tumors disappear completely!!!!!!!!” Josie

“I have a neighbour who successfully removed tumors in his dog within a month by feeding the medicine to her.
Keep going and yes very small doses as Rick has stated their metabolism is very high so they get better much
faster than we do.” Covey

“I cured our Ferret of insulinoma created pancreatic Cancer. Get on it peeps, your ‘furry family’ needs you.
Here is Flower during her treatment, she is a bit cross eyed here and ready for a restful sleep..!” Hempy

“Yes, I cured my cat of cancer in June, when the vet said to put him down. Just fed him the Oil, and within 10
days the fatal tumour was gone! The vet said it was a miracle!” Charlie

“GOD BLESS JB and Rick Simpson for your loyalty to the people who need you most. I will be making my
own when I can to help out the people I know who need it desperately. My daughter made a little from trim for
a tumor on her dog. Four days of use she said it looked as if it was about to fall off. I am still waiting for final
results. GOD before a CHEMIST!” Greg

Quality of Life

Could hemp oil improve life expectancy?

“If we all took small doses of hemp oil on a regular basis, I am firmly convinced we would live longer and be
much healthier. Longer life spans would be very beneficial to mankind, since it would allow those who have
wonderful talents to accomplish so much more. Far too often in today’s world, a person just gets good at what
they are doing and they are struck down with medical problems that end their careers.

We were all given this experience called life to broaden our abilities and horizons so our species can evolve to a
higher level. In addition, we were provided with this wonderful plant to both preserve and protect our bodies
from disease.  It is impossible for me to comprehend that the human race could ignore this plant’s healing
potential any longer. Now that the truth about hemp’s healing powers is available, we would be somewhat
remiss  in  our  duties  to  both  ourselves  and our  loved ones  if  we did  not  demand  this  medicines  free  use
immediately.

If  you or  anyone else on this  earth would like  to  live longer  in  a state  of excellent  health  to  achieve  the
maximum potential of which we are capable, I do not see how anyone could feel they have the right to impose
their will upon us or try to force anyone to abstain from the medicinal use of this plant. Since life is supposed to
be about living and now you have found a way to avoid all the needless suffering, I wish you all a very long and
healthy existence.

You must have heard so many people telling you, “This can’t work, nothing will help. The doctor said I will 
suffer from this for the rest of my life…”

A great number of patients have come to me with medical conditions their doctors had no success in treating
and they felt their situation was hopeless. Quite often, people do not even have a diagnosis as to what is really
wrong with them because in reality doctors could not provide them with an answer. Most of these patients that I
provided oil to did not believe hemp could help their conditions until they tried the treatment. I have been in
contact with thousands of individuals, who were completely astounded by what this medication did for their
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conditions. If hemp oil cannot cure your condition, you will more than likely find this oil is by far the best
control available.

Doctors like to tell us many diseases and conditions are incurable, but this medication pays little attention to the
opinions  of  doctors  and  often  works  what  are  considered  medical  miracles.  If  you  are  having  a  medical
problem, give the oil a try and there’s a good chance you will see the miracles it can produce for yourself.

Does it make sense to not provide people with hemp-based medicines?

It makes absolutely no sense to prohibit hemp’s medicinal use to the public and in reality, no one has the right
to do such a thing. The only reason that hemp was ever prohibited in the first place was due to the fact that it
presented a real danger to many big money concerns. Restricting the medicinal use of the most medicinal plant
on earth to those who inhabit this planet could only be termed as being a crime against humanity. It seems at
present governments are still willing to let their rich friends who own the drug companies have their way, but in
the end they will be unable to hold the truth about this medication back.

When hemp makes its return to mainstream medicine, it will destroy all the corruption that ever stood against its
free medicinal use. This plant is quickly becoming recognized once more as being the greatest healing plant in
existence and medications produced from it will change the face of medicine forever. Soon the public will reject
the chemicals and poisons we currently call medications and they will demand the use of this natural substance,
so they can heal themselves sensibly.

Do you think people in law enforcement do not realize that sooner or later they might need this medication 
for themselves?

Many people in law enforcement definitely know that hemp medicine works and they should all realize that
they have no right to interfere with its medicinal use. As a matter of fact, I have supplied this medication to a
good number of those who serve to police our society myself. RCMP officers have even sent patients to me for
treatment, who were dying of terminal cancer, so many officers are aware that this natural substance works. The
police are no different than we are when it comes to disease, they too are afraid of cancer and other serious
conditions.

Yet the police seem to have a very hard time getting their heads around the fact that our government’s policies
towards hemp medicine is killing them and their families as well. Most police officers try to brush off their
wrongdoing in regards to the raids they perform against those who use hemp medicine by saying that they are
just doing their jobs. But that is the same line those who worked in Hitler’s death camps used and it did not
justify their behavior then, nor does it justify the behavior of police forces today.

It’s time the police woke up to the reality of what they are doing. Do police officers think it’s wrong for the
public to grow the most medicinal plant on earth to produce this medication? Or would they themselves not be
looking for this oil if they had a loved one who was dying and needed treatment? I expect that they would, so
maybe it’s time for the police to start pointing their guns at the real criminals.

To deny hemp medicine’s use to the public is a crime and the police must stop enforcing laws that were put in
place against hemp’s use for medicinal needs. Hemp is simply a natural harmless healing plant. So how could
the police or anyone else think they have the right to deprive someone with a serious medical problem from
being allowed the free use of this substance? ” Rick Simpson, Hemp: The Most Medicinal Plant

Why Is It Called RSO?

“Rick didn’t start calling it RSO, others did. It is a good term, as it leads people to Rick’s info on methods and
materials.  Rick  is  rightly  concerned  about  people  calling  oil  that  is  not  made  with  his  methods  and
recommended  starting  material  qualities  Phoenix  Tears  or  RSO.  He knows  what  worked  in  his  extensive
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experience treating patients, and he wants to make sure very sick people get what he knows works, and not
something that “might be as good” with the same name...” Matthew

“Without Rick and his video I would not have known it cures cancer... although I have been a user and grower
for about 27 years I did not know it had these qualities in it... now I do thanks to Rick Simpson... and without
his boldness and frankness we would all be living in the dark about it... for that reason I think that RSO is a
good name for the oil... but RSO must be made to RS instructions... not some odors idea of what is best... if it’s
not broken - don’t fix it.” Peter

“Jack Herer started calling it the Rick Simpson Oil or RSO. Rick did not want to call it that way and it took
some time to convince him that it is actually a good idea. The trick is that there are many hemp/cannabis oils
out there and there many ways of producing an oil or extract and many patients have been tricked into buying
oils or extracts of inferior quality.

RSO is produced using a specific method, from specific materials, and in a specific way, so it should be called
what it is – RSO. RSO is not BHO (butane honey oil), RSO is decarboxylated and very potent and sedative. The
best RSO is 95-98% THC, 1-2% CBD and extremely potent and sedative. Most other types of extraction simply
will not produce an oil that is decarboxylated and so potent and require a lot of extra work. We usually process
large quantities of cannabis and Rick’s method is very efficient and streamlined for processing large quantities
of cannabis. You can process a pound of cannabis and produce the oil in less than two hours, using equipment
that is easy to find in most parts of the world. The point is to make the medicine as quickly as possible so that
the patient would not have to wait.“ JB

“I don’t CARE what it is called!!! Please call it whatever you want but don’t trash a man like Rick who has
saved thousands of lives and has given his entire life to spreading the word. It just isn’t right!!” Donna

“I call it “hemp oil” all the time, because that’s what it is, it’s in the dictionary, just another word for Cannabis.
It’s an old fashion term, but a correct term none the less. We all know what he is talking about.” Dion

“The magic is in the globular head of the trichome. Nowhere else does the THC exist on the plant. The plant
produces  the THC to protect  its  reproductive  parts.  The closer  you get  to  those parts,  the buds,  the more
trichomes. Therefore buds have the most medicine available. It’s science, not speculation. Thanks again Rick
for inspiring me to make the best oil I can. Beautiful clear amber oil.” Toni

“As much as corn? We all disagree JB. Cheaper would be nice but c’mon now.” Rick

-- Rick, if cannabis were grown on thousands of hectares of fields, how much would you want to pay for it? 20
bucks a kilo? Or less?

You really have to start thinking in tons of cannabis rather than grams. The demand for the oil will be so huge
that it won’t be possible to grow all the plant in “medical greenhouses” only. The most potent and sedative
strains will have to be grown on millions of hectares of land, worldwide.

For instance, once ladies really grasp what the oil can do with the skin and wrinkles, they will demand 20-30%
of the best oil in all of their cosmetic products and all of a sudden there will be demand for millions of tons of
the best oil for cosmetics only. Then add a few more hundred millions of tons of the oil for hospitals.

You need 5-8 kilos of dry bud to produce a kilo of the oil. One kilo of the oil will produce 5 kilos of cosmetics
products -- that is say 100 jars with 50g of the salve/ cream/lotion/lipstick/facial  cream/shampoo.  And one
hundred jars of hemp salves/ creams/lotions/lipsticks/facial creams/shampoos is nothing, you can give that away
easily in a day, you will always find someone who could use them.

So again, start thinking in tons, not in grams. I know that the current prices are much higher. I am not happy
with them and I will do anything I can to get the price of dry outdoor bud from a field to about 10-20 bucks a
kilo. Because that price would give employment and good work to millions of farmers worldwide. And it would
bring about a very positive change in the lives of all of us. JB
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“Let me sum up most of what is happening around the Rick Simpson Oil. The instructions tell people to A, B, C
and D. People read them and ask - if I do not do A, will B, C and D still work? If I don’t do B, will A, C and D
still work? If I don’t do C, will A, B and D work? What if I don’t do D, will A, B and C still work? And what if
I do A, B, C and D, differently, will it still produce the real thing?

The general answer is: no, it will not. If you wish to produce the RSO, follow the instructions to the word. If
you want to produce something else, then follow other instructions. But please do not make us responsible when
you produce a different type of oil and the treatment fails and ends up with unnecessary death of a patient.

If you do A, B, C and D, the oil will work the best way possible. That’s why the instructions are there. If you
don’t, it won’t or might not work. It’s as simple as that, isn’t it?

What would you personally like to get if you needed the medicine? Something that has proven to work so well
or something else, just so that whoever made the oil could prove or disprove his hypothesis or “method”? It’s
your life that’s at stake. So be careful, think for yourself, and learn from those who have walked this path before
you. 

Best wishes to you. Jindrich Bayer”
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We hope this book helped you. 
Now it’s your turn to help us help others.

Creating  this  book  and  sharing  the  information  is  a  labour  of  love.
Unfortunately, love doesn’t pay the bills.

We are working to translate this book into 300+ languages, and write 10
more different books on the subject.

We  count  on  support  of  people  like  you  to  assist  with  the  costs  of
translations, research, etc.

Please  assist  now  by  going  back  to  the  website  at
http://www.hempcures.work and  clicking  the  DONATE via  PayPal  button
below and donate whatever you feel it's worth to you and your loved ones.

Alternatively,  you  can  use  PayPal  to  send  a  donation  directly  to
DONATE@HEMPCURES.WORK or you can donate via BitCoin to: 

1D379NRXNqHGLd1dkM56vqZHbkHnisfDJm

 

We appreciate your support and wish you and your loved ones a healthy 
and happy hemp-infused life.
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